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SUMMARY

This study examines United Nations peacekeeping as practised between 1956 and 

1999. In particular, it considers how the ending of the Cold War affected the conduct 

and performance of operations.

Having traced the development of international collective action, it examines in detail 

four operations, two of which commenced during the Cold War and two of which 

were launched in the early 1990’s. In this way, it seeks to establish whether the later 

operations were significantly different from those of the earlier era.

Much of the work is based on the personal experience of the author and on 

information gathered through interviews with military personnel, from Ireland and 

several other European countries, who served on various UN operations. The 

observations and comments of those interviewed are considered particularly valuable 

since many were participants in, or observers of, significant events in the history of 

peacekeeping. Moreover, several were Force Commanders, contingent commanders 

or holders of senior staff appointments and therefore played a major part in the overall 

development of UN peacekeeping activities. Their contributions are supplemented by 

the observations of civilians who either served at UN Headquarters in New York or 

held senior appointments on operations.

These observations from ‘practitioners’ are set alongside the written work of 

academics and commentators from Britain, Europe, North America and the 

Antipodes. In this way, a broad picture of peacekeeping is presented.



The study concludes that whatever the period in which they were conducted, most 

peacekeeping operations have proved less than satisfactory. Failure to meet 

expectations is seen as resulting from the inability o f UN member states to agree upon 

(a) clear achievable objectives, (b) the precise nature of operations, and (c) provision 

of the necessary resources.



INTRODUCTION

PREFACE

In June 1961 the author, then serving as an Irish officer with the UN force in the 

Congo, had one of several conversations with a mercenary' attached to the 

gendarmerie o f the breakaway province of Katanga. When questioned as to whether 

reports that the gendarmerie had recently carried out killings and destruction of 

property in North Katanga were true, the mercenary replied that indeed in one 

incident, approximately 20 people had been killed and some villages burned. He 

insisted, however, that such actions were fully justified.

He pointed out that, twelve months after it had been granted independence, the Congo 

was manifestly a failed state. Its leader carried no authority, government remit did not 

extend beyond the capital, if even there; its army had been shown to be no more than 

a rabble: there was no law and little order. Industry remained stagnant and each 

passing day increased the sense of hopelessness. The UN, which had had a military 

and civilian presence in the country virtually since independence, appeared unable to 

rectify the situation and remained in a state of paralysis. Katanga, in contrast, had, 

from the granting of Congolese independence, set about functioning as an effective 

separate state and had largely succeeded in doing so.

It had a leader who enjoyed considerable support and a government which was 

growing in confidence and ability. Law and order prevailed in all the cities and major 

towns and industry was rapidly returning to the pre-independence level. Yes, his unit 

had killed 20 people in one incident but that was the approximate weekly death toll in 

an area where lawless bands had spread chaos. Once ‘Katangan-govemment’ control 

was imposed, conditions had been created which, he argued, anyone coming from an 

ordered European society would regard as normal and desirable.

' "Jock" Naismith from Dunfermline. Scotland, later killed in action in North Katanga, 1961.
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Roads were reopened and trains ran again, while shops, schools and churches were 

free once more to open their doors. Besides, Katanga was a larger entity than either 

Ireland or Belgium and its people were as much entitled to self-determination as had 

been the peoples of those states. Katanga was helping itself in its efforts to create a 

new independent state, and for others to try to reunite it with the totally artificial and 

failed state that was the Congo was neither just nor sensible.

The mercenary's arguments were thought-provoking. Within the Congo, 

constitutional government and the rule of law had broken down and there were no 

indications that reconstruction was under way. The picture o f North Katanga painted 

by the mercenary was generally true. Also, the Congolese Army had shown, through 

a succession of incidents in assorted locations, that it was a totally undisciplined 

force.

Certainly, Western interests were known to be supporting Katanga’s claim to 

independence but the Soviet Union had also been dabbling in the Congo’s internal 

affairs. This was the nature of affairs during the Cold War. At a time when many 

former colonies were being granted independence, it did not seem entirely 

unreasonable for one substantial group of Congolese to seek separation from others 

with whom the only common bond was the former colonial power. The tribes of 

Katanga were separated from those of the other provinces, not only by great distance 

and difficult terrain, but also by language. Besides, the process of integration and 

disintegration has always characterised the system of states.

If the former Austro-Hungarian empire could be broken up why not the former 

Belgian Congo, an area much larger in size? Why should some boundaries be treated 

as sacroscant? What machinery existed within international society for dealing with 

mistakes made in the creation of new states? Was it just that ‘older’ states should 

seek to impose their rules on ‘recognition’ of states, and were these rules based on 

sheer expediency. Were states or entities which considered themselves to have been 

treated unfairly, not justified in resorting to force to undo that perceived injustice? 

Was it the role o f the UN to impose a solution in the Congo and where exactly did the 

international organisation figure in the process of intemational relations?
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In June 1993 the writer was back in Africa on a UN mission whose purpose was to 

verify that elections in Angola were ‘free and fair’. This exercise in democracy 

would, it was believed, bring an end to civil conflict. Non-acceptance of the result by 

the losing party raised questions about what could or should be done when democratic 

choice was rejected. More significant were the questions raised by the failure by one 

of the great advocates of democracy, namely the US, to recognise the democratically 

elected government of Angola.

Few of the countries major or minor which had been so exercised about the emergent 

Congo in the early 1960’s, saw fit on this occasion to concern themselves with the 

problems of this African state where the conflict was causing 1,000 deaths per day. 

Expressions of concern came largely not from governments, but fh)m the media and 

non-governmental organisations. The ‘rules’ and ‘principles’ which ostensibly had 

shaped attitudes and determined actions within the UN during the Congo crisis also 

appeared to have undergone significant change. Yugoslavia, which had been insistent 

that the Congo remain united in 1960-61, had itself broken into several states, a 

number o f which were being granted international recognition. As conflict broke out 

again in the Congo in 1996, the person who as the Secretary General’s Special 

Representative^ had done most to prevent Katanga from s«:eding now proposed that 

the Congo (Zaire) be allowed assume such shapes as the energies and aspirations of 

its various peoples might assign to it.

Thirty-odd years on, the issues raised by the mercenary in his justification seem as 

valid and as relevant as ever. Equally, the precise role of the UN in relation to these 

matters remain uncertain. Is the purpose of UN intervention to assist states or to 

impose an international solution?

THE AIM

The aim of this thesis is to examine those activities carried out by the UN in the 

period 1946 - 1999 employing military and police personnel and coming under the

’ Dr. Conor Cruise O'Brien (Ireland)
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rubric ‘UN Peacekeeping’. In particular, it seeks to ascertain whether those 

operations which took place in the period following the improvement of relations 

between East and West in the late 1980’s were markedly different in terms of their 

nature and objectives from those which had gone before, and the impact upon 

operations of the changes in the international system post-Cold War.

THE PLAN

In order to achieve this aim, the study is carried out at two levels, theoretical and 

empirical, and is divided into four main parts. The first looks at the ways in which 

peacekeeping has been understood in the literature on the theory o f International 

Relations in general, and especially concerning international organisations. The 

second looks at certain operations conducted during the Cold War period (1946 -  

1989). The third examines particular operations conducted since 1989. The fourth 

reviews the peacekeeping experience over the entire period of such operations, draws 

certain conclusions and makes recommendations.

In order to provide an understanding of why UN peacekeeping operations were 

launched, Part I, Chapters 1 and 2 examine the general background to international 

collective action. The study first considers the nature of international relations in 

general. It considers the ongoing theoretical debate on the subject of conflict, and the 

differing ideas o f whether and how it can be prevented. Then, in order to establish the 

wider setting of this debate, the work examines the theory of international relations: 

the relationship of states to one another, the concept of ‘states’ as distinct from 

‘nations’, the concept of ‘nationalism’, the perceptions of peace and security, and the 

general rules which are seen to govern the behaviour of states in the form of 

international law.

Since the study seeks to compare the performance of operations conducted both 

during and after the Cold War, particular attention is given to the formulation of S.C. 

Resolutions upon which UN action was based. This involves the consideration of the 

legal basis for the action, the clarity of the resolutions, and the feasibility of the
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mandates given to each international force. It then looks at how operations are 

controlled and conducted.

Chapter 3 presents the reasons for choosing the particular case studies and the model 

employed in operation analysis. Chapter 4 is a case study of the operation in the 

Congo (ONUC 1960-1964), and Chapter 5 is a study of the operation in Cyprus 

(UNFICYP 1964 -).

Chapter 6 looks at the way peacekeeping was perceived to have developed during the 

Cold War comparing the perception with the reality. It considers how the evolution 

of peacekeeping over a succession of operations led to the acceptance of certain 

practices and procedures and how these practices influenced operations, particularly 

in regard to the implementation of mandates. It examines the issue of how 

peacekeeping techniques developed within the constraints imposed by the Cold War, 

were relevant to later actions.

Part III, Chapter 7 looks at how the ending of the bipolar system raised hopes that the 

UN and the Security Council in particular could begin to function more effectively. It 

considers the emergence of the US as the only remaining superpower and it examines 

the activity of the media in drawing attention to assorted crises.

Chapters 8 and 9 o f Part III consist of two further case studies, UNOSOM (Somalia 

1992-1995) and UNAVEM (Angola 1991-1999) which are treated along similar lines 

as those considered earlier. However, in these cases, greater emphasis is laid on such 

matters as the role of the US in the UN operations, the use of force in the pursuit of 

peace, and the issue of whether the nature of peacekeeping changed.

Part IV (Chapter 10) first looks at the challenges to peacekeeping identified by the 

UN Secretary General in 1996.^ It then considers two recent (2000) major reports 

issued by the Secretariat'* which deal with operational problems and certain

’ Kofi Annan, “Challenges o f the New Peacekeeping”, in Peacemaking and Peacekeeping in the New Centurv. ed». Otunnu, 
Olara, and Doyle, Michael W., (Maryland, US, Rowman and Littleford Inc., 19%), 172
* (a) Comprehensive Review of the Whole Question o f Peacekeeping Operations in All Their Aspects, 21 August 2000 

(b) Multidisciplinary Peacekeeping: Lessons From Recent Experience, 9 August, 2000
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recommendations for dealing with challenges ahead. It considers options for

improving UN response and effectiveness and concludes by making 

recommendations.

BACKGROUND

During the Cold War, the UN’s ability to engage in collective action was seen to have 

been impeded by EastAVest divisions. The end of the Cold War was to have 

introduced an era of peace with an emphasis on the rights and privileges o f human 

rights.^ However, expectations of more effective peacekeeping post-Cold War proved 

misplaced. As early as 1994, Adam Roberts described UN peacekeeping as “in 

crisis”.̂  Tried and tested principles and practices had been modified or abandoned 

and the distinction between peacekeeping and various enforcement activities had 

become blurred. UN efforts in Bosnia had exposed the organisation to accusations o f 

weakness and the UN operation in Angola had been followed by resumption o f 

warfare. These problems and failures had arisen at a time when, he claimed, there 

was a widespread feeling of optimism that the UN could have a more central role in 

international security and that peacekeeping could tackle a wide range of international 

problems. “The international community now wants the UN to demarcate boundaries, 

control and eliminate heavy weapons, quell anarchy and guarantee the delivery of 

humanitarian aid. There are increasing demands that the UN now enforce the peace 

as originally envisaged in the UN Charter.”^

John Mackinlay also writing in 1994, presented the situation in starker terms. There 

were, he maintained, signs that the fashion to promote peacekeeping was now over.* 

Peacekeeping, a concept that was successful during the Cold War, was now being 

used in contingencies for which it was not designed. Both in Washington and the 

capitals of Europe, there was disenchantment and a growing reluctance to become 

involved in further peace-supporting activities.

* Francis Kofi Abiew and Tom Keating, “Outside Agents and the Politics of Peacebuilding and Reconciliation”, in intemadonal 
Journal, Winter 1999-2000, 80 ~
* Adam Roberts, “The Crisis in UN PeacekeepinR”, Survival, Vol. 36, No, 3, (Autumn 1994), 93 
’ Ibid., 104
* John Mackinlay, "Improving Multifunctional Forces”, Survival, Vol. 36, No. 3 (Autunrn 1994), 149
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PROBLEMS AND PERSPECTIVES IN UN RESEARCH

Any scholarly work on UN peacekeqiing encounters several problems in its 

construction. The ‘UN’ referred to in literature is an organisation which has 

undergone considerable change in terms of membership, and character during the 

period imder ‘examination’. Membership has been gradually increased by the 

granting of independence to former colonies and by the break-up o f former members, 

most notably the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. Also, the political orientation and 

attitudes of member states has been changed by strategic, regional and internal 

developments.

There is the problem of ambiguity of language. Just as the term peacekeeping has 

never been given a fixed and detailed meaning (and is not mentioned in the UN 

Charter), many of the terms used by politicians and commentators to describe various 

UN activities lack precise and universally-accepted definition. For instance, the term 

‘preventive diplomacy’ (See 2.1.2) as used in the Cold War context, means something 

different to the activity with which it is associated post-Cold War. Even the use o f the 

term ‘nation’ in the title of the Organisation creates its own problems as the precise 

meaning of that word has, through the UN’s increased involvement in infi-a-state 

conflict, brought it more into focus.

There is a tendency on the part of contributors to the literature on peacekeeping to 

categorise operations under convenient but somewhat misleading labels. Even the 

general categories of ‘Cold War’, and ‘post-Cold War’ operations can be misleading. 

The Congo operation (ONUC 1960-1963) did not fit neatly into the pattern o f ‘Cold 

War operations’ and Paul Diehl notes that it is something of a misnomer to classify all 

peacekeeping operations since 1989 as if there were little distinction between them.’

Moreover, a peacekeeping operation as demonstrated in the Congo, Somalia, and 

Angola, may attempt to perform more than one mission either simultaneously or

’ Paul Diehl, “Forks in the Road: Theoretical and Policy Concepts for 21“ Century Peacekeeping". Glob«I Socieiv Vni i i  
3,2000,338 ~
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sequentially. Categorisation can lead to ONUC, an operation of the early 1960’s and 

with uncertain objectives, being described as an attempt at state/nation building,*® a 

concept o f the mid-1990’s. Categorisation also creates the impression that operations 

had clear, specific objectives when in reality mandates were, and are, in the main 

vague, and objectives uncertain. This categorisation has also been extended to 

peacekeepers themselves. Masashi Nishihara, for instance, refers to (a) full fledged 

peacekeepers, (b) self-restrained peacekeepers, and (c) peace-enforcers. However, 

Irish troops were, by Nishihara’s definition," at different times in category (a) in 

Cyprus; category (b) in Somalia; and category (c) if one accepts ONUC as a case of 

peace enforcement. All of this would suggest that ‘categorisation’ has to be treated 

with great care.

However, it is the word ‘peace’ (See 1.4.5.) and the associated plethora o f terms such 

as peacekeeping, peacekeepers, peace-enforcement, peace-making, peace-building, 

peace-maintenance and so on that demands particular attention. Overall, there is a 

requirement on the part of the researcher to examine not only the language and 

terminology, but the context and years in which they are used.

Another problem arises from the tendency of politicians and the media to present 

events in language which has a favourable resonance. Further, to those with a 

knowledge of the practice of UN peacekeeping, it also becomes apparent that either 

through ignorance of the facts or through a desire to observe political correctness, all 

too many commentators ignore intemal tensions and present an idealised version of 

how UN operations are planned and conducted.

Since the UN activities are based upon the complex language of the UN Charter, it is 

deemed desirable to consult and refer to the work of legal experts such as Michael 

Akehurst and John Humphreys. Considerable reference is made to the work of 

particular writers. Inis Claude and Alan James are seen as having not merely 

chronicled the development of the UN in its early years, but as presenting an accurate 

assessment of the potential of UN peacekeeping operations. Adam Roberts and Mats

Ibid., 359
"  Masashi Nishihara, “Trilateral Country Roles: Challenges and Opportunities", in Keeping the Peace in the pott-Tnkl W«r Bn 
Strengthening Multilateral Peacekeeping. (New York, The Trilateral Commission, 1993), 51 -59
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Berdal are seen as particularly prominent in the ranks of observers whose writings 

cover the evolution of peacekeeping from 1946 to 1996. They not only present the 

theory as it evolved, but in their presentation of the practice, show a keen insight into 

the difficulties and dilemmas of the participating troops. The theories and approaches 

of international relations are presented largely as seen through the eyes of such 

scholars as Hedley Bull, James Mayall, Steven Ratner, Adam Watson, and Timothy 

Dunne.

In presenting the practicalities o f UN operations, the work draws extensively upon the 

experience of military personnel of assorted rank and nationality, who have served on 

various missions. This includes the recollections o f the writer, who served with the 

UN in the Congo (1961), Lebanon (1982-1983), and Angola (1993), and who, in the 

course o f his research, visited UN Training Schools in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, 

the Netherlands, and Ireland consulting staff on experience gained and the nature o f 

training. The work also draws on some recent, post-Cold War, official doctrinal 

revisions such as Boutros Boutros Ghali’s ‘An Agenda for Peace’ and ‘An 

Amendment to An Agenda for Peace’. It also examines some of the writings o f Kofi
1 7  1 1

Annan (current Secretary General) from 1996 and 2000. Reference is also made to 

two recent UN reports: (a) ‘Multidisciplinary Peacekeeping: Lessons from Recent 

Experience’ (subsequently to be referred to as ‘Lessons Report’), and (b) 

‘Comprehensive review of the whole question of peacekeeping operations in all their 

aspects’’'* (subsequently referred to as ‘The Comprehensive Review’).

Peacekeeping is generally perceived as a military activity and the work is presented 

from a military perspective. The study recognises that there are many reasons for the 

dysfunctional gap between the UN’s intentions and performance and seeks to identify 

them. It looks at the aspirations reflected in the existing literature and those elements 

which fhistrated the UN’s endeavours.

Kofi Annan, “The New Challenges in Peacekeeping” in Peacemaking and Peacekeepinn in the New Century, eds D im  
Otunnu and Michael Doyle, (Maryland, Rowman and Hillford, 19%).
”  (a) “UN Chief Faults Reluctance o f US to Help Africa’*. The New York Times, May 13,2000 

(b) UN Department o f Peacekeeping Operations, 9 August, 2000.
Security Council, New York, 21 August, 2000
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CHAPTER 1 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

1.1. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS THEORY

In theory, UN peacekeeping operations demonstrate the collective will of members of 

the international body to deal with the problem of conflict through collective action. 

However, efforts to engage in effective action are seen to encounter two major 

problems: (1) Conflict can take various forms and its roots can be deep-seated; the 

success o f the operation will therefore depend greatly upon the level of intensity and 

the co-operation of the adversaries. Without such co-operation and a complementary 

serious and sustained diplomatic effort, the presence of the UN troops may just add 

another dimension to an already complex situation. (2) There are the restraints 

imposed by the need to respect state sovereignty (See 1.4.2.).

Doubts about the ability of the UN to create a more cohesive stable order lead 

inevitably to questions about the nature of and the relationship between states. The 

UN has had to face the dilemma created by trying to reconcile the two faces o f ‘self- 

determination’ (See 1.3.2.); as a state-building experience on the one hand, and as a 

force that can lead to disorder between states on the other. Recent post Cold War 

ethnic conflict (See 1.3.3.) has highlighted the problem the UN has faced since its 

inception, the paradox of trying to maintain the integrity of the state system upon 

which as an organisation it is built, while at the same time promoting the interests of 

minorities.

Faced with situations involving major loss of life, the UN has sought to respond to 

demands that it be more forceful in its operations than it was during the period when 

Security Council rivalry limited the extent of collective action. However, some post- 

Cold War operations involving the use of major forces, such as in Somalia and in the 

Gulf, have drawn criticism that UN peacekeeping has turned into a new form of 

imperialism instigated by the US. This raises the question: are there two ‘UN’s’ , one 

representing the interests of major powers and another composed of the many small.

10



less-powerful states? And how much does the experience of peacekeeping tell us 

about this perceived divide?

Both the ‘old’ and the ‘new’ UN roles raise basic issues of international relations and 

particularly the classic dispute between realism and idealism, or as the latter has 

increasingly come to be referred to, ‘liberal internationalism’. The dispute has 

particular relevance to this subject given that UN peacekeeping represents an attempt 

by states acting collectively to address the problem of conflict. It is the dispute 

between idealists who have a view of how the world ought to be and try to assist 

events to turn out that way, and realists who see the world as it is rather than how we 

would like it to be.' However, the distinction between the two is frequently less than 

absolute.

It is necessary therefore to look at some of the scholarly work on international 

relations to see what it tells us about the nature of conflict and the different 

approaches to the issue of international security. We will then explore the basis for, 

and the employment of, that form of collective action which is generally described as 

UN Peacekeeping. We began by looking at the differing approaches to the issue o f 

conflict and the context in which the debate is set.

1.1.1. Liberal Internationalisnn

The academic study of international relations hardly existed before World War I. 

Prior to that, what we nowadays think of as international relations was simply seen as 

a facet o f other disciplines such as history, international law, economics, and political 

theory.^ It was not until the slaughter of 1914-1918 persuaded a number of influential 

thinkers that new ways of thinking about these problems were required, that the new 

discipline emerged. These people regarded it as essential to theorise international 

relations and since 1919, this theorising has fallen into a clear pattern. In the context 

of an investigation into peacekeeping, the essential debate is that between liberals 

advocating a collective approach to international conflict, and realists who favour the 

self-help approach. Let us look at the origins of the debate.

‘ John Baylis and Steve Smith, eds.,The Globali;alion of World Politics, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1997), 3 
 ̂Chris Brown, Understanding International Relations. (London. MacMillan Press, 1997), 21
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In the immediate wake of World War I, many accepted that while Germany might 

bear the greatest responsibility for what had happened, there was also something 

about the system of international relations which was to blame. A variety of different 

thinkers gave considerable thought to how the system could be changed to prevent a 

recurrence. The new thinking, conveniently labelled as liberal internationalism, 

offered a two-part diagnosis of what went wrong in 1914 and a corresponding two- 

part prescription for avoiding similar disasters in the future.

A firm liberal belief was that the people do not want war but are led into it on the 

dictates o f militarists or autocrats. Equally, war could result from the people having 

their legitimate aspirations to nationhood blocked by undemocratic multinational 

imperial systems. What was desirable therefore was the promotion o f liberal 

democratic constitutional regimes and the principle o f national self-determination.^

The second component of liberal internationalism was its critique o f pre-1914 

international institutional structures. According to this thesis, it was the anarchic pre- 

1914 system of international relations which had undermined the peace. Apart from 

the balance of power, there had been no mechanism in 1914 to prevent war. What 

was required it seemed was the establishment of new principles of international 

relations and a new type of international organisation in the form of a League of 

Nations. Whereas under the balance of power system states depended for their 

security on private commitments of assistance, the League would provide security 

through the will of all states acting collectively (See 2.1.1.1.).

The peace settlement of 1919 represented only a partial embodiment o f liberal 

internationalist thinking. The principles of self-determination were promoted but only 

in Europe. Moreover, the League of Nations was tied to the Versailles Treaty and 

thus associated with what the Germans regarded as an unjust status quo, a judgement 

shared by much liberal opinion. It was, however, subsequent developments in Italy 

and Germany in the 1930's which appeared to undermine the liberal internationalist 

argument.

’ Ib id ., 23
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In the liberal view, the enemy of peace was the kind of militarist, authoritarian, 

autocratic, anti-democratic regime which had dominated Germany, Austro-Hungary, 

and Russia in 1914. Certainly, some of the crises o f the 1930's were caused by such 

regimes, for example Japanese militarism in Manchuria and China (See 2.1.1.1.), and 

Francoism in the Spanish Civil War. However, the main challenges to the status quo 

in the 1930's did not come from regimes of this kind. Hitler’s Germany and 

Mussolini's Italy were not traditional military autocracies, but regimes which had 

come to power by quasi-democratic means and had remained in power through 

mobilisation of popular support. While there were no elections in Germany after 

1933, such evidence as exists suggests that the National Socialists had clear majority 

support well into and perhaps to the end of the war.'* The fact that Nazism remained 

a popular force thus dealt a considerable blow to liberal thinking.

This affected support for both the League of Nations and the rule o f law. The 

League's collective security plan (See 2.1.1.1.) was aimed at preventing wars, not 

fighting them. It was assumed the League's procedures would act as a brake, 

preventing states from acting rashly; international disputes would be solved 

peacefully because that was what people really wanted. The behaviour o f Hitler and 

Mussolini proved this theory wrong. As the 1930's progressed, it became clear that 

whereas the liberal internationalist slogan was ‘law not war’, the only way law could 

be maintained was by war. It was an inability to understand this basic point which 

bedevilled liberal thought in the 1930's.^

There were it seems serious flaws in the root ideas of liberal internationalism, its 

account of how the world worked, and especially its presentation of the main springs 

of human conduct. As the radical American theologian Reinhold Niebuhr pointed 

out, liberals wildly exaggerated the capacity of collective groups of humans to behave 

in ways that were truly moral. Men had the capacity to be good but this capacity was 

always in conflict with the sinful, acquisitive and aggressive drives that are also 

present in human nature. It was unrealistic, he held, to believe that these drives could

* C h ris  B ro w n , U nderstand!inn  In ternational R elations. 27 
’ Ib id , 28
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be harnessed to the goal of international peace and understanding in bodies such as 

the League of Nations.^

The apparent failure of the liberal theory saw a return to and renewed emphasis upon 

the traditional power politics which had prevailed for most of recorded history. 

Realism won the first ‘Great Debate’ by seeming to offer a more coherent and 

accurate account of the world than that presented in the liberal ideas.

1.1.2. Realism

After 1945, realism became and still remains to a striking extent the dominant theory 

of international relations, offering a conception of the world which seemed to define 

the ‘corrmion sense’ o f the subject.^ Realism boils down to one basic proposition 

about international relations which is that it is about ‘states’ pursuing ‘interests’, 

defined in terms of ‘power’.

This theory is based on the understanding that the ‘state’ (See 1.4.1.) is the key actor 

in international relations. Other bodies such as international organisations and even 

individuals may in certain circumstances exercise influence and act independently o f 

states, but the state is the key actor because the state is the institution which regulates 

these other bodies and decides the terms under which they can act. Realists believe 

that war can never be abolished since states are to some extent always in conflict, yet 

will never consent to any effective curbs on their sovereignty.*

Realism assumes that states are like persons in that they have interests. States behave 

in accordance with these interests and not in response to abstract principles such as 

‘collective security’ or a desire to act altruistically.’ Another realist principle is the 

assertion that in international politics the pre-eminent goal is survival. Realists start 

from the assumption that each state has its own particular values and beliefs that the 

state is the supreme good and that there can be no community beyond borders,'”

‘ Reinhold Niebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society, (New York, Charles Scribner, 1932), quoted in Chris Brown, 
Understanding International Relations. 28 

Chris Brown, Understanding International Relations. 31.
* Martin Ceadel, Thinking About Peace and War. (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1987), 72 
’ Chris Brown, Understanding International Relations. 34 

Timothy Dunne, "Realism" in The Globalization o f World Politics, ed. Baylis and Smith, 116
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‘Self-help’ is a further realist principle. The key difference between domestic and 

international orders, it is argued, lies in their structure, in domestic policy, citizens do 

not have to defend themselves. However, in the international system, there is no 

higher authority to prevent and counter the use o f force. International anarchy 

compels states to make security their paramount concern and to seek to increase 

power as against other values, power in this context being defmed as ‘capability 

relative to other states’. Therefore, security can only be realised through ‘self-help’.

In the course of providing for one's own security however, the state will automatically 

be fuelling the insecurity of other states. This leads to divisions in the realist camp 

between some who believe the consequent ‘security dilemma’ to be a perennial 

condition of international politics and others who believe that even in the self-help 

system, the dilemma can be mitigated through the operation of the ‘balance o f power’. 

This balance of power has throughout the history of the modem states system been 

regarded as essential to preserving the liberty of states. It was therefore a central 

objective in the foreign policies of the great powers."

It has been argued that the end of the Cold War dealt a fatal blow to realism. This 

view is based on the failure of realists to predict the ending of the Communist system. 

However, any perceived reverse for the realist camp could hardly be seen as an 

automatic success for the liberal camp. The idealism which greeted the ending of the 

Soviet empire became understandably muted as the world witnessed some of the most 

horrific conflicts of the 20th century in former Yugoslavia, Central Africa and 

elsewhere.'^ Although the West might be at the height of its powers in many parts of 

the world, its ideas seem to have failed. The ‘liberal ideal’ was universal only on a 

superficial level and Western ideas of individualism, human rights, the rule o f law, 

democracy, free markets and the separation of the church and state often had little 

resonance in Islamic, African, Japanese, Hindu, Buddhist or Orthodox cultures.'^ The 

question which now arises is how liberal/realist views have influenced UN 

peacekeeping.

"  Ibid., 117 
Ibid., 119
Samuel H untington, “The Clash o f  Civilisations. Foreign Affairs. 72 (3), 284
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1.2 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS

For realists, international institutions such as the UN are by and large marginal to the 

major questions o f world order. They view international organisations as an arena for 

the conflict o f national interests, serving at best to facilitate the working o f traditional 

diplomatic practices.'^ Realism also rejects the idea that universal moral principles 

can guide policy.'^

Liberals like realists accept the persistence of the state system in most o f  its essentials. 

However, they give a considerable role to international institutions. The role o f the 

organisation is seen not as a challenge to state sovereignty, but as helping to manage 

growing interdependence.’  ̂ Differences in ideology inasmuch as they imply 

divergent views on the state and the related concepts o f sovereignty and non

intervention, o f law, particularly international law, explain variations in support for 

international organisations. For instance, the S. Union’s early attitude to global 

institution was conditioned by its newly-acquired superpower status, its minority 

position and confinement o f its policy interests to its immediate peripheries. In the 

early decades o f  the UN’s existence, Britain and France had doubts about the UN. 

However they later began to take a more positive role in the UN’s business. In the 

early sixties, China even proposed an alternative organisation to embrace those Afro- 

Asians who, like it, wished to resist Western and Soviet domination.'^

The interfusion o f realist and liberal attitudes is particularly evident in the case o f  the 

US’s attitude to the UN. America’s Cold War realists such as Hans Morgenthau 

reasoned that at times o f increased threat states could not hold their own survival 

hostage to such principles as world peace or individual freedom.'® Nevertheless, the 

US would place a high value on global institutions as long as these were identified 

with law and order, notions o f peace and security.”

Charles Penlland, "Building Global Institutions". Issues in Global Politics, ed. Gavin Boyd and Charies Pentland (London 
Collier, MacMillan,. 1981), 327.
”  Patricia W rightson, “M orality, Realism and Foreign Affairs”, in Security Studies, Vol. 5, No. 2, W inter 1995 ,357  

Tim othy Dunne, “Liberalism”, in The Globalization o f  W orld Politics, ed. Smith and Baylis, 154-155 
Charles Pentland, “Building Global Institutions”, in Issues in Global Politics, ed. Gavin Boyd and Charles P en tlin d . 340>)4I 

"  Patricia W rightson, "The Roots o f  Realism: Immorality, Realism and Foreign Affairs", Security Studies Vol 15 N n '? 
(W inter 1995), 356 “  ‘ ’
”  Pentland, “Building Global Institutions” . 337
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The same phenomenon is observable among the small powers. For them, 

involvement in UN activities such as peacekeeping provides the means for limiting 

the potential of great powers and maximises the opportunity for multilateral 

intervention in which small powers can play a positive role. Yet governments of 

states which are most likely to be the objects of intervention, generally the smaller 

states, have, as Pugh observes, been most vociferous about maintaining the non

intervention principle.^® Indeed, as we will find in the cases of the Cyprus and 

Somalia, one of the major problems of peacekeeping operations is the lack of co

operation shown by the state which the UN’s is seeking to help.

Increased emphasis post-Cold War on human rights provisions and an apparent shift 

in focus on sovereignty from government to people helped blur the distinction 

between liberal and realist perspectives. Evidence o f this blurring could be seen in 

international reaction to events in Somalia in the early 1990's, and in the UN’s failure 

to prevent genocide in Rwanda. Difficulties in getting contingents to go to Somalia in 

1992 and Rwanda in 1994^' suggested that whatever their declared commitment to the 

UN and its ideas, states were primarily motivated by concern for their own 

personnel. At the same time, the scale of death in Rwanda forced supporters o f the 

Charter’s ‘hands-off approach to states’ intemal affairs to think again. The sense of 

guilt created by events in Rwanda and UN's failure to prevent ethnic cleansing in 

former Yugoslavia also helped undermine credibility in the UN upon which liberal 

hopes had been firmly based. The support of European governments for NATO 

action in Kosovo in 1999 also indicated acceptance by many liberals that in certain 

circumstances law could be maintained only by resort to war. We must therefore look 

at the various forms of conflict which UN had sought to address before examining 

how states respond individually and collectively.

“  Michael Pugh, "Peacekeeping and Humanitarian Intervention", in Issues in World Politics, cd. Brian White. Richanl Little and 
Michael Pugh, (London, Macmillan, 1997), 139 

Roberts, "The Crisis in UN Peacekeeping", Survival, Vol. 36, No. 3, (Autumn 1994), 105
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1.3. CONFLICT AND WORLD POLITICS

1.3.1. Sources of Conflict

In addressing the issue of conflict, it is necessary to recognise that while the UN was 

established to deal with international security and did address international aggression 

in Korea (1950-55) and Kuwait (1991), its role has to a large extent been to tackle 

problems of order between and within Third World states. What then of these 

conflicts with which it attempted to deal?

‘An Agenda for Peace’ (Report of UN Secretary General Boutros Boutros Ghali, 31 

January 1992), characterises the sources of conflict in the world as pervasive and 

deep. It speaks of brutal ethnic, religious, social, cultural and linguistic strife. It also 

warns that there are limits beyond which self-determination should not be taken, 

noting that if every ethnic, religious or linguistic group claimed statehood, there 

would be no limit to fragmentation.^^ The report is unremarkable in its identification 

of the causes of past and particularly current conflicts. What is noteworthy is the 

unfavourable light in which it presents ‘self-determination’ and ‘ethnicity’. It was 

after all the UN which during the Cold War uncritically espoused the liberal ideal o f 

‘self-determination of peoples’. What went wrong and why should pursuit of this 

objective be a cause of conflict?

1.3.2. Self-Determmation

According to liberal theory, people granted self-determination would no longer have 

reason to go to war or to oppress others.^^ But while the UN and its member states 

made ‘self-determination’ a right enshrined in the Charter, there was little debate on 

its merits and defects as a basis for order.^^ The questions of who were appropriate

”  Nineteen governments w^hich had pledged a total o f 31,000 troops for future UN operations all declined to p trticipue. Shashi 
Tharoor, “Should UN Peacekeeping Go Back To Basics", Survival. Vol. 37, No. 4, (Winter 1995-%), 63 
“  Boutros Boutros G halt, “An Agenda for Peace”, in United Nations Divided World ed. Adam Roberts and Benedict 
Kingsbury, (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1993,2“  Edition), 471 -474 
“  Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy, (New York, Simon and Schuster, 1994), 222
“  Adam Roberts, “Communal Conflict as a Challenge to International Organisation”, in International Perspective nn th- 
Yugoslav Conflict, ed. Alex Danchev and Thotnas Halverson, (London. Macmillan Ltd., 1996), 186
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candidates for self-determination and whether secession from existing states could be 

permitted were for the most part neglected.

Self-determination involves not only the idea that every ‘nation’ is entitled to form a 

‘state’, but also the belief that when old empires are broken up into the more natural 

units of nation-states (See 1.4.1.), there will be a better basis for international peace.^’ 

Unfortunately, commonly used language confuses thought on the subject of the 

relationship between ‘nations’ as ‘peoples’ on the one hand and ‘states’ on the other. 

Nations and states are not the same thing. Indeed, as Roberts points out, practically 

every war of this century has among its origins the fact of a disjunction between 

nation and state. The doctrine of self-determination has proved to be ‘loaded with 

dynamite’,̂ * because in UN deliberation, the meaning of ‘self-determination’ as 

distinct from national self-determination, was avoided.

Also very important is what the purported right to self-determination actually entails. 

It can be interpreted not just in terms of one single end-result, namely sovereign 

statehood, but in terms of process. It can imply a commitment to democracy within 

existing larger political frameworks; in recent years, there has been a tendency to 

separate ‘self-determination’ from the earlier idea of national self-determination
'70aimed at sovereignty and to view it as an entitlement to democracy. However, this 

reappraisal has only arisen from the bitter experience of what has happened with 

many newly-independent states.

The achievement of independence raised the question of whose independence had 

been achieved and a reawakening, or totally new awakening, o f communal 

antagonisms. The re-emergence of tribal loyalties within states as large and diverse as 

the Congo was bound to lead to demands for intemal self-determination and efforts to 

secede (See Case Study A). Equally, the granting of independence to Cypriots was 

certain to be followed by the minority Turkish community's rejection of the majority 

(Greek) community's political agenda. (See Case Study B)

“  A dam  R oberts, “E thn ic  C onflict: T h rea ts  and  ChallenKCS to  the UN”, in E thn ic  C onflic t an d  In te rna tiona l S e r u h ty  ph  
An th o n y  M cD erm ott, (O slo , N orsk U ten rik s Polilisk  Institu tt, 1994), 15 
”  Ibid.
"  Ib id ., 14
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Because self-determination was recognised as the level of territorial independence, its 

achievement did not mean an end to the struggle of ‘peoples’. Assertion of ethnic 

identity repressed by decades of ideological and external domination found expression 

in what became known as ‘ethnic conflict’. To understand this form of conflict we 

must turn to the issue of ethnicity. (The terms ‘ethnicity’ and ‘ethnic’ groups are 

used by most contemporary political analysts in preference to ‘tribalism’ and ‘tribe’ 

because the latter not only have negative connotations of backwardness or savagery, 

but convey a false impression of group political cohesion under a unifled 

leadership).^®

1.3.3. Ethnicity

There is, Eric Hobsbawn argues, no such thing as intrinsic, a priori ethnicity, since 

ethnicity is not a characteristic of groups but of the way groups are separated from 

each other or demarcate themselves from others. The most common sense o f 

ethnicity, i.e. supposed common descent and kinship among group members is 

arbitrary, since almost certainly other ethnic distinctions could be made to separate 

the same set of populations in a different way. Ethnicity, he claims, has two main 

characteristics. First, the group gives itself a name which can be used to distinguish 

itself fi-om other groups, second, the characteristics used to distinguish the groups are 

divisive not unifying.^*

In Roberts’ view, there are hazards in describing a conflict as ‘ethnic’. To do so is 

often to imply that the peoples involved are at war with each other purely because of 

such factors as different racial origins, skin colours, or languages. Some conflicts 

labelled as ‘ethnic’ are in reality between people of common ethnic origins. Somalia, 

for instance, is more ethnically homogeneous than most African states; the civil war 

there was essentially between clans. ‘Communal conflict’ may, he suggests, be a 

more appropriate generic term to apply to deep communal divisions.^^ However, 

‘communal’ fails to capture the urgency of the crises thrown up by contemporary

" ib id .,  15
“  J. Gus Liebenow, African Politics: Crises and Challenijes, (Bloomingtian, Indiana University Press, 1986), 51 

Eric Hobsbawn, "What is Ethnic Conflict and How Does It Differ From Other Conflicts" in Ethnic Conflict and Intrm xi.m al
Society, ed. Anthony McDermott, (Oslo, Norsk Utenriks Polilisk Institutt, 1994), 37 " ---------------
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conflicts. He accepts as indisputable the fact that there have long been deep and 

exceptionally bitter ethnic divisions in Yugoslavia. Yet the history of Yugoslavia is 

not exclusively one of age-old animosities. Such imagery ignores evidence of 

extensive ethnic co-existence including considerable intermarriage over not just 

decades but centuries.^^

What causes so-called ‘ethnic conflict’? First, the conflict requires the presence of a 

mixed ethnic community within a single state. Since ethnic conflict is based on the 

struggle between different groups for political power within states, it is fundamentally 

linked to the existence of states. It is clear, therefore, that the potential for ethnic 

conflict is virtually universal since there are very few states in which there is just one 

ethnic group. '̂* Second, ethnic conflict requires a situation in which at least one group 

feels aggrieved or alarmed.

While generally attributed to ‘ancient hatreds’ and ‘centuries-old feuds’, ethnic 

conflict as evidenced by the case of Northern Ireland is often caused by collective 

fears of the future. As groups begin to fear for their safety, dangerous and difficult- 

to- resolve strategic dilemmas arise that contain the potential for large scale violence. 

As the security dilemma takes hold, groups become apprehensive, the state weakens 

and conflict becomes more likely. Ethnic activists operating within groups build upon 

fears o f insecurity and polarise society. Political memories and emotions magnify 

these anxieties.^^ Some racial conflict in Africa is in part a residue of the colonial 

experience, as when Britain on withdrawing fh)m Sudan in 1956 handed over the 

reins of power to the ‘Semitic’ people o f the north who had little in common with the 

people o f the south. A further cause of bitter division was the caste societies which 

emerged several hundred years ago in Rwanda and Burundi. In each case, the 

minority (10%) of Tusi or Tutsi people created rules about marriage to protect their 

alleged racial superiority over the majority Hutu and Twa people. This caste

”  Adam Roberts, “Communal Conflict as a Challenge to International Organisation” , in International Perapective* on the 
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relationship remained in place after independence, leading eventually to massacres, of 

which the greatest was in 1994.^’

The perceived ethnic revival since the ending of the Cold War can be attributed to 

several factors. The first is the growth of an intelligentsia which, often thwarted in 

their quest for prestige and power, are ready to lead the masses against the authority 

of the state. A second is the impact of the modem state on society. Urbanisation and 

mass education change old folk ways and offer new opportimities. Third is the impact 

of nationalist ideology creating a powerftil mix of ethnic and territorial elements.
■JO

Fourth is the nature of the inter-state system.

Ted Gurr argues that while most Western policymakers and foreign analysts view 

ethnic conflict at the end of the 1990’s as getting worse, the situation is not nearly so 

bleak. He observes that in 1999 trends in ethnic conflict showed 23 as de-escalating, 

29 remaining constant, and 9 including Kosovo as escalating. The reason for this 

phenomenon, he claims, is that by the late 1990’s, the most common strategy among 

ethnic groups was not armed conflict but prosaic politics.^’ The bombings and 

ambushes by the Kosovo Liberation Army in late 1997 started the only new ethnic 

war since 1994.'*° However, he accepts that the odds are against desirable settlements 

for longstanding conflicts between Kurdish nationalists and Iraq and Turkey, or the 

containment of communal strife between Hutu and Tutsi in Rwanda. And while some 

ethnic conflicts, for example that in Northem Ireland are being held in check by 

agreements, these could quietly come apart.'*'

In a majority of African states troubled by ethnic conflict, the move towards self- 

determination began post-World War II with what was then described as the 

‘nationalist struggle’. To understand the forces released by this struggle and the 

political entities which it created, we now examine the phenomenon of nationalism.

”  J. Gus Liebenow, African Politics: Crises and Challenges. 61-62
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1.3.4. Nationalism

Invented in Europe at the beginning of the 19th Century, nationalism is described by 

Elie Kedourie as “a doctrine which pretends to supply a criteria for the determination 

of the unit of population proper to enjoy a government exclusively its own for the 

legitimate exercise of power in the state, and for the right organisation of a society of 

states. The doctrine holds that humanity is naturally divided into ‘nations’, that 

nations are known by certain characteristics which can be ascertained and that the 

only legitimate type of government is national self-government”.'*̂  But he argues 

that every item of this doctrine can be shown either to be mistaken in its description of 

reality or misguided in its aims. Humanity is not naturally divided into nations, the 

characteristics o f any particular nation are neither readily ascertainable nor 

exclusively inherent in it. Moreover, to imply that national self-government is the 

only legitimate type of government is to dismiss the large number and variety o f 

political arrangements to which men have given assent and loyalty.

The emergence and spread of nationalism has had major consequences for 

international relations. It has provided a new system of legitimisation for the system 

of states and served as an essential component of state-building and for common 

identity and consciousness within states. It has provided a powerful impetus to 

defining the territories of states and the frontiers between them but has become a 

source of conflict and often war. This is demonstrated not only by Germany's bid to 

dominate Europe, but in cases of frontier disputes and disputes where people are 

mixed together in multi-ethnic societies such as in the Arab/Israeli context and in 

former Yugoslavia.'*^

Since we are dealing with conflict post 1945, it is necessary to distinguish between 

‘old’ and ‘new’ types o f nationalism. Hans Mogenthau describes the ‘old’ 

nationalism as a liberation ideology that envisioned one nation in one state; ‘new’ 

nationalism he sees as resembling a political religion and as a cover under which 

modem states could pursue their power aspirations.'^ The leaders o f the ‘old’

Elie Kedourie, Nationalism in Asia and Africa, (London, Frank Cass, 1970), 28
Fred Halliday, “Nationalism” in The Globalization of World Politics, ed. Baylis and SmiUr, 365-366 
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European nationalist movements had little difficulty in finding citizens who had 

already identified themselves as members of the Italian, German or Polish ‘nation’/* 

‘New’ nationalist leaders such as those who emerged in the early 1960’s, particularly 

in Africa, were slow to establish those bonds which effectively orient a diverse people 

towards each other and towards the leadership cadre itself

Two points arise in relation to the general development of nationalism. In contrast to 

the Europe of the 19th Century, the typical Asian polity such as the Chinese or 

Ottoman Empires was large and diverse, controlled fixim one omnipotent centre.'* '̂ 

Afiica by contrast was for the most part given over to tribal government, quite distinct 

from the Asian or European model. As a result, Asia or African nationalism was 

bound to suffer from artificiality, particularly in its attempts to adopt the European 

category of ‘nation-state’. What many African states created by new nationalism took 

over was not a state but a shell, the existence of imperial rule having downgraded 

rulers and encouraged a divisive tribalism.'*^ Second, the predominant sentiment 

among Afro/Asian countries in the 1950's and 1960's was not so much nationalist in 

the European sense as a vigorous hostility to colonialism. Moreover the sheer size o f 

the new African states such as the Congo and Angola made it impossible for the 

disparate elements of the nationalist movements to share the characteristics which 

were evident in the rise o f ‘old’ European nationalism.

Nationalism is fundamentally about the question of ‘who am I/we’?; a question of 

identification and ideology with reference to an ‘other’."** In colonial times, the 

‘other’ was readily identifiable as the colonial master. However, with the passing of 

colonialism, the ‘I/we’ question resurrected itself in a different setting. Since 

nationalism depends on some form of ethnic basis with a discernible historical and 

mythological linguistic root, groups formerly united in the independence struggle 

quickly come to perceive a different ‘other. This in many cases led to friction and 

eventual conflict.
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UN efforts to contain nationalist conflict have proved highly problematic. This is in 

part due to the legitimacy conferred by the right to self-determination, but also to the 

widespread belief that certain conflicts have a creative function and that to prevent 

them is to maintain a status quo perceived as unacceptable. This dilemma was 

particularly evident during the break-up of the Soviet Union and former Yugoslavia. 

There is also the problem of differentiating between ‘nationalist freedom fighters’ 

and ‘terrorists’, as in the case of the Hizbollah of South Lebanon. The UN has also 

found itself inhibited by its concern for observance of state sovereignty.

1.4. THE BASIS FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTION

1.4.1. States and Nations

In order to examine and assess UN peacekeeping operations, it is necessary to 

consider the actors who occupy the environment in which operations are conducted, 

the manner in which they are organised, and the rules by which they are by and large 

seen to operate.

Viewed fi’om either a realist or liberal perspective, peacekeeping operations have 

largely to do with ‘states’, ‘nations’ and ‘sovereignty’. Can these terms be defined 

when as Walter Connor observes, the professional literature on intemational relations 

is plagued by their being used confusedly and interchangeably.'*’

One American definition of a ‘nation’ provided by John Stoessinger is as follows: 

"First and foremost, it is a sovereign political unit. Second, it is a population that in 

being committed to a particular collective identity through a common image of past 

and future shares a greater or lesser degree of nationalism ... It is a population 

inhabiting a definite territory, acknowledging a common government and usually -  

though not always -  exhibiting common linguistic and cultural patterns".^ However, 

he then creates confusion by referring to this structure as a ‘nation-state’.

W alter Connor, "Nation Building or Nation Destroying?". World Politics. Vol. 24, No. 3, (1972), 332
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That the use of the term ‘nation-state’ is frequently misleading is made by Adam 

Roberts and he notes Hobsbawn's comment that there are at most a score of states in 

the UN that can really claim to be ethnically homogeneous nation-states.®' This 

question is taken up by Mostafa Rejai and Cynthia Enloe who speak of ‘nation-states’ 

and ‘state-nations’. They define a ‘nation’ as "a relatively large group of people who 

feel that they belong together by virtue of sharing one or more such traits as common 

language, religion or race, common history or tradition, set of customs and common 

destiny". They define a state as "an independent and autonomous political structure 

over a specific territory with a comprehensive legal system and a sufficient 

concentration of power to maintain law and order". ‘State’ therefore is a political- 

legal concept whereas ‘nation’ is primarily psycho-cultural. In most o f Africa and 

Asia, the state was, unlike in Europe, already in existence when their nationalism 

emerged as a political force. Thus not only did the state precede the nation, but it 

played a crucial role in creating and mobilising it. Hence, the perceived African 

‘state-nations’.

The nation-state as originally conceived was a reasonably homogeneous society 

matched to a reasonably compact te rrito ry .T ak en  together, they were to form the 

basis for most independent democratic states. But whereas in Europe there was a 

congruence between ‘nation’ and territorial ‘state’, the same could not be said for 

many of the new states of Africa and Asia. The entry into the world political arena of 

these unstable entities -  states such as the Congo included several ‘nations’ -  led to a 

succession of crises which UN has been forced to address (See Case Study A). 

Moreover, the problem of ‘nations’ which have no state, like the Kurds, the 

Palestinians and Armenians, continue to demand the UN’s attention.

In relation to current UN activities, one of the essential tasks of post conflict or 

conflict prevention action has to be the search for appropriate forms of governance. 

There are often societies where traditional notions of statehood are not recognised or 

relevant and where the definition of the political community, that is the state, is

John Stoessinger, "The Nation-State and the Nature of Power" in Perspectives on World Politics, ed. Richard Little a id  
Michael Smith, 2nd Ed., (London, Routledge, 1991), 27
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challenged. Internal and cross-border kin-related conflicts stem from the basic 

mistrust between people and state.^

The state is described by Chris Brown as "a territorially based political unit 

characterised by a central decision-making and enforcement machinery (a government 

and an administration). It is legally sovereign in the sense that it recognises neither an 

external superior nor an internal equal, and it exists in a world composed of other 

similarly characterised territorially sovereign political units". For realists, the 

meaning of the sovereign state is bound up with the issue of force. Within the 

territorial space, the state has supreme authority to make and enforce laws. This issue 

of state authority brings us to the question of sovereignty which states so zealously 

guard and which has a major impact on UN peacekeeping activities.

1.4.2. Sovereignty

When international lawyers say that a state is sovereign, all they mean, according to 

Michael Akehurst, is that it is independent, not a dependency of some other state. It 

would, he claims, be better if the word sovereignty were replaced by the word 

independent.^* The conferring of a licence to practice as a sovereign state is its de 

jure recognition by other states as members of the international society. When a new 

state comes into existence or when a new government comes to power in an existing 

state by violent means, other states are confronted with the problem of deciding 

whether or not to recognise the new state or government. Recognition means a 

willingness to deal with the new state or regime. Refusal to recognise is sometimes 

based on the belief that the new state or government is not in effective control o f the 

territory it claims. But on occasion, the US refuses to recognise governments such as 

Angola or China (1949-71) merely because it disapproves of them.^’

The inconsistencies and anomalies of ‘recognition’ are evidenced in the fact that 

although no country save Australia recognised the legitimacy of Indonesia’s

I3avid Vital, "M inor/M ajor Power Relations" in The National Security o f  Sinall States in a C h a n g n u  W orlded F frsm  Inhar 
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annexation of East Timor, the Security Council always treated it as an internal 

Indonesian problem.^* Defending his country’s stance, Australia’s Foreign Minister 

(Gareth Evans), argued: ‘There is no binding legal obligation not to recognise the 

acquisition of territory that was acquired by force”, adding “the world is a pretty 

unfair place”.̂ ’ (At the same time, Australian Prime Minister, Hawke, was declaring 

in relation to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait: “Big countries cannot invade small

neighbours and get away with it”).^

The doctrine of state sovereignty which developed as the central theoretical principle 

of the territorial state was identified with the ability of the political authority to defend 

its territory and provide security to its citizens against enemies from without and 

disorder from within.^' The states’ perceived role raises two issues relevant to this 

study. First, a state under attack from external forces may need collective assistance 

to protect its sovereignty, hence UN involvement; second, disorder from within may 

arise from various factors including abuse by the state o f elements o f its population, 

creating a ‘humanitarian’ crisis which again may lead to UN intervention.

The states that achieved independence after 1945 attach great, almost exaggerated 

importance to the concept of sovereignty, and view an unqualified doctrine of 

sovereignty as a protection against the predatory designs of sfronger states.*^ Their 

position largely endures despite a consensus emerging over the past forty years and 

codified in the UN Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights that human 

rights are o f greater international concern. That the theory of sovereignty was never 

wholly untempered by reality is evident in the way that world community has 

sometimes aided states in distress. However, helping a state in distress can result as 

in the case of Somalia (Case Study C) in controversial and dangerous intervention.

The sovereignty issue has therefore increasingly become linked to the question of 

human rights and state responsibility. State elites are generally expected to guarantee 

minority rights and provide for inter-ethnic relations. However, Roberts notes, there

”  Ibid, 61
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is the problem of identifying minorities. To do so is to identify a very special and 

distinct category of citizens who if dissatisfied may look to outside parties for 

protection.^^ Such a possibility arouses the fear of many Third World states. Also, 

there is reluctance on the part of some states, for example China, to criticise certain 

human rights abuses because of the security of the state. Opponents of humanitarian 

intervention argue that traditional international law blocks such ventures. So what 

produced change?

Since the Peace of Westphalia (1648), an international system had evolved based on 

the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of a mutually recognised state. 

This was seen as a means of limiting war and conflict, the aim being to protect a state 

from external action to change its internal structure. This policy did not prevent wars 

but did provide a framework for encouraging stability in the international system -  

order would be maintained by non-intervention. In the 1990’s however, this policy 

changed. International order no longer rested on protection of the state from external 

attack and non-interference. In many circumstances, it meant protection of the 

international system fi-om disruption caused by internal conflicts and the preservation 

of the state as the cornerstone of the system.*^

In the face of human rights abuses in such cases as that of the Federal Republic o f 

Yugoslavia, and Serbia in particular over Kosovo, it meant that the formal incumbent 

of sovereignty could not be entrusted with the exercise of human rights. The actions 

of a government or political movement could force the need for co-operative 

governance and international intervention, accompanied by measures to provide 

justice. (This might also mean eventual separation of a territory as in the case o f East 

Timor). In the case of Serbia’s behaviour in Kosovo, Serbia’s rightful claim to 

sovereignty was seen to have been forfeited. However, the principle o f upholding 

state borders meant that in the case of Kosovo, the province could not simply be 

severed from Serbia. Only a temporary arrangement in which elements of 

sovereignty were shared between Serbia’s formal hold on sovereignty and 

international military and civil presence and the self-government of the population o f 

Kosovo could bring security to the province and the neighbouring region. Only

“  Roberts, “Ethnic Conflict: Threat and Challenge to the UN”, in Ethnic Conflict and international Security, ed. McDermott, 26
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sovereignty arrangements rooted in the people could bring long-term peace and 

stability.^^ In the case of Kosovo and East Timor, pursuit of this objective meant 

international involvement, and in the case of East Timor, assumption of government 

by the UN. (See 10.1.)

Whatever the perceived need for UN action, the question of intervention raises legal 

and ethical questions which may impinge upon the actions of military peacekeepers. 

Taking action, however restrained, is likely to involve casualties within the local 

population. As John Sanderson maintains, it is difficult to argue that anyone has the 

right to kill or injure people in their own country without proper sanction under either 

international or domestic law. He points out that a mandate which draws its authority 

from a Charter designed to defend the sovereignty of states and to promote and 

encourage respect for human rights, cannot comprehend hostile intervention against 

any party within a state. And if responses are not firmly based within the framework 

of the Charter, how can the UN Force Commander issue lawful and sustainable orders 

to soldiers of another member state or even of his own country? How does this leave 

the soldier who may have to make the choice between obeying and disobeying these 

orders and bearing the consequences?^ However, the UN at all times faces a 

dilemma since failure to intervene decisively to halt the genocide in Rwanda led to an 

international outcry and demonstrated how non-intervention can result in greater 

humanitarian disaster.^^

The Charter’s drafters sought, through the united strength of member states, to 

provide defence against threats to sovereignty within recognised frontiers. However, 

human rights violations, hunger, disease and refugee fears caused by conflicts and 

famine cannot be ignored. The central issue is how to intervene in a way that holds 

the prospect of a resolution of a crisis while remaining within the framework of the 

Charter.^*
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Intervention does not lend itself to clear-cut definitions. It has been used to describe a 

wide spectrum of actions, from diplomatic lobbying to war taken by outsiders to 

influence internal affairs of sovereign states. However, in the present political debate 

and practice, it normally implies the use of coercive measures within recognised state 

boundaries contrary to the wishes of governments involved who have been behaving 

in a manner unacceptable to the international community.*’ The legality of such 

intervention is disputed. As Age Eknes points out, some scholars insist it is illegal, 

others argue that the best case that can be made in support o f humanitarian 

intervention is that it cannot be said to be "unambiguously illegal".^” What then docs 

international law contribute?

1.4.3. International Law

International law is described by Adam Watson as "that body of rules which states in 

the international society agree at a given time to observe in their relations with each 

other and in the main do observe, and which they thus recognise as having the status 

of laws".^' There is therefore the serious reservation about its effectiveness that in the 

absence o f a supranational authority these rules are unenforceable except by the 

power of other states whether acting individually or collectively.

Positivist law -  implicit written agreements between states in the form of international 

treaties or conventions -  has attempted to adjudicate geographic boundaries 

(including fishing waters) to regulate states’ use of the envirormient and to establish 

states’ rights and limits -  the law of outer space. However, while this law has the 

advantage of being formulated in explicit written agreements, such agreements 

ultimately depend on the willingness of states to comply.^^ The International Court of 

Justice can rule on alleged violations of positivist law but the court has jurisdiction 

and binding decision authority only if both parties to a dispute accept its ruling. (Only 

29 percent of the UN’s member states have agreed to accept automatically the Court’s 

jurisdiction in matters affecting them. The US is among the member states that reject 

the court’s jurisdiction as in the 1984 case regarding US actions in mining Nicaraguan

“  Age Eknes, "Humanitarianism and the Military: The UN and Humanitarian Intervention" in Sovereignty. H um anit« n .n  
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harbours)/^ Even if states were more inclined to submit disputes to the court, the 

problem of enforcement in an anarchic world still remains. The decision by the US in 

December 1998 to employ its military-strike option against Iraq, taken with the stated 

aims of forcing Iraq to conform to the requirements of the UN Special Committees 

weapons inspection, constituted an illegal act under international law.’  ̂ While the 

action was subsequently halted, there was little likelihood of international action 

against the US.

Not surprisingly the contribution of international law to the building o f political order 

is described by Stoessinger as “modest”. In the first place, international disputes do 

not lend themselves to a judicial approach since they are deeply involved in questions 

of power and prestige. A second obstacle is the fact that the very states that are to be 

governed by international law are the sovereign masters of that law, not its servants. 

In effect, international law suffers from the lack of a centralised enforcement 

agency.^^

One of the most significant threats to any legal order is the use o f force. The 

community interest in avoiding or curbing the threat would lead one to expect norms 

of an absolute, rather than a contractual character, and the certainty o f enforcement. 

However, the response of the international community to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait 

demonstrated the uncertainty surrounding such enforcement. An act of aggression 

was undone and the perpetrators of the invasion and of serious violations of the laws 

and actions of war were threatened with prosecution. However, after the war, no 

trials were held other than those held by the Kuwaitis. Besides, political factors had, 

to a large extent, shaped the international response. The apparent reliance on the law 

was an expedient.’^

The most basic rules of international law, those dealing with sovereignty, non

intervention and the like, depend for their effectiveness on the principle of 

‘reciprocity’; where one state is preponderant it may have the option of disregarding

James N. Danziger, Understanding the Political World. (New York, Longman, 1998), 316 
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the rights o f other states without fear that these states will reciprocate by disregarding 

their rights in turn.’’ During the Cold War, the West had to accept the reality of 

Soviet power. This involved implicit recognition of the S. Union’s right to discipline 

Warsaw Pact countries who wished to secede from that body. However, the ending of 

the Cold War led to reconsideration of what was one of the chief characteristics of 

mid-twentieth century international law, namely its interest and concern with human 

rights.

Under traditional international law, individuals were not subjected to its rules or 

directly protected by it and because relations between a state and its citizens fell 

within its domestic jurisdiction, governments were with one possible exception free to 

treat their own citizens as they liked. What a government did to its own citizens was 

beyond the reach of international law or legal intervention by other states. The 

exception was known as humanitarian intervention. If a government committed 

atrocities against its own citizens which shocked the conscience of mankind then, it 

was said, other powers had the right to intervene. There were a number o f such 

interventions during the nineteenth century, mainly to protect religious minorities. 

But whatever the circumstances leading to such intervention, whether they were legal
78under international law still remains the subject of controversy.

The Second World War was recognised by the leaders of the Grand Alliance as a war 

to vindicate human rights and Article One of the UN Charter put the promotion of 

respect for human rights at the same level as the maintenance of peace and security. 

There is no doubt that in the spirit if not the letter of the Charter, humanitarian 

intervention should it be necessary should be undertaken by the UN on behalf of the 

international community. The difficulty is that nowhere does the Charter authorise 

the UN to use force in situations where there is no threat to peace and security.’’

UN actions in former Yugoslavia, particularly in relation to ‘protected zones’ involve 

recourse to international humanitarian law. This has been constantly adapted to the
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changing face of war and is composed of the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and 

two additional protocols o f 1977. The primary purpose of humanitarian law is to 

protect the civilian population against the effects of war and Article 15 of the Fourth 

Geneva Convention offers the possibility of establishing ‘neutralised zones’ to shelter 

wounded civilians who take no part in the hostilities and who, while they reside in the 

zone, perform no work of a military character. However, a problem in former 

Yugoslavia was that neutralised zones must be the subject of written agreement 

between the parties to the conflict. A further problem was that from the beginning of 

the war, the extent to which humanitarian law applied was in doubt; was it an 

international or internal conflict?

The Security Council in April 1993 invoking Chapter VII of the Charter established a 

safe area in and around Srebrenica. The ‘safe area’ concept was intended to protect 

minorities against ‘ethnic cleansing’. However, it was not just a matter o f offering 

protection: the aim was to enable the minorities concerned to say on the spot. This 

was a strategic objective. The Security Council was thus attempting to influence the 

very course of the conflict and hence directly involved the UN in the armed conflict. 

In the absence of written agreement between the parties, the forces assigned by the 

UN to protect the enclave had to be large enough and sufficiently well-equipped to 

repel violent attacks.*' However, the 110 lightly-armed peacekeepers sent to protect 

Srebrenica were totally inadequate and unable to prevent the massacre of 7,000 men 

and boys.®^

It is argued by Michael Walzer that intervention is justified in order to put a stop to
83actions that “shock the conscience of human mankmd”. But saving the victims of 

tyrarmical governments remains highly controversial because so many governments 

fear that licensing intervention against one may boomerang against themselves. As a 

result, the UN has preferred to bring cases for intervention, for example UNOSOM 

(See Case Study C) under the umbrella ‘threats to peace’ because the Charter declares 

that enforcement measures which deal with such threats can override the principle o f

”  Ibid, 77
Jean Philippe Lavoyer, “International Humanitarian Law, Protected Zones and the Use of Forcc”, in UN Peacekecnms in 

Trouble, eds. Biermann and Vodset, 262-267 ~
*' Ibid., 267-273
“  Patrick Smith, The Irish Times, (Dublin), 7 December, 1999.
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non-intervention in internal affairs.*^ Resort to this device however, brings its own 

problems since it involves invocation of Chapter VII powers, thereby creating 

confusion as to how enforcement can be linked to peacekeeping.*’

A gradual change in attitude towards rigid adherence to international law became 

evident in the 1999 NATO bombing of Serbia and Kosovo. Such action carried out 

without a UN mandate would clearly not have been considered under the classic 

doctrine. However, the situation in Kosovo presented the world with a moral 

dilemma. For members of the ‘international community’ to have taken no action to 

prevent genocide in Kosovo would, in the eyes of many observers, have constituted 

an abdication of responsibility and a failure to apply international law insofar as it 

related to human rights.®  ̂ What then is this ‘international community’, theoretically 

reliant upon international law?

1.4.4. The International Community and Internationa! Society

In common usage, the term ‘international community’ often appears as a shorthand 

way of describing the political collectivity on whose behalf peacekeeping is 

authorised and executed. While deemed generally unsatisfactory, it is accepted and 

used in this study as a term of convenience first because it figures in much of the 

reference material and to contest or explain it on each occasion would consume much 

space and secondly, because it is regarded as broadly portraying a body to which the 

users wish to refer. Why is the term unsatisfactory?

To speak of an international community as distinct fi’om international society is to 

presuppose a world formed by reason where individuals live in conformity with a 

natural order. It is to imply that conflict in Sierra Leone evokes an identical response 

in Nigeria and Iceland. This clearly is not the case. There is a plurality of cultures in

Michael Walzer quoted in Stanley Hoffman, “The Politics and Ethics of Military Intervention”, in Survival. Vol. 37, No 4 
Winter (1995-96), 34 

Ibid, 37
”  Peter Viggo Jakobson, “Overload, Not Marginalization, Threatens UN Peacekeeping”, in Security Dialogue. Vol 31 No ? 
2000,167
“  The dilemma is captured in the words o f UN Secretary General Kofi Annan in relation to Rwanda -  “If in thc.sc dark dav< 
leading up to the 1994 genocide, a coalition of states had been prepared to act in defence of the Tutsi population but did not 
receive prompt Council authorisation, should such a coalition have stood aside as the horror unfolded? Williarn Shawcntss in 
The Independent (London), 23 March, 2000, 5
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the world and these cultures provide their own values. Human rights in Islam are the 

privileges only of a person of full legal capacity that is a living human being of 

mature age, free, male and of Muslim faith. In China as well as Africa, ‘community’ 

has traditionally come before individual rights.*’ There are therefore major 

differences in thinking on important issues in a world which is seen as roughly 

divided between ‘Western’ and ‘non-Westem’.

For the most part, theoretical thinking about international relations in the West is 

informed by Western concepts such as the ‘state’, ‘power’, ‘regimes’ and 

‘independence’: In the non-Westem world by which is meant those states and 

societies culturally outside Europe and its cultural enclaves o f North America, 

Australia and New Zealand, it is ‘force’, ‘movements, ‘peoples’, ‘cultures’, and 

‘civilisation’ which are most important. Power explains little because in non-Westem 

thinking, it is a constant not a variable - the West has most of the power. The non- 

West's view of the West is also bitterly critical. At the heart o f this criticism is the 

historical fact that Europeans and later Americans were colonisers and perpetrators o f 

imperialism. They see Westem political domination as continuing in the context o f 

military alliances, international institutions, controlled by the West and imposed 

through doctrines like ‘parliamentary democracy’.*®

The word ‘peace’ is seldom mentioned in non-Westem articulations about world 

affairs. They assume that struggle, confrontation and conflict are normal aspects of 

human affairs.*^ The West's feelings of guilt about the Holocaust, arguably the most 

important single motivating force for intervention, is understandably absent in the 

non-West.

The term intemational community, while used in many contexts, (The Independent, 8 

September 2000, notes that in the context of the Sierra Leone civil war, “the 

intemational community is an expression for the diamond mining interests”) assumes 

a particular character when used by the Westem media, politicians and citizens in 

their demands for a military response to some outrage such as genocide. Such

”  R.J. Vincent, Human Rights and International Relations, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1991), 39-42
** Donald Puchala, "Some Non-Westem Perspectives on Intemational Relations" in Journal o f Peace Research Vol U  Nin 7
May 1997, 130-132 ' • ■ ■

Ibid.
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demands, while reflecting genuine concern, can be linked to the phenomenon 

described by Michael Ignatieff as "virtue by proxy". He notes that for ordinary 

citizens in the West, "doing something" about a situation such as arose in Yugoslavia 

after that state's break-up meant getting someone else to do it.’® The fact that such 

demands do not evoke the kind of general response which many obviously seek can 

arguably be seen as evidence of the lack of a genuine ‘community’ spirit.

Reference to the ‘international community’ raises questions as to its perceived 

membership. For instance, are Iraq, Serbia, Burma, Indonesia and Sierra Leone 

members o f the ‘community’ and if not, by what and whose criteria are they 

excluded? The nebulous nature of the international community is evident in the fact 

that it is frequently represented in the media as ‘standing idly by’ while at the same 

time being seen by others (See ‘Background) to be demanding action.

Nevertheless, there is a sense in which humankind as represented by the great, 

medium or lesser powers does, on occasion, feel compelled for assorted reasons to 

respond to either man-made or natural crises in a collective way. And if  the 

‘international community’ of the media, commentators and politicians does not in 

reality exist, it can be argued that there is an international society of which most states 

are members.

A society of states or international society exists when, in the words of Hedley Bull, a 

a group of states, conscious of certain common interests and common values, form a 

society in the sense that they conceive themselves to be bound by a common set of 

rules in their relations with one another, and share in the working of common 

institutions.^' In such cases it is possible to regard the system as a single 

international or interstate society whose member states, though politically 

independent, are not absolutely separate entities but part of a whole.

That whole is today represented by one continuous intemational society of global 

extent based on local territorial sovereignty and a common set of rules, the most

Michael Ignatieff, “Introduction: Virtue by Proxy”, in International Perspectives on the Yugoslav C o n flig  ed. Alex Danchev 
and Thomas Halverson, (London, Macmillan Press Ltd., 1996), x-xi
”  Hedley Bull quoted by Robert Jackson, “The Evolution o f  Intemational Society” , in The Globalization o f  W orid PnliH<-< 
Baylis and Smith, 35 ’ ~ ---------------
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important of which are embodied by the UN Charter. The first purpose of that 

Charter was ‘to maintain’ international peace and security. We must therefore 

consider what ‘peace and security’ entails, particularly since the term is cited as the 

objective of the operations to be considered in subsequent chapters.

1.4.5. Peace and Security

Peace and security, although bracketed together in the UN Charter, are, Adam Watson 

notes, not the same. Concepts like ‘enforcing the peace’ and ‘military sanctions’ 

illustrate that the maintenance of security may require the capacity and the will to use 

force. Nevertheless, every state can work for them without denying them to other 

states.’  ̂ Peace does not mean a condition in which there are no conflicts between the 

needs and demands and goals of states - these are always present. The UN Charter 

presents it as “a condition where states and political entities do not use violence 

against one another in pursuit of their incompatible goals’’.’^

However, increasingly ‘peace’ can be seen to have several meanings. Kofi Annan’s 

remark that “during the Cold War peacekeeping helped to deliver a reward, namely 

stability”,̂ "* suggests that peace was then viewed as stability. However, in Northern 

Ireland in 1998, most of the Catholic community associated peace not with a 

territorial or political solution, but with the transition to, (a) secure environments and 

free debate and disagreement without violent consequences, and (b) co-existence and 

non-interference.^^ This is distinctly different to the peace being ‘kept’ by UNDOF 

on the Golan Heights. Increasing UN involvement during the 1990’s in infra-state 

conflict helped focus attention on the fact that ending hostilities is only the first step 

towards peace, leaving the way open for a transitional period in which conflicting 

parties are no longer openly fighting. They may have reached a formal agreement, 

but nevertheless they do not acknowledge that peace is secured. At this stage, the 

need for stable political and governmental arrangements and relationships has still to

”  Adam Watson, Diplomacy, 37
”  ‘War’ is defined as “a highly concentrated and specialised form of violence between states” . Ibid, 37
”  Kofi Annan, “Challenges o f the New Peacekeeping”, in PeacemakinR and Peacekeeping in the New Century, eds Olunna and 
Doyle, 173
”  Siobhan McEvoy, “Communities and Peace; Catholic Youth in Northern Ireland”, in Journal o f Peace Resean-h Vol. 37. No 
1, January 2000, 95 ~  ~
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be achieved in the transition from hostile conflict to a state that constitutes lasting 

peace. There are however, three complicating factors in this progression.

First, the transitional period may be complicated by the outcome of the conflict. If 

there is a clear victor -  vanquished framework, or successful mediation has taken 

place, protracted conflict is solved and the transition development will be easier to 

handle. If however, the fighting ends with no dominant party to impose a settlement 

on its terms, of if no agreement has been mediated, the juncture between war and 

peace will be long and unstable. A second complicating factor is whether the war is 

an inter-state or civil one. If the latter is the case, the political body may be tom to 

pieces and once the regime has been overthrown, or an insurgency put down, deep 

antagonism may be instilled into the conflicting communities. Given that parties are 

stuck within a state, reconciliation will be slow. A third complicating factor is the 

possibility that the conflict has been marked by massive human rights abuses. In this 

case, there will be a demand for peace linked to justice. Interpretation of justice 

varies from society to society, but here it is associated with the enforcement o f the 

civil law through judicial proceedings of war criminals (as in former Yugoslavia). 

However, the prospect of such measures may impact on the efforts of peace-building 

(See Case Study C) and may also endanger the peace process, making the task of 

peacekeepers very difficult.’^

Local warlords and leaders can be expected to refuse to sign any agreement that may 

put them in the dock. They may then either intensify their acts of aggression to be on 

the winning side since past experience (Nuremburg) shows that prosecuting war- 

crimes is usually the victor’s business. They may also attempt to eliminate as many 

witnesses as possible.’  ̂ In Sierra Leone when the Kabbah regime was reinstated in 

1996, the regime sought to satisfy the people’s call for justice by hanging twenty-four 

people and preparing to try many others. However, the rebels continued to fight in 

the countryside making it difficult to continue with the trials without retaliation from 

the rebels. Subsequent rebel activity confirmed that only a negotiated settlement 

between government and rebels could bring about peace and stability.’* The 

punishment carried out in Sierra Leone also raises questions about who should

Aurelien J. Colson, “The Logic o f Peace and the Logic o f Justice", in International Relations. Vol. Xv, April 2000 51-52 
”  Ibid., 56
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administer ‘justice’, highlighting the differing cuhures which the UN has to 

accommodate in the search for peace. Can ‘justice’ administered by outsiders be 

recognised as such by those involved when, as in former Yugoslavia, people explain 

war “as a revenge for atrocities done in the past that were never punished”. (In 1941, 

the Croats slaughtered 750,000 Serbs, while in 1945, Tito organised Serb revenge, 

killing 100,000 Croats).^

Kofi Aiuian stresses the need for an international criminal court for dealing with Mr. 

Sankoh in Sierra Leone, whose rebel force is known for hacking off civilian limbs. 

“It is a real missing link in our efforts to contain these criminals who act with 

impunity in our world”. He notes that the US almost alone in the industrial world, 

opposes it “because Washington cannot extract iron-clad guarantees from other
1 nonations that no American will ever fact trial there”. However, the suggestion that 

Sankoh stand trial raises the question of whether he alone should be prosecuted for 

barbarities perpetrated in Sierra Leone. Crimes against humanity were committed by 

all the parties to the conflict in that country.*”* Could the UN, perceived as the 

guarantor of international humanitarian law, be seen to have acted justly and fairly if 

it prosecuted only Sankoh? At the same time, could it risk putting the government ‘in 

the dock’, knowing the effect such action would have on the rulers of states who 

might at some future time request UN intervention?

Military voices among peacekeepers would tend to be opposed to the pursuit of

justice as a means of creating peace. For instance, UNPROFOR Force Commander

Gen. Philippe Morillon explained that because of the Force’s weaknesses, the military

hierarchy could not endorse an institution (The War Crimes Tribunal) that might

enhance aggressive activity in the field. Thus, he called for an amnesty as wide-

ranging as possible. Meanwhile, most foreign ministry officials and UN diplomats in

the theatre tried to remain in the middle of the spectrum on discussions regarding

intemational justice. Their statements on the matter mixed aspects of better concerns
• 102depending upon the audiences at whom directed. James Rosenau describes the 

position thus: “The way in which analysts become adherents o f one or another

”  Funmi Olanisakin, “Peace and Justice in Africa in Post-Cold W ar Issues", 46-47 
”  Gow, “The Logic o f  Peace and the Logic o f  Justice”, in Intemational Relations, 54

Kofi Anna, “UN Chief Faults Reluctance o f  US to Help in Africa". The New York T im es. 13 M ay, 2000.
David Francis, “Torturous Path to Peace in Sierra Leone” , in Security Dialogue, Vol. 31, No. 3, Septerttf>er 2000, 358
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approach is not necessarily based on intellectual or rational conclusion ... events have 

to be interpreted in some kind o f context and the context (i.e. approach) we employ 

determines how we will interpret the events”.

Security has been defined in different ways by realists and liberals. The realist 

conception o f security revolves around the protection o f the political independence, 

territorial integrity and extemal sovereignty o f the state. Liberals generally define 

security more broadly to encompass issues within and outside the state system.'®* But 

while liberals believe that international organisations can be used to attain security, 

the experience o f  the League o f Nations and UN has shown that achieving co

operation between member-states can prove extremely difficult.

In relation to the term ‘security’, it is accepted that a state's security may be menaced 

by threats to its economic well-being, political stability and social environment. 

However, for the purpose of this thesis, ‘security’ is linked to the term ‘military’ 

insofar as it deal with the threat o f violence, whether intrastate or interstate. In 

dealing with such threats, international organisations such as the League o f Nations 

and UN have taken two general approaches. The first, ‘collective security’, may be 

seen as an ideal which was never effectively realised. The second, ‘preventive 

diplomacy’, embodies the more pragmatic evolution o f intemational peacekeeping.

Colson, ‘The Logic o f Peace and the Logic o f  Justice”, 57 
James N. Rosenau, quoted in Colson, Ibid.
Samuel Makinda, "Sovereignty and Global Security", in Security Dialogue, Vol. 29, No. 3, (September 1998X 286-287
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CHAPTER 2 

THE EVOLUTION OF PEACEKEEPING

2.1. INTERNATIONAL COLLECTIVE ACTION 

Introduction

One of the central themes of this thesis concerns the willingness and ability of 

member states of the UN to engage in collective action. This issue raises a number of 

questions. Are independent states ready to ignore old antagonisms and forsake 

traditional loyalties to join in action for some perceived common good? How likely is 

it that states not directly involved in a power conflict and whose security is not 

directly jeopardised will employ their resources to help others? Who is to control 

such action and determine its objectives. Given the discrepancy in resources between 

states, how practicable is such joint action?

To examine these questions, it is proposed to look at the basis for such collective 

action, and to consider the experience of the two main international organisations o f 

the twentieth century, namely the League of Nations and the UN. While the overall 

focus is on the efforts of the UN in the area of peacekeeping, the history of the League 

helps highlight some of the difficulties which bedevil UN operations.

2.1.1. Collective Security

Collective security normally refers to a system in which each state in the system 

accepts that the security of one state is the concern of all and agrees to join in a 

collective response to aggression. It is distinctive from systems of alliance security, 

such as NATO, in which groups of states ally with each other, principally against 

external threats.' By facing potential aggressors with preponderance, collective 

security arrangements are designed to provide deterrence and more effective action if

' Adam Roberts, "The UN's Role in International Society" in United Nations Divided World, 2“* Edition, ed. Adam Roberts and 
Benedict Kingsbury, (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1993), 30
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deterrence breaks down.^ While such arrangements appears relatively straightforward 

and simple, it is necessary to take into account certain assumptions and requirements.

Firstly, collective enforcement measures assume a status quo or situation of peace on 

which the states with greater strengths agree. The peace which a collective system 

must defend is the territorial status quo at the time the system is brought into being. 

Secondly, collective security demands that states subscribing to the status quo be 

willing and able at all times to muster overwhelming strength for collective defence at 

various points of conflict. The third prerequisite of collective security is that in a 

world of unequal powers at least the major powers enjoy a minimum of political 

solidarity and moral community.^

There are however, major impediments to implementation. Experience has shown 

that states are unable to agree on a particular status quo. After each war, the defeated 

powers who feel they have suffered most by the terms of the peace such as Germany 

after World War I, come to oppose the status quo. Equally, after World War II, the 

victors, the US and S. Union, could not agree on a status quo on which peace could be 

founded. There are also political and psychological problems. The political problems 

arise fi’om the conflict of independent foreign policies. States pursue their own 

interests and when the projected policy of an intemational organisation conflicts with 

that of a particular state, the national interest is at all times and in all places likely to 

prevail.'* The psychological problem arises from collective resentments and hatreds. 

States' feelings towards the victim(s) of aggression may influence their decision 

regarding involvement in collective action. It is unlikely for instance, that all states 

would come to the aid of Israel, were it to seek help when attacked.

There is a further impediment to agreed and total collective action. Implementation of 

collective security measures requires the effective functioning of global organisations 

such as the League of Nations and UN. It is the small powers who need these 

organisations for their security and it is they who are its most fervent supporters, an

 ̂John Baylis, "International Security in the Post-Cold War Era, in The Globalisation of World Politic; eds. Baylis and Smith 
203
’ Kenneth Thompson, "Assaying Collective Security", in From Collective Security to Preventive Diplormcyed.. Joel Lanu. 
(New York, John Wiley and Sons Inc., 1 %5), 290-293 
 ̂ Ibid. 294
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idea which can be traced through the era of the League and which has been nurtured 

by all Secretary Generals of the UN. However, the effectiveness of global institutions 

depends upon the support and full participation of the major powers who alone have 

the military technological and economic capabilities to invest in whatever common 

action is required. For these states, the minimum return expected for their 

contribution is some responsiveness of the organisation to their particular interests 

and some form of final say in its actions. Small states on the other hand recognise the 

danger in the control of these organisations by the dominant power(s) and find the 

‘final say’ notion offensive to their ‘one-state, one-vote’ egalitarianism.*

In observing the distinction between collective security and alliance security systems, 

it is necessary to note that the universal collective security system as suggested in the 

UN Charter was ill-suited to Western strategic interests in the early days o f the Cold 

War. Strategic realism demanded the defence of vital areas. The UN, based on a 

theoretical equality of members, was not suited for a primarily Western defence 

coalition. Hence, Western reliance on NATO was in tum matched by Soviet reliance 

on the Warsaw Pact. Creation of these alliances can be seen as resulting largely fix>m 

the failure of collective security provisions which we will now consider.

2.1.1.1. The League of Nations

Many UN peacekeeping operations were/are the result of popular demands that the 

international body ‘do something’. It was a similar response to emotional needs 

rather than rational analysis which influenced developments in 1919. The idea of 

collective security which emerged at that time did not come fix)m the more 

experienced diplomats and statesmen, who were in the main quite sceptical about it. 

It came fi-om journalists, moralists, popular politicians and ‘the people’, a response to 

cries of protest against the existence of world war and demands that such wars not be 

allowed happen again. The planners of peace (led by US President Woodrow Wilson) 

had to contrive some scheme to meet this demand; the result was the League of 

Nations.^

’ Charles Pentland, “Building Global Institutions”, in Issues in Global Politics, ed. Gavin Boyd and Charles Pentland, (London. 
Collier Macmillan, 1981), 342-343
 ̂Roland Stromberg, “The Issue o f Collective Security”, in From Collective Security to Preventive Dipiomacv. ed. Joel Larus, 

(New York, Tom Wiley and Sons Inc., 1965), 273
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The League was supposed to provide international co-operation and the achieving of 

international peace and security "by the firm establishment of the understandings of 

international law and the actual rule of conduct among nations"/ Its proposals for 

addressing conflict were spelled out in Article 12(1): " The members of the League 

agree that if there should arise between them any dispute likely to lead to a rupture, 

they will submit the matter to arbitration or judicial settlement or to enquiry by the 

Council, and they agree in no case to resort to war until three months after the award 

by the arbitrators or the judicial decision or the report of Council".* Supplementing 

this negotiation provision were the collective security measures provided for in 

Article 16. This Article provided for the imposition of economic sanctions against 

any member state which committed “an act of war” against another.’

The League had scarcely been established when members began a refutation of 

Articles 16 and 10. Article 10 required members to respect and preserve against 

external aggression the territorial integrity of all members. However, Canada tabled a 

motion that Article 10 be struck out on the grounds that a mutual guarantee o f 

territorial integrity might lead to "an impossible attempt to prevent the modification of 

unjust and untenable fi’ontiers”.'® Eventually, it was decided that a final decision 

would rest with the constitutional authorities of each state. This decision was followed 

by efforts to relieve members of the burden which Article 16 placed upon them.

Three Scandinavian neutrals submitted a draft amendment in favour o f members for 

whom the application of economic sanctions might involve serious danger. Again, 

compromise was reached but the crucial Articles had been so weakened that as 

William Rappard declared in 1928: " no responsible European statesman would 

venture to stake his reputation and the security of his country on the potential 

protection of the League"." His fears were borne out by events in Manchuria and 

Ethiopia.

 ̂Walter Schiffer, “The Idea of Collective Security” , in. From Collective Security to Preventive Diplomacy, ed. Joel Larus, 187 
Akehurst, A Modern Introduction to International Lavy, 239 

’ ’’The Covenant o f the League of Nations”, in From Collective Security to Preventive Diplomacy, ed. Joel Lams, 525 
William Rappard, "The Refutation o f Articles 10 and 16”, in From Collective Security to Preventive Diplomacy. 34-40 
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When in 1931 Japan attacked Manchuria, the League merely called on both sides to 

contain the conflict. Japan consolidated its hold, and the League failed to react 

positively. China was far away from Europe where the League's centre of power 

rested, and Japan's military strength was so dominant in East Asia that none of the 

League's members really considered military or economic confrontation with Japan.’^

The ‘realities’ of the situation in Europe were also at the heart o f the League's failure 

to respond to Italy's aggression against Ethiopia in 1934 and 1935. Britain and France 

hoped to use Italy to offset the threat of German aggression in Europe and were 

prepared to cede large areas of Ethiopia to Italy while nominally supporting sanctions. 

When Hitler's troops marched into the Rhineland in 1936, Britain and France turned 

their attention away from Ethiopia and towards the problem nearer home.'^

However, the League's failures were due to something more than members self- 

interest. There was its lack of military power. The US, fearful that it might become 

involved in the Balkans, had opted not to join*'* and the S. Union had only joined in 

1934. It was the presence of these two powers together with Britain which it was 

hoped would ensure the effectiveness of the UN's collective security provisions.

2.1.1.2. The United Nations

Since in 1945 the conflict between East and West remained unresolved, the United 

Nations experiment in collective security presented "the picture of a system created to 

defend a status quo which had not been brought into b e i n g " . T h e  contours and 

content of the new order were largely determined by the US and its principal allies, 

and they wanted no part of a Charter that constituted an open-ended commitment to 

further change. The US viewed the UN as a forum for debating changes within a 

system rather than changes to a system.'^

The UN's main purpose was to maintain international peace and security. It basic 

organisation consisted of a Charter, a Security Council dominated by the great

Am os Yoder, The Evolution o f  the United Nations System. 2“ ‘ Edition, (W ashington, Taylor and Francis. 1W ) ,  17-20 
'^Ib id . 22

Roberts, “Ethnic Conflict: Threat and Challenge to the UN" in Ethnic Conflict and International Security, ed, M cDerm ott. 5 
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powers, Britain, France, China, US and Soviet Union, a General Assembly of 

members, and a permanent Secretariat.'^

Chapter VI of the Charter gave detailed provisions for the pacific settlement of 

disputes. Chapter VII provided for measures including economic and military 

pressure to restore and maintain international peace and security. In Article 43, 

members undertook to make available to the Security Council armed forces, 

assistance and facilities for the purpose of maintaining international peace and 

security. Article 47 provided for a military staff committee (MSC) under the Security 

Council for strategic direction of armed forces placed at the disposal o f the Council. 

Article 43 was intended to create for the UN access to the forces of the victorious 

World War II Alliance and proposals for UN forces visualised 12 army divisions, 900 

combat aircraft and almost 50 capital ships.'* However, a major weakness o f the new 

system was the provision that a permanent member of the Council could veto 

proposals for action. Also, the insertion of the veto could only be interpreted as a 

declaration that the UN should not and could not be dravm into an attempt to 

implement the principles of collective security in opposition to a great power.”  By 

1948, it became apparent that agreements on Article 43 could not be concluded in the 

absence of a definite improvement in the political atmosphere. Thus the MSC became 

in effect redundant. What then of UN's collective security provisions?

Chris Brown describes the action taken by the UN in Korea in 1950 as an example of 

collective security action.^® But was it? Exponents of the principle of collective 

security call upon states to go beyond aligning themselves with each other only to 

meet threats emanating fi-om common enemies. The action in Korea represented a 

collective response to international aggression, but the collective states were all 

‘Western’ and the aggressors were clearly perceived as ‘Communist’.

Robert Gregg, About Face? The United States and the United Nations, (New York, Lynne Rienner Publications Inc..1993). 8-9 
Adam Roberts, “The UN’s Roles in International Society", in United Nations Divided World, Ed. Roberts and Kingsbury. 5-10 
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The operation was approved by the Security Council but only because the Soviet 

Union was temporarily absent. The action of the US and its associates was carried 

forward in the name of the UN, under the UN flag and under a unified UN command. 

Arguably, it was taken to prevent the UN suffering the same dismal fate which befell 

the League. However, it is highly unlikely that the US policy and action would have 

been the same if the aggressor had been South Korea rather than North Korea, a 

Soviet ally.^’ The UN's Korean experience was " a false start, if indeed it was a start 

at all".^^

Canada, although a participant in the Korea action, again articulated the ‘collective 

security dilemma’. Secretary of State, Lester Pearson, maintained that the 

enforcement action to be taken against an aggressor must be related to the 

practicability of such action and to the general strategic and political situation.^^ His 

contention was borne out by the UN’s reaction to the crisis in Hungary in 1956.

When the Soviet Union invaded Hungary, it justified its actions on the grounds that 

the Hungarian regime was illegal and argued that its action was a Warsaw Pact 

response to the ‘militarization of West Germany’. It also argued that any General 

Assembly discussion of the crisis would be in breach of Article 2 of the Charter which 

prohibited any intervention by the organisation in the domestic affairs of member- 

states. '̂* In the face of such opposition, the UN Secretary General accepted that there 

was little he could do.^^

The lessons of Hungary were clear. First the UN could take action against aggression 

only if the great powers were agreed or if one was indifferent. Second, there were 

only two great powers who counted. Whatever collective security measures might be 

created, the two great powers -  not for nothing now known as the super powers -  

could defy them and any state enjoying the support of either power could likely do the 

same.̂ ^

Ibid, 232
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The founding fathers of the UN has visualised an essentially static world system, one 

incrementally developed through peaceful change, and in Hungary the S. Union had 

succeeded in re-establishing the status quo. However, with the ending of colonialism 

in the 1950's and 1960's, preserving the status quo was not the wish of the majority of 

states. The world organisation found itself faced with a dilemma. The collective 

liberal approach favoured the movement towards self-determination. But the creation 

of new states meant the emergence of entities self-centred and anxious to assert their 

sovereignty, a development which precluded a more activist approach. UN conflict 

resolution was as a result focused on the containment of conflict through military and 

diplomatic means.

Conscious of the collective security dilemma, Lester Pearson floated the idea of an 

international force to serve under UN command but with little positive response. 

Seeking to emphasise the UN's mediatory and conciliatory functions, he then 

proposed the establishment of a UN Emergency Force (UNEF) aimed at containing 

the 1956 Suez crisis.^’ In a dangerously divided world, the venture was to prove a 

more promising and viable model than collective security for subsequent UN attempts 

to keep the peace. Pearson's initiative appeared to answer the need for a device, not 

for defeating aggressors, but for “keeping newly arising conflicts outside the sphere o f 

bloc differences".^® The UN activity, subsequently to become known as UN 

peacekeeping, began life as ‘preventive diplomacy’.

2.1.2. Preventive Diplomacy

In dealing with the term preventive diplomacy, it is important to note that in the body 

of academic work it is given two different meanings, one applying to those operations 

conducted during the Cold War and associated with what some commentators would 

call ‘traditional’ peacekeeping, the other with ‘new’, post-Cold War operations. 

While the nature o f post-Cold War preventive diplomacy will be spelled out in more

”  Dag Hammarskjold, "The United Nations in a Split W orld", in From Collective Security to Preventive D ialom acv. ed Larus 
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detail later (2.1.2.2.), some reference to it in this section is necessary in order to 

highlight the differences between ‘traditional’ and ‘new’.

Inis Claude, in 1964, described preventive diplomacy as aiming, not to threaten an 

expansionist state with defeat, but to offer the promise of assistance to competing 

states or blocs in limiting the scope of their competition. Helping all states to avoid 

war rather than helping the states to resist attack was for him the theme of preventive 

diplomacy, and he referred to the rationalisation and interpretation of the UN mission 

in the Congo as being “cast predominantly in the new terminology”.̂ ’ As employed 

in that case, and in the earlier so-called ‘traditional peacekeeping’ missions, the UN 

preventive action initiated by UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold was intended 

to forestall action from any of the major parties, the initiative for which might be 

taken for preventive purposes but which might, in turn, lead to counter action from the 

other side. Some of the operations, for example United Nations Emergency Force 

(UNEF I), also had a distinctly diplomatic element. States such as Britain and France, 

unwilling to lose face purely because they did not want to give in to their enemy in 

the field, found it more easy to bow to an international mechanism.

The compromise activity introduced by UN was preferable to total inaction. But the 

employment of military forces, albeit lightly armed, was certain to create confusion as 

to the powers and possible purposes of personnel described as ‘peacekeepers’. This 

confusion was to be particularly evident in the case of the UN operation in the Congo. 

It would also account for much of the disappointment expressed at UN’s efforts to 

resolve many post-Cold War crises.

Inis Claude points out that the line between preventive diplomacy and collective 

security might not be obvious to the casual observer since operations representing the 

former, like those associated with the latter, were likely to involve the formation and 

utilisation of an intemational military force of more than negligible size.^° Both 

UNEF I and ONUC (Congo) might be perceived as instruments of collective security. 

However, neither approached the level of size or strength that would be required for 

any significant collective security operations. Size, he maintained, was important as a

”  Inis Claude, Swords into Plowshares. (London, University o f London Press Ltd., 1965), 290 
“  Ibid, 291
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clue to their functions. The essential difference between preventive diplomacy and 

collective security was the mission assigned to the military forces. "A collective 

security force is designed for combat with the military arm of an aggressive state. Its 

function is to defeat and repel aggression. The tasks of a preventive diplomacy force 

may be varied, and in the case of ONUC, ill-defined. But they emphatically do not 

include that of fighting to fhistrate a deliberate and systematically organised 

campaign of aggression".^' The contrasts, he maintained, could best be illustrated by 

comparing the Korean action of the UN with operations in the Middle East and 

Congo. The Korean action may be roughly described as a collective security venture 

undertaken in the absence of a collective security system, that is, it involved the use of 

collective forces to combat a determined aggressor. UNEF I and ONUC in contrast 

moved into the crisis for which they were improvised with the acquiescence or 

consent of all states involved in those situations and without the intention of doing 

battle with them.^^ Let us look at this ‘new activity’.

2.1.2.1. UN Peacekeeping

The term ‘peacekeeping’, which came into use after the UN operations in Egypt 

(1956-1967), Congo (1960-1964), and Cyprus (1974 -)'is described by James as 

differentiating the new procedures fi'om the earlier somewhat discredited aspirations 

of collective security.^^ The ‘compromise’ involved would be reflected in one 

definition of peacekeeping as “any military or paramilitary operations that are 

organised under pressure of necessity where it is impossible to put into effect the 

mechanisms of Article 43, that is, in the absence of special agreements aimed at 

making armed forces available to the organisation”.̂ '* The new activities were 

particularly congenial to the growing number of non-aligned UN states, who were 

repelled by collective security because of its reliance on armed force, and the Cold 

War connotations which it had attracted in the UN’s first decade. UN peacekeeping 

would on the basis of several operations of varying natures come to be more fully

”  Ibid.
“  Ibid. 292 
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defined as “Field operations established by the United Nations with the consent of the 

parties concerned, to help control and resolve disputes between them under UN 

command and control at the expense collectively of the member states and with the 

military and other personnel and equipment provided voluntarily by them acting 

impartially between the parties and using force to the minimal extent necessary”.̂ *

Its constitutionality is not entirely certain. When asked to contribute towards the costs 

of UNEF I and ONUC, the communist countries argued that they were under no 

obligation to pay because the forces had been, they argued, created illegally. In a 

1962 ruling on the issue, the International Court of Justice limited itself to saying that 

these two operations were ‘probably legal’.̂  ̂ This unhelpful verdict served to 

emphasise the need for consent of the territorial sovereigns and arguably contributed 

to the uncertainty and timidity which characterised UN’s approach to subsequent 

operations.

On the question of the Security Council's competence in the area of peacekeeping, 

Nigel White makes two points. First, there are the general powers granted to the 

Council under Article 24 (1) to maintain or restore international peace and security; 

second, an examination of the specific powers granted to the Council indicates that 

peacekeeping falls somewhere between Chapter VI ‘Pacific Settlement of Disputes’ 

and Chapter VII ‘Action Taken with Respect to Threats to the Peace, Breaches of the 

Peace, and Acts of Aggression’. Peacekeeping constitutes a concrete military 

presence and therefore does not simply consist of mere recommendations for 

settlement or basic fact-finding missions as provided for in Chapter VI. However, 

peacekeeping is not pure military enforcement as envisaged in Chapter VII. 

Peacekeeping is fi-equently linked to or closer to Article 36 (1) o f Chapter VI which 

provides that "the Security Council may at any stage of a dispute ... recommend
37appropriate procedures or methods of adjustment". These methods of adjustment 

would, in time, involve the employment of international troops at any one or more of 

the phases of conflict, namely (a) initially, (b) pre-violence, (c) during conflict, (d) 

after a cease-fire or following a peace agreement.

Roberts, “The Crisis in PeacekeepiriR, Survival, Vol. 36, No. 3, (Autumn 1994), 94 
“  Akehursl, A Modern Introduction to International Law, 211
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Traditionally, peacekeepers were perceived as representing moral authority rather 

than the force of arms. In their composition, they in some measure represented the 

universality of the organisation but conventionally did not include members of the 

Security Council. They were deployed with the consent and co-operation of the 

parties involved, were impartial and functioned in as much as it was possible without 

prejudice to the rights and aspirations of any side. They did not use force or the threat 

of force, except in self-defence, nor did they seek to impose their will on any one of 

the parties. The basic objective of any peacekeeping force was seen as assisting and 

reinforcing a broad political process towards the effective containment and, 

ultimately, resolution of a conflict. The ideal peacekeeping operation was seen as one 

in which the parties wanted to maintain or restore peace but could not establish the 

necessary mutual confidence without an outside agent. Three pre-requisites were 

therefore associated with UN peacekeeping, namely impartiality, consent and 

minimum use of force.^* How did these impact on the conduct of operations?

It was not clear exactly how ‘impartiality’ should be defined. The general purpose of 

impartiality might be to show that the UN is an honest broker with no interest other 

than that of assisting the warring parties towards a resolution of the conflict. 

However, in some operations, impartiality could be regarded as meaning not 

impartiality between the belligerents, but impartiality in carrying out the Security 

Council decisions. For example in the cases of UNIFIL (Lebanon) and ONUC 

(Congo), the Council Resolutions dealing with the forces' tasks showed a distinct bias 

against one of the parties in dispute. Impartiality would come to be defined by Jarat 

Chopra as "the objectivity with which the mandate was executed rather than the 

degree of submission to the will of the parties in conflict".^^

A particular problem for the peacekeeper would always be a widespread lack of 

understanding of his role and capabilities. However warm the initial welcome, in 

time one party to the conflict would inevitably accuse him of partiality for failing to 

take action against the other. Equally, media-led demands that the UN take action 

against one of the parties would take little account of the vulnerability o f the

”  Nigel White, "The UN Charter and Peacekeeping Forces" in The UN Peace and Force,ed. Michael Pugh, 115 
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peacekeepers and their reliance on the consent of the host state. For example, in the 

former Yugoslavia, the UN-declared ‘safe areas’ and the people inside them, 

including the peacekeepers, could only be fed, supplied and maintained through Serb 

territory and with Serb consent, yet the world cried for the UN to attack the Serbs for 

every transgression, a course of action which would end the co-operation without 

which the safe areas could not be maintained.'*®

Impartiality would therefore be seen as essential to the presence and well-being o f UN 

personnel, but strict observance also created serious operational difficulties. 

Prevented from regarding any party as ‘enemy’, traditionally peacekeepers were 

officially prevented from intelligence-gathering. This ‘policy’ had two major 

consequences; (1) it denied the military personnel access to what they regarded as 

one of the essential ‘tools of the trade’, placing them at a severe disadvantage in 

dangerous environments, and (2) it convinced those ‘on the ground’ that their masters 

in New York were out of touch with the realities of ‘the field’. The folly o f this 

policy would be acknowledged by the Secretary General’s statement in 1996 that 

intelligence was essential to the conduct of any fiiture operations.'** And this opinion 

would be re-emphasised in the ‘Lessons Report’ and ‘Comprehensive Review’ which 

would make clear that intelligence could greatly assist a peacekeeping operation'*^ and 

that to retain credibility, UN could no longer ignore the recalitrance of one party in 

some operations.'*^

Consent to the peacekeeping process and the presence of the UN force was 

traditionally sustained in the operation area by state agreement, but this consent could 

be grudging and conditional.

Linked to impartiality and consent was the issue of force. More than half the 

peacekeeping operations launched during the Cold War consisted of unarmed military 

observers. However, where peacekeepers were armed, it became an established 

principle that they should use force to the minimum extent, opening fire only in “self-

Shashi Tharoor, “Should UN Peacekeeping Go Back to Basics’’. Survival, Vol. 3, No. 4, (Winter 1995-%), 60. Ironically, UN 
observers were accomnx>dated in houses owned by ‘Arkan” (Zeljko Raznaltovic, a Serbian War Criminal). Commandant D«n 
Murphy, Irish UN Observer, interview by author, May 1998, Atiilone.
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Otunnu and Michael W. Doyle.
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defence”. From 1973 onwards, self-defence was deemed to include situations in 

which peacekeepers were being prevented from fulfilling their mandate. A 

peacekeeper could for example, return fire if UN installations or personnel were 

attacked. This broad guideline would in the event be interpreted in a variety of ways, 

depending upon the disposition and culture of contingents.'*^ However, in the main, 

commanders in the field would be reluctant to open fire because of their reliance on 

the continued co-operation of the parties and the consideration that although 

technically armed, UN forces would almost inevitably be heavily out-gunned as well 

as out-numbered (See Case Study A).

UN rules on the use of force would at all times be less than clear. The UN efforts to 

end the secession of Katanga (See Case Study A), would involve military action taken 

in ‘self-defence’. The much later Chapter VII operation in Somalia would also 

involve lightly-armed troops, highlighting the ongoing uncertainty about whether or 

not force should be employed. During the Cold War, the Secretariat had decided that 

peacekeeping operations should not be endowed with offensive capabilities. It was 

argued that the real strength of a peacekeeping operation lay not in its capacity to use 

force, but precisely in its not using force.'*  ̂ Peacekeepers were supposed to be 

instruments of diplomacy, not war. But peacekeepers were and are in the main 

military forces. The question arising, therefore, is why employ those whose training 

is directed towards the use of force?

There was, from the outset, a certain paradox in deploying a military force to establish 

peace since the classical use of force was to destroy the enemy. There were however 

several perceived good reasons for drawing peacekeepers fi“om those who had 

military training. Such people were available for immediate dispatch to trouble 

spots, and they were in theory acceptable to the local military with whom they were 

likely to have dealings. Tight discipline would be required in such a sensitive role

Comprehensive Review of the Whole Question of Peacekeeping Operations in All Their Aspects. IX 
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and the authoritative approach which miUtary officers could assume was considered a 

further advantage/^

It could be argued that in situations where the task was that of helping restore law and 

order, police would have been more suited to the role than troops. Also, police would 

arguably be seen as presenting less of a threat to sovereignty and involve less 

likelihood of a misunderstanding of UN intent (See Case Study A). Civilian police 

would play an important role in Cyprus and in the effective flmctioning of UNTAG 

(Namibia) which involved the presence of 1,500 police monitors.'*’ Police would be 

increasingly employed in post-Cold War activities whether in election monitoring 

(UNTAC, UNAVEM) or peace-building (UNTAET and UNTAC -  See Chapter 10). 

(By February 2000, the UN would employ 5,712 police).'*®

However, the sometimes sensitive nature of police work -  dealing directly with the 

local authorities and population - would require that personnel be well-trained, 

diplomatic and disciplined. Experience would show that national background would 

have a major impact upon performance of civilian police in various international 

operations, particularly in the ‘peace-building’ role.'*  ̂ (See Chapter 10)

The ending of the Cold War saw a significant change in attitude to the use of force, 

accompanied by the associated development of what became known as “wider 

peacekeeping” (also referred to as ‘multidimensional” peacekeeping’). Since 1990, 

UN member states have become increasingly prepared to authorise the use o f force 

under Chapter VII of the Charter. There are several reasons for this including 

euphoria after the successful use of force in the Gulf Crisis, Secretary General 

Boutros Ghali’s efforts to activate the role of the Security Council, states’ and 

particularly the US’s, recognition that it was safer and more convenient to use a UN 

‘fig-leaf in conducting military interventions, and finally public pressure amplified 

by media efforts.^® (See Chapter 7).
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Given the roles and limitations of peacekeeping, it is necessary to look at the term 

‘peace-enforcement’ frequently referred to by commentators and observers. ‘Peace- 

enforcement’ is defined by Dobbie as “operations carried out to restore peace between 

belligerents who do not all consent to intervention and who may be engaged in 

combat activities”.^’ But while this definition appears straightforward, the term 

‘peace-enforcement’ still raises a number of important issues. First, there is the 

question of what is to be understood by ‘peace’, how it is to be restored, and when it 

is seen to exist. There is also a major difficulty with the word ‘enforcement’, how and 

by whom it is to be employed. Enforcement, according to John Ruggie, is employed 

“when a specific act of aggression or a more general set of hostile actions are 

collectively identified as a threat to international peace and security and the aggressor 

state is subjected to an array of sanctions until violence is reversed”.̂  ̂ Further, 

‘collective enforcement’ (implicitly international action) is defined by Paul Diehl as 

“a large-scale military operation designed to defend the victims of international 

aggression and restore peace and security by the defeat of the aggressor’s forces”. He 

cites the multinational operations in Korea in the 1960’s and in Kuwait in 1991 as 

fitting this purpose.^^ Enforcement is, therefore, in Sanderson words, “war by another 

name”.̂ '* James Mayall supports these views, describing ‘Operation Desert Storm’ 

(Kuwait) as a demonstration of peace-enforcement.^^

However, Marrack Goulding (Former Under Secretary for UN Peacekeeping 

Operations) muddies the waters by describing the actions in Korea and Kuwait as 

‘peace-enforcement’, w h i l e  speaking of “a transition from peacekeeping to peace- 

enforcement in the Congo”.̂ ’ Also, Sally Morphet observes that some have argued 

that authorisation of ‘use of force’ moved ONUC from peacekeeping to peace- 

enforcement. Further confusion is caused by Gareth Evans’s reference to
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UNOSOM II as a ‘peace-enforcement’ operation. However, there was a clear and 

significant difference between these two sets of operations.

The Korean and Kuwait operations would be widely referred to as ‘wars’ fought by 

‘armies’ and the conduct of each had been delegated to US command. The Congo 

and Somalia operations featured only limited and sporadic conflict; the UN forces 

were equipped for peacekeeping (See Case Studies A and C), and command was not 

delegated. The Korea and Kuwait operations were intended to reverse international 

aggression and the peace to be attained was that which existed prior to hostilities. In 

the case of the Congo and Somalia, the conflict was intemal and there was marked 

disagreement as to what form of peace was contemplated.

That ‘peace enforcement’ is open to a variety of interpretations is shown by Anthony 

Francis’s assertion that UNIFIL is not a peacekeeping force but ‘a Peace-Enforcement 

Force’ because its mandate required it to assist the Lebanese government to restore 

order.^ But as a small lightly-armed force, UNIFIL had/has no enforcement capacity 

whatsoever. Peace enforcement, if taken literally, would require a clear conception of 

the peace being sought; a clear plan of action, understood and accepted by all 

participants in the operation; unlimited resources and a determination on the part of 

those involved to see the venture through. While some of these conditions might have 

been present in Korea and Kuwait, none was ever evident in the other UN operations.

Peace-enforcement might for many simply mean UN ‘getting tough’. However, this 

raises the questions how tough, with precisely whom, with what means, and to what 

end? The lack o f conceptual clarity is recognised by Shashi Thoroor who notes that 

“the term ‘peace enforcement’ appears to be used to cover the desire to go to war 

without making the hard political and military choices that war requires”.^’

The writings o f Morphet, Evans and Goulding reflect some of the confusion 

surrounding the term ‘peace-enforcement’. More importantly, they indicate the 

existence of a significant body of people who regard peacekeeping and peace-

”  Gareth Evans, “Co-operation for Peace”, St. Leonards NSW, Allen and Unwin, 1993, 100
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enforcement as elements in a continuum; one wherein peacekeepers could merely by 

the invocation of Chapter VII, be transformed into armed forces capable of waging 

war. The extent to which this idea prevailed within the higher echelons of the UN 

was evident, not only in Goulding’s remark, but in the military tasks assigned to 

peacekeepers post-Cold War, most notably in Somalia (See Case Study C), and later 

in Sierra Leone. Reference to Chapter VII and robust rules o f engagement*^ was, in 

Sierra Leone, both meaningless and dangerous since the well-armed RUF, numbering 

15,000,*^ outnumbered and outgunned a UN force (10,500) that was poorly-armed 

and unco-ordinated.

As the major powers were engaged by a spirit of co-operation post-Cold War, it 

became procedurally easier to adopt more resolutions under Chapter VII.^ This 

movement towards more ‘positive’ peacekeeping was linked to the concept o f ‘wider 

peacekeeping’ (see below) and involved the search for a third category of 

international operation somewhere between peacekeeping and large-scale 

enforcement. However, as shown in Case Study C, this experiment proved a 

disastrous failure. As Dobbie observes, peacekeeping and enforcement are mutually 

exclusive activities that cannot be mixed -  one can be a peacekeeper or an enforcer, 

but not both.^^

‘Wider peacekeeping’ operations are perceived as likely to take place in environments 

that display some or all of the following characteristics: numerous parties to a

conflict, undisciplined factions not responsive to their own controlling authorities, an 

ineffective ceasefire, the absence of law and order, the risk of local armed opposition 

to UN forces, the presence and involvement of a large number of civilians, and an 

undefined area of objectives. Such operations are therefore likely to occur in 

environments that bear the characteristics of civil war or insurgency. Therefore, we 

need to distinguish between the approaches to ‘traditional’ and ‘new’ style operations.
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2.1.2.2. ‘New’ Preventive Diplomacy

Secretary General Ghali’s 1992 definition of preventive diplomacy as “action to 

prevent existing disputes from escalating into conflicts and to limit the spread of the 

latter when they occur”^̂  would appear to describe the activities originally envisaged 

by Hammarskjold, albeit there might no longer be a Cold War factor as primary 

incentive for these activities. Now however, the emphasis would seem to be less on 

the ‘preventive’ and more on the ‘diplomacy’.

Ghali describes the most efficient employment of diplomacy as being to ease tensions 

before they result in conflict. Preventive diplomacy he saw as being performal by the 

Secretary General personally, or by the Security Council, General Assembly or 

regional organisation in co-operation with the UN.^^ Gareth Evans defined the term 

as referring to the full range of methods described in Article 33 of the UN Charter, 

namely negotiation, mediation, enquiry, conciliation, arbitration, judicial settlement, 

resort to regional agencies or arrangements or other peaceful means, which he sees as 

applied “before a dispute has crossed the threshold into armed conflict”.̂ * Evans also 

subdivided preventive diplomacy into ‘early’ and ‘late’. ‘Early’ preventive 

diplomacy, he saw as involving the provision of skilled assistance through good 

offices and mediation. ‘Late preventive diplomacy’ referred to attempts, often 

involving the Secretary General, to persuade parties to desist when armed conflict 

seems imminent.^’

The employment of troops in such situations was envisaged through the linking of 

preventive diplomacy with preventive deployment, which was defined as "the 

employment of military or police and possible civilian persormel with the intention of 

preventing a dispute or in some cases emerging threat, escalating into armed conflict. 

Such deployments could occur on one side of a border only at the request of the state 

feeling threatened, or on both sides of the border at the request of both parties".^® 

Ghali, in ‘An Agenda for Peace’ (paragraph 29), considered that in conditions of
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crisis within a country when the government requests or all parties consent, 

preventive deployment could help in a number o f ways to alleviate suffering and to 

limit or control violence/*

One preventive deployment operation, that in the former Yugoslav Republic of 

Macedonia in 1993, resulted from fears that if conflict erupted in Serbia’s Albanian- 

majority province of Kosovo, the fighting would spill over into Macedonia. The 

operation had a particular ‘preventive’ character in that prior to its commencement, no 

major violence had occurred in the precise area of operation. The ‘deterrent’ role 

however did not extend to actually defending these borders but to interposing between 

forces which might otherwise clash. Defence of Macedonia from aggression 

remained the task of the Macedonian army.’  ̂ The preventive role o f this new style 

force was, it appeared, not significantly different from that of UNEF. The nature o f 

this mission raised the question: what if anything had changed?

The major difference between the operations of the 1990's and UNEF I is the marked 

change in the international political environment and the greater focus on 

peacekeeping as a means of dealing with conflict. Increased demands for 

peacekeeping operations in the late 1980's and early 1990's (20 new missions between 

May 1988 and October 1993)’  ̂ indicated their widespread acceptance as a means of 

addressing conflict. After 1988, operations came to include a remarkably wide 

variety of activities. These include monitoring and even running elections, for 

example in Angola, protecting inhabitants of a region from threat or use of force, as in 

Iraq, protecting disputed safe areas or ensuring the partial dimilitarisation of particular 

areas such as in Bosnia, assuring the delivery of humanitarian relief supplies and other 

humanitarian tasks, as in Somalia, assisting in the reconstruction of governmental or 

police functions after civil war as in El Salvador, and reporting violations of 

international law by belligerents.^'*

The main reason for the expansion in the number of peacekeeping operations was the 

increased capacity of the Security Council to agree on action in particular crises. A

Ibid.
Jeremy Ginifer and Espen Eide, An Agenda for Preventive Diplomacy, Theory and Practice, (Oslo, NUPl, 1997) 26
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further reason was the increased optimism that UN could have a more central role in 

international security.’  ̂ There was an expectation that operations would not only be 

better resourced, but more importantly, operate with greater authority. With super 

power strategic interests no longer an impediment to collective action, everything 

seemed possible.

The question at the centre of this thesis is how peacekeeping was affected by the 

change in international relations. In seeking an answer, it is necessary to look at the 

political setting in which operations were approved and conducted during and after 

the Cold War.

2.2. POLITICAL CONTEXT FOR DECISION-MAKING 

2.2.1. Cold W ar Experience

Restraint was the dominant pattern of superpower behaviour during all crises in the 

Middle East, the scene of much of UN's peacekeeping activities. In spite o f keen 

rivalry, tacit rules for crisis management emerged and governed superpower 

behaviour. During the peaks of successive crises, each superpower showed 

determination to protect its ovm interests but exercised restraint with regard to 

encroaching on the interests of the other. Both were prepared to supply their clients 

with arms and to make bellicose noises and gestures, but were not prepared to give 

‘blank cheques’ to their allies. At different times, each expressed concern about or 

sought to restrain their allies, the US checking the Israelis during the 1967 war, the 

Soviets discouraging the Syrians on their ventures into Jordan 1970 and Lebanon in 

1982. The outcome was successful crisis management and avoidance of escalation to 

a point which would make direct super-power confrontation inevitable.^^

Given this determination to control crises by a certain degree of brinkmanship, it was 

extremely unlikely that the superpowers would be willing to place great reliance upon

”  Ibid., 96
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the UN to keep the peace. However, the option in international crises would have 

been for the powers to assume the role of policemen themselves. They were, 

therefore, placed in a dilemma, afraid on the one hand to tolerate too much 

international disorder, reluctant on the other to sanction the growth of a peacekeeping 

authority with an independent competence of its own. They wanted a UN capable of 

acting reasonably effectively but at the same time, not too effectively. They wanted a 

police force which would be competent but whose authority would be strictly 

controlled.

This unease about the role of the UN in dealing with conflict was shared by other 

members of the Security Council. Britain was on the whole a supporter of the 

Organisation, but like France, was uncomfortable about the pressures for 

decolonisation from the US, Soviet Union and the Third World. China, represented 

in the early years by Taiwan, was only technically ‘ a major power’ until 1971. This 

lack of agreement between members prevented the S. Council from taking anything 

other than nominal action to contain or resolve conflicts.

There were moreover, distinct EastAVest differences in attitude to peacekeeping. 

Such operations often served the West’s interests in regional stability.’  ̂ In contrast, 

the S. Union’s interest was to foster instability which might in turn lead to regional 

change. Soviet fears of UN activity were based on the action in Korea. It had further 

grounds for distrust when, after the outbreak of that war, Western states tried to 

strengthen the General Assembly in order that it be able to act when the Soviet veto 

prevented the Council from acting. Soviet fears were reinforced by the creation of 

UNEF. It recognised the establishment of the Force, but refused to pay its
O Aassessment.

UN operations in Cyprus (UNFICYP 1964 -) and Lebanon (UNIFIL 1978 -) could be 

seen as representing US concern at developments during the Cold War. America's 

suggestion that a NATO force be sent to Cyprus (Case Study B) reflected concern at 

possible conflict between Greece and Turkey, two NATO members. Also, it was US

”  Peter Calvocoressi, World Politics Since 1945, (London, Longman Group, 1995), 132 
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concern at the threat to ongoing peace negotiations between Egypt and Israel which 

led to the creation of UNIFIL.*'

That the UN came increasingly to be used and controlled by the US was hardly 

surprising. As Donald Puchala observed: "little of substance can happen in the UN 

system without American co-operation and little happens without American 

resources".*^ If the UN could not work for the US, it could not woric without it or 

against it.®̂

2.2.2. Post-Cold War Experience

The post-Cold War hyperactivity of the Security Council reflected not only a more 

open attitude on the part of the former Soviets, but US belief in what Madeleine 

Albright (then US Ambassador to the UN) called the “need to bring pressure to bear 

on the belligerents of the post-Cold War world”.*'* However, as will be shown in 

Case Studies C and D, translating this commitment into effective action was far from 

simple. Post-Cold War, the US attitude to UN peacekeeping was distinguished by the 

fact that while it was willing to see UN authorisation for military actions in which it 

was involved, it was not willing to have them placed under UN command and control. 

Meanwhile, the Soviet attitude changed. With the Red Army bogged down in 

Afghanistan, Moscow came to the conclusion that UN conflict management was not 

so bad after all.*^

The change in Soviet attitudes prompted some positive responses from the US, 

including behind-the-scenes co-operation over regional conflicts. The only Soviet 

veto in the Council post 1990 was in relation to the financial burden of the UN 

operation in Cyprus.*^ However, the Security Council would continue to practice 

imprecision as to the Charter basis for its action,*’ and despite the hugely improved

*’ Mona Ghali, “United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon”, in Dureh. The Evolution o f UN Peacekeeping, 186-187 
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relations between the US and Russia, mandates would continue to reflect a measure of 

political compromise. Moreover, the ambiguity of mandates reflected a failure on the 

part of the permanent five to examine the role o f the UN, particularly in relation to 

internal conflict.

Failure to resolve internal conflicts in the early/mid 1990's revealed that the ending of 

superpower rivalry did not of itself guarantee more successful operations. Between 1 

January 1987 and 31 January 1996, the Security Council passed at least 105 

resolutions, under Chapter VII in nine cases. Four of these, Somalia, Liberia, Angola
Q O

and Rwanda concerned civil wars, albeit with international ramifications. However, 

China and Third World members of the Council were less than happy with the move 

towards ‘forcible peacekeeping’. China was also uneasy about the Council taking up 

(in 1991) the question of violations by the Iraqi government of human rights o f Iraqi 

Kurds, believing the Council transgressed the limits of its jurisdiction. It took a 

similar line during Council debates (in November 1992) on human rights abuses in 

Yugoslavia.*’

Western states also lost some of their enthusiasm, especially with regard to large 

intrusive operations.^ They appeared less concerned with the legal and more with 

practical limits on Security Council activism in the intemational system. Many 

governments that had willingly provided soldiers for peacekeeping could no longer be 

counted on to send troops to real or potential combat situations. More than ever, 

potential participant states became concerned with the content and clarity of 

peacekeeping mandates.

2.2.3. Mandates

UN mandates are a Secretariat-constructed list of instructions on the conduct of a 

mission distilled fi"om the Security Council resolution upon which UN action is based. 

The construction of a mandate presents a formidable problem at the best o f times. On 

the one hand, it must be sufficiently flexible to allow for change, while at the same

** Ibid, 85 
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time being sufficiently precise to prevent the force becoming embroiled in conflict. 

But because mandates are drafted in general terms, unforeseen problems may arise for 

those required to implement them..

An ambiguous mandate, Durch maintains, is not without advantages and can serve as 

a vehicle for broadening political support for a controversial operation. In a situation 

of this kind, a vague mandate may allow states to lend their support without appearing 

to endorse specific actions taken under the mandate. He cites ONUC as an example.”  

Equally it can be argued that a vague mandate may permit a Force Commander to 

take decisive action on his own initiative as in the case of UNFICYP’s seizure of 

Nicosia Airport during the 1975 crisis (See Case Study B). However, there is the 

danger that the ambiguity may lead to confusion and indecision on the one hand, and 

the energetic interpretation and implementation by field personnel on the other. Such 

action zis shown by the ONUC experience may lead to conflict and to a collapse o f the 

original support for the operation.

Creating a mandate with a clear political objective is however highly problematic, 

given the need for assent within the Security Council and its acceptance by those 

states who may be required to put the lives of their soldiers at serious risk. Equally, a 

precise mandate will be meaningless unless accompanied by adequate resources. For 

any operation to achieve its objectives, it must be clear both to the parties and troop- 

contributors that the UN intends to push through the operation to a successful 

conclusion. But this is rarely ever the case.

Clarity of mandate acquired greater significance with the post-Cold War movement 

towards ‘peacekeeping with teeth’. Cold War mandates mostly represented vague 

aspirations and the forces usually made up of small or neutral states were expected at 

best to muddle through. For example, UNFICYP’s mandate was quite beyond the 

capacity of the force (See Case Study B); UNIFIL could do nothing to fulfil its 

mandate so long as Israel continued to occupy part of South Lebanon. The inclusion 

on operations since 1992 of military units from permanent members o f the Security 

Council raised expectations of mandate fulfilment. However, with this development

Durch, The Evolution of UN PeacekeepinR, 28
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there was also a blurring of the distinction between peacekeeping and coercive action. 

Tasks that properly might be assigned to ‘peace enforcement units’ (See Case Study 

C) came to be assigned to peacekeeping forces as in the case o f former Yugoslavia 

and Somalia. As a result, forces involved, even those in Somalia where the mandate 

was amended, frequently did not know what exactly their duties were.’  ̂ A particular 

problem arose in the case of operations involving US forces. US anxiety to work out 

in advance an end-point to an operation, coupled with obsessive concern about 

casualties, tended to encourage local leaders like General Aideed in Somalia (See 

Case Study C) to become more obstinate, knowing that they could outlast an 

embattled peacekeeping force.’^

It is important to recognise that mandates are essentially aspirational and lack the 

detail and urgency of the ‘mission’, given to personnel engaged in normal military 

operations. As a result, peacekeeping operations tend to move at a very slow pace 

towards the perceived objectives. Some, for example UNFICYP, may remain quite 

static. Therefore, to assume that a change of mandate can effect a dramatic change in 

the pace and nature of operations is to ignore reality. (See Case Study A)

The growing reluctance of member states to commit troops where the risk of 

casualties is high, was seen by Berdal in 1993 as suggesting that the formulation of 

mandates must take greater account of the predictability of proposed courses of 

action. Mandates by their nature would inevitably reflected a measure of 

compromise, making it unlikely that they would ever fully satisfy military demands 

for an unambiguous mission statement. '̂* Nevertheless, a Security Council Statement 

on Peacekeeping (3 May 1994) listed a clear political goal that can be reflected in the 

mandate and a precise mandate as factors to be taken into account when operations 

were being considered.

The Security Council and the mandates it produces are however only a part, albeit a 

significant one of the whole process of peacekeeping operations. Having looked at 

how they come into being, we must now examine how they are controlled.
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2.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF PEACEKEEPING OPERATIONS

Since peacekeeping operations involve military personnel they require, if they are to 

function successfully, a reliable and effective system of command and control. The 

military doctrine of most countries identifies three levels of command, namely 

strategic, operational and tactical. In the case of UN operations, these levels of 

command are represented at ‘strategic’ by the Security Council supported by the 

Secretariat, ‘operational’ by the Force Commander, and ‘tactical’ by the military 

units, civilian groups and elements in the field.

2.3.1. Strategic Command -Security Council/Secretariat

The Secretary General is the chief administrative officer of the organisation but he 

needs at least the nominal support of all the permanent members of the Security 

Council to carry out the duties of office adequately. The only autonomous power 

implicitly granted to him under the Charter (Article 99) is to bring to the attention of 

the Council threats to international peace.^

His powers in the field of peacekeeping have expanded over the years fi-om his being 

simply the administrator of forces to becoming the instigator and executive 

commander of the forces within the overall framework of the Council's mandate. (He 

has also developed an impressive set of inherent powers such as good offices, 

mediation, arbitration and fact-finding). However, it is important to note that this 

applies to the traditional form of peacekeeping and some of the new integrated peace 

settlement missions as in Namibia and Cambodia. In the quasi-enforcement 

operations, such as in Somalia and with IFOR (Implementation Force) in Bosnia, the 

Secretary General had no political control over the forces. In general these operations 

were commanded both politically and militarily by a state or a group of states
97

operating under a loose Security Council mandate.

The position of the Secretary General vis-a-vis the great powers during the Cold War 

was generally problematic. Hammarskjold's perception of his role in relation to

Nigel White, "The UN Charter and Peacekeeping Forces, Constitutional Issues", in The UN Peace and Force ed. Pugh, 55-56 
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ONUC incurred the wrath of the Soviet Union and his successors all went out of their 

way to avoid giving offence to the major powers, in particular the super powers.’* 

Difficulties in the relationship between the Secretary General and the Council 

returned with the appointment of Secretary General Ghali in 1992, who antagonised 

Council members, particularly those in the West (See Case Studies C and D).

Boutros Ghali’s Report of June 1992, ‘An Agenda for Peace’, made a number of 

proposals and suggestions addressed to member states for enhancing the capacity of 

the Organisation to respond to the challenges o f the post-Cold War world. They 

encompassed peacekeeping, peace-making and the new concept of post-conflict 

peace-building. However, his proposals for a more vigorous UN reflected an 

mistaken belief in the power of ‘peacekeepers’ and an over-estimation of the co

operation of member states (See Case Studies C and D).

During the 1990’s, the Secretariat sought to enhance the capacity of the DPKO 

(Department of Peacekeeping Operations) to plan, manage and direct the numerous 

and complex field operations through the introduction of a number of new agencies. 

In late 1993, the nucleus of the Policy and Analysis Unit was established. This unit 

acts as a think-tank providing in-depth research and analysis of policy questions. In 

1991, the status o f the Military Adviser was expanded and in 1996, this Office 

provided guidance to an additional 157 military officers working department wide. 

The Office of Operations was intended to provide the field with timely guidance on 

policy questions, while the Office of Planning and Support was responsible for all 

technical matters including staffing, finance, logistics and procurement. Arising fi-om 

the latter was the establishment in Brindisi, Italy, of a depot intended to provide basic 

equipment and supplies to sustain the non-military components of a peacekeeping 

operation until its own systems were operative. Stand-by arrangements were 

proposed in 1993 and by 1996, forty-seven member states confirmed their willingness 

to participate in the system. Promises of co-operation suggested the likely availability 

of five fiilly-equipped brigades of four to five thousand persons and an additional five

Anthony Parsons, From Cold War to Hot Peace. (London, Michael Joseph Ltd, 1995), 92
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brigades for which equipment support services and support services would have to be 

found.^

Another seemingly promising development was the creation in the mid 1990’s within 

the DPKO of the Lessons Learned Unit intended to provide in-depth study and 

analysis of experience. The Training Unit established training assistance teams made 

up of experienced peacekeepers intended to assist interested countries and regional 

institutions train their personnel. (In 1993, 90% of training for peacekeeping was 

training for general combat capab ility ).R eflecting  the increasing role of civilian 

police in operations, a Civilian Police Unit was established in 1993.'°* All of these 

initiatives were highly welcome. They indicated greater recognition by the Secretariat 

of the problems experienced by those on the ground and held out the promise o f better 

planned, better resourced and, in general, more efficient operations. The subsequent 

(2000) ‘Lessons Report’ and ‘Comprehensive Review’ represented further usefiil 

developments in the process o f analysis. The ‘Lessons Report’ was based on studies 

of the operations in Somalia (UNOSOM), Rwanda (UNAMIR), Haiti (UNMIH), and 

Angola (UNAVEM III). It covered a wide range of subjects including mandates, 

planning, intelligence, suitability of contingents, CIVPOL, training of local police and 

logistics, and made a number of significant observations (See Chapter 10). The 

‘Comprehensive Review’ was produced by a high-level panel convened by the 

Secretary General in March 2000. Its purpose was to undertake a thorough review of 

UN peace and security activities and to present a clear set of specific, concrete, and 

practical recommendations to assist the UN in conducting such activities in the future. 

But, as the contents of both these important reports would indicate, without the 

support of member states, the Secretary General’s initiatives would count for very 

little (See Chapter 10).

One of the problems of the Secretary General has always been that o f reconciling the 

operational and political aspects of a mission, keeping both the military and civilian 

elements in harmony. Employment of a Special Representative (S.R.S.G.), while 

apparently the solution to this problem, has proved less than totally satisfactory. The
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decision of an SRSG in the Congo to ignore military considerations resulted in near 

disaster for that operation (See Case Study A). Equally, the appointment of a former 

high-ranking military officer to the office of SRSG in Somalia helped turn what had 

begun as a humanitarian mission into an essentially military one (See Case Study C). 

Post-Cold War, the humanitarian nature of many operations created particular 

problems since some, such as UNAVEM and UNOSOM involved non-governmental 

organisations (NGOs) intent on operating to their own agenda. This is a problem also 

for the next link in the chain of command, the Force Commander.

2.3.2. Operational Command -  Force Commander

Because of the ad hoc nature of peacekeeping, a Force Commander (F.C.) will 

generally be denied specific objectives or clear instructions and will find his options 

limited by a variety of factors. One former F.C. described the overall problem thus: 

"UN will urge you to take a strong line ... but when asked to authorise the use o f 

force, the answer is always in the n e g a t i v e " . T h i s  restriction on the F.C.'s offices 

will be ftirther influenced by awareness of the concern of troop contributors for their 

personnel. To suffer casualties for some far away ill-defined problem is not easily 

understood on the domestic fi-ont.

The F.C. will experience other problems. He may, as in the Congo, find himself 

effectively sidelined (See Case Study A). He may, like the initial F.C. UNPROFOR 

(Lt. Gen. Wahlgren of Sweden), find his authority undermined by the efforts of the 

largest troop-contributing state (France) to dictate policy.*®̂  He may, like the F.C. 

UNOSOM, find the Americans intent on conducting what amounts to a separate 

operation (See Case Study C). He may, like F.C. UNAMSIL, Gen. Jetley (India) be
• . 1 104accused by contingent commanders of failmg to consult.

Typically, forces under his command will have been deployed without adequate 

instructions, clear orders or logistical supports, and the military efficiency of the 

Force is likely to be hampered by differences in weaponry and equipment, military

Gen. James Quinn (Irish), Former F.C. UNFICYP in a lecture to the Command and Staff School, Irish Military College. June 
1981,3
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traditions, skills, languages and cultural background. Some contingents under his 

command, e.g. the Canadians and British in Cyprus (See Case Study B) and the 

French in Lebanon, may find it difficult to change from being ‘fighting forces’ to 

peacekeepers.

In trying to reduce logistic problems by diverting resources from the better-equipped 

contingents to the poorer ones, he may be creating friction and resentment between 

contingents. Should he, like UNIFIL F.C. (1993-1994) Lt. Gen. Furuhovde (Norway) 

demand that the Force be provided with better equipment, such as APCs, he may find 

that New York refuses to extend his contract.'®^

The Commander’s powers in relation to the control and conduct of a mission may be 

limited by political considerations. Burdened with unreliable or poorly trained stafT, 

he may experience what one F.C. described as "an inability to delegate with 

confidence".'®^ Should he attempt to remove or replace unsatisfactory staff, he may 

find himself faced with a threat from the government of the personnel involved to 

remove its entire contingent. His authority is also certain to be weakened by the 

tendency of contingents to report serious incidents to home capitals before New York 

has been informed. Arising from such incidents, there is also the likelihood of 

visits to the operation area by national politicians and military personnel. Such visits 

however well-intentioned serve as a reminder that the troops are only on loan and 

weaken the link between the Commander and ‘his’ troops.

Although the F.C. may technically be in charge of management in the field, he will be 

faced with a separate chain of command running from the mission's Chief 

Administrative Officer (C.A.O.) to the UN Department of Administration and 

Management. And while it has become increasingly common on special 

multicomponent missions to appoint an SRSG to exercise overall command o f all 

components of a mission such as military policing, electoral supervisors, and 

specialised agencies, creation of this appointment may exacerbate rather than resolve 

problems. As observed in humanitarian operations in hostile environments, such as 

UNAVEM II, co-ordination is foreign to the non-governmental organisations’

Col. E. O’Hanlon, former UNIFIL C hief o f  S u ff  inverview by author 30 May 1997, Athlone.
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(NGOs) culture whose self-image is to be flexible and non-bureaucratic. The desire 

o f  NGOs to do ‘their own thing’ with little regard for the military element can prove 

highly disruptive.

As will be shown by the ONUC and UNOSOM operations, in difficult and dangerous 

conditions Commanders need not only the best systems of communication but also 

intelligence in order to estimate the potential threat. They need to make quick 

decisions based on solid information. However, as part o f its claim to impartiality, 

UN has traditionally refrained from activities which might be regarded by the parties 

to the conflict as the collection o f intelligence. As a result, officers deprived o f 

information which they regard as critical, tend to fall back on their own national 

resources. This may lead to a peacekeeping force having contingents pulling in 

opposite directions. But there are many other reasons why UN peacekeeping forces 

may not function harmoniously. The most significant of these is the creation o f forces 

from a wide spread o f member states. This policy, while intended to demonstrate the 

universal nature o f operations, can create major problems.

2.3.3. Tactical Command -  Contingents

It has been suggested that peacekeeping as a military technique is well suited for the 

military forces o f small powers with a strong humanitarian tradition and culture. 

However, this suggestion is based on the misconception that small countries are 

perceived and act as ‘neutrals’ and that there is universal acceptance o f what 

constitutes humanitarian traditions and culture.

The operation in the Congo which involved small cotmtries (in military terms) would 

show that all peacekeepers whether European, African or Asian were likely to be 

viewed by the host government and population as agents o f an outside power. All 

would be treated with hostility, albeit in varying degrees. The same phenomenon 

would be observable in Somalia where small countries would encounter no less 

hostility than the powerful Americans. Equally, as the Congo would show, small 

neutral countries would attempt to operate according to their own political agendas.

'" Ib id .
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There is also the problem that contingents from small countries are likely to be 

‘coloured’. This may render such contingents either unacceptable or unwelcome as in 

the case of the operations in Cyprus and Lebanon (See Chapters 5 and 6). For their 

part, the peacekeepers are likely to behave in accordance with their own cultiu-e and 

prejudices, not only towards the local population but each other. The poor quality 

equipment of small-country contingents will also have a major impact on the conduct 

and outcome of operations. Equally damaging to morale and to operational efficiency 

can be the attitude of European or Western contingents to what they perceive as 

poorly-trained and less-educated Third World co-peacekeepers.

Involvement of troops from ‘larger’ countries produces its own problems. Such 

forces having been trained for the combat role will find it difficult to adjust to the 

restrictions imposed by the ‘rules’ of peacekeeping (See Case Study B). These forces 

are unlikely to ‘turn the other cheek’ when attacked. The govemments o f more 

powerful states are unlikely to show the same tolerance of casualties as that shown by 

smaller states. Getting ‘the right blend’ for any operation will always be impossible.

The involvement of the US and Russia in peacekeeping operations is particularly 

problematic. In the case of the US, much of the difficulties relate to corrmiand (See 

Case Study C). Meanwhile, Russian military views on conducting peacekeeping 

operations differ strikingly from thinking in the West. The Soviet Union refrained 

from participation in peacekeeping activities during the Cold War; accordingly, the 

Soviet military never gave these operations the benefit of any consistent analysis.'^

In the West, numerous security experts who rushed into this ‘new scene’ took the UN 

experience as the point of departure for developing bold ideas about ‘second- 

generation peacekeeping’. Thinking in Russia meanwhile regards latter-day 

peacekeeping as part and parcel of the concept of low-intensity conflicts. The natural 

point o f departure for Russian strategists was the war in Afghanistan; so the concept 

of peacekeeping was to go full circle to arrive at another war -  that in Chechnya. 

While there is an understanding that every peacekeeping operation remains a complex

Pavel K. Baev, The Russian Army in a Time of Troubles, (London, Sage Publications, 1996) 135
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action in which the military is just one element, there is a strong desire to make the 

other elements subordinate to the militaiy goal. Thus, putting an end to the violence 

is a central goal of all peacekeeping operations. While ‘second-generation 

peacekeeping’ might be seen in the West as involving the measured application of 

violence or coercion"®, this way of thinking is absolutely foreign to Russian 

operational planning for peacekeeping. While agreeing that a peacekeeping force 

should be kept to a minimal level, Russian strategists regard it as a trip-wire 

connected to the readily available prevailing force. Russian planners, therefore, prefer 

to bring in as much force as possible, considering over-kill much less o f a danger than 

a position of weakness.' ' '  Overall, the Russian Defence Ministry held the view that 

participation in UNPROFOR could add little to experience gained in post-Soviet 

space.

An omnipresent problem is the possible corruption of the ‘poorer’ contingents. Some 

African troops in Lebanon from whom the UN ‘per-diem’ allowance was withheld by 

their officers were known to sell equipment such as spare parts and generators to local 

merchants. More recently, a similar problem was manifest Sierra Leone. Kofi Annan 

observes that there, as in other conflicts in Afnca, diamonds and other lucrative 

resources have the potential to corrupt the peacekeeping operation, particularly when 

poor soldiers see the chance of sudden wealth. “I have to make sure that my own 

peacekeepers don’t get caught in this situation ... so when a whole Guinean battalion 

on its way to Sierra Leone, 900 men with APCs say they were disarmed, you wonder 

(referring to the APCs) did they sell them?”' Such revelations focus attention on the 

humanity of the peacekeepers.

Peacekeepers are not, as some might see them, messianic warriors imbued with 

fervour to serve a noble cause, but rather simple soldiers. Some will volunteer for 

service with the UN out of a sense of adventure, to earn money, or improve promotion 

prospects. Others will have been sent to the mission by governments, intent either on 

fulfilling a moral obligation, earning money for use of their troops, or seeking to earn 

political kudos. The peacekeepers will know little or nothing of the operational area 

or the nature and merits of the particular dispute. They will quickly find that those

Dobbie, Wider Peacekeeping, 137
Baev, The Russian Army in a Time of Troubles, 138-138 

"^Ibid., 156
Annan, “UN Chief Faults. Reluctance o f US to Help in Africa", The New York Times, 13 May, 2000
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they have come to help are ready to exploit their weaknesses and will soon come to 

despise all the parties in varying degree. They will quickly become aware that their 

declared task is unachievable. They will, therefore, resign themselves to ‘punching- 

in’ the time, persuaded that whatever their efforts, resolution of the problem 

ultimately lies in the hands of the parties themselves.

2.3.4. Options for Military Intervention

While ‘UN peacekeeping’ is generally associated with a universally representative 

force under the control of the Secretary General (See Case Studies), there are other 

forms of operation carried out with UN approval. These may involve unilateral 

action, support of the UN by a regional organisation (NATO in support of 

UNPROFOR), or co-deployment of UN and regional forces, as in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina.” '* Before considering these kinds of ventures, it is necessary to look at 

why the UN is considered most suitable for collective action.

Organising collectively and through a mandating agency has several advantages. 

First, it provides legitimacy to actions that may involve breaching the sovereignty of 

another state. Second, a mandating agency provides a mechanism by which states can 

debate and establish the ground rules for action: this may not guarantee agreement 

among contributing states but can provide basic agreement as to the general purpose 

of a mission. Third, working together through a mandating agency solves some of the 

problems such as that states may be reluctant to take action and bear costs for 

maintenance of international peace and security."^

An example of unilateral action was that of France in Rwanda when the tiny UN 

operation had failed to contain the violence. It is, Jakobsen claims, indisputable that 

French motives were less than pure and that Freince supplied weapons to the Hutus 

after genocide had begun. Nevertheless, the UN guidelines had a real impact on 

French behaviour, the French government and F.C. doing their best to respect them in 

order to enhance the legitimacy of the operation. France reported reguleirly to the 

Security Council, stuck to the humanitarian mission and left when the UN mzmdate

“Co-operation Between the United Nations and Regional Organisations/Arrangements in a Peacekeepinn Environment". 
UNPKO, March 1999,5
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expired. Moreover, the intervention, taken at a time when other states were unwilling 

to intervene, saved 13,000- 14,000 lives."*

Chapter VIII of the Charter provides for the possible employment of regional 

organisations and conventional observers would argue that such organisations are best 

suited to play an active role at the low level of the peace operations scale; preventive 

diplomacy, monitoring and observing. They would appear to offer the prospect of 

early preventive efforts at resolving conflicts before they escalate."^ Regional 

organisations feel that they have a particular knowledge of and responsibility for the 

region and that therefore they will have an advantage in undertaking work there.*'* 

The advantages of regional organisations however, loom larger in theory than in 

practice and most regional organisations, NATO being the notable exception, have 

difficulty in mounting effective operations without outside assistance. The 

peacekeeping operation most likely to encounter difficulties as shown in Sierra Leone 

(see below) is one that is organised by a regional organisation without assistance fi-om 

the UN and or the major powers and deployed during an ongoing internationalised 

civil war."^

At all times there is the perception of control by a regional hegemon. This could be 

Nigeria in the case of ECOMOG’s operation in Liberia, the US in the case of some 

OAS actions, and Russia in the case of CIS a c t i o n s . T o  that extent, a state 

receiving a peace operation may see greater advantages in a UN rather than a regional 

arrangement. Moreover, it is not possible to evaluate in total the strengths and 

constraints of regional organisations, vis-a-vis the UN to conduct peacekeeping 

operations because each organisation is fundamentally different in terms of 

membership, charter, and resources.'^*

With the advent of UNPROFOR, the EU had abdicated its lead role in searching for a 

settlement in the Balkan crisis and in 1992 NATO was brought into the theatre as a

Diehl, “Forks in the Road: Theoretical and Policy Concerns for 2 f  Century Peacekeeping”, 339 
Jakobsen, ‘tjverload Not Marginalisation Threatens UN Peacekeeping”, 173 

' Edward Marks, “Peace Operations Involving Regional Organisations”, in Strategic Foruiti, No. 2, 1995,2  
"* John Roper, “The Contribution of Regional Organisations in Europe”. New Challenges in Peacekeeping26S 

Diehl, Policy Concerns for the 21” Century, 357 
Roper, ‘The Contribution of Regional Organisations in Europe", 269
“Co-operation Between the UN and Professional Organisations/Arrangements in a Peacekeeping Environment", DPKO. 

March 1999,2
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sub-contractor. NATO’s air assets were instrumental in denying the Bosnian Serbs 

the possibility of using Bosnian airspace for military purposes. NATO was formally 

less involved in UNPROFOR’s ground operations. However, there was a clear UN- 

NATO connection. Many UNPROFOR contributors, notably France and Britain, 

were also NATO members and NATO’s planning capacity was utilised to prepare for 

a series of different operational scenarios.'^^ The experience of Sierra Leone was 

distinctly different.

The turmoil in Liberia in 1990 and subsequently in neighbouring Sierra Leone in 

1991 led to the deployment of the Nigerian-led ECOMOG force, first in the former 

and later in the latter. Nigerian military leaders were determined to fulfil their big- 

brother role in the region and make a success of ‘Pax Nigeriana’. The US and Britain 

actively supported the intervention and both provided logistical support. Under the 

brutal regime of General Abacha, ECOMOG also served as the usefiil purpose of 

providing a bargaining tool to ward off threats of international sanctions. Abacha 

could threaten to withdraw Nigerian troops from both Liberia and Sierra Leone in the 

belief that the West was unwilling to take up the burden. However, in Liberia, 

Nigerian casualties were estimated at 500 and in Sierra Leone, Nigeria not only lost 

hundreds of soldiers but was spending 1 million US dollars a day. In Liberia, 

ECOMOG needed logistical support from the US and EU to disarm the warring 

factions. In Sierra Leone, the prospect of protracted guerrilla warfare was too much 

for ECOMOG’s ill-equipped peacekeepers. The UN effectively agreed to take over 

the ECOMOG mission by diversifying the 11,000 strong force to include extra- 

regional peacekeepers (Indian and Jordanian), while subsuming many of ECOMOG’s 

soldiers under UN c ommand .Ho wever ,  the RUF rebels in May 2000 humiliated 

the UN force (UNAMSIL) by abducting more than 300 of its peacekeepers and killing 

four Kenyan soldiers.'^'* Subsequent failures of the UN force eventually led to direct 

British intervention in the capital, Freetown. As the operation continued to be bogged 

down in late 2000, India and Jordan withdrew their contingents.

Espen Barth Eide, “RegionaHsing Intervention? The Case of Europe in the Balkans”, PRIG Report 2/990slo . Institutt for 
Fredsforskning, 1999,68-71

Adekeye Aderbajo, “Nigeria: Africa’s New Gendarmie?” . Security Dialogue, Vol. 31, No. 20,191-195 
David Francis, “Torturous Path to Peace*’. Security Dialogue, Vol. 31, No. 3, September 2000, 367
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In February 1999, Kofi Annan expressed concern at developments in sub-contracting 

of operations. He noted that since the Security Council had been reluctant to 

authorise new UN operations, it had been left to regional or sub-regional 

organisations to struggle with local conflicts on their own. This not only put an unfair 

burden on the organisation in question, but was a waste of UN peacekeeping
125expertise.

The Security Council practice of delegating Chapter VII operations to regional 

organisations and coalitions of the willing, meant that by February 2000 NATO and 

ECOWAS were conducting more large peace operations than the UN. It is even 

possible, according to Jakobsen, that the Security Council might start contracting out 

operations to private security firms in Africa. The problem of ‘UN resources’ has 

led to suggestions for (a) a UN standing f o r c e ' a n d  (b) that the UN create its own
1 7 Rprivate army -  a Foreign Legion-type force. (For consideration of these options, 

see Chapter 10.)

All o f these developments reflected member states’ concerns about involvement in 

‘forcible’ peacekeeping and apprehensions about relinquishing the management of 

force to an international actor such as the Secretary G e n e r a l . T h e y  confirmed the 

trend observed by Roberts (in 1994) whereby some states were retreating from the 

idea of universal obligations in defence of international norms into a reliance on the 

familiar concept o f national interest.

Kofi Annan, “Co-operation Between the United Nations on Regional Organisations/Arrangements in a Peacekeeping 
Environment”, UNDPK.O, March 1990,9

Jakobsen. ‘Overload not Marginalisation Threatens UN Peacekeeping", pl68 
Boutros Ghali, “Empowering the United Nations". Foreign Affairs. Vol. 72, No. 5, Winter 1992/93,93 
Carl Kaysen and George W. Rathjens, “Send in the Troops: A UN Foreign Legion”, The Washington Quaiteriv. 20:1, 207- 

208
Ciechanski, “Enforcement Measures After The Cold War”, in The UN. Peace and Force, ed. Pugh, 81 
Roberts, “The Crisis in UN Peacekeeping” , in Survival, Vol. 36, No. 3, Autumn 1994,111
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CHAPTERS

CASE STUDY PATTERNS AND METHODOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION

The term ‘UN peacekeeping’ is used in this study to refer those operations conducted by 

the UN from its foundation to the 1990’s which involved international military, police 

and civilian personnel, and had as their general objective, the restoration and maintenance 

of international peace and security. ‘Peacekeeping’ may appear an optimistic term, given 

that in many cases, there was no peace to keep and that even when peace did exist, the 

UN forces had neither the authority nor the means to ‘keep’ it.

Because these operations had a shared objective and were generally conducted according 

to certain recognised principles, can we assume that they were similar? Not so. Each 

was substantially different in nature and once launched, acquired a distinctive character 

of its own. While almost all sought to address the problem of conflict or its aftermath, 

the nature and scale of conflict were different in each case, as also were the particular 

tasks assigned to each force, the resources and support provided, and the degree of 

influence exerted by prevailing intemational circumstances.

A major difficulty associated with all the operations was the uncertainty as to their 

precise purpose. Did they constitute mere stopgap measures or were they perceived as 

providing solutions to the problems in question? The UN always faced the challenge of 

trying to engage in effective action while observing respect for state sovereignty; of 

trying to help without being seen to impose its will. In all operations, the underlying 

question has been whether the UN, an organisation embracing many cultures and values, 

can agree on how a problem should be addressed and at a practical level whether the 

resources provided by member states can be employed in an organised and efficient 

manner.
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3.1. CHOICE OF CASE STUDIES

In order to see how UN peacekeeping operations functioned during and after the Cold 

War, four case studies have been chosen. They are ONUC (Congo 1960-1964), 

UNFICYP (Cyprus 1964 - ), UNOSOM (Somalia 1992-1995), and UNAVEM (Angola 

1991 - ). Why these particular operations? Since two were launched during the Cold 

War and two subsequently, they provide an opportunity for comparison to see whether 

changes in the international system created a more favourable environment for 

international action and whether a more harmonious Security Council provided greater 

leadership and authority.

The operations represent attempts by the UN to address very different problems: the 

collapse of state authority (ONUC), ethnic rivalry (UNFICYP), famine-linked civil 

conflict (UNOSOM), and civil war (UNAVEM). They indicate the extent to which the 

UN succeeded in reaching agreement on objectives and how far it adapted its approach to 

each set o f circumstances. Since the period from the first (1960) to the last (1992) covers 

a wide span of UN peacekeeping operations, they should illustrate the lessons which 

emerged; whether these were heeded; the extent to which the nature of operations 

changed with the easing of tension between the former ideological enemies (US and 

Soviet Union) and whether greater resources were available and employed.

ONUC, with approximately 20,000 troops, was the first major operation of the Cold War 

period. UNOSOM was one of the first major operations post-Cold War. Both started 

with peacekeeping and ended in open warfare with citizens of the host state, and can 

usefully be compared. The armed actions raise the question of how the UN justified such 

action and how effective was the attempt to convert peacekeepers into combat troops.

ONUC is chosen for several other reasons. It was conducted during an extraordinarily 

tense period in the Cold War and was a test of the UN’s ability and will to overcome 

divisions in the face of major crisis; also, the Force represented an unusually wide
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international ‘spread’. Most importantly, it represented a major change in the nature of 

operations -  away from the passive observer or buffer-type to positive, if uncertain, 

action. It was in effect UN’s first attempt to ‘do something’ in response to widespread 

appeals for action. UNFICYP is chosen because it demonstrates the difficulty of 

determining when ‘peace’ is seen to have been achieved.

Each of the four involved forces of markedly different international composition and, 

therefore, provide an opportunity to observe how effectively such forces can function. 

Since ONUC and UNAVEM were predominantly African bodies operating in Africa, 

they provide a test of the theory that African operations are best left to Africans. 

UNAVEM also represents a test of the UN’s ability to combine peacekeeping with the 

provision of humanitarian assistance. Both demonstrate the problems posed for UN 

personnel in situations where the parties in dispute are, or become, unwilling to co

operate with the peacekeepers. They raise the question of whether mandates which are 

found impracticable should be changed, and if so, how effective have such changes been?

UNAVEM is considered particularly worthy of examination because of the discrepancy 

between the scale of death' and destruction and the UN’s response. Was it an example of 

skewed priorities or a demonstration of UN helplessness when faced with the problem of 

large scale civil war?

There are other reasons which justify the choice of case studies. ONUC was the first UN 

mission on which Irish troops were engaged, while Irish personnel were involved to a 

significant degree on the others. The writer, who served with ONUC and UNAVEM, 

therefore had first-hand experience of the workings of these operations and access to the 

thoughts, opinions and experiences of Irish and other nationals serving on these and 

various other UN operations. This empirical evidence will be employed to build up a 

picture of the realities of peacekeeping, to reveal the difficulties encountered and to help 

explain why many if not most operations fell far short of achieving the objectives set out

' 1,000 per day. Margaret Anstee, Orphan of the Cold War, (London, Macmillan, 1996) 505
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in their original mandates. The sheer impracticability of some mandates is best 

demonstrated in the case of UNFICYP which since 1964 was supposed to be restoring 

‘normal’ conditions. However, the operation did in one notable incident demonstrate the 

potential power of UN peacekeepers.

It might be argued that the operations chosen represent in the main UN’s failures and it is 

not disputed that some operations such as that in Cambodia (UNTAC), Namibia 

(UNTAG), and Central America (ONUCA) did achieve a certain measure of success. 

However, the dominant question in the 1990’s, and in 2000, with the debacle in Sierra 

Leone, was, and is, why, despite greater international interest and apparent goodwill, UN 

operations over the last decade have been less than successful. The accent is, therefore, 

on what went wrong and whether any lessons were or can be learned.

In dealing with operations as ‘Cold War’ or ‘post-Cold War’, the year 1989 is seen as 

particularly significant. While the Cold War did not specifically end on any particular 

date, the removal of the Berlin Wall in 1989 is generally seen as marking a dramatic 

change in EastAVest relations. This development reduced the prospect of states or 

elements within them being provided with arms and political support fi-om the former 

rivals. A new more co-operative fi'ame of mind appeared to have emerged during the 

Paris Conference on Cambodia in August 1989 leading to agreement in 1990 on a 

comprehensive political settlement of the Cambodian conflict.^ Also in 1989 UN 

appeared to be making progress in dealing with problems in Afiica, America, and Asia. 

As part of the settlement of the Namibian problem, South Afiican troops were to be 

withdrawn fi-om that country and elections held: in neighbouring Angola, plans provided 

for the departure of Cuban troops as one stage of an overall settlement (See Case Study 

D). In 1987, UN efforts to settle disputes in Central America began and in 1989 were 

bearing fiaiit, particularly with the signing of an Accord between the Sandanistas and 

Contras in Nicaragua establishing terms for the conduct of national elections.^ By late

 ̂Parsons, “From Cold War to Hot Peace”, (London, Michael Joseph, 1995), 163
’ Brien D. Smith and William J. Durch, “United Nations Central America Observer Group”, in The Evolution o f UN Peacekeeping 
ed. William J. Durch, 442-444
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1988, it was clear that Soviet foreign policy had changed as Moscow pulled out of 

regional conflicts in Asia and Africa. The change of Administration in Washington in the 

winter o f 1988-89 also brought a new pragmatism and flexibility to US foreign policy. In 

general, 1989 could be seen as a year of hope that international relations had improved, 

that conflict no longer fuelled by the Cold War, was less likely and that the UN was now 

better equipped to deal with any problems which might emerge.

The operations are examined under four broad headings; ‘Nature of Conflict’, ‘Political 

Base of Operations’, ‘Operational Base of Operations’, and ‘Analysis’. This plan is 

employed in order to familiarise the reader with the details of the operation, to consider 

the conduct o f the operation in some depth by approaching it from various angles, and 

finally to analyse results. It is hoped that this formula will provide helpful comparisons.

3.2. NATURE OF CONFLICT

This section gives an introductory outline of each operation’s purpose, highlighting its 

particular problems.

Since the operations were intended to help resolve conflict, ‘Historical Background’ 

explains the origin of the violence, illustrating its nature and scale. In the case of the 

Congo, it deals with the phenomenon of African nationalism; in Cyprus, the origins of 

the ethnic confrontation; in Somalia, the unusual phenomenon of ‘clan’ as distinct from 

‘ethnic’ dispute; in Angola, the origins of the bitter civil war. It introduces the major 

local players in each situation, referring to the external as well as internal factors which 

influenced the development of the conflict. The narrative then outlines the circumstances 

which led directly to UN intervention, events immediately following the arrival o f the 

peacekeepers, and the reaction of the various concerned parties to their presence. 

Subsequent developments are then outlined, highlighting the role of the UN personnel, 

their problems and achievements, their influence on events generally, and the impact
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upon the mission of changing local and international circumstances. Reference is made 

to the changing nature of the operations and any efforts by the Security Council or 

Secretariat to help resolve the problems. In the cases of ONUC and UNFICYP, there are 

reference to Phases ‘One’ and ‘Two’. This is because in these operations, there was a 

perceived turning point at which the mission experienced a significant change of 

character. In the case of UNOSOM and UNAVEM, this was unnecessary because in each 

case there was an overlap between stages in the overall venture.

3.3. POLITICAL BASE OF OPERATIONS

Because the operations were authorised by and to a greater or lesser extent influenced by 

members of the Security Council, this section deals with the role and activities of the 

great powers, both before and during the operations under various headings. ‘Prior 

Involvement of Great Powers’ examines the connection between the permanent members 

of the Security Council and the country/region in question. In each case, one or more 

great powers had a particular interest in the country/region, either through historical links 

or because of ideological or strategic considerations. There is, therefore, the question of 

the extent to which these links either directly or indirectly helped create or fuel the 

conflict and how the individual powers controlled or influenced the local players.

‘Initial Position of Great Powers’ in the case of Cold War operations looks at the impact 

of EastAVest rivalry upon the formulation of the enabling Security Council resolutions 

and at the conduct of the operations during the formative period. It looks at the way in 

which resolutions reflected not only compromise, but allowed the powers to interpret 

resolutions in a manner which suited their own purpose. It shows how this kind of rivalry 

created confusion as to the direction of the mission. In the case o f post-Cold War 

operations, it looks in particular at the attitude of the US to the UN and its perception of 

its role as the remaining superpower.



‘The Mandate’ considers the tasks assigned to the international forces. It asks whether 

the tasks were clear and commensurate with the authority and resources provided. Did 

the mandate reflect a serious intent on the part of the UN to address the problems or was 

it purely aspirational? In situations where the mandate was shown to be unsatisfactory or 

unworkable, did the Security Council revise or amend it and if not, why? In cases where 

it was changed, did this prove satisfactory?

‘Political Manoeuvres of Great Powers’ looks at the activities of the various powers as 

the mission progressed. It asks: to what extent did their efforts indicate a desire to 

produce a resolution of the conflict?; did they bring pressure to bear on the parties?; 

did they continue to support parties with whom they had earlier forged links?; how much 

did their off-stage activities and confrontations impinge on the efforts of the operation?

3.4. OPERATIONAL BASE

This section examines how the respective Security Council resolutions were implemented 

through the operation of the chain of command running from the Secretary General 

through the Force Commander to the troops on the ground.

‘Secretary General’ looks at how the various office holders perceived and discharged 

their responsibilities. It considers the relationship between the Secretary General and the 

Security Council, and how this relationship affected the mission. Did the office holder 

adopt a ‘hands-on’ approach and if so, to what effect? Did he provide ongoing guidance 

to the Force Commander or allow the mission to drift? In cases where he delegated to a 

Special Representative, how effective was this device in preserving the link between New 

York and ‘the field’? What was the relationship between civilian elements involved in 

the operation and the military forces?
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‘Force Commander’ looks at the role and influence of the military commander. As the 

person charged with implementing the mandate, he obviously occupied a critical position. 

We have to ask: How well briefed was he in relation to the nature of the operation? Did 

he enjoy the trust and support of the Secretary General? What authority did he enjoy and 

how did he exercise it? What was his relationship with contingent commanders and with 

the peacekeepers generally? In the case of the UNOSOM operation, which involved 

American troops, how did the structure of command cater for the presence of US 

personnel?

‘Tactical Capabilities’ is a sub-section which examines the mechanics of operations. The 

first of these elements is ‘Contingents’. Since it is argued that the success of 

peacekeeping depends ultimately upon the soldier at the checkpoint, this looks at some of 

the various national forces involved, their ability to function in harmony with other 

contingents, and their relationship with the local population. It considers the extent and 

consequences of national governments’ influence upon the conduct of operations in 

general and especially those involving American forces. It considers the problems arising 

in forces composed of personnel of diverse cultures and different values.

‘Communications’ looks at the importance of communications in various forms to the 

successful conduct of operations. It looks at the problem s created by the lack or loss o f 

contact, not only between elements in the field, but between ‘the field’ and UN 

Headquarters. It refers to the problems arising from the inability of many contingents to 

converse in languages other than their own, and the consequences of this problem for 

joint operations. It considers the matter of communication between the peacekeepers and 

the local authorities and population, and alludes to the issue of intelligence-gathering 

which the military personnel consider critical to their work.

‘Equipment’ highlights the fact that peacekeeping forces are largely dependent upon 

equipment provided by the contingent-contributing states. It looks at the problems faced 

by the failure of many states to provide their troops with necessary resources, particularly
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vehicles, plant, and suitable clothing. It considers how UN policy in relation to armament 

proved particularly unfortunate in situations such as in the Congo and Somalia where 

lightly armed peacekeepers were suddenly expected to perform in a role for which they 

were not prepared, and it examines the consequential damage to performance and morale.

3.5. ANALYSIS

Since it is impossible to know what might have happened had the operation(s) not taken 

place, this does not attempt to present missions in terms of ‘success’ or ‘failure’. 

However, in seeking to assess performance, recourse is made to three criteria employed 

by Duane Bratt in assessing success."' These are listed below.

‘Mandate Performance’ considers the extent to which the operation succeeded in 

performing the tasks assigned. It reflects upon the immediate and long-term outcome of 

the peacekeepers’ efforts. ‘Facilitating Conflict Resolution’, asks whether, given that the 

purpose of the UN intervention was to help resolve conflict, peacekeepers alone could 

ever achieve this objective. ‘Conflict Containment’ relates largely to the Cold War 

preventive deployment role of the forces. It looks at the question: was it the UN 

presence alone which prevented local conflict becoming regional or global?

‘Assessment’ sums up the operation, reviewing the attitude and response of the UN and 

international community to the problem within its midst. It looks at whether the 

operation succeeded in upholding perceived international norms and the extent of states’ 

ability and commitment to engage in collective action. It also seeks to draw lessons from 

the particular venture.

 ̂Duane Bratt, “Assessing the Success o f UN Peacekeeping Opetations". The UN, Peace and Fotx:e, ed. Michael Pugh, (London, 
Frank Cass, 1997) 67-69
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3.6. DATA GATHERING

Much of the materia! used is drawn from personal experience and from interviews with 

military personnel of various rank and from many countries who participated in the 

operations, which form the basis of the four case studies. Some of the interviews 

occurred during the course of operations, however the majority were arranged and 

conducted at locations in Ireland, the Netherlands and Scandinavia. The choice of many 

Irish sources was made not merely because of ease of access, but because the individuals 

chosen were known to have occupied key posts on one or more missions and to have 

acquired considerable and valuable experience. There were several reasons for turning to 

Scandinavia for other source material. Scandinavians have been associated with 

peacekeeping from its inception and there have been few operations that did not involve 

personnel from the Nordic countries. The Scandinavians have moreover made a detailed 

study of peacekeeping and amassed much material on the subject. Having a working 

knowledge of the various languages, the author was able to converse with individuals and 

consult written material in Oslo, Stockholm and Karup (Denmark), and to interview Lt. 

General Wahlgren (Former Force Commander UNIFIL and UNPROFOR) at his home in 

Halmstad (Sweden). A further primary source was the Civilian Advisor to the Force 

Commander UNFICYP (Mr. Paul Kavanagh) who made himself available for interview 

in Nicosia in March 1996. Recourse was also made to the written work of military 

personnel with peacekeeping experience such as Generals McKenzie, Sanderson and 

Rikhye, and Colonels Waem and Stjemfelt, as well as civilian Special Representatives of 

the Secretary General, Dr. Conor Cruise O’Brien (the Congo) and Ms. Margaret Anstee 

(Angola), and Mr. Thorvald Stoltenberg (UN Mediator and Co-Chairman of the 

International Conference on the former Yugoslavia).

A considerable amount o f secondary material on peacekeeping was gathered from the 

writings of such commentators as Alan James, Mats Berdal, Adam Roberts and John 

McKinlay. Because ‘peace’ has increasingly become linked to ‘justice’, these terms are 

examined through reference to recent (2000) work from assorted wnters including
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Siobhan McEvoy, Funmi Olonisakin, Aurelien Colson, and James Gow. The problems of 

wider peacekeeping and the expanded role of regional organisations are examined in the 

writings of Paul Diehl, Peter Viggo Jakobsen, and Adekeye Adebajo. John Lewis Gaddis 

is seen as providing food for thought on developments in international relations post-Cold 

War.

UN documents, whether originating in UN Headquarters, New York, Force Headquarters 

or local HQ’s were also consulted. Some material was gathered from documents either 

procured by the author while employed on operations, or passed on by participants in 

other operations. Amongst other sources consulted were a wide variety of journals, Irish 

and British newspapers and, in the case of Angola, the daily reports from the leading 

national newspaper, Jomal de Angola provided for personnel serving in UNAVEM. 

Much material was also obtained from the Irish Army Military Archives, Dublin.
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CHAPTER 4 

CASE STUDY A - ONUC

4.1. NATURE OF CONFLICT

4.1.1. Introduction

The UN operation in the Congo, ONUC (Operation des Nations Unies au Congo), which 

ran from July 1960 to June 1964 can be viewed as a two-phase operation aimed at 

restoring state authority. The UN force was initially tasked with helping to restore law 

and order and later with preventing civil war.

The operation was linked to a widespread feeling of sympathy for the Congolese whose 

country had, within days of independence, been plunged into turmoil. The challenge 

facing the UN was that of translating goodwill into action while operating within the 

constraints of the UN Charter. There was the problem of trying to reconcile intervention 

with respect for state sovereignty and the question of whether intemational forces should 

become engaged in preventing civil war.

The crisis created by civil disorder presented a challenge to the liberal belief that self- 

determination and democracy reduce the risk of conflict. It also raised questions as to 

whether limits should be set to the pursuit of self-determination and demonstrated the 

difficulty o f trying to introduce democracy (here defined as ‘rule by the people’) to 

communities who are not informed by a common policy.

In this section of the study, these issues are considered under the headings: (1) Historical 

Background - covering origins of the crisis, (2) Phase One - from the commencement of 

the operation to February 1961, and (3) Phase Two - February 1961 onwards. The 

headings ‘Phase One’ and ‘Phase Two’ are also employed through other sections o f the 

case study.
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4.1.2. Historical Background

In 1957, Patrice Lumumba, subsequently to become an icon of African nationalism, 

observed that in working out any far-sighted political policy, it was advisable to take 

account of local circumstances. The enjoyment of political rights, he wrote, presupposed 

that the beneficiaries have an adequate understanding of public affairs and an 

appreciation of the general interest. To introduce the ferment o f political life prematurely 

would, he warned, be to introduce the ferments of discord and dissension; it would not 

be a victory for the democratic idea, but would rather open the way to a return to old 

tribal concepts.'

His words would acquire a particular significance in the light o f subsequent events in the 

Congo. However, the references to ‘far-sighted political policy’, ‘employment of 

political rights’, the ‘democratic idea’, and ‘return to old tribal concepts’ also raise again 

some of the issues considered in Chapter 1 such as distinction between states and nations, 

sovereignty, and in particular the question of responsibility for developments both within 

and between states.

Much of the responsibilities of the Congo crisis of 1960 would be laid at the door of the 

Belgians for their failure to prepare their colony for independence. But however 

blameworthy the Belgians, the crisis could also be seen as a direct consequence of the 

widespread international support for the liberal objective o f ‘national self-determination’. 

The uncritical espousal of this objective within the UN failed in the case of the Congo to 

take account o f ‘the destabilising effects of ethnic groups single mindedly pursuing their 

accumulated rivalries and ancient hatreds’.̂

Insofar as the Belgians thought about the future of their colony, they imagined a slow 

advance by Afincans to a level at which a new form of association might have been 

allowed. However, a transfer of power did not enter these calculations, no steps were

I Patrice Lutnumba, Congo my Country, (London, P»I1 Mtll Press. 1962X 31 
Henry Kissinger, Piploiracy, (New York, Simon and Schustor, 1994), 808
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taken to educate an elite and at independence, the country had only 17 university 

graduates.^

The situation changed dramatically following riots in the capital, Leopoldville, in January 

1959. The rioting was prompted largely by unemployment and discrimination, but was 

also linked to General de Gaulle’s offer of self-government to neighbouring French 

Congo. Across the Congo, political activity began in hectic profusion. By November 

1959, fifty-three political groups were officially registered and within a few months, the 

number had reached over one hundred and twenty. Almost each party sprang from tribal 

origins and the vast size of the country (over 1 million square miles -  See Map 1) 

hampered the formation of nationally-based movements. Elements o f the population of 

14 million spoke different languages and had virtually no communication with others 

outside their own region. Thus, the desire of many of the emerging political leaders was 

that the ending of colonial rule would mean not so much national independence as the 

revival o f ancient African empires.*

Encouraged by the anti-imperialist bugle blasts from the non-aligned states, Lumumba 

and the other Congolese leaders were not prepared to wait for any gradual introduction to 

the ideas o f politics and democracy and under domestic pressure the Belgian government 

decided to grant independence on June 30 I960. In doing so, it hoped to be able to 

maintain the substance of military and commercial interest while surrendering the 

simulacrum of sovereignty.

The Congolese nationalists, like similar movements elsewhere, found advantage in 

appealing to the colonisers for the application to the colony of the colonisers’ own values. 

Democracy implied that self-government could not be refused once a convincing 

demonstration had been made that the nationalist party incorporated the popular will. But 

democratic systems require a basic consensus among most citizens about the

’ There were no Congolese lawyers, doctors or engineers. Anthony P«fsons. From Cold War to Hot Peace, (London, Penguin Group,
1995), 79
Martin Meredith, The First Dance of Freedom, London, Abacus, 1985,120
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acceptability of their state\ and the tribally-oriented Congolese had had no opportunity to 

arrive at any such consensus.

What then was the nature o f Congolese nationalism and popular will? Congolese 

nationalism represented, according to Crawford Young, “the sublime conviction in the 

capacity o f nationalism not only to challenge and dislodge the coloniser, but also to fulfil 

its own promises”. He cites the campaign platform of one party which promised 

complete elimination of unemployment and wage increases for all.* As for the "popular 

wiir, this related largely to tribal or regional aspirations. The ABAKO party led by 

Joseph Kasavubu had as its ultimate dream the reunification of the Bakongo people living 

in Angola and the French and Belgian Congos.^ A thousand miles away in the province 

of Katanga, Moise Tshombe’s CONAKAT party favoured provincial autonomy. 

Foremost among the country’s political movements was the Movement Nationale 

Congolaise (MNC) led by Lumumba: but even its support came in large measure fhjm 

the leader’s tribal associations.*

In the election of May 1960 to the 137 seat parliament, the MNC gained thirty three seats, 

the largest single total, but in crucial areas around Leopoldville and South Katanga, it got 

no effective support. Lumumba nevertheless gained sufficient support from disparate 

groups to force the Belgians reluctantly to appoint him Premier, Kasavubu becoming 

non-executive President.’

The Congolese had elected a government but to function effectively, it needed to enjoy 

general consent and legitimacy. In reality, there was little or no evidence of compatibility 

between the various ‘peoples’ whose vote determined the common government. They 

were not a ‘nation and their allegiance as confirmed at the polls was to tribal or at best 

regional leaders rather than to any central authority. The situation was precisely that 

which Lumumba had warned against.

'  Eric Hobsbawn, Age o f  Extremes. (Lon<lon. Ab*cu», t99S). 136
Crawford Young, “Decotonisation in A ftica” , in Colooialism in Africa lg70-19w , eds. L.H. Gann and Peter D uignan, (London, 

Cambridge University Press, 1982), 461 
,  Peter Calvoceressi, W orld Politics Sincc 1945,521
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Five days after independence, the Force Publique, the country’s 25,000 strong army 

mutinied and as violence spread, many o f the white, mostly Belgian, population fled. In 

response, the Belgi^i government first deployed troops stationed in the Congo, then flew 

in reinforcements. Amid the chaos, Tshombe declared Katanga an independent state. In 

so doing, he had widespread support from the African population in the south of the 

province and from most o f the 32,000 strong European community. He had control o f 

the provincial government and access to the tax revenue of the copper industry.*® His 

actions and the collapse of state authority created the need for some form of immediate 

action. But what action and by whom?

Uncertainty as to objectives and priorities characterised the appeals for assistance which 

came from the Congolese. In the first made by Lumumba on July 10, the Premier merely 

asked for UN assistance in training the Arme Nationale Congolaise (ANC), the former 

Force Publique.*' The second came on July 11 from three Congolese government 

ministers who asked the US for American troops to help restore order. A third request 

from Kasavubu and Lumumba on July 12 asked the UN for military assistance against 

what they described as ‘external aggression, namely Belgian intervention. Significantly, 

they emphasised that the assistance they requested was not for the purpose of restoring 

internal order. (See Appendix A) The confusion was compounded by their further 

request of 13 July for assistance fix)m the Soviet Union. By this time however, the 

Security Council (in Resolution 143 of 14 July 1960) had authorised Secretary General 

Dag Hammarskjold to provide the Congolese Govemment “with such military assistance 

as may be needed, until through the efforts of the Congolese govemment with the 

technical assistance of the United Nations, the national security forces may be able in the 

opinion of the govemment to meet fully their tasks’’*̂ (See Appendix B).

The wording of this resolution was certain to create misunderstanding. The Congolese 

authorities were entitled to believe that UN military forces were being placed at their

1° Martin Meredith, The First Dance o f  Freedom, p i 26 
William Durch, “The UN Operation in the Congo: I960-1964" in The Evolution o f  UN P e acek i^ n g , ed. Willi«m Dureh. 

(^n d o n , Macmillan Press, 1993), 319 j •
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disposal - but was this really UN’s intention? Also the term ‘military assistance’ was 

open to a variety o f  interpretations - was ONUC a military or police force? If the former, 

was it to be an actual or potential army? If the latter, how could it operate in this role 

without the approval o f the Congolese? The Security Council had created an 

international force but confusion surrounded its purpose.

4.1.3. PHASE ONE (July 1960 - February 1961)

By 19 March, 1960, ONUC’s strength was 14,491 made up o f troops from the member 

states (See Table 1). Acceding to the Congolese request for neutral-country military 

personnel only, Secretary General Hammarskjold created a body that was predominantly 

African but included Swedish and Irish contingents to reassure the European 

communities.'^ Left to implement the establishing resolution, the Secretary General laid 

down a set o f principles based on strict adherence to the Charter (Appendix C). 

Hammarskjold was emphatic about the need to isolate ONUC from any internal struggle 

for power.'^ However, the Secretary General’s stance called into question the whole 

purpose o f the UN presence. The Congo was falling apart and a feeble government was 

being further undermined by secessionist movements in two o f its richest provinces, 

Katanga and Kasai.'* In the absence o f a disciplined effective security force, there was 

every likelihood o f  protracted and bloody strife throughout the country. Such conflict 

had the potential not only for ‘spill over’ but direct intervention by one or more o f  the 

major powers. This was precisely the kind o f situation ‘preventive diplomacy’was 

supposed to address. However, by standing aloof and failing to take decisive action, the 

UN allowed a dangerous situation to escalate dramatically.

Disillusioned with the UN’s failure to provide the military assistance it appeared to 

promise, Lumumba decided to end Katanga’s secession himself and asked the Soviet 

Union for assistance. Supplied with aircraft and transport, Lumumba used the aircraft to

”  Durch. ‘T h e  UN Operation in the Congo”, in The Evolution of UN Peacclteeping, ed. William Durch. 336 
Anthony Parsons. From Cold War to Hot Pe»ce, (London, Penguin. 1995), 82 
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ferry troops into Kasai en route to Katanga.'* The result was a tribal massacre. The 

Premier’s action and his reliance upon the Soviet Union had major repercussions since it 

effectively pitched the internal struggle for power at the level o f Cold War confrontation. 

In September 1960, Lumumba was ousted from ofTice by the West-backed Kasavubu in a 

move in which UN troops had a pivotal role. (See 4.2.1.3.) This was quickly followed by 

a US-backed coup organised by the country’s Chief of Staff, Joseph Mobutu, who 

expelled all Soviet personnel.”  The circumstances surrounding Lumumba’s downfall 

were such that arguably UN had no option but to intervene. However, the action which 

was widely perceived as evidence of a Western takeover of UN effectively demolished 

any prospects of an agreed international approach to the Congo’s problems.

The deteriorating situation was aggravated by the Central Government’s decision to 

handover Lumumba to his enemies in Katanga, who immediately murdered him. Though 

technically a Congolese matter, the murder of the Premier of a state it had undertaken to 

assist could only be viewed as further evidence of the UN’s inability to act decisively and 

effectively. Galvanised into a semblance of consensus, the Security Council in February 

1961 passed a resolution (161 A) urging prevention of civil war and the use o f force if 

necessary to achieve this purpose (See Appendix D). The implied intention to become 

more directly involved suggested that the hitherto perceived barriers to intervention in 

Congolese affairs were in fact surmountable, and that UN proposed demonstrating its 

resolve.

4.1.4. PHASE TWO (February 1961 -  June 1964)

However oblique the wording in the February 1961 Resolution, a clear purpose was the 

ending of Katanga’s secession. To what extent then had that province succeeded in 

establishing a separate existence?

Alan James, The Politics o f Peacekeeping, (London, Chttto and Windus, 1969), 358 
Meredith, The First Dance o f Freedotn. 131
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A year after declaring its independence, Katanga was a prosperous and generally secure 

area in an otherwise disorganised Congo. It enjoyed support in government circles in 

Belgium, France and Britain and received support also from neighbouring Northero 

Rhodesia, it had many of the characteristics of a newly emergent state, but lacked 

international ‘recognition’. Its obvious prosperity, however, provided one of the main 

arguments for its speedy reintegration. Since the province’s copper industry had pre

independence provided some 40% of the country’s revenue, a Congo state deprived of 

this income would not it was argued be viable.'*

The issue facing UN appeared clear-cut. The future of a UN member state was at stake 

and a threat to international peace was perceived to exist. However, the operation 

remained in a state of paralysis and arguably no action would have been forthcoming but 

for (a) the arrival in Katanga in April 1961 of a brigade of Indian combat troops, and (b) 

the appointment of Dr. Conor Cruise O’Brien (Ireland) as the Secretary General’s 

Representative in Katanga.

These developments were significant for two reasons. First, India’s Premier Nehru had 

responded to Hammarskjold’s request for troops on the understanding that if he provided 

personnel, the Secretary General would not allow them to be insulted or pushed around.*’ 

Second, O’Brien lef\ New York persuaded that continued existence of an independent 

state o f Katanga constituted a threat to the existence of the UN. Whereas up to the time 

of O’Brien’s arrival, the February 1961 Resolution had remained just another formula o f 

words, both O’Brien and the head of UN Civilian Operations in the Congo, Mahmoud 

Khiari (Tunisia), decided to translate it into action.

The attitude of Nehru and of O’Brien and Khiari was understandable. The Congolese 

leaders had asked the UN for assistance but had sought to impose their own rules on 

ONUC’s employment. They had insisted that the ANC be recognised as a responsible 

security force and that it retain its arms. However, the people of Kasai and the various

I* Ibid., 135-136
Rajcshwar Daytl, Miwion for Hattwrnrskjold. (Lon<k>n, Oxford University Press, 1976), 237
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ONUC contingents which had suffered casualties, had paid dearly for this assertion of 

Congolese sovereignty. Meanwhile, proscribed ‘military personnel and advisers’ (foreign 

mercenaries and Belgian military) were actively engaged in consolidating Katanga’s 

secession. The UN’s authority was being challenged by assorted parties and action was 

required.

Operation ‘Rumpunch’ launched by O’Brien on 28 August 1961 was intended to break 

the back of Katanga’s resistance through the arrest of mercenaries and advisors.. In the 

operation, elements of ONUC seized key installations in Elizabethville, the Katanga 

capital, and arrested white ofTicers and personnel. Encouraged by this success, O ’Brien 

and Khiari decided that with another quick ‘push’ it would be possible to effectively end 

Katanga’s secession.^ Operation ‘Morthor’ launched on 13 September 1961 was similar 

to ‘Rumpunch’ inasmuch as the taking of critical installations was an objective; this time 

however, the personnel on the ‘arrest list’ were not mercenaries but ministers of 

Katanga’s Government. Such arrests were not authorised by any S.C. Resolution nor 

were they approved by the Secretary General. However, the purpose of the arrests was, 

in O’Brien’s opinion, consistent with the Force’s overall mandate. Lacking proper 

organisation and planning, the operation went terribly wrong. Most ministers on the 

arrest list, including Tshombe, escaped, scores were killed in the fighting and 150 Irish 

troops stationed in Jadotville were forced to surrender.^' Hammrskjold arranged to meet 

Tshombe for ceasefire negotiations but was killed in a plane crash en route.

In what appeared like a ‘get tough’ approach, the Security Council in November 1961 

passed Resolution 169 (Appendix E) which authorised ONUC to take ‘vigorous action’ 

including the use o f force if necessary for the deportation of all foreign military personnel 

and declaring support for the Central Government. In this way, the Council sought to 

clear all doubts about the legal propriety of any action such as that taken in August. 

However, when hostilities were renewed in December 1961, it was Katanga which 

brought the fight to ONUC. This time the UN forces, better prepared and equipped with

"  Conor Cruise O ’Brien, To Katanca and Back, (Lo«Klon, Hutehinson and Co., 1962), 242-243 
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a limited number o f aircraft,gained the upper hand but not outright success. Tshombe 

agreed to respect Government authority but fell short of abandoning secession.

Failure to end Katanga’s secession at this time confirmed UN's inability to agree on clear 

objectives and take required action. It had undertaken to provide military assistance but 

had accepted that it could not engage in the internal security role. It had then indicated an 

intention to prevent civil war but employing the Force as some form of buffer was, given 

the size of the country, quite impossible. ONUC’s only possible purpose, particularly in 

the light o f the November Resolution, was its employment in crushing Katanga through 

the destruction of its gendarmerie. Arguably many contributing states might have had 

little appetite for a major confrontation, but the provision of an extra Indian brigade 

would, given the attitude of the Indians, almost certainly have resulted in the ending o f 

the gendarmerie’s resistance.

However, the Security Council showed no enthusiasm for the vigorous action it had 

authorised. The eventual resolution of the Katanga problem was not due to any agreed 

UN plan for enforcement action. There were no indications that such would ever 

materialise. Rather, was it over-confidence on the part of the Katangese, American 

determination to protect its interests in Africa, and ONUC concern for its supply routes, 

which led to the ending of secession. (See 4.3.3.4.) Katanga, encouraged by UN 

passivity began harassment of ONUC troops. The US, fearful that the West-oriented 

Central Government would fall and be replaced by a pro-Soviet regime, agreed to provide 

ONUC with extra logistical support. In the final show of strength which began in 

December 1962, ONUC forces met less resistance than on previous occasions and by 14 

January 1963, Katanga’s secession was finally ended. By mid-1963, the UN operation 

was being phased out.^^

The UN had prevented the break up of the Congo but where did the country now stand in 

relation to the Organisation’s promotion of self-determination and introduction of

^  Sweden and Ethiopia each provided four je t fighters; India provided lix  Canberra light bombers. Durch, “T he UN Opci itio n  m the 
Congo” , in The Evolution o f  UN Peacekeeping, ed. W illiam Durch, 336 
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democracy? The crushing o f Katanga and the removal o f the last vestige o f external 

interference could, in broad terms, be seen as the completion o f the Congolese 

movement towards this objective. However, self-determination for the Congolese was 

quickly to assume a different meaning as ethnic divisions exposed the inherent instability 

of the former colony. Within months o f ONUC’s departure, the Government lost conttx>l 

of half o f  the country. As if  to underline the totally artificial nature o f  African 

nationalism, the two main rebel movements were led by former supporters o f  Lumumba 

and his MNC party (Pierre Mulele and Christopher Gbenye).^^ Whereas the breakup o f 

the broad anti-colonial nationalist movement was predictable, the fragmentation o f the 

erstwhile nationalist political movement revealed the aspirations o f  assorted elements to 

their own concept o f self-determination. These rebellions were overcome but the 

potential for conflict based on ethnic divisions was to remain. When civil war broke out 

much later in 1996 and UN considered another peacekeeping operation, even Dr. O ’Brien 

accepted the inherent divisions declaring; “This time let the Congo fall ^ a r t ”.̂ *

That it had remained together after 1964 was due almost entirely to the efforts o f  the 

democratic West and the US in particular. Order restored, the country’s politicians had 

again turned to quarrelling and again Mobutu had staged a coup. Despite his suspension 

of all political activity and imposition of a repressive and corrupt regime, he was to enjoy 

the unstinting support o f the US^^ The Americans had largely financed and given 

impetus to the UN effort to assist the Congo, but their support for a West-oriented 

dictator showed that US actions were ultimately determined by realist concerns rather 

than liberal principles.

”  Ibid., 140
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4.2. POLITICAL BASE

4.2.1. PHASE ONE (June 1 9 6 0 - February 1961)

4.2.1.1. Prior Involvement of Great Powers

The superpowers had, at the time the Congo crisis erupted, accepted the global 

distribution o f power. The Soviet Union controlled or exercised predominant influence 

in the zone occupied by the Red Army or other Communist armed forces, and did not 

attempt to extend its influence by military force. TTie US exercised control and 

predominance over the rest o f the capitalist world and Western hemisphere. It did not 

intervene in the zone o f accepted Soviet hegemony.^^ However, in the zone o f  new 

colonial states, the super-powers competed for power and influence. What then was the 

attitude o f the US, Soviet Union and the other permanent members o f  the Security 

Council to the Congo in the pre-crisis period?

China, at that time represented by Taiwan, had no direct involvement in the Congo. 

France’s only involvement was through the proximity o f the capitals o f the French and 

Belgian Congos. The three other great powers, however, had particular reason for 

concern about developments within the troubled state.

While both the US and Soviet Union had, after World War II, professed strong anti

colonial and pro-nationalist sentiments, their interest in the Congo was influenced by 

totally different concerns. For Soviet Premier Kruschev, the revolutionary potential o f 

Third World countries was considerable; Africa had formerly been at the bottom o f the 

Soviet agenda, but ‘nationalists’, provided they were moving in a Socialist direction, 

could become acceptable allies.^* In the late 1950’s, the Soviet Union had established 

strong links with the anti-colonialist Kwame Nkrumah of Ghana and Lumumba as a 

disciple o f Nkrumah fitted Moscow’s Idea of an African socialist worthy o f cultivation.

_ Eric Hobsbawn, Age of Extremei 225 
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The US had a major interest in the Congo long before 1960. The uranium of the bomb 

which launched the Atomic Age in New Mexico on 16 July 1945 had come from 

Katanga: so also the explosives which destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki.”  The 

uranium was exclusively Belgian and although in the late 1950’s this mineral was 

becoming increasingly available from other sources, the Katanga deposits continued to be 

a major factor in American concerns about developments within the former colony. 

Also, American troops, together with other NATO forces, had for many years used the 

giant Kamina Base in Katanga for flying and parachute training.^

Britain had also availed of the former Belgian bases and was concerned for their future; 

however, its principal concern arose from its commercial interests in Katanga. In 1958, 

10% of the Congo’s exports went to Britain and almost 33% of Katanga’s copper was 

carried by rail through Northern and Southern Rhodesia. The railway in question was 

owned by the British company, Tanganyika Concessions which had a large holding in the 

giant mining company Union Miniere du Haut Katanga (UMHK).^' The attitude of these 

three powers was also influenced by the prevailing political situation.

4.2.1.2. Initial Position of Great Powers

In mid-1960, the superpowers were regarding each other with nervousness. The S. Union 

was worried by Washington’s bellicose rhetoric and concemed by its own disrupture with 

China. The US meanwhile faced a dilemma. America’s problem with nationalist 

struggles was their unpredictable direction. American policy makers feared Soviet 

responses either to a power vacuum or to US involvement. Anxious to forestall any 

Soviet military initiative, the US supported UN intervention.

The Soviet Union seeing support of forcible decolonisation as a means o f gaining 

influence in the Third World, was prepared to support UN resolutions for the deployment 

of a peacekeeping force. It hoped the Force would serve its purpose and avoid it having

^  Richie Calder, Agony o f  the C ongo. (London, (jollancz, 1961), 129 
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to contemplate a difficult and dangerous intervention. The Congo was 5.000 miles away, 

had no communist party, and was surrounded by countries hostile to communism.

In British eyes, law and order was the most basic Congolese requirement and that, 

therefore, became the cornerstone of British policy. It was sensitive to the need for order; 

Congo’s problems if not resolved could easily spread to neighbouring Uganda, 

Tanganyika and Kenya. Britain accepted that there was no real altemative to ONUC but 

made a point of keeping a watchful eye upon the operation. Like the Soviet Union, the 

U.K. regarded peacekeeping as a job for the great powers. Unhappy with a UN operation 

composed of personnel from the smaller states, but fearing that the vetoing of such a 

force in the Security Council would draw the wrath of a large number o f General 

Assembly states, Britain chose to abstain rather than oppose the first Council vote on 

ONUC.̂ ^

Given Soviet, American and British anxiety to retain the favour of Third World countries, 

it is necessary to consider the attitude of the latter to international developments. This 

was shaped largely at the Bandung Conference of April 1955 which was intended to 

stimulate co-operation among Asians and Africans. For the members of what became 

known as the non-aligned movement (N.A.M.), the principal achievement was the 

establishment of the foundation for joint action at the UN; through solidarity they 

increased their security, their status and their diplomatic weight in the world. This forced 

the great powers to take them seriously. Their areas of concern were, however, limited, 

their attitude strongly realist. They learned how to play the superpowers off against each 

other, but fearing the Soviet Union more than the US, they tended to side with the 

communists.

When a session of the General Assembly voted on a resolution affirming Hungary’s right 

to independence and demanding the dispatch of UN observers to that country in 1956, 

such leaders of the non-aligned group as India and Yugoslavia abstained, as did every 

Arab country. India refused to condemn Soviet acts in Hungary and argued that a call for

 ̂Alan Janies. Briain »nd the Congo Crisis. 35
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free elections supervised by the UN was a violation of Hungary’s sovereignty. India's 

reaction was dictated by classic realism. It did not want to incur Soviet displeasure at a 

time when Pakistan and China stood on its borders.^^ The African states were chiefly 

concerned with anti-colonialism, the nationalist struggle in South Africa, and the problem 

of achieving some sort of African unity.^

The attitude of the neutral or non-aligned African states at this time was particularly 

important. The Congo operation was essentially theirs: they supplied the troops (with a 

few exceptions), their nationals filled most of the key military and civilian posts and they 

sat on the Secretary General’s Advisory Committee.^^ The elements which would 

directly influence the operation in the Congo were therefore motivated by different 

concerns making a common approach to objectives virtually impossible.

4.2.1.3. Mandate

ONUC's task during Phase One was that of assisting the Government to restore law and 

o r d e r . T h i s  task raises the issues of (a) the legality of the operation and (b) mandate 

feasibility.

The legal basis for the creation of the Force is obscure and controversial. When asked to 

pay its share of the expenses, the Soviet Union which had earlier voted for the enabling 

resolutions, argued that the creation of the Force was illegal for a number o f reasons. 

These included the fact that the Force was virtually under the control of the Secretary 

General rather than the Council. But there was no reason why the Council should not 

delegate its powers to the Secretary General under the terms of the Charter.^^

The Secretary General presented the two main elements from the legal point o f view as 

being (a) the request from the Congolese of 13 July for assistance, (b) the circumstances

”  Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy. 563-564 
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being such as to justify action under the Charter (a perceived threat to international peace 

and security). Hammarskjold sought to establish the basic principle o f the operation: on 

its side the host government when exercising its sovereign right with regard to the 

presence of the Force, should be judged by good faith in the interpretation of the purpose 

of the Force, the UN on its side, should be understood to be determined by similar good 

faith in the interpretation of the purpose.^* The problem for both parties was that the 

enabling resolution did not set out the objectives for the operation and did not define 

what tasks were to be met by the indigenous security forces that would allow the UN to 

consider its work complete. The Congolese leaders could be forgiven for interpreting 

the Resolution as meaning that the UN was coming in as the government's right arm; that 

was what it had requested. Lumumba in particular wanted help to suppress Katanga's 

secession. When he did not get this, he set in motion a train o f events disastrous both for 

the Congolese people and ultimately himself. The problem was compounded by lack o f 

clarity as to how law and order was to be restored.

To the Commander of the UN troops in Leopoldville, the task of maintaining order and 

protecting life required the disarming of the ANC. However, he immediately found 

himself at odds with the SRSG, Dr. Ralph Bunche, who held that to disarm the troops 

would infringe Congolese sovereignty and ordered that all impounded weapons be 

returned.^’ The folly of this decision became evident when within weeks, Lumumba 

employed the rearmed ANC to wage war in Kasai. The situation which followed served 

to highlight the dilemmas created by such a vague and ambiguous mandate.

Concerned at Lumumba's erratic behaviour, Kasavubu in September I960 announced the 

Premier's dismissal, prompting the Premier to announce in turn the dismissal of the 

President. Hammarskjold rejected the President's request for assistance in Lumumba's 

arrest on the grounds that such arrests were not UN’s concern. However, Bunche's 

successor, Andrew Cordier (US), acting on the basis that ONUC was responsible for the 

maintenance of law and order and fearing that the arrival in the capital of Lumumba's

3,  Siekm ann. Basic Documents on United Nations tn d  ReUted Peacekeeping Forces, 76
Carl von Horn, Soldiering for Peace. (London, Cassell and Co., 1966), 140-146 
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supporters would lead to major conflict, closed Leopoldville airport and the radio
40station.

This action, which Hammarskjold insisted did not constitute intervention since "to 

intervene means taking an initiative in the use o f force"^', incurred the wrath o f the S. 

Union and its supporters. Critics of the UN action justifiably argued that the action 

taken favoured the President. It not alone prevented Lumumba from mustering support, 

but denied him the opportunity of presenting his case over the airwaves.

The incident was significant not merely because of its immediate consequences, but for 

the questions it raised about the role of UN in restoring order in a sovereign state. (See 

Case Study C). Since UN action was certain to disadvantage one party, how could the 

Force carry out its mandate while purporting to behave impartially? And who was to 

decide on the extent of UN action? The incident also highlighted another o f ONUC’s 

major problems -  identifying a legitimate Congolese authority. (This problem would 

arise again in Somalia).

The coup raised the issue not only of ‘which’ authority but ‘whose’. The mandate was 

based on resolutions approved by the Soviet Union and US, both of which had recognised 

Lumumba and Kasavubu as the legally elected Congolese authorities. But the UN Force 

had helped albeit indirectly to oust Lumumba. How could the role played by the UN in 

the affair be seen as a genuine ‘United’ Nations action when the outcome clearly 

favoured Western interests?

Given that the mandate's ambiguity had given rise to serious problems, both for the Force 

and for those who authorised it, why was no effort made to amend it? The reason, 

according to Alan James, is that the ambiguity suited the Secretary General. As early as 

August 1960, Hammarskjold had decided to under-cut Lumumba and had asked his 

‘friends, including Britain, not to press for a Security Council Resolution interpreting the

Rajeshwar Dayal, Mission for Hammarakiold. 37 
Ibid.
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previous resolutions for fear o f  a Soviet veto. This he said could drive both Ghana and 

Guinea into Soviet hands. This in turn might lead to independent use o f the Ghanaian or 

Guinean contingents and so to the necessity o f his having to order the Force's 

withdrawal.^^ Remarkably, he made no reference to the Council’s role in such a decision.

Regarding the problem of the initial mandate, it could be argued that since it was filmed 

at a time o f crisis, lack o f clarity was inevitable. But did the Security Council and 

Secretary General learn from this experience and were subsequent resolutions any more 

satisfactory? This will be examined in ‘Phase Two’. Meanwhile, how did the attitude 

and actions o f the great powers impinge upon the operation?

4.2.1.4. Political Manoeuvres of Great Powers

The attitude o f the superpowers during the first six months o f  the operation showed that 

the presence o f the UN force was regarded by them as little more than a stop-gap 

measure. It would not stop those powers from pursuing their own agendas. The Soviet 

Union, by its unqualified support for Lumumba, would continue to foster instability. The 

US would respond by taking what President Eisenhower called "very straightforward 

actions”.'*̂  This US action would have major implications for the operation and for the 

long-term future o f  the Congo.

There is significant evidence that both the US and UN officials influenced Kasavubu’s 

decision to remove Lumumba. Both the S.R.S.G., Cordier, and Hammarskjold co

ordinated their activities with the U.S. State Department and Cordier consulted the U.S. 

Ambassador in the Congo before arranging for the UN troops to close the airport in 

September 1960.^^ The US Central Intelligence Agency meanwhile made a special effort 

to gain influence in the ANC through its Chief of Staff, Colonel Mobutu. Amply 

supplied by the US, Mobutu distributed large amounts of money to soldiers under his

"  Alan Janies, Britoin and the Conito Crisis 1%Q.63. (London, Mtcmillan Press Ltd.. 1996), 66-67 
David Gibbs, "Secrecy and International Relatjons*. Joutnal of Peace Research, Vol. 32, No. 2, May 1995,220 
Stephen Weissman, American Foreign Policy Towards the Conno 1960-1964, (Ithacha, N.Y., Cornell University Press, 1974), 90
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command, thereby establishing bonds of loyalty. The US then advocated a military coup 

and on 14 September, Mobutu closed the Parliament and established himself as dictator/* 

America's role in the overthrow of Lumumba demonstrated its ruthless determination to 

protect its interests and called into question the sincerity of its purported commitment to 

democracy. It also revealed its lack of confidence in UN as an instrument for resolving 

international crises.

Like the US, Britain feared the influence of Lumumba and James quotes one Foreign 

Office official as stating: "the single way of ensuring his removal is by killing him".** 

There would however, be no evidence of Britain's involvement in Lumumba's downfall, 

although his murder in Katanga would lead to perceptions of guilt by association. Britain 

wanted the Congo's problems resolved by negotiation and was emphatic about the 

undesirability o f the use of force. It was concerned about the behaviour o f some 

Commonwealth contingents and Nkrumah was reminded that the UN operation was the 

only way to bring law and order to the Congo and so keep it fi^e ft-om outside 

intervention.*’

4.2.2. PHASE TW O (February 1961 - June 1964)

4.2.2.1. Initial Position of Great Powers

Lumumba's murder caused the Soviet Union to break off all relations with Hammarskjold 

and to effectively turn its back on the operation. As the Council considered what action it 

should now take, the Soviets vetoed some of the draft resolutions and abstained on the 

vote on S.C. Resolution 161A (1961). The S. Union’s attention would soon turn to other 

and more important trouble spots; first to Cuba where the US would in April 1961 

attempt to overthrow the Castro regime, later to Berlin where in August the infamous 

Wall would be erected.

David Gibbs, “Secrecy and IntcmBtional Relioons” in Jounwl of Peace Research, Vol. 32, No. 2, (May 1998), 220-221 
See also Madeleine Kalb, The Co m o  Cables: The Cold War in Africa from Eisenhower to Kennedy, (New York, MacmilUm. 1982) 
96 -------- ------ -------------------------------- --
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Meanwhile, US interest in ONUC would increase. Prior to Lumumba’s death, the Afro- 

Asians had argued for a stronger mandate and the new Kennedy administration was 

sympathetic to such a move. The death of Lumumba had produced a bitter Afro-Asian 

reaction against the conduct of the operation and this development influenced the 

Americans into supporting the February 1961 Resolution/* Besides, with the Congo now 

being led by a staunchly pro-Western regime, the US had all the more reason to support 

the Secretariat and the Afro-Asians.

Britain held to the stance it had taken from the outset. Before casting a very 

unenthusiastic vote for S.C. Resolution 161A (1961), it made clear its understanding that 

the Resolution’s reference to use of force related only to clashes between hostile 

Congolese troops. The Resolution did not, in its opinion, empower the UN to impose a 

political settlement by force.^’ It set about doing what it could to play down the 

importance of the February Resolution and avert its possible implementation. France 

showed its feelings by abstaining from voting. The Force, therefore, lacked the 

unreserved collective Security Council support required to carry out its task effectively.

4.2.2.2. The Mandate

ONUC’s particular tasks during Phase Two were to secure the withdrawal of all foreign 

personnel and political advisers not under UN control and mercenaries, and assist the 

Government to restore and maintain political integrity and independence and to prevent 

civil war.^ S.C. Resolution 161A provided the basis for these activities. The Resolution 

expressed concern at the danger of ‘widespread civil war’ and urged the UN to take 

immediate appropriate measures including, if necessary, the use of force in the last resort 

to prevent its occurrence.*'

Alan James, The Politics o f Peacekeeping, 4 14 
Alan James, Britain and the Congo Crisis, 88-89

Robert Siekmann, Basic Documents on United Nations and Related Peacekeeping Forces, 81. Note. When accused o f  using 
“mercenaries", Tshombe on one occasion pointed towards some sunbathing Swedish troops who were being paid 120 dollars a montti 
allowance and declared: “There arc your true mercenaries".
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Confusion of purpose within the UN was however evident in the fact that while the 

resolution spoke of the use of force to prevent civil war, its preamble declared that “the 

solution of the problems of the Congo lies in the hands of the Congolese people 

themselves without any interference from outside”/^  This was just one of many 

extraordinary aspects of the resolution. First was the reference to the danger of civil 

war. In February 1961 the prospect of civil war seemed distinctly remote. The collusion 

of the Leopoldville and Elizabethville regimes in Lumumba’s death indicated a 

considerable measure of communication between the two parties. There were even 

strong grounds for arguing that the removal of Lumumba made the prospect o f civil war 

much less likely.

There was also the legal aspect - civil war was an internal Congolese matter. Moreoever, 

there is no rule in international law to prevent civil wars: neither is there any law 

forbidding the mother state from crushing any secessionary movement.^^ Reference to 

civil war also raised the questions: (1) What action and involving what parties, was to be 

regarded as civil war? (2) How and in what way was force to be used to prevent it?

In relation to the first question, Sture Linner (SRSG May 1961 - January 1962) indicated 

that “If the Government used military force to impose its control in the entire national 

territory and if resistance by local authorities led to bloodshed, the UN would not regard 

this as a civil war and would do nothing to prevent it”.̂  ̂ Since the only “local 

authorities” in any meaningful sense were those in Katanga, this statement appeared to 

rule out any UN interference in the event of a clash between Central Government and 

Katanga forces. This new mandate was no more clear than the original, but the lack of 

clarity was much more critical because of the reference to the possible use of force.

How then was force to be used and to what extent was its use a genuine option? In 

regard to action in or against Katanga, it did not seem to those on the ground to be a 

reasonable prospect. At 13,000 men, Katanga’s gendarmerie which could bank on

"H iggins, United Nations Peacelcecpinit 1946-1976: Documena «nd Commentary. 41
Alcehurst, A Modem Introduction to Inteniitional Law, 57
Ernest Lefever, Crisis in the Congo: A UN Forcc in Action, (Washington, Brookings Institute, 1956), 56
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considerable local support, greatly outnumbered ONUC’s forces in the province. UN 

troops were extremely conscious of the superior armament and mobility of the 

Katangese. Indeed military concern at ONUC’s vulnerability was reflected in the fact 

that Force security and freedom of movement were the principal topics at all top-level 

military conferences held between January and July 1961

Regarding the use of force, did the UN indicate any change in ONUC’s status by 

providing the means by which force could be used? No change was in fact evident on the 

ground: no extra arms were provided nor even mentioned.^ Subsequently questioned as 

to whether the Secretariat had considered the need for extra fire power to give credibility 

to the February Resolution’s implied threat. Dr. O’Brien replied that he "presumed the 

Secretary General had discussed the matter with his military advisers”. ’̂ This statement 

is remarkable given that the peacekeepers had from the outset been armed with weapons 

for self-defence only, leaving them highly vulnerable. ONUC's vulnerability had been 

demonstrated through the murder of nine Irish soldiers by tribesmen employing bows and 

arrows, by the expulsion of the UN garrison from the port of Matadi by the ANC, and the 

murder of 44 Ghanaians in one afternoon at Port Francqui.^* So from whence came the 

pressure for the ‘use of force’ and how serious were perceived supporters o f such action?

Dr. O’Brien maintained that the Afro-Asian governments carried the February Resolution 

because “they interpreted it as providing a means in effect of using the Force to end 

secession”.̂ ’ This assertion is however not supported by either the actions or statements 

of several of the Afro-Asian states directly involved. Rather than demonstrating their 

support for action through their continued participation in the operation, Guinea, 

Morocco, and Indonesia withdrew their contingents.^ Presented with a much depleted

”  Gen. N oel Bergin, Irish C ontingent. M iliuuy Infonm tioo Officer. 34  Bn., January-July 1961 , interview  by  aulhor, 25  M ay 1995 .
Kildare
”  O N U C  troops in K atanga including the author, vrere alarmed that they might be required to engage in action for w hich  th ey  w ere not
equipped.
5,  Dr- O ’Brien, at a sym posium  on Peacekeeping, held at Irish UN Training School in June 1995.
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force, the Secretary General, in late February wrote to several African states concerning 

the need for troops; the response was distinctly at odds with O ’Brien’s contention.

The Ethiopian Government declared that "the UN forces in the Congo must not be found 

third party to any dispute which might arise". Tunisia stated that it had no intention of 

engaging one or other of the parties concerned. Sudan took a similar line. Hammarskjold 

assured these states that the basic intention of the resolution was that resort to force 

would only be taken if all other efforts such as negotiation, persuasion or conciliation 

were to fail.*' He further assured them that if following such efforts UN troops engaged 

in defensive action to prevent a civil war risk, such action would not in his opinion mean 

that they became a party to the conflict. This reply however did not clarify the issue of 

what form of civil war was envisaged, how ONUC was to engage better equipped forces 

or the distinction between defensive and offensive action. So, despite the Security 

Council’s authorisation of the use of force and perceived demands for the Afh>-Asians 

for action, there was no clear indication of a widespread desire for or commitment to 

militaiy action. What action did come resulted directly from O’Brien’s frustration with 

the delay in mandate implementation and the desire of the Indian contingent to complete 

the task which they believed they had been sent to perform (See 4.3.3.1.).

Any suggestion that action taken in Katanga subsequent to the passing of S.C. Resolution 

161A amounted to ‘enforcement’ is not supported by the facts. ONUC was not, as 

Britain was careful to note, one of those enforcement measures referred to in Article 2, 

para. 7 of the Charter*^ (Appendix F). Moreover, the Soviet Union interpreted the 

Charter as conferring the powers o f enforcement upon the great powers only. There had 

been no formal move to Chapter VII of the Charter, nor any attempt to set a process in 

motion by first trying such non-coercive measures as economic sanctions. Most 

importantly, a force which was neither equipped nor mandated to fight a military 

campaign could not become the kind of coercive unit envisaged in the Charter simply by 

vague references to the ‘use of force’.

^  Siekmann, Basic Pocuinents on United Nations »ml Reteted Peacekeeping Forces, 109-110 
Alan Janies, Britain and the Congo Crisis. 82
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The notion that ONUC engaged in enforcement action in Katanga may also be linked in 

the eyes of some observers to the passing of S.C. Resolution 169 of 24 November 1961 

described by Parsons as “tough”. B u t  how tough was it? The answer as indicated by 

subsequent developments is “not very”. The fighting which broke out in December 1961 

in Elizabethville was triggered not by any military initiative on the part of ONUC, instead 

it was an attempt by the Katangese to cripple ONUC by attacking its supply lines which 

led to conflict.^ Again, it was harassment of ONUC forces which led to the eventual 

show-down between the UN and Katangese forces in December 1962 and January 1963. 

What therefore was the difference between military action taken in 1962-63 and that 

which had gone before?

According to personnel who participated in the 1962-63 operation, the taking of 

‘vigorous action’ amounted to no more than the authorisation of the use o f a battery (4) of 

120mm mortars.** As the ONUC troops moved against the road-blocks and positions 

constructed by the Katangese to impede ONUC movements, considerable use was made 

of these heavy weapons. In proper peacekeeping spirit and practice, the shells were 

directed not at, but close to, the successive Katangese positions. The occupants o f these, 

realising that direct strikes were possible, quickly vacated them and opposition crumbled. 

The action was well conducted but far from large scale. The Katangese had overplayed 

their hand and lacking international support, were no longer capable of sustained action.

What therefore can be learned from comparison between the wording of resolutions and 

the action taken? The tasks prescribed in Phase Two of the mandate, particularly the 

‘prevention of civil war’ suggested that those in the Security Council who authorised the 

operation were either woefully ignorant of the true situation or were engaged in a 

dangerous game of bluff. There had been no collective support from the Security 

Council, no proper planning, no assignment of specific tasks and the operation had been 

totally under-resourced. Whether ONUC had prevented civil war would remain open to

^  Anthony Parsons, From Cold W«r to Hot Peace. London, 1995,89
Co. Patrick Rohan (Irish Contingent) maintains that no plans existed for ONUC to go on the offensive. Col. Rohan interview by 

author, 10 September 19%, Athlone.
Col. Patrick Rohan and Lt. Col. Patrick Molloy (Irish Contingent) in an interview with the vmter in Athlone, 20 J«nu«y, 1995
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dispute and the Force’s position had been at all times precarious. The experience called 

into question the UN’s ability to engage in a collective operation involving activities 

other than the simple interpositioning o f troops.

Let us look therefore at the role played by the members o f  the Security Council during 

the period in question.

4.2.2.3. Political Manoeuvres of Great Powers

The behaviour o f  the great powers continued to reflect the total disarray which had, 

bedevilled the Security Council. China continued to make no contribution whatever. 

When in November 1961 the Council considered the taking o f more ‘vigorous action’, 

the Soviet Union vetoed a US amendment which would have deprecated all action 

against the UN and the Congolese Government. However, with an eye to the Afro- 

Asians, it gave its support to S.C. Resolution 169 (1961) of 24 November 1961. France’s 

attitude to the UN continued to be one o f contemptuous silence. President de Gaulle had 

from the outset been contemptuous o f the UN and all its works.^

Despite its support for the Resolution's contents, Britain wamed that it might withdraw its 

support from the Secretary General if  his actions pushed Katanga to defiance. But 

Britain's position was at all times problematic. It was anxious not to offend 

Commonwealth states but its Foreign Minister wamed: "if in our desire to please some 

of the Afro-Asians we get every element o f stability pushed out o f  East and Central 

Africa, we shall have done a great disservice to the African continent.^^

Having faced down the Soviets over the Cuban Missile Crisis, the US was in a stronger 

position to assert itself It wanted to establish good relations with Asian and African 

states but most particularly wanted a strong Central Government. With the situation

“  Alan James. Britoin and the Congo Cri$is 1% 0-I963, 34. Note; France refused to allow Irish troops travelling to the Congo acccss
<0 its airspace.
"  Ibid., 163
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remaining unresolved, fears that their plans for the Congo would sink slowly in the 

African ooze forced the Americans to take an even more positive role. In late 1962, the 

U.S., while opposed to an unprovoked attack on Katanga, agreed to supply aircraft in 

support of the UN operation.^ America’s contribution to the operation, both financially 

and logistically, was enormous.*’ However, its covert activities in relation to Lumumba 

revealed the less savoury side of its involvement. Its deliberate efforts to conceal these 

activities and systematic distortion of the public record also clashed with the concept of 

democracy which it so loudly advocated.’®

Throughout the operation, all the great powers had to a greater or lesser degree been less 

than supportive. But while China and France had generally stood aloof, Britain, the US, 

and the S. Union had sought to influence developments in a way which served primarily 

to favour their own interests rather than those of the Congolese.

Having looked at the attitude of the great powers to the operation, let us now look at the 

force which the Security Council established to carry out the tasks detailed in the 

resolutions and how it was commanded and controlled.

4.3. OPERATIONAL BASE

4.3.1. The Secretary General

Dag Hammarskjold’s role in the ONUC operation was of enormous significance not 

merely because of his direct personal involvement, but because of his efforts to fiuther 

establish the ‘ground rules’ for peacekeeping. His ideas on the composition of a force, 

equipment, use o f force, and the UN’s non-involvement in the host state’s internal affairs 

helped confirm the image of UN peacekeeping created with UNEF 1. However, these 

rules and restrictions which he sought to impose merely told the peacekeepers what they 

could not do. The most serious problems for the ONUC Force arose from the Secretary

“ ibid., 186
^  The u s  contributed 48% of the cost o f the milit«ry operation. William Dutch, The Evolution of UN Pe«ccltcepini33 
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General’s inability to communicate to his subordinates precise instructions on what it was 

they should do.

Hammarskjold frequently complained that the Security Council had failed to give him 

any guidance over the Congo and that, therefore, he was compelled to make decisions in 

the light of his judgement.”  However, when re-appointed in 1957, he told the members 

of the Security Council that he believed the Secretary General should be expected “to act 

without guidance should this appear to be necessary”.’  ̂ The UN had a Security General 

who attracted wide respect but who had also conceived ambitious hopes about the role he 

might be able to secure for the Organisation.

To have expected guidance on the exercise of preventive diplomacy in the Congo was 

unrealistic. ‘Keeping the Cold War out of Africa’ was, as Kissinger observed, an 

abstraction and one which could not possibly succeed without at least agreement on some 

ground rules between the US and the Soviet Union.^^ In the prevailing political climate, 

it was inevitable that the relevant S.C. resolutions would reflect compromise and an 

absence of clarity but such consequential ambiguities were, O’Brien argues, not 

altogether undesirable since they provided the Secretary General with a wide range of 

interpretations. It was through ambiguities resolved and margins skilfully explored that 

the office of the Secretary General had grown in authority.’^

Many of his problems arose from his excessive reliance upon his advisers (and here 

James observes, his judgement of personalities was by no means his strongest point).^^ 

He created a command structure which was civilian dominated resulting in sustained 

civilian/military friction evident from the very first days of the operation. The 

consequences o f establishing the primacy of his political agents were twofold: first, it 

resulted in a Force that was widely scattered with inevitable problems of communication

Rajeshiwar Dayal, Mission for Hammarskiold. 83 
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and command, and second, a military leadership which was rarely consulted. But there 

were other critical players who were neither consulted nor informed by the Secretary 

General.

Dr. O’Brien speaks of a sense of shock on discovering that neither the Security Council 

nor the General Assembly had the full material necessaiy for adequately informed 

decisions on the UN operation. Such ‘cabinet’ as existed was not the Security Council 

but the so-called ‘Congo Club’, a group within the Secretariat whose daily meetings were 

presided over by the Secretary General. The ‘Club’ which consisted of an inner core of 

Americans and an outer layer of neutrals mainly Afro-Asians, tacitly accepted the ‘Afiro- 

Asian thesis’ that the secession of Katanga would have to be ended and that the UN 

would have to help in ending it.^ They were, however, out o f touch with the realities of 

the situation.

Ralph Bunche, in his earlier role as S.R.S.G. and acting Force Commander, had flung the 

troops in penny-packets without any apparent appreciation of the requirements for 

effective command. He also displayed his lack of understanding of military problems by 

issuing a three-page legally worded instruction on the ‘do’s’ and ‘don’ts’ of opening fire 

to a Force most of whose members were illiterate and who moreover would have little 

time for consultation of such a document in a crisis.^* Hammarskjold’s military adviser, 

General Indar Rikhye, was also a poor choice, being, not only resented by many ONUC 

officers but also poorly informed.’’ Dr. O’Brien had no experience of the Congo before 

taking up his appointment in Katanga and had no knowledge whatever o f military 

affairs.*” This lack of knowledge made him amenable to persuasion by the bellicose 

Indian commander (Brig. J.A.S. Raja) that military action in Katanga presented no 

serious problems.

Conor Cruise O’Brien, To K atann and Back, 50V   te.-----------
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Arguably, Hammarskjold had little option but to accept the Indians, but their deployment 

in Katanga suggests that despite his apparent opposition to violence, he was content to 

accept the ‘Afro-Asian agenda’ and the risks this involved. He could moreover, be 

seriously faulted for his failure to react to the February 1961 Resolution. His failure is 

seen as relating to a lack of clarification of the ‘civil war proviso’, and the associated 

issue of ‘use of force’. The Secretary General had been willing to accept the ‘use of 

force’ proviso without making any provision for its possible employment. When he 

discussed with Force Commander Gen. Carl von Horn (Sweden) the possibility o f war 

between ONUC and Katanga, von Horn had made him aware of what this might involve. 

He provided a list that included five to six brigades, reconnaissance aircrai) and sufficimt 

transport aircraft to maintain an adequate airlift. Hammarskjold’s response was to ask: 

“Do you think I want to start an armaments race”?** A year later, when Von Horn’s 

successor General Sean McKeown (Ireland) raised the relatively uncontroversial issue of 

providing ONUC troops with armoured personnel carriers (APC’s), his proposal was 

dismissed with the identical reply.“

After operation ‘Morthor’, Hammarskjold insisted that the UN troops had used force only 

in self-defence and technically this is true. However, to Dr. O’Brien, ‘Morthor’ was the 

‘use of force’ as refenred to in the February Resolution, namely, action to end Katanga’s 

secession. The Morthor debacle can therefore be seen as the direct consequence o f the 

Secretary General’s failure to provide clarification of the mandate or to make provision 

for contingencies.

Hammarskjold’s successor, U Thant, had little to agonise over. He did concede that “for 

a peace force, even a little fighting is too much and only a few casualties is too many”:*̂  

but the UN force he would employ in subsequent operations would at least be better 

prepared for action, having both aircraft and heavy mortars and knowledge o f the 

Katanga gendarmeries capabilities.

^ Carl Von Horn, Soldiering for Pocc, 176 
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4.3.2. The Force Commander

The Commanding Ofliccr (C.O.) of the first Irish contingent on arriving in his operation 

area discovered to his alarm that elements of his battalion had been dropped 350 miles 

away and two months were to pass before he would have an opportunity of meeting 

them.*  ̂ This random dispersal of the UN forces across the face of the Congo by civilian 

officials was a consequence of demands to ‘do something’ and do it quickly. Putting UN 

flags across maps of the Congo, would help reassure delegates in New York that the 

organisation was acting with all haste. However, ‘painting the Congo blue’ with flags 

alone was just another manifestation of the gap in perceptions of UN operations between 

those directing and those required to execute them, between the civilian and military 

personnel concerned with putting UN Resolutions into effect.

In theory, the Force Commander (F.C.) had the task of exercising command of the 

military operations in accordance with the political guidance relayed from the Secretary 

General. Therefore, before arriving at a decision on any proposed course of action, the 

Secretary General should have consulted his expert on the ground, the military 

commander; Hammarskjold chose not to do so. The F.C. was thus largely isolated. 

General von Horn, the first Force Commander, was presented with an ill-defined mandate 

and inadequate resources in men and materiel; he was responsible for a military force that 

was organised on an improvised basis and made up of contingents which had little in 

common. When, several weeks into the operation, the C.O. of the Irish contingent asked 

von Horn for details of the ‘mission’, the F.C. replied that he was unable to provide any 

satisfactory information since he himself had been kept in the dark.** His Operational 

Directive served to highlight the ambiguity of ONUC’s position and his own dilemma. It 

stated: “The UN Force in the Congo serves as a security force at the request of the 

Govemment of the Congo”, but then went on: “The UN Force shall NOT, repeat, NOT 

be a party to or in any way intervene in or influence the outcome of any internal conflict.

”  Col. Monimer Buckley, C.O.. 32 Irifh Bw interview l>y uKhor. 12 Mireh 199S, Athlone.
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constitutional or otherwise.*’

The work o f the F.C. was from the outset made considerably more difllcult by the 

realisation that some contingents, for example, the Guineans, Ghanaians and Egyptians, 

might become involved in the Congo’s internal affairs. Another problem was the 

fearsome reputation of other contingents. The reputation of the Moroccans for heavy- 

handedness was such that the cry ‘Moroc no good’ was a common utterance whenever 

that contingent served.** The Ethiopians also established such a reputation that the mere 

threat of their arrival was calculated to bring order to areas where disturbance seemed 

likely to escalate.*’ A consequence of these problems was a significant reduction in the 

pool o f reliable ‘peace’ keepers, troops willing to negotiate and resolve a crisis by 

diplomacy rather than force.

A particular problem for the F.C., especially in relation to the task of foreign military 

advisers, was the lack of an Intelligence Service (See Chapter 10). As O’Brien notes, 

“The UN, having no intelligence, could not know with certainty who all the advisers to 

the Katangese were”.’® Gen. Bjom Egge (Norway, former Military Information Officer, 

ONUC HQ) goes further stating that ‘Rumpunch’ and ‘Morthor’ served as “reminders 

and a strong incitement to acknowledge the need for Intelligence information to support 

the activities o f ONUC”.”  What was euphemistically described as a Military 

Information Branch at ONUC Headquarters did manage to gather limited intelligence 

from various sources; for example. Col. Jonas Waem, (Swedish Commander in Southern 

Katanga), by use o f photographs, newspapers, and general observations built up a file on 

the strength and dispositions of the Gendarmerie.”  However, by the time conflict broke 

out in Katanga, the F.C. had in effect become a minor player in the whole operation.

He continued to exercise command over the entire operation area, but his authority

"  Directive F.C.. September I960, In«h MiliUfy Afchtvt*, 2 
Morocc«n troopt mounted mKhine pm i on when actmg as tnin guuds. At the shghtest sign o f hotnlity, dtey opened fire

wdiscriminately. Belgian pemmnet in interview by Mttnr, March I% 1. Katanga
"G en  GeraWO'Sullivan (Insh)Senior S taffOffiewONUC HQ l% O^I.<nterviewby author. 10May 1995. Dublin.

Conor Cniiie O Bnen. To Kaianw and Back. 127
Lt. Oeneral Bjom F.gge, interview by author, 21 Aufuft 1997, Oilo. and subsequent correspoodoKe.
Jonas Waem, Expenencei of a Bngxle Conwnander m Katanga Swedish Military Arehives. SoderttlK, Sweden, 497-4<m
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became undermined with the arrival of Dr. O’Brien in Katanga in January 1%1. O’Brien 

had a direct link to New York and while Force Headquarters in Leopoldville was 

consulted on pending developments, communication was, according to the then F.C. Gen. 

McKeown, minimal. McKeown was informed of the impending operation ‘Morthor’ less 

than 24 hours before the event.’  ̂ This sidelining of the F.C. (and O'Brien's ignorance of 

military matters) had major consequences for the operation. Asked as to why prior to 

‘Morthor’ the Irish company had been sent to Jadotville against the recommendations of 

Col. Waem who regarded the post as dangerously isolated, O’Brien would say only that it 

was a decision “taken at the top”.’* This extraordinary decision which effectively 

presented the Katanga regime with 150 hostages, revealed just how little military 

considerations influenced the deliberations of the Secretariat.

In a situation where the F.C. was eflectively denied any authority or influence, 

responsibility for actions o f contingents inevitably devolved upon commanders and their 

officers. How contingents perceived their role and the factors which influenced their 

performances are therefore the basis for the next part of the case study.

4.3.3. Tactical Capabilities

Scattered across an area equivalent to Western Europe, ONUC was in many respects not 

one but many peacekeeping forces. These forces were contingents whose performance 

and behaviour was determined by their background, training and perception of ONUC’s 

role; their response to different crises was also greatly influenced by such factors as 

communications, logistics and equipment. We shall look first at some of the contingents.

^  Genertl McKeown, interview by author, 30 March 1W5, Athkme 
Dr O’Brien a( UN Pncekeeping Semmar m hwh UN Tmmm* School, June 1995.
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4.3.3.1 • Contingents

The attitude of contingents both to their work and to the Congolese was largely 

influenced by cultural, religious or historical factors. The Irish empathised with the 

Belgians because they were Catholic; the Swedes had Congolese links through the 

presence of Swedish missionaries. Both those European contingents identified closely 

with Katanga: their values and general attitude to the troublesome Baluba (who in 

November 1960 murdered nine Irish soldiers) are evident in a report o f  December 1960 

emanating iirom the Swedish and Irish-staffed local Headquarters. It noted; “the rule of 

[aw must be imposed on these people for their own good. They respect only power and 

force".’*

The Indian contingent also believed in power and force, but in a different context. Indian 

officers on their arrival in Katanga made it quite clear that what they foresaw as their 

effective use was a role totally at odds with what subsequently became known as 

‘traditional peacekeeping’. Col. Eugene O’Neill (Commanding Officer 34 Irish Btn.) 

recalls being greeted by officers of the Indian Brigade with the questions; “where is the 

enemy”? “Where is the action’? ’* Colonel Maitra, C.O. of the newly arrived Gurkha 

Battalion, frequently declared that "his chaps" were “straining at the leash” and that the 

Indian force was in the Congo to “finally settle the Katanga question”.’  ̂ The Congolese 

in turn were united in their dislike of the Indians. The paramount Chief o f the Baluba in 

South Katanga denounced them as ‘uncivilised’. (When asked why, he replied; “They 

don’t believe in God, they eat with their fingers and they don’t speak French”).’*

Having just arrived from the border confrontation with China, the Indian contingent, Gen. 

Egge observes, perceived its task in Katanga as an ordinary military fighting job. “They 

had apparently not been properly briefed on the basic idea and special procedures o f UN 

peacekeeping”.*”  But few of the other contingents had been briefed on the ideas and

” -R<Port on ihe Situatioti in Katinm . 15 December 1960. UN lUeord*. Irish Militiry Archives, 12 
„  Col. Eugene O 'Neill, m usview  by Milhor, 14 May 1WS, DuWin 
^  In May 1961 , the author worked in clo te  proxim ly wiUi the Indum Bfig»de.
^  Col. Eugene O 'Neill, interview by author, 14 May IW 5, DuWm 

Egje in corrcsfKMKtence with the author.
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special procedures of UN peacekeeping. What briefing personnel received almost 

exclusively passed on when contingents were being replaced. Moreover, the ‘special 

procedures’ were still only being developed. What distinguished the Indians from other 

contingents was the fact that they arrived into the mission satisfied that their task was to 

fight a war against Katanga.

4.3.3.2. Equipment

ONUC’s equipment reflected the total lack of organisation and planning which 

characterised the operation. In particular, the armament and transport with which it was 

forced to operate, made nonsense of any claims that it had engaged in enforcement 

action. Troops arriving in July 1960 were largely equipped as per instruction with rifles, 

low calibre machine guns and light (60mm and 81mm) mortars.’”® They were equipped 

to defend themselves, not make war. Even the Indians drafted in after the February 1961 

Resolution were so armed. These weapons were appropriate to the task o f peacekeeping 

as undertaken in UNEF 1. They were totally inadequate for a ‘use o f force’ mandate, 

particularly when that task implied engaging the Katanga gendarmerie.

When UN forces confronted the gendarmerie in September 1%1, their weapons and 

equipment were proven to be inadequate and unreliable. The gendarmerie had modem 

APCs, heavy machine guns, anti-tank weapons and the latest FN rifles. In contrast, the 

Irish APCs, built in Ireland during World War II, were ‘museum pieces’ penetrable even 

by the gendarmerie rifles. The Irish and Indians were forced to rely on bolt-action rifles 

including World War I Lee Enfields. ONUC’s obsolete/obsolescent equipment created 

other problems. In December 1961, mortar shells fired by the Irish at a military barracks 

in Elizabethville fell short, hitting a hospital, killing three patients and wounding many 

others. The official Irish enquiry revealed that the shells had long passed their ‘use-by’ 

d a t e s . T h e  incident provided Katanga with a propaganda coup and was highly 

embarrassing for those troops who had come to bring peace not wage war.

The Guinewi contingent which ainvtd wrtti heavy moim% ano-ank wd ann-airamft gum w»i quickly assigned to the ctoco«ldB 
infested fwsmptoffi<iu«ieufprovii*e« von Hoiti.SoMiennt for >55

Col. ioseph Leech, Irish Contingent, interview by itiiiwr, 2 February 19%. Athlon*.
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Almost from the outset, ONUC operations were seriously handicapped by a lack of 

mobility. Six months into the operation, the vehicles which contingents had brought with 

them were reduced to 40% efficiency through excessive wear and tear, and the Moroccan 

contingent was forced to rely on ‘cannibalised’ trucks abandoned by the Belgians. These 

transportation problems assumed major importance during ‘Morthor’. Troops sent in a 

vain attempt to relieve the beleaguered Jadotville company travelled not in military 

vehicles -  none were available - but in commandeered civilian omnibuses. Summarising 

the Swedish experience. Nils Skold observes that casualties could have been considerably 

smaller if the Swedish battalion had been provided with heavier support weapons and 

more armoured cars.*®̂  His comment is particularly significant since the Swedes were 

recognised as being by far the best equipped of ONUC’s contingents.

Failure to make provision for possible military action revealed serious fsulures on two 

levels. First, the Secretary General had either ignored or failed to understand the 

consequences o f the February 1961 Resolution. Second, the Security Council’s members 

had blithely authorised use o f force, but had not concerned themselves about whether this 

threat could be implemented. That a single tiny jet could effectively paralyse UN 

military activity in September l% I pointed to Hammarskjold’s naivety and the Security 

Council’s lack of concern for the mission it had authorised.'®^ This failure in 

responsibility could be traced in part to the failure in communications at all levels which 

bedevilled the operation.

4.3.3.3. Communications

Reporting on the final ‘push’ against Katanga, in January 1963, Bunche refers to “a rather 

disconcerting picture with regard to communications”. In the incident a field 

commander, his troops under fire, needed clarification of instrtictions from New York.

”  Nils Skold, Med Fn I Konfo, (Stockholm, Probu*. I9MX 241 _____
A Fougi Magisicr tninmg pitne ad^iled by the lUwifese »  Otfry bon*i w»s used against ONUC troopa in 0 labeihville. 

j^mina Base and Jadotville. Col. I. Lccch. miemew by author, 2 Ftbruary 1996, Athlone
^  Bunch, quoted in Rosalyn Ihi.ted N«h««  Pwceteepwa 1946-1967: DocumenB w d Coningjtary. Vol IH. (0*farf.
Oxford Univenity Pttss. 1980), 138
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Conscious that because of time difTerence a decision would be slow in arriving, he chose 

to deal with the situation himself. Although his decision to advance on Jadotville 

effectively ended Katanga’s military resistance, his perceived unauthorised advance 

became the subject of a UN HQ investigation. The incident illustrated the extent to 

which military activity was still tightly controlled by the civilian element but also the 

difficulties created for commanders through lack of effective communications.

The political decision to scatter small bodies of troops across the Congo placed particular 

emphasis on the need for effective communications between the higher and lower 

echelons o f command. Battalion commanders discovered that not only were elements o f 

their contingents located 100 to 150 miles from local Headquarters, but that the signal 

equipment upon which they were forced so heavily to rely was, because o f atmospheric 

conditions or age, highly unreliable. In some cases, equipment was just not available. A 

section of Irish soldiers massacred near Niemba in November 1960 had, it was later 

discovered, no signal equipment with which to communicate with its platoon HQ.‘®̂

There were also communication problems at the personal level. These involved not just 

the clear failure o f the Secretary General to communicate his intentions to his civilian and 

military subordinates, but the difficulties created by the language barrier. A major 

problem during the conduct o f ‘Morthor’ arose from the failure of the Indians zmd 

Swedes, who theoretically had a good knowledge of English to fiilly comprehend the 

precise details o f the operation. As a result, certain critical objectives were not 

achieved.

The student of UN peacekeeping might be tempted to regard the misunderstanding which 

arose as just another ‘unfortunate incident’ in the history of UN operations. However, 

‘Morthor’ was no sudden response to a crisis but a military operation planned by UN 

civilian and military personnel. Thus many died, arguably unnecessarily, as a result o f 

communication failure. Many were also to die, albeit indirectly because o f logistic

Personnel of 33"* Iriih Battalion m intemet« by Mitfwr. January 1% I. Kalanga.
O’Brien. To Katwm and Back. 255
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problems.

4.3.3.4. Logistics

Putting UN flags across the map of Africa was easy: supplying the personnel based in 

the locations indicated by those flags was not. From the beginning to the end o f the 

mission, the primary concern of the UN force would be protection o f its supply lines. 

Given the nature of the Congo’s infrastructure, getting essential supplies to such a 

scattered force would, in normal conditions, have represented a formidable challenge: in 

a situation where services had broken down, providing the UN troops with rations and 

fuel was a task both difTicult and dangerous. Supply routes were often highly vulnerable 

to attack and in times of tension, sub-units could effectively be cut-off. In such 

situations, rations and fuel, were where possible, flown in by helicopter: but even this 

means of re-supply involved pn>blems. Aviation fuel was usually transported in bulk by 

train: this involved a heavy commitment of troops to train guards.’®̂ While the resupply 

of platoon size outposts constituted the major problem for most contingent commanders, 

it was the plight and subsequent surrender of the Jadotville Company which exposed the 

vulnerability o f ONUC’s supply system.

Jadotville, located approximately 80 miles north-west of Elizabethville, was served by 

one of the finest roads in Africa. However, at a point 15 miles from the town, the road 

passed over the Lufira river. Any party holding the bridge could interdict movement in 

either direction. This point was not lost on the commander of the Swedish troops (Col. 

Waem). Realising the vulnerability of his personnel located in the heavily white, pro- 

Tshombe town, Wacm, in the weeks preceding ‘Morthor’ withdrew his company. A 

company of Irish troops was sent as replacement. In the days preceding ‘Morthor’, 

officers fix)m the Irish company visited the UN Headquarters in Elizabethville to warn 

that their situation was highly precarious. According one of the officers involved, their 

pleas for the company to be withdrawn were summarily dismissed.

Personnel of ln»h EUiuUkmi intervic'* by author. M*n:h 1961.
Captain Liam tXmnclly (Injh Contmgenl). inlenricw by author, 16 November 1994, Mullmgar.
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Following the outbreak of fighting in the Elizabethville, the gendarmerie occupied the 

Lufira bridge effectively cutting off the Irish company’s only supply route. Within hours, 

the local authorities in Jadotville cut off the company’s water supply. A relief column 

was easily repulsed at the bridge and a helicopter carrying provisions was shot down. 

Deprived of essential supplies, the UN company was forced to surrender, thereby 

bringing Morthor to an inglorious end. The message of Jadotville was clear. For the 

Katangese, the objective now more than ever was to cut ONUC’s supply links: for 

ONUC, those links had to be protected at all costs. It was an attempt by the Katangese to 

block ONUC access to Eiizabethville airport which led to the fighting in December 1961 

in which 25 UN personnel died. It was an efTort to carry out a similar operation in 

December 1962 which led to the outbreak of hostilities: this in turn led to the final and 

decisive effort by ONUC to remove the ongoing threat to its lifeline.

While it could not be disputed that by December 1962 many within the UN and 

particularly the US, were anxious for a final showdown with Katanga, that effort when it 

came was not the result of a deliberate decision to conduct a military offensive aimed at 

preventing imminent civil war. It was a simple but determined effort to ensure that the 

UN forces in Katanga would not suffer the humiliation of another ‘Jadotville’ that 

brought an end to Katanga's secession.

4.4. ANALYSIS

4.4.1. Mandate Performance

Given the constraints under which ONUC operated, its mandate(s) made little sense and 

their fulfilment effectively impossible. Restoring law and order and preventing civil war 

Were tasks which required direct involvement in the Congo’s affairs, but the Charter’s 

provisions, the Secretary General’s instructions and the attitude of the host state appeared 

to preclude any considered and oi^anised effort to engage on such action. In effect, the 

Force was employed to carry out tasks which were theoretically proscribed and attempts 

to implement the mandate were at all times tentative.
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Its controversial role in Lumumba’s overthrow aside, the Force had no direct 

involvement in matters of law and order within the state. Its mere presence undoubtedly 

had a stabilising effect in the early weeks but it could never, as many hoped it could, 

create the basis for lasting peace.

Whether, through its action in Katanga, it prevented civil war is uncertain. Given the 

resources available to the perceived possible protagonists, it is highly unlikely that the 

Central Government would ever have confronted Katanga. Had such a confrontation 

taken place, ONUC would have been incapable of preventing it. As subsequent events 

showed, ONUC did not prevent war between the Congolese, it merely delayed such 

hostilities.

4.4.2. FaciiiUting Conflict Resolution

The outbreak of civil war in the wake of ONUC’s departure confirmed the message that 

whereas peacekeepers can facilitate conflict resolution, it is the responsibility o f the 

combatants to settle their differences. ONUC’s arrival prevented the spiral into anarchy 

and provided a breathing space during which the many disparate elements, political and 

tribal, had an opportunity to consider their role in the new democratic state, assuming 

they were so disposed. Whereas the sources of political conflict were myriad, the most 

serious was that created by Katantga’s attempted secession. ONUC’s presence in the 

province helpied restrain the province’s move towards total independence and kept alive 

the possibility o f  reconciliation between Leopoldville and Elizabethville, and in this 

respect its contribution was not insignificant.

Unfortunately, the problem in the Congo was not just a dispute between central authority 

^ d  one province, but the disruptive potential of ethnic dispute at many points throughout 

the vast country. Facilitating conflict resolution between the scores o f real or potential 

combatants in the Congo was a task beyond the capabilities of any peacekeeping force, 

particularly given the absence o f any effective efforts at mediation.
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4.4.3. Conflict Containment

If one accepts the proposition that in 1960 the superpowers or nei^bouring states were 

prepared to become directly involved, then ONUC’s efforts could be seen as having 

prevented a catastrophe. However, the Soviet Union’s timid acceptance o f the expulsion 

of its personnel following Mobutu’s coup would indicate that it was content to operate 

through proxies. That the US alone became directly involved in 1964 also shows that any 

enthusiasm for involvement by the S. Union or African states had quickly evaporated.

However, the support given to Katanga in 1961 by elements in Rhodesia and incursions 

from Angola and Rwanda in the succeeding decades, indicates the potential for ‘over

spill’ which existed in 1960. The tribal loyalties which had shattered the fragile unity of 

the Congo had the potential to lead to cross-border disputes, leading eventually to a 

succession of inter and intra state conflicts. ONUC provided a means by which member 

states could display their desire for a restoration of order and respect for the boundaries, 

however artificial, that were to become sacrosanct in the new Africa that was emerging.

4.4.4. Assessment

The UN’s performance in the Congo, characterised by a marked lack o f unity and 

purpose, represented a major set-back to hopes that the Organisation could provide a 

safer, better-organised world. In several respects, the handling of the crisis reflected the 

climate of the times. Cold War rivalry diluted Security Council consensus making 

effective action problematic. But efTorts to assist the Congolese had also been heavily 

influenced by the entry into the world political arena of states whose internal qualities 

differed in a significant way from those that had set the old patterns o f international 

relations. What these new states failed to appreciate was that the end of colonialism did 

not mean the end of nationalism in the sense of manifestation by peoples o f their 

perceived ethnic identities. The achievement of independenc*- had, rather than bringing 

peace led to a re-awakening of communal antagonisms. In a world o f independent states.
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nationalism had bccome as much a disruptive force as in a world o f colonial empires.

The idea that artificial units created by colonisers could automatically become stable 

viable states was totally unrealistic. This was particularly so in the case o f a country as 

vast, diverse and ill-prepared for self-government as the Congo. In a situation requiring 

political as well as military assistance, the Security Council had addressed only the 

security issue and this in a half-hearted and inept manner. The absence of even the 

semblance of effective government required the introduction of some form o f caretaker 

administration to enable the fledgling state fmd its feet, but the Council had excluded this 

course of action. (Interestingly, as part of its efforts to ‘nation-build’ in the 1990*s, the 

UN would take this course in its operation in East Timor -  United Nations Transitional 

Administration for East Timor. For more detail. See Chapter 10). The Council was 

obviously influenced by the reaction such a step would produce among newly-emergent 

states but its inaction represented a total abdication of responsibility.

Failure to follow through on the action prescribed in successive S.C. Resolutions 

damaged the Organisation’s credibility. But equally the approved use of force within a 

member state, appeared to undermine the provisions of the Charter and run counter to the 

liberal concept upon which UN was theoretically based. The threatened use of force was 

particularly unfortunate since it (a) created confusion as to the exact circumstances in 

which it might be employed, (b) helped create the myth that lightly armed peacekeepers 

could be instantly transformed into an army; that peacekeeping and enforcement could 

be combined. Arguably, it was a total overestimation of ONUC’s ‘military’ 

achievements in Katanga which led to the UN’s subsequent blunders in Somalia and 

former Yugoslavia.

The crisis in the Congo represented an opportunity for the member states o f the UN to 

unite in helping one of their members. But rather than demonstrating what could be 

achieved through international co-operation, the Congo operation exposed the extent of 

divisions within the Organisation. It also demonstrated the UN s critical weaknesses in 

the area of decision-making and leadership. Faced with a situation for which the UN
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Charter did not provide, the Security Council had adopted vague resolutions and passed 

the problem to the Secretary General. He, in turn, let the Congolese dictate the pace of 

events. In the absence of any clear plan, individual member states and UN ofHcials 

(O’Brien and Khiari) had sought to impose their own solutions. Translating perceived 

needs into policies required leadership and this had been noticeably lacking. It was clear 

from the experience o f the League o f Nations that the United Nations could not fimction 

effectively without the backing of the major powers, but the two powers who really 

mattered at this time, the US and the Soviet Union, could not agree on a definite course 

of action. What little purpose the operation possessed had only come when the S. Union 

had lost interest and the US, for its own ends, sought to help bring matters to a 

conclusion.
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CHAPTER 5 

CASE STUDY B - UNFICYP

5.1. NATURE OF CONFLICT 

S. 1.1. Introduction

The Palestinian question apart, no other international dispute has tested the strategic 

interests, the legal norms and the diplomatic imagination of the world as severely and 

over such a long period as the problem of Cyprus. At various intervals since the late 

1950’s, the UN, NATO, the Commonwealth, and the European Union, have become 

involved with the main protagonists in playing out a saga to which there seems to be 

no foreseeable end.

The conflict is the result of a process of political disintegration, whereby a society 

which for decades shared a culttire and history, evolved into separate nationalities. 

The saga of Cyprus demonstrates once again the disruptive influence of ethnic 

difference and how this can lead to conflict at both local and international levels. It is 

particularly noteworthy for its legal dimension -  the questions it raises about the 

legitimacy and ramifications of international treaties -  and how it demonstrates the 

importance o f the legal base to disputes. It also raises questions about (a) the 

adequacy of the division of the world into sovereign states, (b) perceptions o f 

sovereignty, and (c) the extent to which UN operations reflect a common approach to 

the problem of conflict.

In examining these issues, it is noted that while the mandate of UNFICYP (UN Force 

in Cyprus) has remained substantially unchanged over thirty years, the environment in 

which the peacekeepers have operated has, since 1974, altered dramatically. The case 

study therefore considers the operation in two distinct phases. Phase One covers the 

period fix)m March 1964 to the Turkish invasion of Cyprus in June 1974. Phase Two 

looks at the period from that event onward. In examining this multidimensional 

problem, let us look first at the origins of the conflict which led to the UN’s 

involvement.
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s. 1.2. Historical Background

Although many discussions of the Cyprus conflict start with the truism that the 

conflict is deeply rooted in historical enmities, inter-ethnic conflict did not occur until 

1957.' It was the establishment by the British in the early twentieth century of a dual 

secular school system which ensured the development o f two political cultiues: the 

Muslims and Orthodox learned different histories and different ideologies. British 

rule redefined the communities, placing them within a modem political context.^ By 

the 1950s, the Greek Cypriots who formed 80% of the population, alienated by a 

system of British rule in which they had no say, found the dream of Greek nationalism 

beckoning. Once it became clear that self-determination via an appeal to the UN was 

not forthcoming, the pro-‘enosis’ (union with Greece) EOKA movement led by 

George Grivas (an officer of the Greek Arniy, Cypriot by birth) launched a campaign 

of violence.* The bloody and bitter ‘liberation’ struggle had a profound effect on 

relations between Cypriots.

In the absence of their own national identity, the Muslims might have been absorbed 

into the Greek ‘nationalist’ movement.^ However, British policy of employing 

Turkish Cypriots exclusively in the police force made the Turks the target o f EOKA 

terrorism and dependent upon the British for protection. In this way the Turkish 

community acquired a Turkish identity, a development reinforced by Britain’s 

decision to bring Turkey into negotiations for independence. Divisions and tensions 

were increased through (a) the establishment by the Turkish Cypriots of their own 

resistance movement which sought partition of the island and (b) Turkey’s 

unwillingness to countenance the despised Greeks taking possession of what they saw 

as ‘a Cypriot dagger pointing at Turkey’s heart’. *

Faced with a threat by Britain to implement partition. Archbishop Makarios, the

' Adarmntii Pollis. "Colonimlisin «nd Nco<'ol<mi*lisii>: Drtenmnation of Ethnic Conflict in Cyprus _Snmll Sutes m the 
Modem World, ed*. Peter W onky mkI Ptxhalis Kitrotnilides. (Nicosis, The New Cyprus Association, 1979), 58 

tbid , 51-54
’ Costas Melikopides, ’Making Peace in Cyprus: Tinw fix a Comprehensive Initiative', in (Ontario. Ontario
Centre for International Relations. Queem Univenity, 1996), 4
I Pollis, “Colonialism and Neo-Cokmialism", in Small Stales in the Modem World, ed. Worsley and Katrcnnilides, Sfr-58 

Anthony Panwrw. From Cold War to Hot Peace, (London. Penguin. 1995), 170
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Greek Cypriot leader, instead of pursuing enosis, indicated a willingness to ‘accept’ 

independence. The 1960 settlement imposed by Britain, Turkey and Greece 

temporarily solved their problems but not those of the Cypriots. Independence for the 

Greek Cypriots was a sorry compromise on the road to enosis: for the Turkish 

Cypriots it was a Greek plot with enosis as the objective.* Although theoretically 

sovereign, Cyprus remained in a semi-colonial status, her rights in both domestic and 

foreign affairs curtailed by constitutional and treaty rights given to three foreign 

countries. The 1959 London and Zurich Agreements provided for Cypriot 

independence based on the premise that while Cyprus was one state, it comprised two 

nations, necessitating constitutional structures to protect one regime against the 

other.^ The inherent instability of the newly created state was recognised in the 

Zurich Agreement which included a Treaty of Guarantee (Appendix G), Treaty o f 

Alliance (Appendix H), and Treaty of Establishment. *

Nothing so underlined the myth of Cypriot sovereignty as the Treaty o f Guarantee. 

Under its terms, Britain, Turkey and Greece assured the independence, territorial 

integrity and security o f Cyprus and guaranteed the basic articles of the Constitution. 

The three states agreed in the event of a breach of the treaties to consult together with 

a view to arriving at agreement or a concerted course of action. If agreement or 

concerted action were to prove impossible, each party could take military action to 

restore the state of affairs existing at independence.’

There were two obvious flaws in this arrangement: first, unless the unilateral action 

involved Greece or Turkey taking action against ‘their own’, such action, in whatever 

form, was certain to be regaitled by the other guarantors as provocative. The second
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flaw was the term ‘action’. Greek commentators took the view that the word was not 

intended to include armed action; if it were, the guarantors would have spelled it out. 

They argued that if the Treaty did permit aimed action, it would violate Articles 2(4) 

(Appendix I) and 103 (Appendix J) of the UN Charter. Britain took an opposing view 

holding that the Treaty contemplated the use of armed force in certain circumstances 

and that such force did not violate the Charter.'® The Turks would subsequently argue 

that since intercommunal strife could undermine peaceful relations between Turkey 

and Greece, a side-eficct o f the accords was the maintenance o f peace, a Charter 

objective.'* Within the UN also there was uncertainty. The Security Council in 1964 

abstained from expressing an opinion as to the Treaty o f Guarantee’s validity. The 

General Assembly in Resolution 2077, 18 Dec. 1965, implied treaty invalidity; 

Cyprus, it declared, was entitled to enjoy full sovereignty without any foreign 

intervention or interference.'*

The Treaty’s status in relation to the Charter, was and would remain uncertain. Since 

it was directed towards the maintenance of regional peace and security, it might 

appear to constitute a ‘regional agreement’.'  ̂ However, its language revealed an 

intention to protect Cyprus rather than the guarantor powers. This uncertainty could 

only lead to problems centring on the legitimacy of intervention by the guarantors.

The UN’s acceptance of the Treaty also called into question the organisation’s 

declared commitment to self-determination for emergent states, the authority o f the 

Charter, and the universal acceptance of peremptory international norms. 

Fundamental to the notion of decolonialisation was the idea that peoples could best 

govern themselves free from the influence of foreigners. The Cypriots, however, had 

no part in the preparation of the Treaty, were not free to opt for enosis or partition
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and, though the Republic of Cyprus, had the theoretical right to wage war, its army 

was restricted to 2,000 men.'^ The constraints on Cypriot sovereignty were quite 

remarkable even given the circumstances and would undoubtedly have evoked 

massive protest were they applied to an African or Asian emergent state. The marked 

absence of such protest could only be seen as evidence of the perceived distinctions 

within the UN between European problems and those elsewhere.

From its inception, therefore, the status of Cyprus as a state was confused and 

confusing. It needed a political identity if it were to achieve real independence, but 

the very lack of independence was a major obstacle preventing Cypriots from 

developing a specific identity which could link the two communities closer together. 

The imposed accommodation remained fragile, and within three years it proved 

unworkable. Makarios, in December 1%3, proposed amendments to the Constitution 

including abrogation of the Treaties of Guarantee and Alliance. Not surprisingly, 

these proposals were regarded by the minority community as an attack on their 

safeguards. Their rejection of the amendments was followed almost immediately by 

large-scale intercommunal violence in which up to 500 people were killed. The 

majority o f the casualties were Turicish Cypriots. Also, 103 Turkish Cypriot villages 

were attacked and 30,000 Turkish Cypriots made refugees.'^ The Turkish fleet 

prepared to sail and Turkish military aircraft overflew the island. Makarios called on 

Britain to intervene and the three guarantor forces formed a peacekeeping force under 

British command.'* A truce was arranged and a ‘green line’ of cease-fire was drawn 

through Nicosia. (The line was so called simply because a green pencil was used to 

mark the map.) However, there was now no hope of restoring the Constitution.

The crisis set alarm bells ringing within NATO. Because of the perceived threat to 

NATO stability, Britain proposed that the existing peacekeeping force be strengthened 

with other forces from that body but Makarios, by now a prominent figure in the non-
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aligned movement, rejected the idea.'^ While this might seem unsurprising, James 

Stenenga argues that Makarios may have had a ‘hidden agenda’, one linked to small 

emergent states’ perception of the UN and its purpose. Makarios, he claims, may 

have purposely provoked violence in the hope of securing UN involvement for 

changes which could not be made in a peaceful legal way. Violence had worked 

against the British and might now secure a UN umbrella under which to complete the 

struggle for Cyprus.'* The hypothesis has a certain plausibility given that the UN had 

sided with the Government in the Congo against ‘rebels’. However, there was a 

marked difference between the two situations: UNFICYP would, at Makarios’s 

insistence, include no Third World contingents, nor would the non-aligned or Third 

World states seek to intervene - whatever Makarios’s non-aligned credentials, the 

‘other party’ in this case was solidly Muslim and in no way comparable to a colonial 

power.

On 26 December 1963, Cyprus, Turkey, Britain and Greece requested the Secretary 

General to appoint a peacemaker on the island (General G.S. Gyani of India was 

appointed). Cyprus however remained unhappy with the existing guarantor force and 

on 4 March 1964, the Security Council in Resolution 186 (Appendix K) 

recommended the creation of a UN peacekeeping force. The Force’s task was that o f 

restoring peace: significantly, the task of promoting a peaceful solution and an agreed 

settlement was assigned to a mediator.”

The creation o f the UN force raised a number of questions. What was UNFICYP 

expected to do that the guarantor force or a NATO force could not? Was it expected 

to assist the Cypriot Government impose its brand of law and order? What was the 

status o f the Force vis-4-vis the guarantors and their obligations? The UN gave no 

indication of providing clarity as to the situation it now faced: the treaties remained 

valid and the question of how peace was to be restored and in what form was to
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fonain unclear.' There was however, no clear path forward. In a situation where the 

communities distrusted each other, there could be no political solution without the 

military security issues being first addressed. But action in this regard faced the UN 

with a classic peacekeeping dilemma. It would, the Secretary General observed, be 

incongruous for the Force to set about killing Cypriots whether Greek or Turkish to 

prevent them killing each olher.^' Moreover to foster stability and constructive ethnic 

relations, it would be necessary to secure the rights and position of the minority. But 

who now were the minority? The notion of majority and minority had dissolved once 

Turkey became involved in Cyprus. The UN obviously had no intention o f ‘banging 

heads together’, but since the trust required for a successful agreement did not exist, 

both the Force and the mediator faced an Impossible task.

S.1.3. Phase One

The Force was deployed throughout the island (See Map 2) but despite its best eflForts 

sporadic violence continued, punctuated by outbursts of heavy fighting in which 

peacekeepers were fired upon by both sides. On 9 May, the Security Council adopted 

Resolution 193 (1964) which called for a cease-fire and this was agreed to by both the 

Greek and Turkish governments.^ Although it was the Cypriot Government which 

had appealed for UN assistance, UNFlCYP’s efforts were from the outset severely 

impeded by lack of that government's co-operation. Freedom of movement was an 

essential prerequisite for the prevention of renewed fighting, but it was only in 

November 1964 that the Force Commander got an agreement fi'om the National Guard 

declaring the whole island open to UN forces. Even then, certain areas covering 

approximately 1.65% of the country were accessible only to UNFICYP senior 

officers.^^ This in effect provided the Cypriot government with the opportunity for 

large scale importation of arms. It also allowed Greek military personnel come ashore
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unobserved. The UN’s authority was dealt a further blow with the rejection in 1965 

of the mediator s efforts.^* Meanwhile, the problem had gradually acquired an 

international dimension.

For both Greece and Turkey, a major concern was the increasingly independent course 

pursued by Makarios. The foreign policy objective of both the mainland parties 

would, therefore, be to strengthen their own security in the light of the threat posed by 

a non-aligned Cyprus.^^ In clear defiance of its treaty undertakings, Greece moved 

against Makarios by sending Grivas to command the Cypriot National Guard. The 

threat to Cypriot independence was further increased by the overthrow of the Greek 

government in April 1967 by a group of right-wing colonels. Emboldened by this 

development, Grivas on 14 November sent armed patrols into the ‘Turkish’ village o f 

Ayios Theodoros where they murdered 17 villagers.^ Again a Turkish invasion 

appeared imminent. But the Secretary General’s representative and President 

Johnson’s ‘trouble-shooter’ Cyrus Vance, induced Turkey, Greece and Cyprus to 

reach an agreement whereby Greece undertook to withdraw all its military personnel 

in excess o f the 950 it was entitled to maintain on Cyprus under the Treaty o f 

Alliance.^’ When the negotiation process began, it was discovered that Greece had 

concealed over 6,500 troops and 60 armoured vehicles including tanks.“

The November attacks and their aftermath were noteworthy for several reasons; (1) 

they demonstrated Greece’s disregard for the treaties it had signed; (2) they revealed 

the bad faith o f Makarios who had to be aware of the ‘illicit troops’ presence; (3) they 

further undermined relations between the communities; and (4) they provided Turkey 

with an excuse for greater involvement in Cypriot affairs. They also highlighted 

UNFICYP’s limitations in regard to maintaining the peace.

The mediator (Galo Plaza of Equador) found that any proposed settlement involving enosis was unaccq>table to the Turkish 
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The events of late 1967 also forced Makarios to accept that independence was now the 

only option. This decision led to three developments. The first was UN-sponsored 

talks between the Turkish Cypriot representative (Rauf Denktash) and the Greek 

Cypriot representative (Gleckos derides). These talks quickly foundered. The 

second and third developments were linked. Hard-line enosis supporters 

recommenced fomenting opposition to Makarios and Grivas returned to the island to 

set up EOKA ‘B’” ; gradually the Greek troops repatriated in 1967 filtered back. 

Meanwhile, the plot to remove Makarios acquired a Cold-War dimension. The 

insecure Greek junta, in attempting to gain respect and acceptance, decided to play 

‘the NATO card’. The Arab-lsraeli war of 1967 and its effects on the Middle East 

lent urgency to efforts to incorporate Cyprus into NATO. Grivas therefore worked on 

the basis o f a common understanding with the Americans’*’ and even his death in 

January 1974” did not halt the movement towards Makarios’s overthrow.

On 15 July 1974, the National Guard (effectively a Greek force), overthrew the 

Cypriot government and declared Makarios dead. (In fact, he escaped to the British 

base at Akrotiri). Nicos Sampson, a virulent anti-Turk was installed as President. 

Turkey responded by calling in Britain as a co- guarantor of Cypriot independence to 

halt the Greek intervention, but the British turned to the Americans to defuse the 

situation. The US, preoccupied with the resignation of its President in the wake of the 

Watergate Scandal, declined to become involved. On 18 July, Turkey sent an 

ultimatum to Greece demanding Sampson’s resignation, withdrawal of all Greek 

soldiers and pledges to uphold the independence of Cyprus. Greece, mistakenly 

believing that it could rely on US support, refused to comply, and on 20 July Turkey 

began landing troops and equipment near Kyrenia. The Turkish assault resulted in the 

occupation of the Turkish Cypriot enclave of Nicosia and areas to the north and 

west.’  ̂ The Security Council in its Resolution 353 (Appendix L) called for a cease

fire and demanded an immediate end to foreign military intervention. It also called on
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Turkey, Greece and Cyprus to enter immediately into negotiations for the restoration 

o f peace and constitutional government on Cyprus.”  By calling on all parties to co

operate with UNFICYP, the Council indicated that the Force was expected to continue 

to function, however, UNFICYP’s task was complicated by the uncertainty 

surrounding the purpose and duration of the Turkish presence.

5.1.4. Phase Two

Before considering the consequences of the invasion, let us look at Turkey’s 

justification o f its action, namely that it was exercising its rights and obligations under 

the Treaty o f  Guarantee and had intervened to protect the independence o f Cyprus and 

to some extent, the Turkish Cypriot people.”

There can be no doubt that the coup on Cyprus by what were essentially Greek 

military personnel was a clear case o f illegal intervention which called for action 

under the Treaty o f Guarantee. Greece had sought to impose its will upon the internal 

affairs o f Cyprus for the purpose of altering conditions there. Thus, according to A.J. 

Thomas, the Greek action fell within the rubric of aggression.^^ The Turkish action 

was apparently justified, but was it legal?

As required under the Treaty o f  Guarantee, Turkey did consult Britain regarding what 

representations or measures were necessary to ensure observance o f the Treaty’s 

provisions. Britain’s response exposed the emptiness of that guarantor’s original 

undertaking. It resisted Turkey’s appeals to allow its troops to land at the sovereign 

bases but in so doing, found itself faced with the task of overthrowing Sampson; this 

it was unwilling to attempt. Britain had a further problem, it recognised that it would 

not be sufficient merely to restore the status quo because that would be to ratify the 

wrongs o f 1963-64. Greece, the other co-guarantor, was not present for the
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Bntain/Turkey discussions since its government was in the process of being 

overthrown. Thus, Turkey’s action which enjoyed the suppyort or at least 

understanding of a large section of world opinion/* might have speared  perfectly 

legal. However, the issue was far from clear-cut. Uncertainty arose from the question 

of whether the Treaties had created a regional organisation. If the Turkish action was 

an enforcement measure, according to Ann Thomas it would “apparently require 

Security Council authorisation for legal regional action".”  This it did not have. 

Moreover, the Turkish objective, to be perceived as legal, would have to have been 

the restoration o f the status quo.^* Turkey’s subsequent action reflected that this was 

not its intention.

The Turkish action and the doubts surrounding its legality, emphasised by use o f the 

word ‘apparently’, raise major questions not only about the legitimacy o f the Treaty o f 

Guarantee, but highlight the seeming impotence of international law in relation to acts 

of international aggression. It also pointed to a lack of precision in relation to 

perceived international norms. Had Turkey not intervened, Greek aggression would 

have succeeded and Sampson would have been illegally installed as ruler o f Cyprus. 

Britain had dithered, the US had failed to intervene. UNFICYP did make a major 

contribution towards limiting Turkish designs by preventing the seizure of Nicosia 

Airport (See 4.3.2.). However, this operation which prevented the spread of conflict 

was not a considered UN collective security response but a local measure o f 

questionable legitimacy. Its success was a bonus for the operation but the UN’s only 

official response to the crisis -  a request to all states to exercise the utmost restraint - 

underlined the organisation’s uncertainty as to what it could and should do.

S.C. Resolution 353 (1974) created the basis for talks between Turkey, Greece and 

Britain: but those talks (which began in Geneva on 25 July 1974) quickly collapsed. 

Turkey launched a second phase invasion which consolidated its hold on territory
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already occupied. In S.C. Resolution 360, the Security Council expressed formal 

disapproval o f “the military action taken against the Republic o f Cyprus” and on 16 

August 1974, a cease-fire came into effect. However, by this time the invasion had 

resulted in Turkish seizure o f 40% of Cyprus together with the displacement o f  

approximately 200,000 Greek Cypriots who sought refuge in the south.”  In 

December 1974, Makarios returned to power but the declaration in February 1975 o f a 

Federated Turkish Cypriot state meant in effect that the Republic o f  Cyprus as 

originally established had ceased to exist.^

The ongoing Turkish occupation o f northern Cyprus in defiance o f over 50 unanimous 

Security Council Resolutions raises two issues: (1) Turkey’s justification o f its 

continuing presence and (2) the UN’s ability to impose its ‘rules’. The return o f an 

internationally recognised Cypriot government would suggest that the Turkish 

occupation was neither morally nor legally justified. However, Turkey sought to 

justify its action in 1974 by arguing that it had exercised its rights under the Treaty o f  

Guarantee, not only to return the island to constitutional rule but to protect the Turkish 

community’s rights.*' Opponents of Turkey’s position might well argue that the 

Turkish community were Cypriots not Turkish citizens; but the Treaty o f Guarantee 

and the provisions o f the Constitution were about nothing if  not the protection o f the 

island’s communities. The Ayios Thedoros incident and the 1974 coup showed that 

the Turkish community needed protection from some quarter. Whereas this might 

seem a task for the UN, its record in the role of protector had been at best dismal. 

This task would therefore seem to devolve on the Turks. They quite fairly argued that 

"it did not require a prophet to anticipate what could and would happen if  the Turkish 

forces were to be withdrawn".*^

The ongoing Turkish presence appears to constitute defiance o f S.C. Resolution 353 

(1974) which called for an immediate end to foreign military personnel other than
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those there under international agreement. But how authoritative is that resolution? 

Much confusion arises from its wording and from the Council’s failure to state the 

article o f the Charter on which it was based. A mere ‘request’ can hardly be 

considered as creating a legal obligation; a ‘demand’ would imply a threat o f  action 

in the event o f non-compliance. S.C. Resolution 353 carried no explicit threat: it was 

not an enforcement measure as defined by Articles 41 and 42, which would be a 

decision calling for collective use o f armed force or lesser collective measures.'*^ The 

resolution appeared, in the opinion of Ann Thomas, to fall under Article 40 which 

would be no more than a ‘call’ upon the parties concerned to comply with such 

provisional measures as the Council deemed necessary or desirable. There is, she 

goes on, disagreement as to whether ‘calls’ are binding; nevertheless, there is general 

agreement that ‘calls’ can be considered obligatory when it is clear that the resolution 

is founded on Article 40. But even under Article 40, the language o f the resolution 

must be couched in legally binding terms; it must be mandatory against those to 

whom it is directed. S.C. Resolution 353 included no such terms.^

The resolution did ‘demand’ an end to foreign military intervention which amounted 

to a command to be obeyed. Turkey, by failing to end its intervention, defied the 

resolution and in effect violated the Charter. However, the Turks apparently 

interpreted the provisions o f  the resolution as non-obligatory unless certain conditions 

including progress towards a settlement be met.'** Given the position o f the parties, 

such progress was always unlikely.The declaration of a Turkish Republic o f  Northern 

Cyprus (T.R.N.C.) in 1985 confirmed Turkish defiance of the UN. Why then have 

UN resolutions gone unheeded? The answer relates both to Cold War realities and 

UN’s inability to honour its undertakings.

From 1974 onwards, the attitude o f the superpowers was inclined towards acceptance 

of the status quo as the preferable option. For the US to have applied pressure on a
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t very unstable Greece would not have been in the interests o f NATO. Equally, Turkey 

was one o f Washington’s favourite proteges. Even the S. Union was not likely to go 

too far in criticising Turkey - always first among non-communist recipients o f  aid.*^ 

Besides, given the peaceful situation since 1974, ‘rocking the boat’ would be difficult 

to justify. Viewed from the wider international perspective, the Cyprus problem 

presented no clear villains and victims. Resolution o f the problem would obviously 

lie ultimately with the Greek and Turkish Cypriots but these parties have at all times 

concentrated on antagonistic positions. What is a guarantee o f security from one side 

- the presence or absence o f Turkish troops - is perceived as the main source o f  threat 

and insecurity for the other.

The UN’s failure to solve the Cyprus problem has brought calls for the withdrawal o f  

UNFICYP, an option which it is argued would force the parties to solve the dispute 

between them.'*’ This ‘solution’ takes little account o f the military realities.^ The 

departure o f UNFICYP would likely be followed by friction between the two armed 

forces. Conflict, even on a small scale, could lead to the replacement o f  shaky 

democracies in Greece and Turkey, and eventually to military confh)ntation in the 

region and possibly beyond. Faced with such a scenario, the UN has chosen to 

continue with its peacekeeping operation.

5.2. POLITICAL BASE

5.2.1. Phase One

5.2.1.1. Prior Involvement of Great Powers

The UNFYCP mandate was broadly defined in terms reflecting a wish to buy time in 

a search for a solution to a problem in which it was clear neither sides’ argument was 

without merit or justification. Significantly, the Security Council which set up the 

operation avoided the use o f the word ‘shall’ in any of its early resolutions. Argiiably,
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it was this cautious approach, further emphasised by the limiting of the duration of the 

mandate to three months, which induced permanent members of the Council to give 

the operation their assent.

China and France were largely unconcerned about the crisis.*’ France considered the 

problem Britain’s affair.*® But Britain, the US and the Soviet Union all had a 

particular interest in developments. Quite apart from its concern for NATO integrity, 

Britain had good reasons for wanting stability in Cyprus. Having encouraged lurking 

antagonism between Greece and Turkey, it was now required to act as stabiliser. The 

moral case for intervention remained but there was nothing Britain wanted less than a 

return in force to the island. Its resources were already stretched and the Suez 

experience had killed any inclination to meddle in other states’ politics unless the 

Americans were also involved.*'

For the US, the island’s geostrategic significance was palpable. Even without any 

indication from Moscow, Soviet interests had to be assumed. America favoured a 

reactive policy, responding to the intercommunal violence through a high level 

diplomatic mission to Athens, Ankara and Nicosia. In February 1964, Under

secretary of State, George Ball, conferred with Makarios but neither side was 

impressed with the other. Ball meanwhile summed up the US perception of Cyprus 

by describing it as “a strategically important piece of real-estate”.’  ̂ Concerned by 

Makarios’s non-aligned stance and maverick behaviour, American policy reflected a 

preoccupation with international law insofar as it related to the establishing treaties 

and NATO’s strategic interests. When Cyprus sought to argue that the principle of 

sovereignty proclaimed in Article 2(1) of the UN Charter invalidated the treaties 

imposed on Cyprus at independence, the Americans insisted that all treaties had to be 

honoured*^. Since military intervention would have represented a departure from

”  Even after the Chinese se«t on Ihe Council w«* assumed by the Communist regime in 1971, China refused for ten years to 
have anything to do with the establishment or extension o f peacekeeping forces. Alan James, T he UN Force in Cyprus*’, in 
Imemational Affairs. Vol. 65, No. 3, (Summer l% 9). 486 
”  Ibid., 489

Keith Kyle, ’British Policy Towards Cyprus*, in th e  Cvmui Conflict and the Role of the U n it^  Nations, ed. Kjell 
Skjelebaek. 63
”  Ball, quoted in Mel.kopides.’TMaking in Cyprus", in Small Sutes in the Modem Worid, Martello Papers. 15 
“  James H. Wolfe, "United Sutes Policy and the Cyprus Conflict", in The Cyprus Conflict and the Role o f  the United 
ed. Kjell Skjelsbaek, 46
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reactive policies. President Johnson accepted the UNFICYP option. The S. Union’s 

calculations vis-^-vis Cyprus formed a mirror image of the US position. The Soviets 

expected to benefit from the intra-alliance cleavages which the US feared. In 

supporting Makarios, it could hope for a veto on additional bases in Cyprus and the 

Archbishops standing in the Third World made him a potentially useful ally,*^

5.2.1.2. Initial Position of Great Powers

Ai^er the controversies of ONUC, Britain, the US, and the Soviet Union had to adjust 

to a new and very different mission. Britain had been highly critical o f UNEF I and 

ONUC, however, it could only regard with relief the deployment o f UNFICYP. 

British forces on the island (7,000) were barely adequate for its peacekeeping and 

NATO tasks.”  Its earlier peacekeeping effort having failed, it could persuade itself 

that its treaty obligations to Cyprus were being kept through its direct contribution to 

UNFICYP. However, Britain faced the dilemma that whereas the presence o f a UN 

force would tend to freczt the situation, Britain was still bound by the Treaty o f 

Guarantee to restoration of the state of affairs established by the Basic Articles o f the 

1960 Constitution.

For the Americans power plus legitimacy remained the key to leadership. It was 

imperative to be seen to support UN efforts while at the same time engaging in 

diplomatic activity. That diplomatic activity nevertheless involved taking a strong 

line with both Greece and Turkey. President Johnson reminded Turkey that a direct 

intervention in Cyprus could lead to Soviet involvement. He warned that if there were 

a consequential clash between those powers, NATO might not be bound to come to 

Turkey’s assistance. At the same time, in an extraordinary outburst, he warned 

Greece’s UN ambassador: “if your Prime Minister gives me any talk about

democracy, parliament and constitution, he, his parliament and his constitution may 

not last very long”.*® Washington’s Realpolitik in relation to Cyprus was clear:

“  Melakopides, “Making Peace in Cyprus”, in Snmll Sutes in the Modem World, Martcllo Papers, 19 
”  Alan James, The Politics o f Peacekeeping, (London. CTwtto and Windus, 1969) 321 
“  Melakopides, “Making the Peace in Cypnis", in Martello Papers. 14



Greece and Turkey were accorded quasi-proprietary rights: NATO had the

overarching authority and the Cypriots did not exist or were a mere nuisance.*^

The Soviets, having Most’ in the Congo, had good reason to be less confrontational. 

Cyprus was not a Third World country but a relatively prosperous European state 

which, if the majority community had its way, would become wedded to a NATO 

member state. For the Soviets, the presence of UNFICYP had the particular merit that 

it ruled out the possibility of a NATO solution being imposed on a non-aligned state. 

Makarios’s enthusiasm for a UN operation, agreement that costs be borne on a 

voluntary basis, and the limited (3 month) mandate were further reasons why the S. 

Union (like France) should unite with the other Council members in approving the 

mission.**

5.21.3. The Mandate

S.C. Resolution 186 (1964), in referring to Article 2 Paragraph 4 of the Charter and 

through reminding member states of the Charter’s obligations, indicated that though 

the Cypriot communitiw were the principal parties in the dispute, each of the 

supporting actions had a major role in the drama. On 29 April 1964, Secretary 

General U Thant presented UNFICYP’s mandate as being: (1) To prevent the 

recurrence of fighting; (2) To contribute to the maintenance of law and order; and 

(3) To contribute to a return to normal conditions.”

Let us look at the legal basis for the operation, the difficulties created by the Treaty o f 

Guarantee, and the feasibility of the mandate.

While the enabling resolution did not refer to any specific paragraph of the Charter,®” 

the apparently sound legal basis is indicated by the consent of Cyprus, the guarantor

”  Ibid. 15
Birgisson, “United Nations Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus", in The Evolution of Peacekeeping, ed. William Durch, 223 

”  Ibid.. 224
“  Akehurst suggests it “ is based on paragraph 39 of the Charter" Michael Akehurst. A Modem Introduction to International 
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powers and the contingent-supplying states. O f particular note was Makarios’s 

attempt to have the mandate’s terms of reference refer specifically to the protection o f 

Cypriot territorial integrity; such a reference would have been consistent with the 

Charter’s provisions and would later appear in S.C. Resolution 353 (1974). His hope, 

according to James Boyd, was that such a statement would provide an argument 

against the legality o f the Treaty of Guarantee and that it could be used to support 

claims that any armed intervention by Turkey was an act o f  aggression under the 

Charter.*' This issue underlined the complexity o f the Cyprus problem. If the UN 

accepted Turkey’s right to intervene, then to what extent was the organisation 

prepared to dictate the conditions of intervention? For how long was this 

extraordinary arrangement to be allowed continue? The UN appeared hamstrung by 

the Treaty o f Guarantee.

UNFICYP’s mandate was highly problematic; the Force had neither the resources nor 

authority to prevent fighting or restore law and order - the Secretary General insisted 

that UNFICYP could t ^ e  no action that would affect the outcome o f the final 

settlement." This stricture bore directly on the task o f ‘restoring normal conditions’, 

but that term provided its own problems. ‘Normal conditions’ depended upon one’s 

point o f  reference." Just as the Greeks believed the mandate required UNFICYP to 

help quell Turkish Cypriots rebellion against the legitimate government, the Turkish 

community believed the Security Council through Resolution 186 intended a 

complete restoration o f the 1960 constitutional position." Nor was confusion as to the 

UN’s intentions limited to the parties alone. Ireland hesitated before supplying a 

contingent, fearful o f finding itself involved in a partitioning exercise, and other 

states, mindful o f  the ONUC experience, were also reluctant to commit themselves."

*' James Bovd. United Nations Peacekeepins Operuions, A Military And Political AppraiMl, (New York, Praegcr Publishers. 
1971) 67 ---------------------------------
“  Marios Evrivtades and Dimtris Bourantonii, *Pe»celteeping or Peacemaking: Some Lessons From Cyprus", in International 
Peacekeeping. Vol. I , No. 4, (Winter 1994) 400 
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As events were to show, these uncertainties had a significant impact on the mission. 

Marios Evirvriades and Dimitris Bourantonis maintain that the 1964 fighting could 

have been checked had UNFICYP been fully operational in the sense o f possessing 

freedom o f movement, the right o f ‘self-defence’** and interposition, the right to 

dismantle fortifications and create buffer zones.*’ The limitations o f the mandate 

might arguably have been offset by the presence of a much larger force; but in June 

1964, at 6,400,'' the Force was, given the task and terrain, far from imposing. The 

glaring weaknesses, quickly exposed, could only raise doubts about the seriousness o f 

UN intent.

A key issue in all ethnic conflict is the credibility of the international commitment.*’ 

UNFICYP’s mandate did nothing to reassure the Turkish Cypriots that they would not 

be liable to further attack: neither did it suggest to the Greek Cypriots that a Turkish 

invasion would be opposed. In effect, the UN failed dismally to create the atmosphere 

in which trust could develop and mediation become effective.

5.2.1.4. Political Manoeuvres of Great Powers

The 1974 Turkish invasion presented Britain with exactly the situation it had hoped to 

avoid. Secure in its sovereign bases and contributing to UNFICYP, it had kept a low 

profile and accepted the 1967 Greek coup as a fait accompli. It was content to let the 

Americans handle the Greeks and Turks.

American policy continued to be dictated by the need to keep Cyprus under NATO 

control. For that reason, it remained concerned about Makarios.™ The Greek junta 

enjoyed benign tolerance - American military leaders praised ‘the colonels’, military 

assistance continued and grew, and Washington pressurised NATO allies to stop

“  The UN troops did on occasion fire their weapons to protect civilians or to provide covering fire when renmving dead or 
wounded. General J.M. Murphy. (Irish Contingent), interviewed by Author, 24 February 1995. Athlone.
"  Evriviades and Bourantonis. “Peacekeeping and Peacemaking: Some Lessons from Cyprus , injmem ational Peacekeeping. 
Vol. l.N o . 4. 397 
“  The Blue Helmets. 293
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Vol. 21, No. 2. 1996,42 ,
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calling for the expulsion o f Greece from the Alliance/' US/Cyprus relations became 

markedly influenced by Henry Kissinger’s appointment as National Security Advisor. 

Kissinger distrusted Makarios and feared that Cyprus and its problems might upset the 

Soviet-American detente he had worked so hard to create.

Equally motivated by Cold War realities, the Soviet Union had not hesitated to exploit 

successive crises on Cyprus. When Turkey threatened invasion in 1964, Moscow 

supplied Makarios with arms and a year later, provided 70 million dollars worth o f 

military aid.”  Predictably it denounced the 1974 coup as an American plot and 

demanded restoration o f Makarios.

The behaviour o f  these three great powers was in the circumstances unsurprising. The 

US was the only power capable o f exerting pressure on the parties but such 

developments as there had been served NATO and American interests. However, 

pressure alone, even if exerted by a totally united Security Council, would merely 

have contained the conflict since the parties had become steadily more entrenched and 

their positions irreconcilable.

5.2.2. Phase Two

5.2.2.1. Initial Position of G reat Powers

The Turkish invasion o f 20 July 1974 faced Britain with choices, all problematic. It 

could attempt as the ‘neutral’ guarantor to overthrow Sampson, but such international 

action could prove extremely difficult; it could take joint action with Turkey, but that 

option involved the risk o f completely alienating the Greek Cypriots: in opting to do 

neither, it could be seen as handing the initiative to Turkey. The Geneva Talks 

offered a glimmer o f hope for a peaceful resolution but Britain s obvious reluctance to 

engage in positive action was tantamount to a green-light for further Turkish action. 

Britain’s only positive response therefore would be its support for UNIFYCP in the

’’ Ibid., 15-16 
^  Ibid., 19-20
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Nicosia Airport incident. And in that effort it had little choice since British and 

Canadian lives were at stake.

It is clear that the US had no intention of preventing the second Turkish invasion. On 

13 August, the State Department referred to the position of the Turkish community as 

requiring considerable improvement and protection, and indicated its support for 

greater autonomy for them. An appeal by the U.S. Ambassador in Greece to have the 

U.S. Sixth Fleet prevent the invasion was described by Kissinger as ‘hysterical’. 

Most significantly, it emerged that the Turkish plan for the partition of Cyprus 

presented to the failed Geneva Talks was written in consultation with Kissinger.’' 

The Soviet response was limited to expressions of condemnation of Turicey’s action.

Superpower reaction to the Turkish invasion carried one clear message. Whatever the 

perceived rules and principles of international behaviour outlined in the Charter, it 

was Cold War considerations which ultimately dictated great power behaviour. When 

one bloc believed it could carry off a quick ‘smash and grab’, it was hable to leave 

diplomats and their fine adjustments standing on the sideline. Just as the Warsaw Pact 

ensured (in August 1968) that Czechoslovakia be kept in line, so NATO had shown 

that concern for Cypriot sovereignty would not be allowed jeopardise the Alliance’s 

interests.

5.2.2.2. The Mandate

The events of July and August 1974 faced UNFICYP with a situation unforeseen in 

its original mandate. The functions laid down in S.C. Resolution 186 (1964) did not 

relate to large scale hostilities arising firom the actions of armed forces. A redefining 

of the mandate emphasising the interstate level of conflict might therefore have 

appeared both desirable and likely. However, on seeking a redefinition, the Secretary 

General found that there was by no means full agreement among the parties as to how,

”  Ibid.. 17
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and with what objectives. * Moreover, the Nicosia Airport incident had shown what 

could be achieved through availing o f  mandate flexibility. Adjusting to the new 

situation, the Force’s functions became (a) maintenance o f  the military status quo and 

prevention o f  a recurrence o f fighting, and (b) humanitarian and economic activities to 

promote a return to normal conditions.”  Secretary General Kurt W aldheim ’s 

pragmatic response, which turned UNFICYP from a dispersed force into one which 

interposed itse lf along and watched over the demarcation line drawn across the island, 

simplified the Force’s essential task (See Map 3). The effective creation o f  a state for 

each community greatly reduced the ‘peacekeeping’ problem and placed 

responsibility for a return to normal conditions firmly in the bailiw ick o f  the 

diplomats.

It is argued by Cooper and Berdal that UNFICYP in contributing to a return to normal 

conditions had by stabilising the sittiation done the opposite. Just as ‘peace’ in 1964- 

65 had meant freezing the situation in favour o f  the Greek Cypriots, UN efforts post 

1974 had frozen the situation created by Turkey’s purported attempt to return the 

island to constitutional rule.’* But this is to credit UNFICYP with having had the 

power and authority to keep the parties in check. Developments fhsm 1964 onwards 

showed that it was the parties, with the acquiescence if  not the coimivance o f  the 

West, which had frozen or unfrozen the situation with general disregard for 

UNFICYP. The Turks, the dominant power having taken what they wanted, had no 

reason to go further. It was this combination o f superior strength and political 

satisfaction which gave the status quo such stability from 1974 onwards.^

Given UNFICY P’s powerlessness, it is necessary to consider the attitude o f  the great 

powers to the new situation.

James, 'T h e  UN Fofce in Cyprus", in International Affairs. Vol. 65. No. 3, (Summer 1989), 485 When the possibility o f  a 
change was raised at UNFICYP HQ in August 1974. General Chand had insisted that the mandate was adequate. General James 
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5.2.23. Political Manoeuvres of Great Powers

In the period 1975 -  1998, the great powers appeared to lose interest in Cyprus and its 

problems. Apart from supporting S.C. Resolutions, neither Britain, the US nor the S. 

Union made any significant move to change the 1974 status quo. Britain’s attitude 

reflected resignation, the Soviets only contribution would be to call for an 

international conference (in 1986).™ American policy, particularly during the 

Presidency o f Jimmy Carter (1976-1980), was to make gestures aimed at placating the 

domestic ‘Greek vote’, while at the same time keeping the Turks satisfied by 

supplying arms via NATO. A plan for constitutional revision put forward by Carter in 

1978 was rejected by Greece”  allowing the US to claim that whatever it did or did not 

do, it was certain to be criticised. So what o f the ongoing response o f  the Council to 

the situation? Successive S.C. resolutions from 353 (1974) onwards and in particular 

S.C. Resolution 541 (1983) (Appendix M) have implied that the status quo be 

redressed because it contravenes the nomis o f international law. But is this really so?

The establishment in 1983 o f T.R.N.C., condemned in S.C. Resolution 541 (1983), 

raises the seeming inconsistency between the ongoing resolutions and UN acceptance 

of the rights o f  peoples to self-determination and independence, particularly where 

there is evidence o f human rights abuse. The Constitution of the Republic o f  Cyprus 

in 1960 represented the right o f self-determination by the peoples constituting the 

state and government o f Cyprus. Arguably, developments post 1974 represented a 

new stage in the exercise o f self-determination by one of the two communities. That 

Turkey’s intervention was crucial to this development is indisputable but without that 

intervention, the minority would almost certainly have been liable to indefinite 

subjugation.

”  Costas Mel«kopides. "M iking Pe»ce in Cypnii", in Martello Pipera. 20-21 
James Wolfe, “United States Policy mk) the Cypnis Conflict'' in The Cyimis Conflict m d the Role o f  the United N«tion». 
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It is moreover questionable whether it is correct to talk of the illegitimacy of 

separation from a unitary state of Cyprus since a unitary state of Cyprus never existed. 

The 1960 state organisation was one state with two peoples. Even if one were to 

accept that the Turkish Cypriot declaration of independence in 1983 amounted to 

secession, it could not be secession from a unitary state but a secession from 

participation in a bi-communal state. Furthermore, even if there was a secession, that 

secession, according to Claudio Zanghi, (Committee of Human Rights Council o f 

Europe 1972-73) was justified on the grounds of ill-treatment of one o f the peoples by 

the other. This, he claims, gives them the right to secede and establish their own 

government and state.”  Assuming that Zanghi is correct, then that right is denied by 

S.C. Resolution 541 (1983) which invites member states not to recognise the newly 

created state o f T.R.N.C. But even in so doing, the Council implicitly accepts the 

existence of that state. Moreover, whatever the circumstances of its creation, 

T.R.N.C. appears to adhere to the international principle which says that a state exists 

when it combines a state apparatus within a defined territorial area and a definite 

collectivity o f people.*' Meanwhile, by adherence to Resolution 541, the Council 

confines the Turkish people of northern Cyprus either to non-existence or to negation 

of their rights of self-determination. This is obviously an unsatisfactory situation 

which the UN seems unable to address.

5.3. OPERATIONAL BASE

5.3.1. Secretary General

The relative ease with which the Security Council deputed responsibility for the 

operation to the Secretary General indicated acceptance that solutions were not readily 

forthcoming and that U Thant had handled the ONUC operation with confidence and 

skill.“  On this occasion, U Thant chose to be cautious and legalistic. He created a

"  Claudio Zanghi, "The Inter-Relationship between the Cyprus Question and Human Rights”, m New C oitus. Uflto»«, Turkey. 
Vol. VII, No. I, January 1992,24 
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small force and was ultra-conscious of the mandate’s limitations. When in 1967 

Greece and Turkey agreed to withdraw troops in excess of their respective 

contingents, UNFICYP did not, as might have been expected, oversee the 

withdrawals. The Secretary General deemed it outside the mandate, and even when 

both sides asked the UN to check the remaining contingents, the Secretary General 

hesitated.”

His successor, Kurt Waldheim, was more assertive. He immediately addressed the 

issue of arms importation and established an agreement with the Cypriot government 

whereby a substantial delivery of arms and ammunition made in March 1972 would 

be inspected by the Force Commander and later stored within the UN camp. This 

agreement proved of enormous significance in the light of the events in 1974.”  When 

fighting broke out in 1974, the UN had no mandate to intervene directly. However, 

Waldheim took it upon himself to tell UNFICYP to ‘play it by ear’.“

Brig. Gen. Francis Henn (former UNFICYP Chief of Staff) acknowledges the 

outstanding role of the FC in the Nicosia Airport takeover: but he also accepts that 

the success o f this venture was due in large measure to the Secretary General’s 

readiness to take decisions without waiting for options to be debated within the 

Council.** Waldheim’s gamble involved considerable risks since many UNFICYP 

lives were at stake and enormous international pressure was required to prevent 

Turkey from attacking the UNFICYP positions. The gamble, however, produced 

major benefits. On the Greek side, there was a new-found confidence in UNFICYP 

which led to greater co-operation fh>m the National Guard. The Turks were forced to 

recognise that UNFICYP could no longer be ignored. Most of all the relationship 

established between Secretary General and FC raised Force morale and gave the 

troops a sense of purpose which had previously been notably lacking.*’

“  Rosalyn Higgins, “Umied Nttions Peacekeeping 1946-1967” , in Documents and C o n tn y n t^ , Vol. 4 ,139  
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5.3.2. Force Commander

A fundamental problem for any FC is what the force’s role should be in a war 

situation. The Nicosia Airport incident represented just such a situation and General 

Chand’s achievement on this occasion was due in large measure to the status and 

authority generally enjoyed by Commanders o f UNFICYP.

U Thant’s original decision to send Gen. Gyani to Cyprus in January 1964 helped the 

planning of the operation but also established a relationship between the Commander 

and New York which was notably absent from ONUC. The FC, while not directly in 

charge o f the civilian staff, held a first among equals position with regard to the senior 

political and legal advisor. Moreover, the Commander was to act not as a broker 

seeking to co-ordinate independent contingents, but to directly command all units. 

This represented a generally successful attempt to prevent the tenuous links o f  

command being influenced by interference from national authorities.**

The image of the FC as one who added diplomacy to military skills was fostered by 

the appointment o f General Martola o f Finland in May 1966. A legendary hero in 

Finland, he commanded respect not just within UNIFICYP, but the island’s 

communities. This respect was enhanced by his reaction to the Ayios Theodores and 

Kophinou incidents. Whereas the British sought to play down the humiliation o f the 

UN forces at Kophinou, Martola directed that elements from all contingents be sent to 

the village as a demonstration o f UN resolve. The National Guard, surprised by the 

response, rapidly withdrew allowing the speedy return of the villagers. This display 

of brinkmanship exceeded the terms o f the mandate, but bolstered UN authority and 

restored Force credibility.*’ Martola’s decision may well have inspired Gen. Chand to 

take a similar calculated risk in taking over Nicosia Airport in 1974. This venture was 

considered necessary for three reasons: (a) a battle for the Airport would expose the 

UN camp to acute danger; (b) damage to the installation would prevent its use for 

resupply and reinforcement; (c) a battle for the airport would cause a breakdown

"  Michael Hartxxtle, “UN Peacekeeping, Pi*l Lessons ind  Future Prospects”, David Davies Lecture, 25 Nov. 1971.
Oct. M.J. Murphy, (Irish Contingent), interview by Author. 24 February, 1995, Athlone.
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islandwide o f the fragile ceasefire.

Chand was conscious that UNFICYP had no authority to halt the Turkish advance, but 

decided to take over the airport and declare it a ‘UN protected area’. The military 

body assembled to hold the installation which included cooks, barbers and clerks was 

at the Commander’s insistence representative o f all contingents. Its military weakness 

would it was hoped be outweighed by its political strengths. UNFICYP won the 

battle o f  nerves, not merely because the UN action was unusually robust (it was 

fortified by extra British armour and the threat of British airstrikes), but because the 

prospect o f a confrontation between UNFICYP and the Turks generated acute 

international a n x i e t y A  Turkish attack at the airport would inevitably have resulted 

in large scale casualties, not only among NATO (British and Canadian) units, but 

among personnel fit)m ‘neutral’ Finland, Sweden, and Ireland. Reflecting on the 

seriousness o f  the situation, former British Prime Minister, Harold Wilson, later 

declared that at the time o f the crisis, “Britain had been within an hour o f  war” with 

Turkey.''

It is certain that had the FC not taken a risk, the consequences would have been 

catastrophic. It is equally certain that without British military support and American 

diplomatic pressure, the UNFICYP effort would have been doomed.”  UNFICYP was 

highly unusual among UN operations insofar as reinforcements and powerful ones at 

that were readily available. Had the UN force been composed o f weak Third World 

contingents, reinforcement would have been out of the question. But then Chand 

would hardly have made his stand at the Airport had he been reliant on such 

contingents.

What made the incident exceptional was its spontaneity. The Airport ‘coup*, one o f  

UN peacekeeping’s greatest successes, was not the outcome o f any plan dictated from 

New York but resulted from the Commander’s initiative. It showed what could be

Francis Henn, "The Nicosia Airport Incident o f  1974", in International Peacekeeping, Vol. I , No. 1, (Spring 1994) '>2-94 
”  Ibid., 92-93 
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achieved even with limited resources once support from some of the great powers was 

forthcoming. It also raised again the role of the peacekeeper -  was he a policeman or 

a soldier?

5.3.3. Tactical Capabilities 

5.3.3.1. Contingents

UNFICYP, (initially composed of contingents from Canada, Denmark, Finland, 

Ireland, and Sweden), never reached its proposed strength of 7,000.”  This was due 

largely to uncertainty as to the consequences of commitment. Canada and Finland 

asked for clarification about status and duties before providing troops. Sweden 

expressed an unwillingness to be the only neutral country represented and so Ireland 

was invited to contribute. The pool of potential contributors was further reduced by 

Cypriot and Turkish objections to the inclusion of troops from developing countries. 

The resultant force was consequently unrepresentative of the UN; all the countries 

were from Western parliamentary democracies sharing a conunon north European 

culture. All were better trained and disciplined than many of the ONUC contingents 

but there was a marked difference between contingents in terms of preparation for and 

perception of the peacekeeping role.

Canadian troops reflected the military viewpoint that all UN forces were successful 

when they enforced their rights and proved worthless when they let local forces treat 

them with contempt. General Lewis Mackenzie describes his Commanding Officer’s 

priority as simple and clear; “the unit must always be ready to fight and the edge 

must not be lost while peacekeeping”.’* The Canadian enthusiasm for ‘professional 

challenge’, a term used to describe penetrations of restricted zones, was however not 

well received by other contingents who regarded such activity as dangerously 

provocative.”

”  Gen. James Flynn, (Iriih Contingent), interview by Author. 3 June 1995, Dublin.
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British troops were, like the Canadians, highly trained fighting soldiers but not at all 

prepared for peacekeeping duties.’* They operated on the belief that peacekeeping 

was not a role for real soldiers but assumed that well-trained soldiers could readily 

adapt to the peacekeeping role. This view was shown to be badly mistaken — the 

humiliating incident at Kophinou in 1967 involved a unit which had just been 

transferred from active service in Aden, whose members were uncertain as to how to 

react in the new role.”  They were also for historical reasons perceived as ‘pro- 

Turkish’ and therefore more liable to attack by Greek Cypriots. However, their 

fighting ability earned respect and having combat reinforcement ‘on call’ from the 

sovereign bases proved a major bonus, particularly during the events o f  1974.’*

In contrast to these contingents, troops from the other four contributors were oriented 

towards consent-based peacekeeping. Irish personnel, a majority o f whom had served 

in ONUC, had learned how to exercise patience and diplomacy. These skills helped 

them gain the confidence o f both communities. The civilianised natwe o f the Nordic 

contingents reflected the belief that the civilian doing his military service was more 

adaptable to peacekeeping than the regular soldier. These contingents also reflected 

the political emphasis o f  their governments. Finland, concerned with its own security, 

did not believe in ‘wasting’ trained troops on UN duties, and its UNFICYP personnel 

had just two months basic training.

Denmark, preoccupied with its NATO commitments, pursued a similar policy.”  

Sweden, on the other hand, took its UN commitment very seriously. Its troops were 

required to undergo ten months o f rigorous training.'*” Nordic troops were generally 

regarded as efTicient in the performance of their duties and effective in co-operating 

with the local communities. (The Swedish, Irish, Danish and Canadian contingents 

would later be replaced by Austrian and Argentinian units).

”  Gen. Murphy interview by Author, 24 Februtry 1995, Aihlone
^  Charles Mtwkos, Peace Soldiers: The Sock>lo«y o f « tiN Military Force. (Chicago. University o f Chicago Pres*. 1976). 57 

Gen. Murphy, interview by Author, 24 February 1995, Athlone.
Henn. ‘T he Nicosia Airport Incident o f  1974”, in International Peacekeeping. Vol. 1, No. 1, (Spring 1994) 93 
Prior to UNPROFOR, Danish tegular ofliceti regarded UN aervice as an inferior form of service and unhelpful to career 

prospects. Lt. Col. Bengt Sohnertmnn, Danish UN School, interview by Author. 10 September \994. Kanip, Dunmark. 
Charles Moskos, Peace Soldien: The Socioloity o f*  UN Military Fony, (Chicago University Press. 1976X 57
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The Force Hq, reflecting the quality o f the contingents, was efficient and smooth 

running. Personnel were generally of a high calibre and general proficiency in 

English and familiarity with NATO staff procedures facilitated smooth operations. 

Untroubled by the ideological and cultural differences which bedevilled ONUC, 

UNFICYP was a competent, well-organised body. However, it lacked a clear mission 

and the means o f  achieving it.

5.3.3.2. Communications

UNFICYP enjoyed the advantage o f having available the well-established signal 

communication service o f  the British Army already in situ and the skills and services 

of the Canadian signal persormel who had served with UNEF I and ONUC. It also 

benefited from the fact that a majority of personnel either spoke English fluently or 

had a working knowledge o f the language.'® However, it was unable to capitalise on 

these assets because it lacked freedom of movement and was prevented from 

intelligence-gathering. The sp>oradic violence and the omnipresent threat o f  attack 

made acquisition o f information vitally important; troops seeking to interpose 

effectively needed information on ‘hostile’ elements, both for their own safety and to 

allow them to address the party posing the greater threat. The scale and boldness o f 

the attacks on Ayios Theodoros and Kophinou took UNFICYP completely by 

surprise. It was known that there were secret camps but when in December 1967 an 

entire Greek army brigade emerged finom its hideout in the Troodos mountains, the 

UN personnel were both ama/ed and alarmed.

The coup o f 1974 re-emphasised the problems created through denial o f an 

intelligence service. UNFICYP Headquarters only became aware o f  significant 

international developments when heavy firing from the nearby Turkish position 

disturbed the morning staff conference of 15 July. In the weeks preceding the coup,

"" There were some 'o d d ' choices. A long-serving Dwtsh officer, notoble for his unfamiliarity with fonm l m iliu jy  procedure*, 
it emerged, a highly esteemed hero o f the Resistwce in World War II. Gen. Gerald O'Sullivan, Former S u ff  Officer. 

UNFICYP, interview by Author, 10 May, 1995, Dublin.
General Patrick Dixon, (Irish Contingent), inierview by Author, 24 May 1995, Athlone.
Ibid.
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the unusual movement of prominent Greek army and National Guard personnel had 

been noted by individual officers but not commented upon since such comment was 

deemed inappropriate for peacekeepers.'®* Thus, not only UNFICYP HQ but New 

York were taken unawares.

As the Security Council’s response to a perceived threat to international peace and 

security, UNFICYP should have been in a position to advise that body of any serious 

developments. In the absence of critical information, the Force however became 

effectively an independent body forced to undertake tasks for which it was not 

prepared. The problems created through the unavailability o f intelligence re

emphasised the enormous weakness of consent-based peacekeeping. Were it UN 

policy that under no circumstances should UN peacekeepers engage the parties, then a 

prohibition on intelligence gathering might be supportable. However, the Nicosia 

Airport incident had shown that on occasion peacekeeping personnel had to assume 

the role o f soldiers. To perform in this role, they required both information and also 

equipment.

S.3.3.3. Equipment

UNFICYP was unusual insofar as the UN administrative, logistical, financial and 

procurement regulations and procedures which cause the military element massive 

frustration on most missions were not a problem. The British Army on the island 

provided troop transporting vehicles, food, fuel, maintenance organisation and 

ordnance stores.'®* However, the advantages that accrued from this arrangement were 

offset by the UN’s general inadequacies. And the UN’s inadequacies in terms of its 

inability to provide guidance, purpose and leadership were reflected in contingents’ 

choice of equipment. In keeping with the practices established through UNEF I and 

ONUC, and in accordance with the Secretary General’s aide memoire, national 

contingents brought their own weapons and combat vehicles. Armament included the 

usual infantry battalion weapons up to and including medium mortars and heavy

^ ^ e ra l 1 . Flynn. (Inih Contingent), interview by Author, 3 June 1995, Dublin.
General Patrick Dixon (Irish Contingent), interview by Author. 24 May, 1995, Athlon*.
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machine guns (HMGs)."’* It was the decision to bring HMGs, armoured vehicles and 

other forms of ‘heavy’ equipment which revealed the concerns of troop-contributing 

states and underlined their lack of confidence in the UN.

In recognition of the non-aggressive nature of the mission, APCs were at first 

considered unnecessary by most contingents. However, a majority were equipped 

with assorted forms of armoured fighting vehicles. These small vehicles provided 

patrols or outposts with an element of support, but were nevertheless little other than 

mobile gun and mortar platforms. Very quickly the need for extra ‘muscle’ was 

recognised, the Canadian contingent being reinforced by the arrival o f an anti-tank 

element, APCs and reconnaissance vehicles.'®’ The Irish decision to include heavy 

(120mm) mortars in their arsenal was a sign that a force which had been caught 

unprepared in the Congo was on this occasion taking necessary precautions.

That contingents saw the need for such equipment and that the UN agreed to its 

availability indicated both uncertainty as to what UNFICYP’s role might involve and 

the Force’s obvious vulnerability. UNFICYP’s very defensive posture was obviously 

consistent with the traditional operating concept of peacekeeping but it also signalled 

the Force’s inability effectively to halt armed conflict or to prevent its recurrence.

5.4. ANALYSIS

5.4.1. Mandate Performance

UNFICYP’s mandate was of the kind referred to by Bratt: “cooked up to satisfy the 

Security Council’s domestic interests. Nobody in the Council in their wildest dreams 

thought (it) would be implemented”.'®* Since the status quo ante was in itself wholly 

unsatisfactory, a return to normal conditions was an impossible objective, since there 

was nothing ‘normal’ about Cyprus. The guarantor arrangements amounted to

Aide Memoire of Secretary General, 10 Aprill%4.
"  Lt. Col. Patrick FreertMm. (Irish Contingent), interview by Author, 21 Noven*er 1994, Athlone 

Duane Bralt. “Assessing Peacekeeping , Thg tlN Peace and For<x, ed. Michael Pugh, (London. Frank Cass and
Company Ltd. 1997), 67
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recognition that problems were anticipated, problems which could only be solved by 

good will. This was notably lacking and since UNFICYP could not create good will, 

it could merely attempt to deal with the consequences of its absence.

The Force had been unable to prevent recurrence of fighting in late 1964, 1967 and 

1974 and even its humanitarian activities had been dependent upon the co-operation 

of the parties. By its presence, UNFICYP had reflected international concern, but the 

Security Council’s unwillingness to provide adequate resources at the initial stage or 

to change the mandate could only be read as an indication that the organisation was 

merely ‘going through the motions’. It could be argued that peace having reigned for 

over twenty years, ‘normal conditions’ can now be perceived to prevail. However, the 

continuing UN presence would indicate that the mandate’s objective remains 

unachieved.

S.4.2. Facilitating Conflict Resolution

Resolving the Cyprus conflict required an evolutionary process that would 

incrementally lower the fears and raise the hopes of both sides by phases which would 

allow flexibility, interaction and reciprocity.'”  The success of such a process, 

however, would depend upon opportune circumstances, the existence of institutional 

mechanisms for conflict resolution, and the political will for settlement by the 

protagonists and their allies or supporters. Such conditions did not exist on Cyprus. 

The situation from the period 1950s onwards was one involving lack of trust in the 

intentions of the other side and fears of domination by a more powerful adversary. 

This had been exacerbated by the actions of Greece and then Turkey which effectively 

nullified any efforts by the peacekeepers to lay the ground for confidence-building. 

From the period 1968-1974 when military sobriety had replaced military violence, the 

complementary development of a peacemaking initiative was missing. It was at this 

time that a new trust and confidence needed to be created through a process o f 

reconciliation, one involving the Turkish community on a more equal basis. The

Maria Trigeorgii and Lewis Tngeorgis, "Cyprut, An Evolutkmary APi>ro*ch*, The Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 37. 
No. 2, (June 1993)357
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organisation did not react to the changing circumstances, the mandate remained 

unchanged, and specialised agencies aimed at conciliation were not employed."®

Moreover, high politics also intruded to subvert the UN-sponsored intercommunal 

dialogue begun in 1%8. These politics involved the destabilising role o f the Greek 

junta which the West did nothing to prevent.'" The geographic partition which 

followed the Turkish invasion complicated even further any search for a political 

solution.

In 1992 for the first time UN negotiation tackled substantive issues relating to the 

internal aspects o f the problems such as territory, settlement and ownership o f 

property: past negotiations had focused on constitutional positions only. But nothing 

came o f this, largely due to the intransigence o f the Turks.

Equally damaging to any prospect of resolution was the fact that the Security Council 

continued to show an unwillingness to assume direct responsibility for the issue and 

was unwilling to alter the political mandate of the Secretary General or o f  

UNFICYP.'"

5.4.3. Conflict Containmient

While outbreaks o f fighting, particularly that in 1974, might suggest otherwise, 

UNFICYP can be said to have played a not insignificant role in limiting conflict. In 

such a mixed, distrustful and trigger-happy state as Cyprus, it would, as James 

observes, have been almost impossible to prevent the escalation o f all the many 

incidents which occurred without the presence of UNFICYP. It could not prevent

"•  Michael Harbottle, “Cypnu. An Analysis o f  the UN* Third Party Role in a Small War", in Small States in the Modem 
World, ed. Worsley and Katromilides. 218

Marios Evriviade* and Dimitri* Bourantonis, “Peacekeeping and Peacemaking: Some Lessons from Cyprui”, in IntcmatKmal
fes^SSSEing. Vol. I . No. 4, (Winter 1994), 408

Paul Kavanagh, Civilian Advisor to the Fore* Commtnder, interview by Author, 16 March 19%, Nicosia.
 ̂ Marios Evriviades and Dimitris Bourantonit, ‘TctcckccfMRg Peacemaking: Some Lessons from Cypnis", in In tem idontl 

feacefcecping. Vol. I . No. 4, {Winter 1994) 409
Alan James. “The UN Force in Cyprus", in In ten tio n a l Affairs. Vol. 65. No. 3, (Summer 1989) 483
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conflict but the barbarity to which war gives rise were to a considerable extent 

stemmed by the presence of UN troops. Through negotiation and persuasion, local 

fighting was stopped and often prevented from occurring. When it did take place, 

UNFICYP assisted civilians evacuated wounded and endeavoured to resolve its 

underlying causcs.

If UNFlCYP’s primary purpose was to prevent Greece and Turkey going to war, then 

it would appear to have succeeded. Undoubtedly the primary restraining force was 

the US but even if peacekeepers were on their own unable to prevent direct conflict, 

they did at least constitute a useful and apparently effective ‘trip-wire’. This very 

limited capability highlights the UN’s reliance upon the parties to keep the peace. 

(Whether and what action might follow a ‘tripping of the wire’ is open to 

speculation).

5.4.4. Assessment

Events in Cyprus from 1960 onwards demonstrated the intractability o f intra-state 

disputes, especially those having an ethnic dimension. They also revealed the UN’s 

acute limitations when dealing with such disputes. In particular, they showed that by 

embarking on a mission without clear objectives or agenda, the organisation could, 

through its efforts, complicate rather than help resolve a problem.

The problem o f Cyprus was arguably beyond the UN’s power to resolve right from 

the outset. The antagonism between the communities, fuelled by the majority 

community’s pursuit o f enosis, was certain to find greater expression in the newly- 

created state. Efforts to safeguard the interests of the minority through the Treaty of 

Guarantee could only highlight the divisions and add to the complexity o f the 

problem. Subsequent interventions by Greece and Turkey were guaranteed to 

complete the polarisation and make harmonious relations between the communities an 

impossibility. Both sides would in time agree that a solution could only be found 

with the framework of a bi-communal, bi-zonal Cypriot federation with one 

nationality and one sovereignty. But this formula repeated in numerous UN
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resolutions assumed that the island’s constitutional territorial and economic problems 

could be resolved and this had proved impossible."’

Throughout, the UN approach to the Cyprus problem had been confused and 

inconsistent. The organisation, while encouraging ‘self-determination’ allowed the 

new member state’s independence to be circumscribed by an international treaty 

which gave three outside states authority to intervene on the island. It gave its 

peacekeeping force the tasks o f preventing a recurrence o f fighting and helping to 

maintain law and order, but made achievement o f these tasks impossible by (a) 

accepting that the force be denied freedom of movement and (b) instructing the 

peacekeepers to refrain from intervening in Cypriot affairs. It has, since 1964, 

continued to seek a return to normal conditions but in so doing, created for itself an 

ongoing dilemma. By maintaining a force along the line established in 1974, it has 

created what amounts to a border between the two communities. What now should be 

UN’s reaction were the Greek Cypriots to drive north into the illegal Republic o f 

North Cyprus in an effort to recover territory fi-om which they were driven in 1974? 

Would such armed attack be treated as legitimate and if not, to what status quo would 

the parties be required to return?

The operation revealed the aspirational and largely symbolic character o f UN 

peacekeeping. Denied authority and resources, UNFICYP could never o f itself 

separate the parties or prevent hostilities. It could at no time ‘keep the peace’. The 

UN had by sending in a peacekeeping force ‘done something’ but the operation had 

shown that there was a vast difference between responding to clamour for action and 

taking positive action to address conflict. The benefits of positive action had been 

demonstrated by the ‘Airport Incident’. It had shown how an effective commander 

and efficient force, if  given support and resources, could assert UN authority. This 

lesson would however, go unheeded.

Heinz, Kramer, "The Cyprus Problem and European Security”, in Survival. Vol. 39. No. 3, (Autumn 1997) 21
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CHAPTER 6

“THE GOLDEN AGE OF UN PEACEKEEPING”?

When reviewing the history of UN peacekeeping during the Cold War, it is important to 

recognise that the various missions, rather than being deliberately planned and properly 

resourced operations were little more than hastily-organised responses to various crises, 

lacking clear objectives, leadership and guidance. There was no ‘government’ pursuing its 

agenda, no military high command controlling and reacting. Unlike conventional military 

operations, there were no templates to apply and therefore no matching o f resources to task. 

Once on the ground, the international forces were, to all intents and purposes, left to function 

as best they could. They were frequently denied freedom of movement and had little say in 

the matter o f their deployment. (In Lebanon, it was not the UN but Israel, the state whose 

aggression had led to the UN presence, which dictated exactly where the ‘front-line’ 

peacekeepers would deploy).'

Between 1947 and 1985, the UN had undertaken thirteen peacekeeping operations.^ (A 

fourteenth United Nations Transition Assistance Group -  UNTAG which ran from 1989 to 

1990, is treated in this thesis as ‘Cold War’, since it was conceived in 1978).^ The two 

general types were ‘unarmed’ and ‘armed’, the former consisting of unarmed observers, the 

latter involving lightly-armed troops. While the first explicitly labelled ‘peacekeeping’ 

operation was the UN Emergency Force (UNEF) dispatched to the Sinai peninsula following 

the Suez crisis o f 1956^, the official view of the UN is that the UN Truce Supervisory 

Organisation, UNTSO, was the first peacekeeping operation. It consisted of unarmed 

military observers who were sent to Palestine in June 1948 to supervise a truce negotiated by 

Count Bemadotte of Sweden in the first war between Israel and its Arab neighbours.* A 

similar group -  UN Military Observer Group in India and Pakistan (UNMOGIP) was 

dispatched a few months later. While these and the other observer operations are seen as 

having performed a useful function, it was the ‘armed’ operations o f the period which

Col. Eiver O Hankm, (triih  Contingent), m lcm ew  by tuthor, 30 M*y. 1997, Athlone.
William Durch, The Evolution o f UN Peacekeepins, 7
•Wd.. 353 
H>id., 7
M»rr»ck Goulding. ‘TT*e Evolution of United Nationi Peacclceet»ng", m lntem«tion«l Affaiit. Vol. 69. No. 3 .1993 ,432
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presented the greatest challenge to the UN and which are considered most worthy of critical 
examination.

As demonstrated by UNIFIL in particular, little consideration was given by those planning 

and directing operations to compatibility or acceptability o f contingents, while uneven 

standards of training and in the case of some contingents lack of equipment, added to the 

problems created by placing troops in hostile climatic environments. In Lebanon, ‘non

white’ troops were resented by the local population and cultural differences led to 

considerable hostility between these elements of the force.^ For instance, when Fijian and 

Ghanaian troops met in numbers as at sports events, weapons frequently had to be 

impounded to avoid the possibility of open warfare between these contingents.^ Inadequately 

equipped contingents such as the Nepalese, created problems for other contingents who were 

forced to share their limited resources in the interests of the operation. (The Nepalese had 

also arrived in UNEF II lacking essential equipment. Such was their reputation, that in time 

the Norwegian Army came to provide its peacekeeping forces with 15% extra equipment to 

cater for the ‘Nepalese factor’).* The poor standard of training of some Third World 

contingents impacted on operational efficiency, causing friction within the Force and 

consequential accusations of racism. Operational efHciency was also impaired by the clear 

unsuitability o f African troops for so rice  in the hills of South Lebanon during the severe 

winters. Nigerian and Ghanaian troops were incapable of functioning effectively in the 

ankle-deep snow or o f dealing with icy roads. (Within two years of arrival in Lebanon, all 18 

of the Ghanaian APCs were severely damaged and effectively unserviceable). ’ Such 

problems, some or all of which would feature in other missions, were never addressed by the 

Secretariat.

The particular crisis passed, missions were allowed to drift. Overshadowed by Cold War 

developments, operations quickly passed firom public notice. UN peacekeeping became 

something of a curiosity of interest only to those directly involved and a number of 

academics. Within the Secretariat, lessons in relation to clarity of mandate and availability o f 

resources from successive operations went largely ignored. In subsequent reviews o f Cold 

War operations, officials at the UN headquarters in New York would chose to highlight the

‘ M»rimne Hwben. Otwcrvtwns on UN Pacekecptng in Ldwnon. (Oilo. Norsk Uwnrikspolitisk Institutt, 1994), 26 
, Colcmwi Oofgin, (Imh Contmgent), interview by author, 28 December 1996, Alhlooe 
Col. Sveti Strombw*. (Royal Nomwgiin Anny UN School), mwview by luthor. 28 August 1995. Akenlw». N orw y 
Col. William Young, (In»h Contingent), inietview (>y author, March 1983, Tibnin, Lebanon.
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achievements rather than the limitations. To illustrate this point, it is proposed to look at how 

some of these officials perceived and presented some of these operations. Their views are 

considered particularly important since such officials would have had a significant role in the 

creation of forces and would, theoretically at least, have been concerned with the provision of 

guidance and resources. U was they who would have been ex{>ected to observe operations 

with a critical eye, identify shortcomings, draw lessons and make recommendations for 

improvement.

Mairack Goulding, (Former Under Secretary for UN Peacekeeping Operations), described the 

period fh>m 1956 -  1974 during which UN established ten of its thirteen Cold War missions 

as “the golden age -  dare I say the first golden age -  of United Nations peacekeeping”.*® He 

also credited the operations established during the Cold War with fostering the gradual 

evolution of a body of principles, practices and procedures for peacekeeping and with 

constituting a body of core law and customary practice which he held was by and large 

accepted by all." This latter claim is undoubtedly true; but were peacekeeping operations 

conducted during this period, which he saw as ‘'helping resolve as well as control armed 

conflict” '^, unqualified successes?

He accepted that UNIFIL (United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon 1978 -) had been unable 

to carry out its mandate, but noted that its presence had brought succour to the people of 

South Lebanon. This is indisputable, but was this the primary purpose o f peacekeeping? He 

acknowledged that the problems of Cyprus remained unresolved but argued that the long

standing peacekeeping operations such as UNFICYP may sometimes be the least bad option 

available to the community. ONUC, he claimed, had succeeded in its objectives but added 

that achievement o f these objectives had only been possible through what he saw as a 

transition from peacekeeping to peace enforcement. This was to present a rather flattering 

picture of ONUC and the way it had been conducted. And how were other operations o f this 

period viewed in UN Headquarters?

UNEF (United Nations Emergency Force, later callal UNEF I 1956-1967) was described by 

Brian Urquhart (Former UN Under Secretary CJeneral for Political Affairs) as an “immensely

II M«n»ck Goukting, “The Evolution o f  United N itx m  Peacelccc|>m(', m Intenwtiowal Afftirs. Vol. 69, No. 3, (1993). 452
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successful operation , and F,T. Liu (Former UN Assistant Secretary General for Special 

political Affairs) described that mission as “a resounding success and as a model for 

subsequent forces”.'^ But was it really a success and a suitable model? UNEP I’s tasks were 

(a) supervision of the post-Suez 1956 ceasefire and withdrawal of foreign forces from Egypt, 

and (b) provision of an informal buffer.'* That it succeeded in accomplishing task (a) is 

undoubted. However, it clearly failed to accomplish task (b). This was due to a number o f 

reasons but in particular three which were to bedevil many other operations: (I) lack of a 

clearly stated objective, understood and accepted by all parties; (2) lack o f necessary 

resources; (3) reliance on consent of the host state.

Egyptian consent to the entry, presence and functioning of the UN force was a direct result o f 

the interpretations given by and negotiations concluded with Hammarskjold. The essence of 

exchanges between the Secretary General and the Egyptian government centred on the 

latter’s anxiety to clarify its position with regard to the duration o f UNEP’s stay on its 

territory. Hammarskjold was less than specific as to the task and duration o f the Force 

linking them to the ‘liquidation of the crisis’. Egypt’s leader. General Nasser, however 

maintained that UNEP I’s presence was not to resolve any question or settle any problem, but 

to put an end to the presence of invading forces on Egyptian territory.'* With the withdrawal 

of Israeli forces in March 1957, that task was, as far as Egypt was concerned, accomplished 

but UNEF 1 stayed on ostensibly to prevent the passage of raiding parties, a task which it was 

incapable of fulfilling.'^ This was largely due to a lack of resources.

The Force Commander (General Bums of Canada) believed the task o f providing a buffer 

required the employment o f a divisional size force equipped with a brigade o f tanks and 

fighter aircraft.'* Given the size o f the area involved (See Map 4), this would have appeared 

the minimum force required. However, he was given only 6,000 men, a number which 

quickly dwindled to 3,400.”  This small force was designed to stand between the disputants 

but once one o f them pushed it away, the whole object of the exercise was nullified. The 

Force’s continued presence was, the Secretary General accepted, rendered useless, its

” Brian Urquhart. “UN Peacekeeping m Ihe MiAHe Ea«". in The Worid Today. (March 1980), 41
T. Liu. "Evolution o f  UN Peacekeeping Operationt** in UN Peacekeeping at the Crossroads, eds. Kevin Clements and Chnstine W iIso b , 

Australian National U nivenity, 1994), 64  
Blue Helmets, 73
Nabil A. Eltiby, “U N  Peacekcqying: The Egyptian Expencncc", in PCTCckccping Appraisals and P ggw ctives, c4. Henry W isensiu  

YoHt, Pcrgamofi P r m , 1983)68  
1̂  Alan James, Fe>cckgetHni tn Inicmational Polit>c«. 217 

Mona Ghati. Nations Emcrfency Force m T V  EvolttUon o f  UN  ̂ed. Durch, 217
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position untenable, and its withdrawal inevitable.”  As Egypt in May 1967 prepared to attack 

Israel, the host state withdrew its consent to the UN presence and the Secretary General 

ordered a pul lout. However, UNEF I’s days were already numbered. Many governments 

were concerned about the Force’s presence and functions, and such concerns proved 

justified.^' It had barely begun its withdrawal when hostilities broke out, fifteen UN soldiers 

being killed.^

The operation provided an excellent example of the obstructive possibilities open to the UN 

but highlighted the limitations which attend its activities in the field. It could not create 

peaceful conditions but merely reflect and assist a mutual and transitory desire o f the parties 

to live in peace. Its achievements were not insignificant but it could not accurately be 

described as successful. It manifestly failed in the preventive role and its ending has been 

inglorious. The collapse of the operation exposed the fi-agile basis of ^traditional’ 

peacekeeping. It also had serious effects on the Middle East situation. UNEF I’s withdrawal 

showed that Israel could never rely on the UN for its safety.

UNEF II (1973-1979) established after the October 1973 war between Israel and its Arab 

neighbours (Sec Map 5), was described by Urquhart as “especially successftil” in pinning 

down the original ceasefire and in monitoring and managing the successive disagreements.^^ 

However, its perceived success was due largely to the fact that it enjoyed particularly 

favourable conditions for a peacekeeping operation. It had the unanimous support o f the 

Security Council and was readily accepted by the belligerents. Egypt had quickly recognised 

Israel’s superiority and had accepted its position as hopeless. Israel, its morale severely 

dented and having suffered greater losses than on any previous occasion, recognised that it 

could not face a costly war of attrition.^’* Thus, it was the parties co-operation which was the 

basis for the mission’s perceived success. But for the peacekeeping troops, there were major 

problems, operational and otherwise.

TTie Force Commander, (General Ensio Siilasvuo of Finland), upon whose efforts the 

outcome of the related peace conference in Geneva hinged, complained that not only had he

“ nxd., 308-309 
" Ib id ,
n Blue Helmeu. 25
„  ^ u h m ,  ••Beyond ihe ShefifT* IW r" . in Swvivml. Vol. J2. No 3. (Mty/June 1990), 199 
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no experience of international negotiations, but that no one could clearly define his task.^* 

There were serious deficiencies of staff at Force HQ and contingents also had to solve supply 

problems themselves largely through support from their home countries or through 

procurement in Egypt and Israel.^ Thus, the Force was largely dependent upon the conflict 

parties. (The Irish Battalion was deployed on the Israeli ‘side’ and since Ireland had not 

established diplomatic relations with Israel, the Irish became ‘hostages’ in the hands o f the 

Israelis).^’ This dependence also affected operations. The lightly-armed troops could not 

prevent armed attacks and when Swedish troops attempted to stop Israeli tanks, they were 

threatened with being ‘mangled’. (In the interests of continuing co-operation, the Israelis had 

to be let through).^* Failure to prevent incursions of which there were many, left the Force 

open to accusations of partiality but for it to have engaged in armed confrontation, would 

have been suicidal. Even without direct engagement. Force losses on this ‘successful’ 

operation were extraordinarily high -  in three years about 40 UN soldiers were killed by 

mines or in car accidents.”  UNEF II was successful not because it constituted an effective 

buffer, but because Egypt and Israel at this stage genuinely wanted peace.

“A remarkable achievement because it docs its job so well” was Goulding’s description of 

UNDOF (United Nations Disengagement CMjserver Force 1974- ) located on the Golan 

Heights.^ F.T. Liu however, cites the Force as a fiuther example o f how effectiveness was 

contingent upon the co-operation of the parties concerned.^* James also saw UNDOF as 

doing an extremely valuable job in helping the parties to avoid an unsought war but 

recognised that the Force had no responsibility at all for making the peace between Israel and 

Syria. Neither party was particularly happy with the UN force. Syria was not well disposed 

towards the idea of a UN force patrolling a buffer zone (See Map 6) and wanted only 

observers. Israel, while given to regarding UN peacekeepers as rather tiresome bodies, 

wanted a real buffer zone and organised military units amounting to not less than 3,(XK). The 

compromise was the agreed figure o f 1,250.^^

_  n>id., 68
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Despite the joint acceptance of the Force, both sides showed a readiness to exploit UN’s 

dependence upon consent. Threats by Syria to reject renewal (in 1976) required intense 

negotiation by the Secretary General. When Israel, weary of Syria’s tactics at renewal, 

suggested that it (Israel) no longer needed the Force, the renewal problem effectively ended. 

Both parties toyed with the UN force in other ways. Although one of UNDOF’s tasks was to 

verify that the limitation of weapons was adher^ to, the Force was not allowed to enter 

certain places. When UNDOF sought to have these restrictions lifted, it was told by both 

sidra that “there should be some secrets” and that the “threat of war was not immediate”.^  

UNDOF was successful in the sense that calm had been continually maintained between the 

two states whom its buffer zone divided. However, its achievement was possible essentially 

because local conditions in terms of a desire by both parties for peace could hardly have been 

better.

UNTAG (Namibia 1989-1990) was also acclaimed a ‘success’ by Goulding,^^ with some 

justification. But it has been argued that the Force was largely unnecessary since it was 

unable to prevent South African activities in Namibia and was not needed to supervise South 

African withdrawal once it was negotiated.^ Even those negotiations were not entirely UN- 

brokered but were pursued concurrently by the Secretary General and a five nation ‘Contact 

Group’ ’̂, which exerted considerable political leverage on South Afiica.^* Moreover, when 

members o f the South West African Peoples’ Organisation (SWAPO) infiltrated into 

Namibia in violation of ceasefire terms. UN representatives authorised or at least tolerated a 

South African use o f force to stop this infiltration. The judgement of many of those involved 

was that this use o f force (by the very South African forces that were at the time the subject 

of a UN arms embargo) was a necessary precondition for the successful completion of 

UNTAG’s peacekeeping and election-monitoring operations.^’

^ Ibid., 20-21 
Ibid., 30-32
Goulding. Kccpini the Peace in the Pott Cold W«r E n . «*b. John Roper. Mmshi Nishih«r», D im  Otunnu, Enid C.B. SchoegttJe. {New 
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since preventing escalation of the original crises could be regarded as a major achievement 

and since many mandates were unclear, vague or impossible, it is not surprising that UN 

oflicials should laud certain ventures in peace restoration. However, by d^cribing as 

‘successful’ operations which failed to achieve their stated objectives or by rationalising 

failure as in the case of UNIFIL, such influential officials/commentators helped foster a false 

impression of what UN peacekeeping could achieve. Implicitly they also suggested that 

peacekeeping techniques constituted a full set of tools for addressing virtually any problem.

As demonstrated by the various Cold War operations, the proclaimed principles o f consent, 

impartiality and non-use o f force were in practice a mixed blessing, their strict application 

being frequently inimical to the successful implementation of mandates. The consent 

principle had been shown to be one of peacekeeping’s major weaknesses. As demonstrated 

by UNEF I, consent once given could later be withdrawn thereby negating all the efforts o f 

the p)eacekeepers. Equally, as demonstrated in Cyprus, consent to the presence of a UN force 

was of limited value only if freedom of movement was denied. Dependence on consent, it 

was clear, was a major impediment to effective UN action within states. In effect, it was the 

state in question not the UN which determined what would happen and whether the operation 

would ‘succeed’. UN’s initial impartiality in the dispute between the Congolese government 

and Katanga had contributed in a major way to erosion of what little authority the fledgling 

government possessed. This situation made defiance by dissident elements and the 

associated possibility of civil war ever more likely. UN’s impartiality, therefore, appeared to 

make resolution o f the problem all the more difficult. Impartiality in Cyprus had meant that 

the situation created by the initial aggression of the Greek Cypriots and the subsequent 

invasion by the Turks were not reversed. As a result, the mandate rather than being 

implemented had become meaningless. By failing to take action against the PLO in Lebanon 

in 1978, the UN provided Israel with an apparently legitimate reason to remain in its South 

Lebanon ‘security zone’. By failing to take action against Israel, UN provided the PLO and 

later the Hizbollah with an excuse for action which merely perpetuated the vicious circle o f 

violence.

I It was however the issue o f force or its perceived non-use which created greatest confusion 

about how Cold War peacekeeping was conducted. On the question of how much armament 

peacekeepers should possess, John Holst referred to “the ultimate ambiguity” -  the theory
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I that forces should be “as powerful as possible but not necessarily very powerful”.^  During 

the Cold War operations, what exactly constituted ‘powerful’ was not defined so forces 

though composed of soldiers were never proper military bodies. To talk o f the ‘use of 

minimal force’ as if  it represented an option was to indicate ignorance of the reality that 

peacekeepers were obliged through the limitations of their arms and equipment to act purely 

defensively. That UNEF I or II might have been employed against the armies o f Egypt, Israel 

or Syria or even the militias of South Lebanon was unthinkable. Equally unthinkable was the 

possibility that UNFICYP could have taken direct action against the Greek or Turkish 

Cypriots.

The technique of peacekeeping developed during the Cold War was a compromise bom out 

of a divided Security Council. Peacekeepers were enjoined to establish their authority in the 

conflict zones but their powers and abilities were extremely limited. Theirs was a largely 

passive role and there was no concept for the progressive escalation of their activities to the 

eventual use o f force. Rather than ‘keeping’ the j>eace, their role was limited to observing it. 

Perhaps. Ratner notes, peacekeeping was supposed to create the conditions for peace but 

rarely did this appear to happen. Indeed, the UN’s presence may well have prolonged the 

underlying conflict by removing any incentives to settle it.^' The development of 

peacekeeping during the UN’s first foiû  decades was, in Roberts’ opinion, “impressive” but 

he argues it would be wrong to depict it as a “golden age”. As Mats Berdal observes, the 

principles and practices o f Cold War peacekeeping were wholly inadequate as a basis for 

initiating and sustaining the kind of large multi-component missions which would be 

attempted post-Cold War.^^ Such operations were to be a consequence o f a newly emerging 

international system.
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CHAPTER 7 

THE CHANGED INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM

The end of superpower bipolarity raised the prospect of collective security replacing 

peacekeeping as one means of dealing with violent conflict within the international 

system. With improved relations between the US and Russia, there existed the possibility 

of agreement between these states to enforce the will of the Security Council on a state 

that had broken the peace. The new world order envisioned by President Bush and 

Gorbachev would be founded on the rule of law and on the principles o f collective 

security.'

New political thinking in the crumbling Soviet Union suggested that East and West had 

some basic interests in common. The most obvious of these was human survival which 

was threatened either directly or indirectly by modem weqx>ruy, pollution and poverty. 

Such problems, Gorbachev argued, could best be settled through East-West co-operation 

using such organisations as the UN.* Evidence of the radical change in Gorbachev’s 

foreign policy was the reaction to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in 1990. Moscow 

condemned the invasion and despite some wavering before the UN attack on Saddam 

Hussein’s forces, the S. Union supported all the UN resolutions against its former ally.^ 

Since Moscow had apparently little to gain from its support of the UN in the Gulf War, 

Gorbachev’s policy at this time had to be seen as reflecting his eagerness to improve 

relations with the West and to uphold international law.*

' Bnice Ruueti and James Suneriin, “The U N in U»e New WorW OnJeT, in Foreign Affaire. Vol. 70. No. 2, J991.M
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When the Cold War ended, the era of struggle was, in the opinion of some Western 

academics, supposed to have ended with it, and the period o f peace and prosperity was to 

begin. *In the 1990 s. Cold War acrimony between the super powers is giving way to a 

new world order harmony” wrote one;* “old enemies are new friends” wrote another* 

Peace, Charles Maynes wrote, had broken out in Central America, South East Asia, 

Southern Africa, and even the Middle East. Culturally, the world was apparently coming 

together juid other countries wanted to embrace American ways.’ The mood o f the time 

appeared to have been captured by Francis Fukuyama who argued that with the ending of 

the East/West ideological battle, liberal democracy combined with open market 

economics would become the only model a state could follow and would prevail 

everywhere.* With no other country now able to present a military challenge, the US 

could entrench its pre-cminence. Fukuyama’s scenario appeared to gain credibility when 

in 1990 President Bush proclaimed his hope for a New World Order in classically liberal 

temis. He spoke of a new partnership based on consultation, co-operation and collective 

action, especially through international and regional organisations. This partnership 

would be united by principles and the rule of law, and its goals would be to increase 

democracy, prosperity and peace.* (The phrase “New World Order” had also been used 

by Gorbachev in the UN on 7 December, 1988)

Implicit in these perceptions o f the changing world was the notion that a new better 

regulated international system was not only possible but that the international community 

was ready and anxious to embrace it. But was there any valid reason to assume that the 

scenario presented was what the peoples of the world desired? World order had been 

maintained since 1945 in the absence of any supra-national authority. Without anyone

’ Rimwh Thakur, ’TTie United N«Horw in a Chmging WorkT. Sccunty D itlogy. 1993. Vol. 24, No. 1, (Mireh 1993) 7 
‘ 0 . Till, "Miritime Stnitety •nd the Twwity-Fint Cwtury", Stmlefic Studies, 17(1) March 1994, pl66, quoted in Andrew D orm n, 
Mike Uurence Smith tnd Matthew Uttky. Tointefy and Combined Operations in an Expeditiooaiy Era; Defining the ls*ue»". 
Pgfence Analyiii. Vol 14, No. 1 .1998,2

Charles William Mayne*, “Squandennf Tnun«>li". Foreiiii Affaifs. (January/Febmary 1999), 15
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having designed it, states had operated within an international system that because it was 

based on the realities of power, had served the cause of order. In much less dangerous 

times was it reasonable to expect states to readily submit themselves to some vague new 

US-dominated authority? Throughout the Cold War, the superpowers had limited the 

autonomy of their allies and puppets, often, but not always, preventing them from 

engaging in wars with their neighbours and placing limits on other hostile acts. But no 

longer held in check by their former masters, states would now be free to pursue their 

own agendas in whatever way they saw fit without appearing to threaten world peace.

There was also the question of the perceived new peace. Certainly the threat o f world 

war had receded, but for many millions, the struggles on which they had embarked during 

the Cold War looked likely to continue. India and Pakistan for instance, with their large 

military machines showed no signs of settling their differences and the fact that no UN 

peacekeeping operation was tenninated, suggested that if peace had broken out, the 

Cypriots, Arabs, Israelis, and many others needed to be informed of the good news. And 

how were the administrators of New World Order to deal with the problems created by 

pursuit o f self-determination, particularly in the former S. Union and Yugoslavia?

The disintegration of the former Soviet Union and Yugoslavia created special problems. 

One basis for a new order was the previous regime’s official nationalities policy. This 

had emphasised nationality as a key basis of political units and had supported ethnic 

cultures. With the break up of the old Communist order, what Roberts describes as “its 

only half-real sub-order of republics and of ethnic groups” suddenly had become the basis 

for a new order." The theoretical right to secession had become actual and the steadying 

hand o f the old Communist order was no longer there to hold centrifugal tendencies in 

check. Also, in at least some of the new successor republics, there was an absence of

" Robert*. “Etlmic Conflict; TTireit* ind OwUenfoi to d>e UN", in Ettmic Conflict and IntCTMtigta) Security, ed. Anthony 
McDetmott, (Oito, Nonk Utennkspolitiik Inttitun. June 1W4), 12*13
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legitimate parties, regimes, political systems, civil societies, working economies, and 

laws. All o f this reinforced the tendency towards ethnic politics.'^

Most importantly, there was the issue of the US role in the expected New Order. The 

ending of the Cold War had produced a temptation in the West to recast the international 

environment in America’s image, but not every state wanted this to be so. In Asia, even 

within democratic states, the emphasis was on national interests. There was no pretence 

of collective security or that c<M>peration should be based on shared domestic values.'* 

The term ‘world order’ and Bush’s reference to collective action might suggest the 

possibility of greater recourse to Chapter VII of the Charter, but China (in 1990) 

remained opposed to military involvement by big powers and opposed use o f force in the 

name of the UN.'^ Russia insisted that political and diplomatic methods be employed to 

the maximum degree possible. Such f\mdamental disagreements thus defied efforts to 

develop guiding principles in relation to the introduction of world order. The triumphant 

‘Wilsonianism’ vision o f New World Order might need US leadership but it required 

international supportership as well.'* Americans might envision as normal a global 

international order based on democracy, free commerce and international law, but since 

no such system had ever existed, its evocation, as Kissinger notes, would ^ p e a r  to other 

societies as utopian.'*

The arguments advocating the formation of a unipolar world could, Alfo Rusi observed, 

be reduced to two primary theses: (1) It was in the interests of the US to keep its leading 

position to safeguard its own interests; (2) US leadership was essential because it was 

the only country capable o f acting as guardian of universal values and keeper of 

international order. These theses he regarded as flawed.'^ The US would no doubt

” n>id. 12-13
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protect its own interests but to what extent would it provide leadership and resources 

where its interests were not involved? There were also major question marks over the 

issues of whether U.S. Presidents could guarantee the commitment of their domestic 

constituency and whether all the members of the intemational community could agree on 

universal values and norms.

The American commitment to democracy, capitalism and collective security had never 

been absolute. It had at one time or another compromised on all these principles.'* After 

World War One, Wilson’s main preoccupation had involved imposing a structure derived 

principally from the American constitutional example upon the post-war intemational 

system. But America’s enthusiasm for seeking stability through democratisation proved 

sporadic and his countrymen’s ardour for the League had quickly cooled.”  Seventy odd 

years on and with Vietnam a vivid memory, Americans would continue to be sensitive 

about sustaining casualties in conflicts where no vital or national interests were at stake 

and there was no obvious reason why they should now risk lives merely to promote 

democracy and liberal ideas.

The collapse of communism appeared to vindicate US ideals and to represent a triumph 

for liberalism and democracy but the theory that the emergence of democracy would 

necessarily promote peace remained unproven. Many Third World, particularly Africa 

states, while in theory democracies, had during the Cold War existed in a state o f 

instability or turmoil. In contrast, Yugoslavia, where multi-party democracy was not 

allowed, had, during the same period, experienced its greatest period o f stability. 

Developments in that country had exposed other weaknesses in liberal theory. The 

assumption o f classical liberalism that the more extensive the contacts that took place 

between nations the greater the chances of peace^ had been shown to be faulty in the 

Middle East and elsewhere, but most particularly in the Balkans. Also a central premise

'* John Lewi* CiMldit, The United Satw  and the Ettd of the Cotd W y, (Oxfiwd, Oxford UniverHty t*re«s. 1992), 195
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of liberal theory was the belief that if people had the right to choose, they would always 

choose peace.*' But what, John Gaddis rightly asks, was to prevent a people from 

deciding by perfectly democratic means that they would rather hate than love their 

neighbours and want to cleanse their surroundings?^ Aggression and civil violence could 

arise from the people rather than their authoritarian leaders and the ongoing creation of 

new states could encourage such tendencies. And what if the formation o f new states 

unsettled previously stable arrangements?. There had been no clear evidence that a 

proliferation of soverei^ties provided any guarantee of a more orderly world, arguably it 

could do just the opposite."

The creation of a more orderly world would require not only the exercise o f authority but 

also the establishment o f trust and understanding between the powerful and the deprived. 

Creation of these conditions would not easily be achieved as evidenced by the views 

expressed by the 1990 Southern Commission (a body chaired by Tanzania’s President 

Julius Nyrere and consisting of leading Third World economists, government planners, 

religious leaders and others). The Commission called for a New World Order that would 

respond to the South’s pleas for justice, equity and democracy in the global society.^* 

This plea arising from the perceived institutionalisation of the South’s second class status 

during the 1980’s, raised again the problem of differing views of justice and democracy, 

and how these were to be introduced.

Under the UN Charter, human rights, justice and social progress were all affirmed as 

ftuidamental norms. But though it was the General Assembly which was charged with 

the progressive development o f international law,“  Third World members would 

inevitably impede implementation through their continuing sensitivities on the question 

of sovereignty. While all states had signed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
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(with the exception of South Africa whose apartheid policy was singled out for 

international criticism), it was governments which decided how they should implement 

their commitments. From 1960 onwards, governments had not been accountable for their 

human rights record.^* The wealthier powerful states, invariably the initiators of 

humanitarian intervention, would remain liable to charges that their activities were 

prompted by ulterior motives such as financial interests, and since for many justice was 

synonomous with retribution, pursuit of the former could become an endless process.

There was also the major problem of how democracy was understood and how it was to 

be introduced. As evidenced by the case of Northern Ireland, the introduction o f Anglo- 

Saxon democracy with its winner-takes-all character could in certain circumstances prove 

not an answer but a provocation. Equally, if the theory that democratic states did not 

wage war on each othcH’ were true, then siu-ely strenuous efforts should be made to 

ensure that all states become democracies. Yet, how far could this endeavour be taken? 

Was democracy both a reason for peace and justification for war? Did it make sense for 

states to wage war or use force to compel others to be democratic?

In the emerging international system, global communication would become one of the 

most important manifestations of Western power leading to the prospect o f US-led 

humanitarian intervention. But equally, domestic support for intervention might become 

more difTicult in the absence of a Communist threat with intervention being a matter of 

choice rather than compulsion. However, many commentators would perceive the so- 

called ‘CNN (Cable News Network) effect’ as constituting a sufficient condition for 

intervention. The causal mechanism of the CNN effect was that television images o f 

atrocities prompted journalists and leaders of opinion to put pressure on governments to 

do something, this pressure eventually leading to a response by one or more states.”  

Domestic pressure for intervention also had its advantages. By indicating concern for

“  J»mes Mtyill, The New Intervetmooinn IW I-iyM . (New York, PrcM Syndiciie of University of Cambridge. 1996). 5 
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troubled areas, politicians, for example, lame-duck President Bush (see Case Study C) 

could attOTipt to bolster their image both domestically and internationally.

But if the ‘CNN eflfect’ provoked legitimate humanitarian emotion and appeals for 

something to be done, once operations were seen to go wrong, appeals for withdrawal 

were just as likely. Public expectations and the influence exercised on the conduct of 

operations could also be affected by media presentation of events. Equally by reacting to 

situations in relation to the latest atrocity, it would be all too easy to present one o f the 

parties as the clear villain,”  thereby making the crushing of that party the obvious 

objective o f an international operation. In such circumstances, the outcome could be an 

unjust settlement which would merely create the basis for future conflict.

Greater media coverage had become possible not only because the Cold War was no 

longer held centre stage, but because the true nature of repressive regimes which the US 

had for decades supported, could now be exposed. Also, there was greater access to the 

former Eastern bloc. But if greater coverage brought distant events nearer, the extent of 

the international community’s response remained to be resolved. While distressing news 

pictures might stimulate reaction in the West, there would be little evidence to support the 

assumption that the emergence of global communication produced a significant 

convergence o f attitudes and beliefs. The same visual images transmitted simultaneously 

into living rooms across the globe, Kishore Mahbubani observed, triggered opposing 

perceptions. “Western living rooms applaud when cruise missiles strike Baghdad. Most 

living outside, see that the West will deliver swift retribution to non-white Iraqi or 

Somalis, but not to white Serbians, a dangerous signal by any standard”."
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The war in the Persian Gulf in 1992 was the first test for the grand New Order. The 

world now had a third chance to give Wilson’s plan the test it had never received and 

there seemed no more appropriate occasion than by acting, not through US unilateral 

action, but rather through the ‘reinvigorated’ UN to restore the independence of Kuwait.*' 

Former rivals, the US and the Soviet Union, united against a common enemy, Saddam 

Hussein. Significantly, the fact that the US had waited to gain UN approval before going 

to war and the fact that the Bush Administration proceeded in this way, suggested that it 

had come to see important advantages in the collective approach in such matters. In 

terms of world order and the usefulness of the UN, Iraq’s attack on Kuwait served to 

reanimate the mechanisms of the organisation. But it also exposed its weaknesses. The 

military forces engaged in the war against Iraq were not under UN command or under the 

UN flag, but remained under American leadership. The world organisation played only a 

marginal role during the most critical phases of the conflict. ”  There was however, no 

realistic alternative to such a major venture.

While the operation reflected a certain measure of consensus, it was not o f itself proof 

that similar ventures would be undertaken in the future. The international community 

was largely united against a commonly perceived enemy to world peace, but its interests 

could not always be guaranteed to be so clear cut. Saddam Hussein was the ideal enemy 

Jind oil-rich Kuwait a victim whose rescue was in the interests of all industrial states. 

Future situations might not present such neat players and clean scenarios. Most 

significantly, even in this situation so seemingly conducive to unanimously agreed action, 

there was dissent. When the Security Council adopted the enabling resolution - 678 o f 30 

November 1991 - China abstained while Cuba and Yemen voted against.”  Moreover, 

the war’s conclusion provided no grounds for rejoicing among Arabs. Instead, the 

prevailing atmosphere was of disappointment, humiliation and resentment. Once again.
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the West had won.*  ̂ The Gulf War was fought for the UN but not by it. And while the 

ending of hostilities could be linked to a wish to avoid further casualties, the UN/US 

failure to overthrow Saddam Hussein reflected an unwillingness to breach the norm of 

non-intervention. Implementation of collective security as originally conceived was it 

appeared still an impossibility. The multinational military action in Somalia was 

supposed to be the second chapter in global enforcement. To examine how this operation 

came about and how it fared, we now turn to Case Study C.
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CHAPTER 8 

CASE STUDY C - UNOSOM

8.1. NATURE OF CONFLICT

8.1.1. Introduction

In an analysis of the UN intervention in Somalia, James Mayall observed: ‘The mjyor 

powers might have been better advised to have taken the Congo operation as their model 

and warning than to have allowed public opinion to lure them into the belief that the 

success of Desert Storm and enforcement action under Chapter VII could be repeated in 

quite different circumstances*’.'

In Somalia, as in the Congo, the UN presence was linked to the collapse of state authority 

and once again UN forces sent to save lives had become involved in bloody conflict with 

citizens of the ‘host state’. Again, the UN was plagued by an inability to decide whether 

its purpose was the restoration of the status quo or the creation of a totally new situation. 

And as with ONUC, there was an incoherent mixture of peacekeeping and enforcement. 

The operation represented an attempt by the UN and the Secretariat in particular, to adapt 

its peacekeeping activities - to move from a humanitarian operation and Cold War type 

peacekeeping to an experiment in ‘peace-enforcement’. However, die latter proved to be 

an ill-defmed concept which became confused with the much broader concept of 

enforcement under Article 42 of the UN Charter.

This case study labelled ‘UNOSOM’ (United Nations Operation in Somalia) covers the 

sequential operations UNOSOM I (July 1992 - May 1993), UNTTAF (United Nations 

Task Force, December 1992 - May 1993), and UNOSOM II (May 1993 - March 1995) 

and each is introduced separately.
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8.1.2. Historical Backgronnd

Unlike other African states, the problems of Somalia were not ‘ethnic’ in origin, in the 

general ‘Somali’ area, thare was perhaps the most homogeneous ethnic community in a 

single place in the African continent. Almost the entire population were Sunni Muslims: 

Somalis spoke the same language and shared common customs, traditions and cultures. 

Of the population estimated in 1992 to be 6.5 million, 98.9% were etluiicaily Somali. 

Despite this homogeneity, there was no collective Somali consciousness.^ Somalis did 

not identify vath other Somalis regardless of origin but differentiated themselves 

according to their patrilineal genealogical origins. These clans further divided into sub

clans and eventually immediate families. With such complete fragmentation, it is hardly 

surprising that Somalia should have descended into the peipetual and internecine violoxre 

of the kind that characterised 1991 and which led to UN intervention.

A military coup by General Siad Barre in 1%9 had temporarily stabilised regional 

conflict. However, it also involved Somalia more deeply in Cold War rivalries, resulting 

in the regime having access to plentiful and relatively sophisticated military supplies. In 

1977 Djibouti’s independence from France triggered a Somali/Ethiopian struggle for 

control of the disputed Ogaden region (See Map 7). The outcome was a crushing military 

defeat for Somalia which had two interlocking consequences: (1) It burdened the 

country with a seemingly permanent refugee problem and (2) Barre was quickly faced by 

an insurrection of northern clans in the former British protectorate and north east.

The first development helped create an economy of dependence on humanitarian aid and 

the second locked the country into a pattern of regional and global rivalries that persisted 

until the end of the Cold War.* Defeat at the hands of Ethiopia led to an upsurge of clan 

^tagonisms as each group sought scape-goats to explain the failure. And when an 

abortive army coup in 1978 b rou^t armed insurrection to the north east and north west.
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the US and its Western allies, especially Italy (which until I960 controlled part of the 

country), added to the problem by providing equipment to what remained of Barre’s 

Soviet arsenals.* The pressure of human rights activists on Western governments’ 

appalled at the suppression of northern dissidence, led to the virtual cessation of aid by 

1990. by which time the area under Bane’s control hardly extended beyond Mogadishu. 

When the dictator was finally dislodged by clans led by General Farah Aidced, the 

country had disintegrated into traditional clan segments.

Barre’s defeat in June 1991 accelerated the disintegration of Somalia for several reasons. 

First, the opposition parties had only one objective in common, the defeat of the dictator. 

Second, when Barre was overthrown, power was immediately assumed by the Hawiye 

clan who had only entered the anti-Barre struggle shortly before his downfall. Having 

ousted Barre. the Hawiye leaders, Aideed and Ali Mahdi, could not agree on how to share 

power. The conflict which ensued split Mogadishu into two armed camps, quickly 

engulfmg the city in a protracted blood bath. Aideed and Ali Mahdi continued to fight 

each other fiercely through 1991 and 1992 and this struggle in effect unravelled the last 

shreds of the Somali social fabric.

Between November 1991 and March 1992, war accounted for approximately 30,000 

deaths and 27,000 wounded. By June 1992, 5,000 were dying each day, 1.5 million were 

on the brink of death, and 4,5 million were nearing starvation. There were no basic 

services such as electricity, communication, transportation or health facilities. Only 15 

hospitals remained partially operational and these were entirely dependent on external 

assistance. War also devastated farming areas, and a two year old drought severely 

compounded this situation.*
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The international community responded slowly to this apocalypse and then only in a 

fragmented manner.* The late response alienated Somalis and turned them against the 

UN even before its arrival; they felt the international community had let them down. In 

the successive battles into which Mogadishu descended after Barre’s defeat, foreign 

embassies and most agencies, including the UN, abandoned southern Somalia to its fate. 

Alex De Waal describes the response of the UN agencies and bilateral institutions as 
“straightforward - they withdrew and did nothing”.’ In March 1992, a ceasefire between 

Aii Madhi and Aideed made possible the resumption of humanitarian relief. Howevw, 

fluting and looting by various factions seeking to control ports and distribution routes 

greatly reduced the effectiveness of aid deliveries. Factions levied heavy taxes on 

cargoes and charged exorbitantly for providing relief agencies with armed escorts to 

protect food deliveries. Foreign NGOs were consequently trapped in a web of protection 

rackets'

The power of the few NGOs that had remained after the 1991 crisis was magnified by the 

international media Foreign journalists who visited Somalia stayed with the aid 

agencies, accepted their analyses and prognoses and in turn quoted them at length and 

gave them enormous publicity. The symbiotic relationship between the Western media 

and its favourite aid agencies reached new heists and some journalists admitted that they 

deliberately selected their pictures so as to exaggerate the humjuti degradation in the 

feeding centres. (Significantly in the light of America’s subsequent involvement, it was 

CARE-U.S. which led the calls for military intervention. The stated rationale was not 

that the intervention would serve Somalia, but that it would serve the CARE-WFP relief 

programme).*
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In trying to push Somalia onto the international agenda, the UN Secretary General faced 

an uphill struggle. The initiative was his, not that of member states, and besides, the 

international community was preoccupied with problems elsewhere. There was also the 

question of what form UN action should take. The situation in Somalia lay far beyond 

the earlier UN peacekeeping experience. There were no precedents for deploying UN 

forces on a humanitarian rather than a peacekeeping mission where there was no 

government with which to negotiate and where the practical decision, therefore, was 

always going to be whether to appease those with power on the ground or oppose them 

with force."* The Security Council had in late February 1992 approved the ambitious 

operation in Cambodia (UNTAC): Croatia had exploded and Bosnia was about to 

dominate the international agenda."

8.1 J .  UNOSOMI

This was a ‘traditional peacckeqping’ mission. Although it was realised by the UN that 

the civil war was a significant cause of the famine, the organisation did not assume any 

direct responsibility for ending the fighting or resolving the political impasse. UNOSOM 

1 operated within the context of a ceasefire agreement between Mahdi and Aideed and 

covered the Mogadishu area only.”

Under Security Council Resolution 751 (April 1992) (See Appendix N), 50 military 

observers were to be deployed to monitor the ceasefire and to provide security for a 

humanitarian operation. The strategy was not to marginalise the Somali de facto-leaders. 

but to take them along at evwy move. Hence, although the need to engage international 

military personnel to provide security for relief operations was an objective, their
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dcplojoncnt could not take place until August 1992 when the consent of the de facto 

political leaders was given.'*

In addition to the military observers, the Secretary General envisaged a force of just 500 

infantry soldiers to escort deliveries of humanitarian supplies and to provide security for 

personnel and supplies. Far fix>m being a New World Order-type operation, this was a 

reversion to the practice of employing minimal resources and hoping that the problem 

would sort itself out. The Secretariat and the Security Council seemed not to be unduly 

concerned about the planning of the proposed mission. The decision to send the 500 was 

taken without consultation either with Aideed or Mahmoud Sahnoun, the Secretary 

General’s Repnesentative, and even before these troops had arrived, a further 3,000 troops 

were approved by the UN.'* But without Aideed’s co-operation, the deployment of the 

500 was doomed to failure.

The situation, Sahnoun later claimed, could have been markedly different had UN HQ 

acted more eflectively and decisively. He claimed that whatever their earlier differences, 

all the Somali leaders had consented to working with the UN for a comprehensive 

solution. Ali Mahdi had agreed that he would resign as acting President as soon as the 

UN announced a date for a meeting with other Somali leaders. Also, by mid-October all 

faction leaders and community elders had given their assent to a conforence on national 

reconciliation.'* Unfortunately, serious problems were created by UN management at 

Headquarters and by some agencies’ representatives in the field.

First, despite significant contributions from donor states, UN agencies were unable to 

provide relief on the scale seen in Ethiopia in the early 1980’s. Also, by centralising 

everything in Mogadishu, the UN ^ v e  Aideed and his allies considenfU»le leverage and 

undermined efforts to organise structures in the local communities. A further problem

“ Ibid. U
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was the reluctance of most agencies to co-operate with Sahnoun. He had proposed 

monetisation of a reasonable percentage of food delivery to encourage co-<^}eration o f the 

local merchants who were prepared to use their influence to limit the activities o f looters 

and militia leaders.'* The agoicies rejected this proposal.

Sahnoun further argued that had the 500 Pakistani peacekeepers been deployed before 

September, this would have made a significant difference. The delay in their arrival (they 

arrived in October) he attributed to bureaucratic delays.'^ Finally and arguably most 

significantly, there was the UN's failure to investigate the crash in July 1992 o f a Russian 

plane with UN markings leased to the W.F.P. This plane had apparently delivovd arms 

and military equipment to Ali Mahdi. (A further illegal flight also crashed in late 

October). Such flights were in contravention of S.C. Resolution 733 o f 23 January 1992 

which imposed a genoral embargo on all deliveries of weapons and military equipment to 

Somalia. UN inaction over these flin ts  rekindled the old perception o f many Somalis 

that the organisation was biased in favour o f Ali Mahdi. In particular, it infuriated 

Aideed.'*

UNOSOM I proved incapable o f meeting the challenge it faced due to its small size and 

the limited scope of its mandate. The Pakistanis could not leave the harbour and airport 

of Mogadishu due to the lack of consent of the de facto political authorities.”  The 

proposed extra 3,000 troops never arrived but it was unlikely that their arrival in the 

prevailing circumstances would have made any fundamental difTerence to the security o f 

humanitarian activities.

The overall flaw of UNOSOM 1 was the UN’s failure to address the fundamental 

problem, namely collapse o f state authority. The UN had behaved towards the factions as

“ Ibid, II  
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it would with sovereign governments. Thrust into a situation of virtual anarchy, the 

lightly-armed UN troops thus became hostages not peacekeepers.

8.1.4. UNITAF (United Nations Unified Task Force)

By November 1992, the two principle problems in Somalia were perceived at the UN to 

be famine and weapons. A WFP cargo ship was shelled and the Pakistani troops at the 

airport camc under heavy fire from Aideed's forces. The Security Council and Secretary 

General agreed the situation had become intolerable and that resort to force under Chapter 

VII to deliver humanitarian assistance should be considered. On 25 November, the U.S. 

Secretary of State, Lawrence Eaglebui^er, informed Ghali of the readiness of the US to 

‘take the lead’ in an enforconent operation. This decision was taken by the National 

Security Council because of the scale of human disaster and the realisation that the US 

was the only nation perceived by Somalis and by the regional states as being in a position 

to maintain neutrality and with the ability to launch the necessary large scale aid 

operations . The Pentagon was also among the bodies calling for intervention but only 

because it saw institutional advantages and new expanded roles at a time when budgets 

were being cut. Further, there was idso the fact that Bush, architect of ‘New World 

Order’ having lost the Presidential election, and no longer constrained by domestic 

considerations, felt it incumbent upon him to do “a last good thing”.*

On 25 November 1992, the Secretary General proposed five options to the Security 

Council. First, continue and intensify efibrte to deploy UNOSOM I in accordance with 

its existing mandate and authorised strength. This he dismissed as inadequate. The 

second option, complete withdrawal of military assistance, was also rejected. The third 

option, ‘a show of force’ in Mogadishu raised questions as to the UN’s will, the kind and 

degree of force and the tenure of its presence. The fourth option was a countrywide
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enforcemenl action authorised by the Security Council under Chapter VII; the fifth 

option, an operation to be commanded and controlled by the UN.”

While the Secretary General would have preferred this fifth option, he conceded that the 

UN did not have the capability to command and control an enforcement operation o f the 

size required.”  However, the fourth option could be taken by member states responsible 

directly to the Security Council. In this regard, he mentioned the US’ ofier to organise 

and lead such an operation. He emphasised that unlike the Gulf operation, enforcement 

by member states in this instance would have to be defined and limited in time in order to 

return to peacekeeping and to another concept from An Agenda for Peace ‘post conflict 

peace-building'.

On 3 December, 1992, the Security Council adopted Resolution 794 (Appendix O) which 

explicitly authorised the Secretary General, the US and other troop-contributing countries 

to “use all necessary means to establish a secure environment for humanitarian relief 

operations in Somalia”."  The UN was able to organise broad international support 

(including that o f China) and so legitimise the operation, but it was to be the Americans 

who would impose peace on the warring factions and foster the new interventionist role 

for which the UN had opted.”  There was however, disagreement as to the precise form 

and direction o f the intervention.

As S.C. Resolution 794 was being drafted, the Secretary General began urging that the 

coalition disarm the Somali factions before handing the operation bjKik to the UN. The 

US howevCT, declined to make any such commitment. Bush wrote to the Secretary 

General; “I want to emphasise that the mission of the coalition is limited and specific 

objectives can be met in the near term and as soon as they are, the coalition force will
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depart, transferring its function to the UN force” "  He did not define “specific 

objectives".

In addition to the Pakistani forces already committed, support for the Americans was to 

be provided by twenty other contingents of various sizes and specialised fiuKtions. 

Under ‘Operation Restore Hope’, the US was to provide 28,000 troops and UNTTAF 

ended up with 37,000 troops when at full strength (See Table 2). The deployment plan 

focused on the worst areas of famine and was constrained by Bush’s pledge to have 

troops home by January 1993.** The first US units arrived in Mogadishu on 9 December 

and were joined by the French Foreign Legion and later Belgian, Canadian, Egyptian, 

Italian, Saudi Arabian and Turkish forces. With their arrival, Somali armed groups left 

Mogadishu, this move however serving to spread the conflict to the regions.”

The operation was directed by US diplomat, Robert Oakley (Former US Ambassador to 

Somalia) whose task was that of co-ordinating the work of UNTTAF with that of 

UNOSOM, now led by Iraqi diplomat, Ismat Kettani, Sahnoun’s replacement as S.R.S.G. 

One of the main tensions arose from UN pressure for UNTTAF to enlarge its role to 

include disarmament and thus aid the process of negotiation and reconciliation among the 

main parties. The Americans however, conscious of the spectre of Vietnam, were 

anxious to stress the limited and short term character of their intervention. They feared 

‘mission creep’.**

After a few weeks UNITAF succeeded in opening up supply routes and getting food 

throu^ to most of the needy areas. When Aideed and Ali Mahdi realised that American 

intervention was inevitable, both sides welcomed the new force and attempted to extract 

advantage from it for themselves. This guarded acceptance of the Americans was not
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surprising, both Aidced and Ali Mahdi had strong links with the US (Sec 8.2.4.). In the 

weeks which followed, heavy weapons and military trucks disappeared from the streets; 

some were hidden locally, others moved to the interior. Many o f the citizois saw the 

Americans as saviours who could restore normal life and rebuild their country. Outside 

Mogadishu, the US military pressure enabled local elders previously threatened by rival 

militias to regain some of their traditional authority,”

Despite the operation’s achievements, it was to encounter major criticism fix>m some 

NGOs; the London-based African Rights claimed that there was no real need for the 

military intervention in the first place, arguing that the obstacles to food delivery were not 

as bad as commonly assumed. The claim by S.R.S.G. Kettani that 70% - 80% o f the food 

was fuling to reach the hungry was rejected not only by African Rights, but also by WFP 

and Medecines Sans Frontieres (M.S.F.). More important however, was the criticism that 

UNITAF had missed the opportunity which was perceived to exist for the disarming o f 

warring factions and gangs.”  While some of the population expected UNITAF to disarm 

the gunmen, as time went by, Somalis placed less hope in the UN and the gunmen 

became more confident.*'

The issue of disarmament which became the subject of major dispute between the 

Secretary General and the Americans arose from the differing interpretations o f what 

constituted a ‘secure environment for humanitarian aid’. Did it mean protecting corridors 

for delivery of food supplies or the wider task of creating secure conditions in which UN 

could freely operate? Achievement of the latter would require a willingness on the part o f 

the Americans to address the root cause of anarchy. They did not see this as their task 

and callcd upon the UN to deploy a strong enough force to protect humanitarian activities 

under the existing security conditions. But the Secretary General was quick to point out
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that this was to misunderstand the capacity of the UN to manage or flnance such a forc€.”  

Besides, the Secretary General saw an opportunity for the UN to be something more than 

a symbolic guarantor o f agreements. With a powerful force dq>loyed under a joint 

mandate, the opportunity now existed to employ that force in pursuit o f international 

interests.

The attitude of Aideed to both parties at this time was particularly significant. He 

perceived Ghali as having a hidden agenda, that of seeking to make Somalia a UN 

trusteeship and o f wishing to restore Barrc. He claimed to have accepted UNITAF 

bccause of the humanitarian needs and because he believed the US had no colonial 

interests in Somalia.”  The Somali attitude was reflected in the positive reception 

accorded to Bush on a visit on New Year’s Eve and the hostile recqption accorded Ghali 

on a visit to Mogadishu some days later.”

The Secretary General did succeed in arranging a peace conference in Addis Ababa in 

January 1993 at which agreement in principle on a ceasefire was reached.”  However, a 

marked hardening of Somali feeling towards international intervention followed the 

arrival of the new US administration. Whereas Bush feared involvement in a civil war, 

the Clinton Administration seemed more receptive to calls from the Secretary General for 

more resolute action by UNITAF. However, the confidence of Aideed was lost when he 

perceived that the US was at least co^)perating with his nemesis, the UN. This turned 

him against the US and the opportimity for disarmament by agreement was closed for 

good.

Failure to do more to disarm the warlords could be viewed as tragic because a 

concentrated effort to remove and destroy heavy weapons would have sent a message that 

the USAJN meant business. Instead, in attempting to avoid possible confirontation with
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the militias and in seeking to appear impartial, the US/UN force ended up enhancing the 

roles and status of the warlords. On the Somali f>olitical fix)nt, the UN continued to 

maintain pressure on the leaders of the movements, whilst at the same time attempting to 

woo the Somalis. The third UN co-ordination meeting in Addis Ababa in March 1993 

was attended by a wide range of Somali peace groups who stressed the urgent need for 

improved security. The agreemeni, signed on 27 March by the leading warlords and 

representatives of assorted clan movements, committed their organisations to complete 

disarmament and ui^ed that UNITAFAJNOSOM apply “strong and efiective sanctions 

against those responsible for any violation of a ceasefire agreement of January 1993”.“

Arising from an understandable desire to cobble togetiier a Somali government as soon as 

possible, the Agreement also provided for the establishment over two years of a 

transitional system of governance. This included a Transitional National Council (TNG) 

with representatives irom the 18 regions where Regional and District Councils would be 

established. However, it was characteristic of UN policy at the time that the aspirations 

of some of the regional leaders were allowed go unrecognised.*’ Also, the momentum 

towards an eflective settlement was lost with the departure of the large American force.

The Americans, in trying to gel in and out of Somalia as quickly as possible, had simply 

postponed the problems that logically followed firom intervention.

8.1.5. UNOSOMll

With SC Resolution 814 (Appendix P) of 26 March 1993, Somalia became a testing 

ground for new peacekeeping ideas. The resolution mandated the peacekeeping force to 

protect humanitarian supplies and personnel. But unlike UNITAF whose participation in 

the disarmament process was subsidiary deriving from the ceasefire and disarmament
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agreement of January 1993, UNOSOM II was mandated to disarm Somali militias under 

Chapter VII of the Charter, It also contained a *nation-building’ element as well as 

assuring security throughout the country (UNITAF covered only 40%) “

UNOSOM II represented the first peacekeeping operation in UN history to be given a 

mandate to use force, not only in self-defence but to pursue its mission. Its contingents 

were to operate in a traditional peacekeeping mode when the use o f force was not 

required. But, they were authorised to act as ‘peace enforcement units’ when the use of 

force was required for them to carry out their mission. ”

Let us look at the reference to ‘enforcement’. The mandate of UNOSOM II was not 

enforcement in the manner of reversing acts of international aggression. It seen as 

‘peace- enforcement’ which was something less, but exactly what, was not clear. The 

term ‘peace-enforcement’ which was referred to in Paragraph 44 of Boutros Ghali’s An 

Agenda for PeiKX was a proposal, not so much for a concept but rather a mechanism, 

namely ‘peace-enforcement units'. (This was intended to distinguish them from the 

forces envisioned in Article 43 of the Charter). The units were to be available on call, 

undergo advance training, and be deployed under the authority of the Security Council 

and commanded by the Secretary General.* However, no such units were established 

and when UNOSOM II commenced operation, the force was just a collection of assorted 

national contingents, some well equipped, some not so.

Months before the commencement of the mission, the US administration and the 

Secretary General indicated that they had widely differing perceptions of the objective of 

the proposed force. At meetings between the US Secretary of State, Lawrence 

Eagleburger and Ghali in December 1992, the US indicated that on the hand-over of 

UNITAF to UNOSOM II it was prepared to entertain specific requests for logistical
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support but no more. No discussion of nation-building or anything remotely like it took 

place. There was however, considerable conversation about what UNOSOM II would 

look like.'** The Secretariat, according to Bolton, “foresaw something very like a 

traditional small scale UN peacekeeping operation”. However, US Department of 

Defence ofTicials believed that such an approach would not woric and wanted a much 

more muscular operation.** This presentation of the Secretariat’s position is difficuU to 

accept since this was a Chapter VII operation. But the failure of the Americans to 

appreciate the difHcuUies of the undertaking was unsurprising given American ignorance 

of the nature of UN operations. What is clear however, is that both parties had widely 

divergent views on the purpose and natiire of the operation and on who would provide the 

‘muscle’.

From its peak in mid-January of 25,800, the US contingent dropped by the end of 

February to 16,000, while non-US troops increased from 10,000 to 15,000.** The US did 

not want to maintain its forces. The UN on the othw hand, needed Americati 

participation in UNOSOM II for continuing logistical support and military muscle, 

should this be required.** With the passing of S.C. Resolution 814, the US appeared to 

change its attitude to involvement. The new administration’s Permanent Representative 

to the UN, Madeline Albright, declared: "With this resolution, we will embark on an 

unprecedented enterprise aimed at nothing less than the restoration of an entire country".** 

This smacked of ‘New World Order’ and American prestige was now invested in the 

operation whether they liked it or not In these circumstances, both the transition to a UN 

command an its organisiUton and leadership were of importance to the Americans.**

The Secretary General calculated that if the operation was headed by an American, this 

would guarantee strong US support. Such an appointment would also be necessary if, as
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planned, a US force was to serve for the first time under UN command. The arrangement 

reached gave military command to Turkish General Cevik Bir but Kettani was replaced 

as SRSG by US Admiral Jonathan Howe who had served as a security advisor to 

President Bush. S.C. Resolution 814 provided for a multinational force of 20,000 

peacekeeping troops, 5,000 logistical support staff and 3,000 civilian personnel.^’ To 

indicate its support, the US undertook to provide as required a tactical quick reaction 

force (QRF). Numerically the American presence had been greatly reduced but this 

arrangement gave UNOSOM 1! a strongly American orientation which when the UN 

forces became embroiled in fighting, made it difficult to decide whether the Pentagon or 

the Secretary General was 'calling to shots'.

In March 1993, the Secretary General noted that the effort undertaken by UNITAF to 

establish a secure environment in Somalia was far fix)m complete and that the threat to 

international peace and security still existed. Under these circumstances, UNOSOM II 

had no alternative but to move beyond humanitarian concerns and address the issues o f 

institution-building and reconstruction.^ It was inevitable that a confrontation between 

UNOSOM II and the Somali factions, whether over ceasefire violations or disarmament 

matters, would occur.'**

The growing tension between UNOSOM II and Aideed's Somali National Alliance 

(SNA) was reflected in the increasingly anti-UN broadcasts of Radio Mogadishu, 

controlled by Aideed. (Radio Mogadishu was a particularly important propaganda tool 

since 70% of Somalis were illiterate). Concerned at the propaganda cam pai^ which 

accused UNOSOM II and the US of being aggressive and trying to colonise Somalia, 

Force HQ instructed the Pakistani brigade to take the radio station out of action. On 5 

June 1993, UNOSOM II decided to inspect five authorised weapon storage sites (AWSS) 

in Mogadishu. This they were entitled to do under their mandate, and the Pakistani
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brigade dqjloyed a large enough force to indicate that they would use force if necessary. 

Since Radio Mogadishu was located in one of the AWSS, the operation represented the 

first direct challenge by UNOSOM II to the SNA. In the course of carrying out their 

‘inspections’, the Pakistani forces came under attack and in the ensuing battle, 24 

Pakistani soldiers were killed and 35 Somalis, including women and children, also died in 

the confrontation. ”

Instead of holding an independent legal enquiry and seeking to marginalise Aideed 

politically, the Security Council effectively declared war on him by passing S.C. 

Resolution 837 (Appendix Q) on June 6. The Resolution blamed the SNA for inciting the 

attacks on the Pakistanis and authorised the force to take all necessary measures against 

all those responsible for the armed attacks.

With this strong and explicit Resolution, obviously intended to step up the UN’s 

authority, UNOSOM II ceased to be a ‘peacekeeping’ force. Passage of the Resolution 

also turned the spotlight on the role of the US forces. The mission to ‘go after’ Aideed 

was clearly beyond the capabilities of other UNOSOM II forces and the QRF (1,150 

men) augmented with more helicopters and gunships (converted transport planes armed 

with canons), spearheaded the hunt The QRF was joined in late August by a 400 strong 

Ranger task force”  and Resolution 837 led to a virtual war situation between UNOSOM 

II and the SNA as the two sides attacked each other over a period of four months. In 

June, UNOSOM II conducted aerial attacks and ground searches of SNA leaders’ 

residences. In early July, the SNA retdiated with increased attacks on UN forces using a 

variety of weapons including rocket propelled grenades.** The inevitable denouement 

came on 3 October when Aideed’s forces succeeded in shooting down two helicopters, 

capturing an American airman and inflicting senous casualties on US and UN personnel 

(18 US and 1 Malaysian soldier were killed. 78 US, 9 Malaysian and 3 Pakistanis were
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wounded; 300-500 Somalis were killed) ”  Just as the CNN factor had led to US 

involvement in Somalia, so too it ended it when the images were broadcast o f an 

American soldier’s body being dragged through the streets o f Mogadishu. Without any 

meaningful national debate, the single question posed by U.S. Senators Dole and Byrd 

was “why arc we there”?”

The public outcry forced President Clinton to announce on 7 Octobcr that all US forces 

would leave Somalia by 31 March, 1994. (The Belgians, French and Italians announced 

their intention to withdraw in early 1994).** Withdrawing with honour, the Americans 

believed would require short run military reinforcements and a change in political 

direction. To meet the first requirement, Clinton announced the sending o f additional 

troops and naval forces and re-appointed Oakley in order to secure the release o f U.S. 

prisoners. Oakley's return was welcomed by Aideed who. Resolution 837 

notwithstanding, was brought back into unfolding political discussions.

The projected U.S. withdrawal was not entirely out of gear with the UN timetable for 

establishing the TNC envisaged at Addis Ababa. By the end of March 1994, an 

agreement was signed by Aide<xi and A1 Mahdi. This agreement featured the usual 

declarations forswearing violence and urging general disarmament as a precondition for 

reconstruction and set the date (15 May 1994) when an interim government was to be 

formed.”  However, no real progress was made towards disarmament or division of 

power in an interim administration.
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S.C. Resolution 897 revised UNOSOM IPs mandate from peace-enforcement to 

peacekeeping and envisaged a reduced military establishment (22,000) to be drawn 

exclusively from the Third World. But, following a litany of ever less-credible reports 

from UNOSOM, the Security Council, weary with the deteriorating situation and the 

manifest inability of Uie faction leaders to reach any workable agreement, announced in 

September 1994 that the operation would be wound down as soon as possible.**

Just as they had been virtually imprisoned by the hostile environment into which they 

arrived in 1992, the last UN troops to leave were kept in a comer by aggressive Somalis. 

An international operation involving US marines, dubbed ‘Operation Abandon Hope’ by 

the Financial Times, was required to secure the withdrawal. ”  It left behind the 

supremacy of the warlords it had hoped to tame, and while mass starvation had ended 

with the arrival o f U.S. troops in December 1992, the prospect of continued anarchical 

conflict threatened the spectre o f famine again.

8.2. POLITICAL BASE

8.2.1. Prior Involvement of Great Powers

During the Cold War, the Horn of Africa was of considerable strategic importance. It 

provided a bridge from Africa to Asia and faced directly into the Indian Ocean. The US 

and Soviet Union, therefore, had a considerable interest in the region. However, it was 

the actions and decisions of the Somalis themselves which led to superpower 

involvement in their affairs.

Britain’s withdrawal from Kenya and British Swaziland in the early 1960’s revived a 

long-standing dispute over border territories including the Ogaden. Conscious of
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Ethiopia’s military strength, Somalia turned for help first to the Americans, but 

Washington declined to provide equipment that might be turned against Ethiopia, at that 

time ruled by Haile Selassie. The S. Union was then approached and the Soviets, 

concerned about possible American or Chinese influence in the Horn, sought to mediate. 

After talks in Khartoum, hostilities were suspended but the underlying problem remained 

unresolved.*®

While Somalia had initially got little help or encouragement from Moscow, a relationship 

was established which in time provided Somalia with a powerful air force and armoured 

strike force. By 1977 some 2,400 Somali military personnel had been sent to the S. 

Union for training, more than from any other Afncan state.*' France and Britain, as 

former colonial powers in the region, were concerned at increasing Soviet influence in the 

Indian Ocean, but were relatively powerless to prevent it. The US meanwhile had 

established influence and bases in Ethiopia.*^

A remarkable realignment followed the overthrow of Haile Selassie in 1973 by Colonel 

Haile Mengistu. Mengistu sought military help from the Soviets and Cuba, and in 1977 

thrashed the Somalis in the Ogaden. By mid-1977, Somali overtures for a military 

relationship with the West had begun.** Somalia was switched by these events from 

Russia to American protectorship, but continued to be a gravely divided country. 

Meanwhile, Mengistu*s government in Ethiopia was being drained by conflicts in Eritrea 

and Tigre. For all the peoples o f the region, the horrors o f seemingly endless wars was 

compounded by famines so lethal that the outside world put them at the top o f the news. 

As the Cold War rcceded, the super powers found themselves at one in wishing to end the 

wars.**
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8.2.2. Initial Position of Great Powers

In the period 1990 - 1992, Somalia was well down the list in terms o f international 

priorities. Britain and France were preoccupied with Maastricht negotiations and the 

Gulf War. Events in the Gulf and the aftermath were America’s major concern. There 

was a general consciousness o f the terminal decline of the Soviet Union and the possible 

consequences o f this development.

In early 1992, the taking of firm action in Somalia was not an issue. No one seemed 

anxious to see Somalia move up the international agenda. So reluctant were the 

American Administration to face Congress on the issue of a UN presence that they had to 

be persuaded by the other members of the Council to allow Oie observer mission to be 

paid for out of assessed rather than voluntary contributions over which they had 

discretionary control.** The State Department’s argument that Congress would not 

countenance another peacekeeping mission in that year was only undercut by Senator 

Nancy Kassebaum's visit to the region in mid-1992 and subsequent public advocacy o f 

an armed force to protect UN workers and food shipments.**

US reasons for eventual involvement largely related to President Bush’s perception o f 

America’s role post the Gulf War. In proposing action. Bush was responding to 

American television viewers who saw starving Somali children and Somali gunmen 

stealing food before it reached its appointed destination. Fresh from beating Saddam 

Hussein, the Americans thought they knew how to deal with bullies. In a speech to the 

General Assembly in September 1992, Bush outlined a US commitment to UN operations 

and US intentions had been indicated by US involvement in the precedent-setting UN 

operation in Northern Iraq in early 1991 to protect the rebellious Kurds from Saddam 

Hussein. TTie fhistration of the US with its inability to prevent eUinic cleansing in Bosnia, 

much of it directed against Muslims, added to the incentives for helping the Muslims in
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Somalia. Ghali had also told Bush that there was a growing perception in the Third 

World that the US was using the UN to legitimise military action only when it served 

American interests. Gradually the tide of opinion in Congress and among the public 

shifted in favour of US intervention.*’

It is indicative o f the general mood of the period that S.C. Resolution 794 empowering 

UNITAF should have gained the total support of the Council including China and a 

number o f Afirican members who in the aftermath of the Gulf operation had expressed 

their suspicions that the West might use humanitarian arguments to mask their 

interference in the domestic affairs o f other states. (China described UNITAF as an 

excq>tional action unda the unique situation).**

The Security Council asserted its authority through monitoring and reporting procedures. 

It also emphasised the limited nature of the mandate for UNOSOM and UNFTAF’s 

withdrawal. The unanimity o f the Council and the pledge of troops from over twenty 

countries established the overwhelming support for the operation. However, the actions 

and uttmuKes of both the Bush and the Clinton administrations revealed extraordinary 

uncertainty as to UNITAF's function.

Although the mission was. in Bush’s term, ‘humanitarian’, he employed numbers 

(28,000) which far exceeded what many on the ground believed was required to guard the 

relief convoys. The American numbers were in accordance with the ‘Powell Doctrine’ 

(named after the Chairman o f the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin Powell) which 

dictated that any force deployed by the US ought to be sufficiently large to be able to 

overwhelm any potential opponents.** Since UN members had failed to come up with the 

additional 3,000 promised to UNOSOM I, the US contribution was to be welcomed. But 

deployment o f such a large and well-equipped military force could only encourage
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speculation as to its ultimate puqx>se. Confusion was increased by the foreign policy 

declarations o f the incoming administration.

Clinton, committed to reversing the Bush administration’s foreign policy, had promised a 

policy o f ‘assertive multilateralism’. This, Secretary of State Madeleine Albright defined 

as a “broader strategy on multilateral forums that projects our leadership where it 

counts”.* The UN, which she described as “one of the collective bodies that 

increasingly steer the course of world politics’” ' was to be the chief vehicle for the 

conduct o f assertive multilaterism. But despite these encouraging words, the US began to 

press for a rapid handover to UNOSOM II.

American anxiety to pass the problem back to the UN appeared to support the belief that 

the Americans wished to use the organisation rather than be committed members o f the 

UN. However, the Clinton administration’s policy statements at this time also betrayed 

what Mats Berdal calls “a simplistic set of beliefs about the nature o f conflict in the post- 

Cold War international system”.’’ In addition, Albright was to reveal an extraordinary 

lack of knowledge o f UN operations. In June 1993, she declared her surprise at finding 

that when a peacekeeping operation was launched, it started from scratch. She also noted 

a number o f problems unique to peacekeeping including the absence of contingency 

planning, prior knowledge of available forces, lack of centralised command and control 

capabilities, improvised lift arrangements and complex procurement systems.”  She 

clearly failed to realise that it was the presence of American forces and the attendant 

reduction in the problems listed above which had led states unwilling to join UNOSOM I 

to participate in UNITAF.

It is worth noting that American policy in Somalia at this time was similar to that in 

Bosnia. When the US administration’s Bosnian policy was unveiled in February 1993. it
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also represented a retreat from earlier promises. At no time was there enthusiasm for 

direct involvement on the ground.’̂  ̂ American policy was an attempt to reconcile two 

contradictory aspirations; demonstrating resolve while seeking to avoid measures that 

would place American lives at risk. What then were the tasks presented in the assorted 

mandates?

8.2 J . The Mandates

Somalia was a multidimensional problem requiring a clear mission strategy and plan o f 

action which integrated all the relevant dimensions - humanitarian, political and security. 

However, at the time the Somali operation commenced, the Secretariat had scant military 

expertise to help in making a proper assessment upon which proposed actions could be 

based. The technical team sent to Somalia to determine the needs o f UNOSOM I was 

composed of officers drawn from other peacekeeping operations. On completion o f their 

report, they returned to their normal duties and were not available for consultations.”  

This inadequate assessment o f the security situation led to a total underestimation o f the 

task facing all elements of the UN effort.

8.2J.1. UNOSOM I

UNOSOM I was accepted by the UN Commission of Inquiry as having been incapable o f 

meeting the challenge it faccd due to its small size and the limited scope of its mandate.’* 

That mandate, namely protecting UN personnel and supplies and escorting humanitarian 

supplies implicitly accepted not just the possibility of armed attack by Somalis, but the 

possibility that the force might have to be deployed between factions. By sending in 

peacekeepers, the organisation was in wxordance with Security Council Resolution 751 

(1992), facilitating “an immediate and effective cessation o f hostilities and the
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maintenance o f a cease-fire throughout the country”. But to deploy between factions, as 

the Resolution implied, would be further to fragment a shattered state and to involve the 

UN in a massive long-term commitment for which it was unprepared.

Even for the ‘protection’ tasks, the resources provided were grossly inadequate. The 

force o f 500 envision«i by the Secretary General was entirely unrealistic given the very 

conditions he described to justify the security force. (The German contingent o f 

UNOSOM II which numbered 1,700 took some 83% of its force to maintain its own 

livelihood in Somalia, leaving only 17% of the contingent to do its establishment job).’ ' 

S.C. Resolution 775 of 28 August 1992 had stipulated that the UN would have to work 

with the Somali factions and 'authorities’. However, while this sounded good 

diplomatically, in practice its fulfilment was dif^cult since it gave the warring parties a 

veto over the operation. It was largely because of fhistration with the parties that Ghali 

decided to seek a larger military intervention with or without the consent o f the parties.^

8.2J.2. UNITAF

In contrast to UNOSOM I, UNITAF appeared to possess sufficient resources in terras o f 

men and equipment to discharge its mandate. But discharging that mandate depended 

upon interpretation and UNITAF did not interpret its mandate as requiring it to enforce 

disarmament o f the Somali militias.’’ Under the terms of the Addis Ababa Agj^ements 

of 8 and 15 January, 1993 the political movements implemented the ceasefire and 

disarmament arrangements on a voluntary and co-operative basis. From time to time, 

UNITAF conducted weapons searches and confiscations independently o f the agreements 

but these did not form any part o f a comprehensive disarmament plan.*®
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The Secretary General argued that the coalition should not withdraw before controlling 

weapons and disarming lawless groups: “Without this action, I do not believe it will be 

possible to establish the secure environment called for in the Security Council or to create 

conditions in which the UN’s existing efforts to promote national reconciliation can be 

carried forward.*' However, US participation depended on the potential for results in a 

limited period.

But was disarmament ever really within UNITAF capabilities? This is difficult to 

determine. Chopra argues that if Boutros Ghali's demands made any sense, it was with 

regard to Iheir timing, since at that time there was a unique window of opportunity.*^ 

Aideed had been intransigent until the arrival of UNITAF; his receptivity meant that this 

was the best chance to convince his forces or the majority of Somalis to disarm. US 

strength evoked fear but also confidence.*^ But even if the Americans had taken 

advantage of the window of opportimity, what impact would this have had? To have 

acted decisively, US forces would have had to be prepared to commence disarming the 

Somalis as soon as they landed. To take advantage of the timing, disarmament would 

have had to be approved in November; arguing about it in December was pointless.

A complete disarmament operation would have required enormous effort and resources 

since for it to be effective, there would have been a need to seal off all borders by air, sea 

and land in co-operation with other states. There was also the problem that to have 

disarmed any one part of the state would have made it susceptible to attack by 

neighbouring states. Eventually, the UN might even have had to provide protection for 

Somalia for a period of years. As it was. some weapons had to be returned to individuals 

as they provided the only defence in a hostile environment.*^ It could be argued that 

successful disarmament did not require the removal of every weapon in the country. In
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theory, a measure o f  disarmament would have weakened the warlords to the point where 

they became rehant on political reconstruction. However, an overall strategy was not 

explicit in Uje UNITAF mandate.

The idea that a UN Secretary General should propose disarming militias within a 

sovereign state represented a dramatic turnabout in principle since the Congo. Arguably, 

there was a general perception that Somalia was ‘a special case’. But who was to decide 

and where was this erosion o f sovereignty to end? The proposal was just a  further 

manifestation o f  how UN had wandered into a conceptual void.

8.2 J J .  UNOSOM II

UNOSOM IPs mandate did suggest an overall strategy. However, attempting to combine 

‘broad based consultations' with demands that the Somali people comply fully with the 

commitments to disarmament, merely created confusion as to the UN’s intent. Farrell 

wrote: “ If the Security Council was serious about disarming the Somali warlords, then all 

attempts at maintaining consent for and the impartiality o f  UNOSOM II ought to have 

been dropped at this stage and the force should have been planned and equipped for a 

m i l i t ^  campaign”.**

The UN Commission o f Inquiry in February 1994 accepted that disarmament o f  the 

militias be abandoned: it also recommended that the UN should not insist on a particular 

formula for the resolution o f the Somali conflict but should, within the framework o f  the 

Charter, assist all Somali political movements to reach consensus on political institutions 

of government.** This seoned to accord with Aideed’s ideal o f autonomous democracy. 

He wrote (in 1993): “After the fair elections ... a truly national government should be 

formed by inviting members from all the national parties and not just by the members o f  

the majority party ... the idea o f inviting members from all the national parties should
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satisfy all voters no matter which party one has voted for”.*’ Given the problems of a 

‘winner takes all' form of democracy, the proposal had a certain plausibility. However, it 

would ensure that regardless o f who won an election, Aideed would be part of the 

government. Would this have been acceptable to other Somali leaders? There were 

other problems.

Most Somalis under 25 years of age had never experienced democracy; people who have 

known dictatorial rule and war all their lives, might well negotiate peace in good faith but 

could easily be tempted to resort to force to realise their goals.** There was, therefore, the 

need to create a favourable environment for change. The Somali people might have been 

willing to disarm if there were a working police force. But only some member states 

provided the equipment and training which they had promised to help establish the 

proposed force. The Somalis themselves did not, as had been hoped, provide young, 

enthusiastic recruits, but chose instead safe, accepted locals who were not likely to 

enforce the law or create controvarsy.*’ Ultimately, the problem o f the linked nation- 

building and the disarmament mandate was that many who might have been willing to 

disarm perceived UNOSOM II as too weak to be an efTective guarantor.

The decision to move the operation to nation-building revealed a failure on the part o f 

those proposing the move to grasp the political and military ramifications o f such an 

undertaking. Establishment of representative democratic institutions in Somalia was 

certain to be a long process requiring the co-operation and support o f all concerned. 

Somalis and UN member states. If there were to be a transition firom anarchy and conflict 

to order and peace, the operation would first have to secure the reins o f power (Sec 

Chapter 10). The Somalis however, had shown no enthusiasm for interference in their 

afTairs and were unlikely to meekly accept imposition of UN authority. Equally, it was 

highly unlikely that China and other states would support UN assumption o f control o f
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the country, even for a limited period. In the event, the UN sought neither to assume 

fully the reins o f power or to propose what form any new SomaJi authority should take.

UNOSOM ll's mandate hi^Iighted yet again the disjunction between the proposals 

expressed in Security Council resolutions and the ability or willingness o f member states 

to provide the means o f implementation.

8.2.4. Political Manocnvres of the Great Powers

The high profile of the US in the Somalia operation underlined that power’s status and 

perceived role in the changed international system and within the UN. No longer was 

there a rival superpower and the era of the five great powers was, apart from their 

retention of veto power within the Security Council, effectively over.

The US role in initiating and leading the Gulf operation had established its dominant 

position in the world. Its recourse to the UN for legitimisation of that venture, the 

statements of Bush and Albright and the UNITAF mission all appeared to indicate that 

the US was presenting itself as the strong right arm of the international organisation. 

Unanimous Security Council support for UNITAF indicated general acceptance that the 

single remaining super power should assume that role. Equally, it was convenient for the 

other former great powers to pass the diflicult problem of Somalia to the Americans, 

particularly since the US had b w t the most recent ally of Somalia’s dominant clan 

leaders. (Both Aideed and Mahdi had been educated in the US and each had a son in the 

U.S. armed forces, Aideed’s son even serving as an interpreter with UNITAF).’* This 

'passing of the buck’ was confirmed in S.C. Resolution 837 of 6 June 1993, which in 

effect required the Americans, as the only troops capable o f the task, to ‘go after’ Aideed.
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Some members of the US Congress argued that the mission had become militarised on 

the UN’s authority and that the US was responding inappropriately to UN demands. It 

was the UN, they claimed, that insisted that Aideed be captured. But there is little 

evidence to support this contention. As Kalowatie Deonanden noted, UN military actions 

or major policy decisions are virtually never implemented without U.S. consent.”  All the 

major S.C. Resolutions were written, according to William Clarke and Jefirey Herbst, by 

US officials mainly in the Pentagon and handed to the UN as faits accompli.”

The American soldiers sent to or kept in Somalia had done a minimum job with 

maximum fire power: the bulk of the force had left prematurely without having done 

enough to uphold even a narrow interpretation of its mandate to create a secure 

environment. The UN, the Somalis and the Americans themselves paid the price for 

America’s original reluctance to disarm the gimmen.

8 J . OPERATIONAL BASE 

8.3.1. Secretary Genenil

The Commission of Inquiry set up by the Security Council in October 1993 after the 

Mogadishu battle in which eighteen American servicemen were killed, concluded that the 

US and UN had lo share the blame with General Aideed for the dcscent o f the 

humanitarian mission in Somalia into the vicious confrontation in the capital. Aideed was 

blamed for launching the attack, the US was criticised for operating under a separate 

military command and for launching raids that were inconsistent with the basic tenets o f  

peacekeeping. The report also questioned the strategy of aggressive peacekeeping 

adopted by the UN under Ghali.”  But just how fair was it to apportion blame to the
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Secretary General for the debacles of Mogadishu and for the general failure of the UN to 

sort out the mess in Somalia? Certainly, many of his problems resulted from his pursuit 

of a more ‘active’ UN.

Ghali’s activism surprised the Americans. In the aftermath of Operation Desert Stonii 

and amid talk of New World Order, the US indicated its preference for a more vigorous 

Secretary General. One senior U.S. official greeted Ghali’s election with the comment 

"our fear is that he will prove to be a warmed-up version of Perez de Cueller” (of whom it 

was said he would not make waves even if he fell out of a boat).”  Ghali however, sought 

a more assertive UN, arguing that the oi^anisation should have at its disposal a full range 

of military forces of various types. The hypothesis according to Maurice Bertrand was 

the same as those of 1919 and 194S that a definite consensus existed among the great 

powers enabling them to constitute a military alliance.”  However, he then proceeded to 

alieiute rather than woo these powers.

In July 1992, he had criticised members of the Security Council for giving what he 

maintained was undue priority to the situation in Yugoslavia, The Americans were 

angered at his apparently random choice of 3,500 troops for UNOSOM I. They believed 

30,000 to be the required figure, but nevertheless were reluctant to see Somalia used as a 

test case in the reinteipretation of Chapter VII of the Charter.* His relationship with 

Aideed had been poor, even before the mission. This dated from the period of Bane’s 

dictatorship. One of Barre’s tactics in undermining opposition had been to exile the 

disfavoured to diplomatic posts abroad. Aideed had Uius spent a period as Ambassador 

to India and from that time, perceived that there were cordial relations between Barre and 

the then Egyptian Minister of Foreign Affairs. Boutros Ghali. He was convinced that 

Ghali was a supporter of Barre.*  ̂ But Ghali also clashed with his own appointee and
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former student colleague, Sahnoun, because he felt the latter as SRSG was hindering his 

attempts to demonstrate the new interventionist doctrine for the UN.**

The Sccrctary General could be faulted most of all for having failed to learn the built-in 

limitations o f UN peacekeeping. In ‘An Agenda for Peace’, Ghali implied that future 

peacekeeping operations could be organised without the consent o f parties. However, his 

concept o f new style peacekeeping was flawed in that it failed to pay heed to the very real 

diflerences o f interests and perspectives among states in the international arena, or the 

very real constraints upon UN action by the many conflicts demanding world attention.

Ghali was, to a great extent, unfortunate. The failure of the Security Council and General 

Assembly to function effectively during the Cold War had placed a disproportionate 

burden on the shoulders of the Secretary General. The chief executive had come to 

symbolise as well as represent the UN. He had come to be looked upon to provide 

intellectual leadership, managerial ability, negotiating skills and in an age o f  mass 

communications, the ability to establish a rapport with an international audience. ‘An 

Agenda for Peace’ was much acclaimed, but member-states, Thakur noted, wanted 

"excellence within the parameters of political reality".”

Ghali, neflecting the widespread belief that with a more harmonious Security Council the 

UN would be enabled to act with greater authority, had sought to capitalise on a 

perceived goodwill, and assert that authority through enforcement. Unfortunately, 

mention of enforcement raised fundamental questions. What was to be the ultimate 

objective o f any proposed military action? Would member states be willing to co

operate? Critical to any use of force by the UN was the relationship between the Secretary 

General and the US. Poor relations between Ghali and the Americans ensured that the 

task which the Secretary General set for the mission was an impossible one.
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8.3.2. Force Commander

US refusal to accq>t UN command of its forces undermined the authority o f the Force 

Commander o f UNOSOM 11 and ultimately proved disastrous for the operation. US 

planners felt that UNOSOM II Force Commander General Cevik Bik did not understand 

how to command such a disparate multinational operation. They claimed that he was not 

forceful enough in ensuring compliance with the UN mandate. However, when the 

Commander o f the U.S. Force, General Thomas Montgomery, tried to ensure compliance, 

contingent commanders complained to Bik of US dominance.'®* The question of 

commaiKl had become ^neatly confused however, not only because o f the US attitude, but 

because o f the Secretariat’s failure to establish and recognise the nature o f UNOSOM II; 

was it a ‘conventional’ UN force or a ‘coalition’? Before considering the impact o f  this 

question on the military command, let us look at these two kinds of force.

Distinguishing between a ‘UN operation’ and a ‘coalition’, Chopra, Eknes and Nordboe 

point out that a ‘UN operation’ is collectively mandated and controlled. It is an 

instrument authorised by and in the service o f the international community as a whole. It 

represents something more than the sum of the nations participating in the operation in 

the field or in the decision-making process. ‘Coalition’ in contrast refers merely to co

operation and a venture in which more than one nation is participating. It refers most 

specifically to the US strategy of spreading responsibility in a military venture as used in 

the Gulf War and then in UNITAF.'®*

It is possible for a coalition operation to be a legitimate collective action but only if  it is a 

genuine agent o f the UN and mandated by the Security Council or General Assembly. As 

a genuine agent iK t̂ing as an instrument of the international community and in 

international interests, it would fly the UN flag. However, the UN turned down the

Etaic* and Nomlbot. far Hope m Sotwri^
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American ofTer for UNITAF forces to serve in blue helmets since they were not prepared 

to countenance any weakening in their national chain of command.'®

Another distinction between a UN operation and a coalition has to do with the relations 

between contingents and Force Commander. A critical mistake of the Secretariat in 

relation to UNOSOM II was to perceive command relations to be the same as in a 

coalition. This mistake, made through the introduction of OPLAN I (sec below), led 

directly to the fragmentation of the Force. In the early stages of the overall operation, 

the question of command posed no problems. UN Commander General Shaheen worked 

closely with U.S. Force Commander General Roger Johnston.'”* Good relations with 

UNITAF were possible because of the ‘coalition’ format. Since UN states had failed to 

come up w iUj the additional troops for UNOSOM I, the Security Council accepted and 

authorised employment of a US force to deputise on its behalf. Contingents operated 

independently but had the binding influence of the US.'^ It was the transfer of command 

from the US to the UN which led to problems.

UNOSOM II was neither a sub-contract like UNITAF nor an exclusively military 

operation in design. It represented a shift from something of a sub-contract to an 

integrated UN operation. The compromise solution separated political control above and 

military command below to one estiiblishing UN and US command side by side (See 

Appendix R), and while the UN Force Commander remained responsible to the SRSG, 

each contingent was separately linked to its capital."” The problems created by this 

arrangement were exacerbated by Annex ‘J’ of UNOSOM II, OPLAN I which read: "The 

relationship between UNOSOM II command and assigned coalition forces will be the 

same relationship between UNITAF command and these coalition forces”.'*  O f 

enormous significance was the use of the term ‘coalition. Rather than returning 

UNOSOM II to the UN ideal of an integrated and collective command structure. OPLAN
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I cflcciivcly widened the gap between commander and contingents. However, at the 

heart of the command problems was the role and attitude of the Americans. The 

Commander of U.S. forces in Somalia was also Deputy Force Commander, while the US 

Commander in Chief of Central Command in the United States retained command of all 

US forccs assigned to UNOSOM II. In addition, when directed, the Commander of U.S. 

forces In Somalia would assume control of the Q.R.F.'®  ̂ Thus, while US personnel 

participated as part of a UN structure, this was always something of a fiction sincc a US 

Commander was always in control and ultimate command.

The tribalism that resulted from this arrangement proved operationally dysfunctional. 

There were always different responses to the Force Commander’s orders; some followed 

his command, others refused to comply, and some contingents complied only after 

getting approval from their governments. While this insubordination might not be critical 

in a less complex operation, it proved disastrous in one where unity of command was 

essential for effective response to quickly evolving situations. The weakness of the 

command structure and the internal tensions thus created were demonstrated by the 

incidents of 5 June (Radio Mogadishu incident) and 3 October 1993 (shooting down of 

U.S. helicopters).

The Report o f the UN Commission gives as reasons for the extent of UN casualties, 

UNOSOM IPs unprcparedness and the special status of the QRF.'* Answering criticism 

that Italian tanks were slow in arriving on the scene, the Italian Brigade Commander 

stated that the order from UNOSOM II Force Headquarters arrived too late but that in any 

event, responsibility for assisting the Pakistanis rested primarily with the Q.R.F.'”  

Whatever the merits of this particular dispute, it was clear according to the UN 

Commission, that the Force Commander was not in effective control of several national 

contingents."®
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American determination to act independently created the second major incident (3 

October). While the UN was making every effort to protect its personnel and at the same 

lime searching for Aideed, a force of US Rangers was dispatched to Mogadishu with the 

special task of capturing Aidecd.'" When some Rangers became trapped, an in te^ ted  

rescue force had to be organised. In the clash, 18 American soldiers were killed and 78 

wounded."* The decision to launch the operation was made in Florida (Special 

Operations Command). The SRSG was not informed and the Force Commander was 

notified just before its commencement."*

For as long as they remained members of UNOSOM FI Force Headquarters, American 

officers continued to operate on a dual allegiance basis. They attended conferences with 

oiTicers from other states but operated from separate offices to which all other contingent 

officers were denied access."^

To the problems created by command structure were added those resulting from the 

presence of many diverse otntingents.

8.3.3. Tactical Capabilities 

8.3.3.1. Contingents

Before looking at some of the contingents, it is worth recalling Uiat Pakistan alone 

volunleer«d troops for UNOSOM L"* Many governments were cautious and only came 

to the field when promised ptotoction by the US. Disagreement about the use o f force 

caused contingents to label themselves ‘Chapter VI’ or ‘Chapter V ir nations: This 

shorthand was used to difTercntiate those forces that had come prepared to use force
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proactively from those that were not prepared to use force, except in self-defence."* 

However, in the circumstances, distinctions were never clear and besides in such an 

operation where did ‘use of force’ begin and end?

An African Rights rq>ort claimed that troops from all countries used unnecessary strong 

ann tactics and that up to 200 Somalis were probably killed by UNITAF. Frcnch 

Legionnaires, Belgian paratroopers. Canadian airborne and Pakistani troops were 

particularly aggressive. The Belgians managed to create a weapon-free zone in their area 

but this was achieved through beatings and the shooting of violators. Some were charged 

with 'colonial barbarism’ on their return to Belgium."’

In contrast to these contingents, the Italians, the former colonial power, behaved with 

great sensitivity, mingling with the local population and establishing good relations. So 

well were they regarded, that Somalis who attacked the Nigerian contingent in September 

1993 gave as the reason for the attack, Nigerian failure to act like the Italians. The 

Italians in turn felt that the Americans were too quick to use force and complained that 

they (the Italians) were left to bear the consequences of QRF action in their sector. Their 

relationship with the Somalis also provided a means of obtaining the best intelligence 

information."*

The Germans were positively regarded because of the logistic resources they brought 

with them. However, their perceived Chapter VI role in a Chapter VII operation placed 

them in an invidious position on the use of force in self-defence. The German Rules o f 

Engagement (ROE) were specific. The use of firearms was a valid means o f defending 

against attack only if milder means such as pushing back, hitting with a stick, fist or rifle 

butts did not promise to be successful."’ Operating under such restrictive ROE, German 

troops had on occasion to be escorted by Italian or Indian (Chapter VII) forces causing
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the Germans embafrassmcnt and frustration.**’ Logistical limitations and concerns for 

their safety resulted in some contingents being unwilling to re-deploy. TTie Indians and 

Koreans would not go to Mogadishu. Others would not go elsewhere. Security for some 

was defined by distance from the airport: others felt the further they were from

Mogadishu the safer their position.**' Pakistani and Indian contingents conscious of Ik jw  

their performance might be viewed at home, were careful to ensure that reports of 

incidents involving their troops were channellol through their own communications 

system only.*** Participation had however its rewards for the poorer states. The blue 

berets earned for their governments 1,000 US dollars per month per soldier.*** There was 

also the prospect of picking up abandoned US equipment.

The behaviour and attitude of the American troops changed dramatically with the 

changMver from UNITAF to UNOSOM II. During the formor, they operated with 

restraint. **'* However, during UNOSOM II, they demonstrated their heavy-handed use of 

force sub-culture.’** This was hardly surprising given their perceived role and the fact 

that they, like other conting«mts. were groping in the fog between peacekeeping and peace 

enforcement.

8JJ.2 . Comfnuoications

As in the Congo, the Somalia operation was dogged by an assortment of 

communications-related problems. From the outset, there was a breakdown in 

communications between New York and the field. This was due in part to the personality 

clash between Ghali and Sahnoun. However, the New York-field communications 

system also suffered from serious organisational weaknesses. At New York HQ, 

responsibility for diftercnt aspects of the operation was splintered across different
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departments. Sincc it took time for co-ordination to develop, the right hand did not know 

what the left hand was doing.'** Communication between humanitarian providers and 

peacekeepers was also unsatisfactory. While the head of the humanitarian section, who 

reported to the SRSG, participated in the daily meetings at UNOSOM HQ, the senior 

personnel of many o f the agencies remained based in Nairobi.'*’

The gap between traditional methods of communication within Somalia and the UN’s 

reliance on American high technology put most of the UN staff at a great disadvantage in 

their dealings with the local community. This was illustrated, for example ,by American 

helicopters dropping leaflets on a population with a primarily oral tradition whose 

sensitivity to radio broadcasting was famous. A proposal that UNOSOM have its own 

radio station was rejected by the General Assembly’s Budgetary Committee. As a result, 

the operation did not have the right machinery to explain why it was in Somalia, why the 

mandates were being changed and what these changes were, what was expected o f the 

Somali people themselves, and what they could expect ftom the UN.'“  Ironically, it was 

the UN’s attempt to close down Somalia’s principal communication system (Radio 

Mogadishu) on 5 June 1993 which proved to be the turning point in the overall operation. 

The incident also highlighted the UN’s operational and general communications 

problems. In accordance with its efforts to establish good relations, UNOSOM II 

Headquarters was careful to notify the SNA of the UNOSOM II Headquarter’s intended 

inspection. The SNA warned that such action could lead to war, but amazingly, the 

Pakistani Commander was not infonned of the SNA’s reaction. There was also a failure 

to communicate plans to the Head of UNOSOM ll’s Political Division who later claimed 

that he would not have approved the operation.*”  Reserves were not alerted from other 

contingents to assist the Pakistanis and in the absence of common communications 

facilities, the Pakistanis could not make direct contact with Uie Italians who were nearby. 

The operation in October 1993 was equally chaotic. The Amtaican plan was not
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communicated to other contingents, hence no contingency planning to support the 

operation was possible. The QRF took seven hours to plan the rescue operation.**

In contrast, Aideed enjoyed ail the advantages. He was informed of the UN’s intentions 

on almost all occasions and was therefore able to organise demonstrations, create road 

blocks and deploy military forces at very short notice.’*'

8 J J J . Eqaipment

In keeping with UN peacekeeping tradition, UNOSOM 1 suffered finom a shortage of 

vehicles and communication and engineering equipment.'*^ In the subsequent phases of 

the mission, the situation remained equally unsatisfactory. Western contingents in 

general were well equipped and self-sufficient; contingents iirom developing states 

tended to rely on UN logistics.'** However, the mission’s outstanding equipment 

problem related to the inability of the Force as a whole to defend itself. The folly o f 

sending lightly armed peacekeqiers into a country awash with arms was exposed by the 

UNOSOM I experience. The UN then compounded the problem by undertaking ‘peace 

enforcement’ against elements armed with and experienced in the use of a wide variety of 

weapons.

The Somali armed pmonnel were not a rag-tag militia but reasonably well-organised and 

trained elements operating under a good command structure. To engage such forces 

either aggressively or defensively, the UN forces required a plentiful supply of powerful 

weapons and fighting vehicles. The events of June 5 1993 revealed the UN force's
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inadequacies. The greater part of the Pakistani casualties arose from the fact that the 

troops traveHed, traditional peacekeeping style, in soft-skinned vehicles.'”

As in all such situations, it was all too easy to fault ‘the UN’ and to forget that ultimately 

it was member states who were responsible for the safety of their troops. The losses 

suffered by UNOSOM II suggested that far too many contributing states had not fully 

considered the consequences of involvement in enforcement action or were indifTerent to 

the plight of their troops. The incidents and losses also exposed the irresponsibility of 

many govermncnts who, over the years, had dumped obsolete or obsolescent equipment 

on UN mission fields.

The most formidable vehicle available to the Pakistani contingent was the M42 A2 tank. 

This tank was a 1957 model and was totally unreliable. It was only in October, after the 

contingent had sustained considerable casualties, that they were provided from home with 

M48 A5 models with diesel engines and lOSmm guns.'”  Demands for more or better 

equipment did not always get a sympathetic hearing, even in the US. The American 

force’s request for tanks, armoured fighting vehicles and artillery were tiuned down in 

early and late September 1993 by the US Defence Secretary and Joint Chiefs of Staff. By 

that time, US policy makers had grown weary of UNOSOM II.'“

The Somalis, on the other hand, had abundant equipment which they used to maximum 

effect. They used mines to destroy the much-vaunted U.S. HMMV (Humvees) employed 

in Desen Stonn; their heavy machine guns proved capable of destroying Pakistani 

APCs.'”  They also had 60mm, 80mm and 120mm mortars (although they did not use the 

latter, probably because of the risk of killing Somalis). They were believed to have 

Stinger anti-aircraft missiles but did not need them since their RPGs proved capable of 

bringing down US helicoptcr gunships as shown in the 3 October incident.'”
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Some contingcnis scavenged or borrow^ any available American equipment. The 

Pakistanis, who with good reason complained of lack of air cover during operations, were 

towards the end of the mission given the use of several US aircraft. The Indians 

complained that rather than using a limited panel of pilots, the Pakistanis were flying-in 

new crews at S to 6 week intervals. The Indians feared that the Pakistanis were training 

personnel on US equipment for possible employment in the border dispute on the Indian 

sub-continent.'**

By dropping its traditional impartiality, the UN had embarked on an operation which 

required the employment o f troops that were not only highly trained, but equipped for all 

contingencies. UNOSOM II was composed of contingents from states all too many o f 

which either had not the equipment required or were unwilling to provide it.

8.4. ANALYSIS

8.4.1. Mandate Performance

UNOSOM I, UNITAF and UNOSOM II all failed to fulfil their mandate, demonstrating 

again that to be successful, an operation requires not only a clear mandate, but the means 

to implement it. It was UNOSOM I’s initial failure through lack of numbers which led to 

the subsequent rcactive and poorly planned ventures. UNITAF might be seen to have 

achieved a measure o f success in the creation of safe passage for some humanitarian 

relief, but while the powerful arrival caused something of a factional retreat, confusion 

over the mandate and restrictive exercise of its powers led to the renewal o f the factional 

offensive. Equally, the mandate given to UNOSOM II at least as it was interpreted, was 

too ambitious in relation to the instruments and the will to implement it.
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8.4.2. Facilitating Conflict Resolution

Civil conflict in Somalia was not the UN’s original concern and subsequent efforts to 

deal with it in tandem with the humanitarian effort were doomed to failure. A solution to 

Somalia's problems required the co-operation and trust of the Somalis: ending internal 

strife was never likely to be achieved by the threat implied in resort to Chapter VII o f the 

Charter.

The Secretariat’s inept handling of UNOSOM I, particularly its failure to support 

Sahnoun’s cfTorts and to investigate the ‘Russian plane’ incidents, widened divisions 

between the major clan leaders. Reference to involuntary disarmament could only 

increase fears that one or other would be disadvantaged and the attempt to disarm one 

clan (AidMd's) but not all, was a recipe for continuous civil war. But even if  the UN had 

succeeded by whatever means in controlling all firearms, this would not in itself have 

guaranteed an end to conflict. The ageK>ld rivalries would have continued and as events 

in Rwanda would show, sophisticated weapons were not required for the perpetuation o f 

bloody conflict. Conflict resolution required consultation not enforcement tactics.

8.4J. Conflict Containment

The Cold War over, the possibility that conflict in Somalia could spread was, to judge by 

international reaction to the crisis, pcrceived to be minimi. The abysmal reaction to 

appeals for troops for UNOSOM I contrasted sharply with the experience during the Cold 

War when contingents were, generally speaking, readily available. The reluctance o f 

states to become involved until assured of the American umbrella, suggested that 

whatever the hopes for a new dawn in international relations, states behaviour continued 

to be dictated by self-interest.
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8.4.4. Assessment

The operations raised senous doubts about the UN’s ability to implement the complex 

agenda of so-called second-generation peacekeeping. In the absence of a clear peace- 

enforcement doctrine, operations had shifted between the black and white options of no 

force and too much force. In the absence of a clear strategic plan, the operation had been 

burdened with mandates that wore, in some instances, self-contradictory and clearly 

demonstrated that peacekeeping operations deployed in ‘failed states’ could be neither 

purely military nor purely humanitarian. In seeking to demonstrate its ‘muscle’, the UN 

had embarked on a Chapter VII operation, but its 20,000 plus force had been frustrated 

and demoralised by the efforts of 800 largely urban guerrillas.'*

The US, UN and the Secretary General dl had different perspectives on what intensity 

operations in Somalia were to have. The US brought to the field its Gulf War experience, 

its coalition model and New World Order strategy. However, UN officials in the field 

and some contingents were still rooted in the traditional peacekeeping mode. The 

Secretary General, somewhere between these two extremes, pushed for a new fonm of UN 

action without any concept of operations for this other than his mere reference to peace- 

enforcement. As a result, there was at all time confusion as to the operation’s purpose 

and the methods to be employed. A major consequence of the confusion was that the 

Somalis whom the UN was supposed to be assisting could not be sure as to whether the 

peacekeepers were their frietKis or enemies. Thus, the basis for a successful 

peacekeeping opCTation was not established.

Equally importantly, uncertainty had surrounded the question of not only what should be 

done, but who should do it. The US, while supporting Chapter VII measures in the 

Security Council clearly had no intention of committing its troops on the ground to large- 

scale confrontation. Equally, it was clear from the presence of ‘Chapter VF contingents 

that other states expected the Americans to employ whatever military might might be
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required. The operation showed that whatever the extent of international concern, 

agreement between states on effective collective action remained unattainable.

Thousands o f Somali lives were undoubtedly saved but a high price was paid and less 

accomplished than was hoped for. The operation was an object lesson in UN 

inadequacies and highlighted in particular the organisation’s dependence upon major 

powers. While the involvement of American troops was always certain to be 

problematic, it was essential for the participation of other states and without the 

Americans, the humanitarian achievements would have been impossible. Overall, the 

operation was an inoculation against the temptation to intervene in places such as 

Rwanda.

The clear lesson of UNOSOM was that before embarking on an operation, the UN should 

set itself simple achievable objectives reco^ised and understood by all the parties 

involved. The move fipom a poorly-planned attempt to bring humanitarian relief to the 

‘grand* nation-building venture was always destined to fail. 'Nation-building' might be 

an admirable objective, but how it was to be achieved was at all times unclear. When 

would the ‘nation' be pcrceived to have been built? Besides, as the Congo had shown 

and as experience in Angola would show, introduction of ‘free and fair’ elections did not 

guarantee the creation of peace and stability.

The operation had shown that Chapter VI and Chapter VII operations could not co-exist 

and that attempting to ‘blend’ them was a recipe for disaster. However, a notable feature 

of the operation had been the impact of UNITAF. The introduction of a large well-armed 

force had inspired awe and respect and gave promise of what might be achieved through 

employment o f  similar type forces on peacekeeping as distinct from enforcement 

operations.
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CHAPTER 9 

CASE STUDY D -  UNAVEM
INTRODUCTION

UNAVEM' was the UN’s contribution to restoration of peace in Angola after 16 years o f 

brutal and large scale civil war fuelled and fanned by Cold War antagonisms and regional 

conflict.* Conducted at a time when the UN was attempting to deal with a variety o f 

problems, the operation represented a test of the organisation’s ability and will to restore 

and maintain peace, not just in strategic or sensitive areas, but wherever and whenever 

conflict occurred. It was a test of the theory that the UN was the friend o f small states 

and could help the promotion o f the instruments and institutions of peaceful change.

Election monitoring, one of the many new peacekeeping roles proposed in ‘An Agenda 

for Peace’, became one of UNAVEM’s main tasks. The operation would, therefore, be 

expected to demonstrate the organisation’s ability to, (a) assist states in organising their 

affairs while not impinging on their sovereignty and, (b) provide help in situations where 

the democratic will was rejected.

9.1. NATURE OF CONFLICT

9.1.1. Historical Backgrou nd

At the time it gained independence in 1975, Angola, a country o f 1,2 million square 

kilometres with a population of 10 million (See Map 8), lacked a cultural, economic and 

administrative unity on which the aspirations of politicians could be focused. Three 

nationalist movements had emerged in the fight for independence from Portuguese 

colonial rule in the 1950’s and 1%0’s. The Zaire-backed FNLA (Frente Nacional de 

Libertacao de Angola) had its origins among the Bakongo in Northern Angola and the

‘ For naaon* that wiH become ippireM . the title UNAVEM is used to cover UNAVEM I, UNAVEM 11 and UNAVEM HI 
 ̂Virginia P»gc Fortn», “United Nations Angolan Verifkation Mission I", in The Evolution of Peacelceq>n^, ed. William Durch, 376-
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Western Belgian Congo. It had a small guerrilla force but was relatively inactive in 

military terms, despite receiving military training and arms from Zaire and the US via the 

CIA. The MPLA (Movimento Popular de Libertacao de Angola) drew considerable 

support from the Mbundu tribe and from Leftist and nationalist movements in the capital 

Luanda, and the neighbouring provinces. Its base among the more ethnically-varied and 

cosmopolitan peoples of the capital and the coast differentiated it from the FNLA, and its 

broader ‘nationalism’ gave it an appeal to all who lived within the boundaries o f Angola. 

It received external support from the S. Union, Cuba, Yugoslavia and for a short while, 

China. The third movement, UNITA (Uniao Nacional para a Independencia Total de 

Angola) was a one-man show from the start. Its founder, Jonas Savimbi, had originally 

been a member of FNLA and having left that movement, had flirted with MPLA. 

Disenchanted with what he saw as the squabbling and exile-based politics o f these 

movements, he returned to his home area of Central Angola and set up the new nationalist 

organisation, built largely around the Ovimbundu tribe.^ But while the movement had a 

tribal core, observers on the ground dismissed the ethnic factor as the basis for the 

subsequent conflict, pointing to Savimbi’s callous treatment of his ‘own’ people in 

Huambo which he shelled for eight weeks in 1993.^

Hostility between the three movements during the struggle for independence turned to 

armed conflict as independence approached. The Portuguese had named 11 November 

1975 as the date of independence, and in the meantime tried briefly to reconcile the 

warring groups by mediating the Alvor Accord^ in January 1975 which set up a 

transitional government.* Renewed fighting broke out however, and the transitional 

government collapsed by August of the same year. With Cuban support, (an estimated 

10,200 combat troops)’ the MPLA took control of most of the country, including Luanda, 

before independence day.

377
’ Keith Somtnervillc. “Angola - Groping Towwdi Pe*ce or Slipping Back Towards War?”, Terronsm and_Po|itic«l V iolenctVol. 8,
(WiniCTlW6),No. 4 , 15-17 u .w w  .
‘ F aihm  Cotwr Courtney and Michael Mullen, Irish Missionaries in Angola, interview by author, May 1993, Lubango, Angola.
’ The meeting was held on the Algarve in Portugal Martin Meredith. The First Dance o f Freedogy M 8
‘ At the meeting between the three panics, it was agiced that elections for a constitutional assembly be held in October 1975. tbid.
’ Sommerville, “Angola - Groping Towards Peace or Slipping Towards War , m Terronsm and Political Violence. (Winter
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During the rest of the 1970’s and much of the 1980’s, civil war between MPLA and 

UNITA, complicated by Cold War interests and the regional powers, raged throughout 

the country. Even before official independence, the civil war had become part of the 

Cold War. The Soviet Union and Cuba backed the MPLA. The US backed UNITA 

which also got support from South Africa. Long after the MPLA became the de facto 

government o f Angola in 1975,* South Africa conducted raids into the country ostensibly 

pursuing guerrillas of the South West African Peoples’ Organisation (SWAPO) who were 

fighting South African rule in Namibia and had been given haven by the MU*LA 

government. By 1978, the FNLA had largely ceased to be ‘a player’, being effectively 

prevented from operating by Zaire’s General Mobutu following a rapprochement between 

the two countries.

In the early I980’s, the war escalated as South Africa increased its raids into Angola. 

The Reagan administration had proposed linking Cuban troop withdrawal to Namibian 

independence; however, by reinforcing UNITA, South Africa undermined Angola’s 

ability to dispense with the Cubans.’ Fortified by fresh military supplies and more Cuban 

troops, the MPLA in 1985 took the offensive against UNITA and South Africa accepted 

the challenge to rescue Savimbi’s movement at the cost of escalating the conflict. Both 

sides failed. A joint UNITA-South African air onslaught at Cuito Cuanavale in 1987- 

1988 was thwarted and South Africa humiliated.'® But UNITA, although battered in the 

south, was re-established in Zaire by the US. By the beginning of 1987, estimated 

military forces were Government Army 50,000, paramilitary forces 50,000, Cubans 

30,000. UNITA forces were 26,000, and 34,000 support militia.”

In response to South Africa’s increasingly aggressive actions in South Angola, the 

Security Council in November 1987 passed Resolution 602 condemning South Africa and

1996), 20
* David Bimnngham and Phyllis Martin. History o f Central Africa, Vol. 2, (New Yorlt, Longman, 1983), 359 
’ Fortna, “United Nations Angolan Verificatioo Mission P , in The Evolution of UN Peacekeeping, ed. Durch, 377 

The battle o f  Cuito Cuanavale involved an entire Cuban combat division, the biggest tank battle m Africa since World War II and 
nwssive lost o f life. (For details see Helmoed-Rohmer H«m «n War in Angola: The Final South African Phase. (Gibraltar. Ashanti 
Publishing, 1990), 186-273
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demanding its immediate withdrawal from Angolan territory. By this time, the military 

stalemate had become painful for both parties. Changing political and economic factors, 

new superpower co-operation, domestic political conditions in South Africa, and the 

ever-mounting human and financial cost of the war all led sides to conclude that a 

political settlement was desirable. The two Angolan sides were urged to meet around the 

table by the US and S. Union who were keen to test their new found co-operative spirit. 

Following talk from May to September 1988, the Angolans made the concession of 

agreeing to consider the Cuban presence in Angola as part of the equation, while South 

Africa was willing to discuss a withdrawal from both Angola and Namibia.** Both 

‘foreign’ parties were relieved to be withdrawing. The Cuban force had stayed long 

beyond the 6 months that Castro intended and the adventure had imposed strenuous 

demands and sacrifices on thousands of Cubans fighting, dying or suffering 

bereavement.'^ South Africa was under pressure from the US to seize the opportunity for 

a comprehensive multinational deal which would entail the departure of the Cubans, and 

like the Cubans, they were in a no-win situation. But the agreement did nothing to 

reduce the hostility between MPLA and UNITA. The war went on as before with the 

Angolan army unable to destroy UNITA or stamp out its widespread guerrilla attacks and 

UNITA unable to pose a conventional military threat to the government.

By the late 1980’s, Angola’s economy was in ruins despite rich oil reserves: its

infrastructure had also been badly damaged, especially since roads and the Benguela 

railway, the country’s east-west artery, had been targets favoured by UNITA.'^ The local 

currency was so worthless that foreign companies paid their employees with consumer 

goods. Drought compounded the horrors of war causing widespread suffering. The UN 

addressed this problem in October 1990 by launching the Special Relief Programme for 

Angola, co-ordinated by UNDP.'* But rather than contemplating involvement in

Fortnt, “United Nations Angola Vertificatioo Missran t”, in The Evolution o f UN Pe«celc<^ing, e<J. Duich, 378 
See also Summerville. “Angola Groping Towards Peacekeeping or Slipping Back?”, in Terrorism and Political Violence . (Winter 
19%), 23-25
”  In the Museum de la Revelucion in Havana, the total death toll is given as 3,700. However, veterans o f  the war interviewed by the 
author in Havana, August 1999, put the figure at 7,000 plus. ,  ,

Forma, “United Nations Angola Verification Mission in Angola I”. in.The Evolution o f UN P^cekeeping, ed. Dutch. 378-379 
”  Toby l-anzer. The UN Department o f  African Affaira Angola Report, No. 5, Upsala, 19%, 10
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Angola s affairs, the UN was, through its UNAVEM I operation, proposing to tidy up the 

loose details o f the departure of foreign forces.

9.1.2. UNAVEM I

UNAVEM I comprised unarmed observers from Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Congo, 

Czechoslovakia, India, Jordan, Norway, Spain and Yugoslavia. From an initial strength 

of 18, it grew to 70.'* The function of this force was “to verify the redeployment 

northwards and the phased and total withdrawal of Cuban troops from the territory o f 

Angola in accordance with the timetable agreed between Angola and Cuba.”  The 

timetable for the withdrawal was set out in detail (See Map 9), and UNAVEM was 

mandated to make ad hoc inspections. (South Afnca had withdrawn all its troops by 

August 1990).'*

The complete withdrawal was achieved on 26 May 1991. Because of the straightforward 

nature o f UNAVEM I’s mandate, planning and implementation were relatively simple 

affairs. In general, the provisions of the Angolan-Cuban agreement were adhered to; the 

withdrawal was suspended only once (between 24 January and 25 February, 1990) 

following two attacks by UNITA against Cuban forces during which ten Cuban soldiers 

were killed.”

Although the ease with which UNAVEM I had carried out its task held out the promise of 

an end to conflict, there were signs that this peace would be fragile. A peace process 

brokered by African states”  in 1989 between President Dos Santos and Savimbi had led 

to a ceasefire, but within a week of its being signed each party had accused the other of 

violations. Nevertheless, between 1990 and May 1991, peace negotiations between the 

MPLA and UNITA, in which Portugal had acted as mediator and the Americans and

** Fortni, “Untied Nations Angola Verification Misnon in Angola I”, in The Evolution o f UN Peacekeeping, ed. Durch, 380 
"  Ibid., 380 
"  Ibid.. 378 
'* tbid.. 384
*  The meeting o f 18 African Heads of State held in Zaire was presided over by General Mobutu. Ibid., 388
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Soviets had acted as observers, led to the Bicesse Accords (Bicesse is a suburb of 

Lisbon). The principles of the peace package were; (1) A ceasefire to be monitored by a 

joint monitoring commission, CMVF (Comisado Mista de Verificacao Fiscalisacao); (2) 

elections to be held under international supervision, and (3) the integration of two armies 

into a single national army.^'

The Bicesse Accords also provided for the planning of military assistance to the MPLA 

and UNITA, the confinement of all troops from both sides in assembly areas, the 

restoration of government administration in rebel-controlled areas, and the release o f 

prisoners of war and political prisoners

In May 1991, the Angolan Government requested the Secretary General to ensure the 

participation o f the UN in verifying the implementation of the Accords. The withdrawal 

of the Cubans it was clear, was only the first step in a peacefiil settlement o f the civil war.

9.1.3. UNAVEMII

Implementation o f the Bicesse Accords represented a major challenge to the parties to the 

conflict and to the UN. The creation of trust between the Government and UNITA 

required the positive and ongoing involvement of a third party. By agreeing to become 

involved, the UN appeared to have assumed that role. However, its approach was to be 

uncertain and timid. Arguably it was complacency arising fi’om the success of UNAVEM 

I which led it to overestimate the degree of reconciliation between the parties and, 

therefore, to underestimate the resources required for the new mission and the need for a 

clear practicable mandate.

In brief, UNAVEM II’s task was to verify that the joint monitoring groups established

“ V l« i,rtr Krtka. "Pcik:ekeepmg in Angol. (UNAVEM I «id I l f .  in International P eacek ^ in g . Vol. 4, No. 1. (September 1997), 83 
“  Ibid., 85
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under the Bicesse Accords earned out their responsibilities.^^ At this stage, it was clear 

that UNAVEM II s role was limited to observing the monitors, not organising or 

regulating let alone enforcing observance. However, UNAVEM II’s mandate was 

expanded after the Secretary General received two letters from the Angolan Government 

in December 1991. One asked the UN for technical assistance during preparation for and 

conduct o f the forthcoming elections. The other requested UN observers to follow the 

electoral process until its completion. On 24 March 1992, the Security Council passed 

Resolution 747 (1992) (See Appendix S) enlarging UNAVEM II’s mandate to include 

election observation. This represented a change in the Force’s status since the UN was 

not nominated in the Accords to supervise the elections. UNAVEM II’s initial strength 

was 350 unarmed military observers and 89 police observers provided by 24 countries. 

These numbers were complemented by 14 military medical personnel, 54 international 

civilian staff, and 41 local civilian staff. Military observers were deployed around the 

country at 46 assembly points as well as critical points at ports, airports and border posts. 

Police observers were also deployed in all provinces (See Mqj 10).̂  ̂ Based on the 

assumption that the factions would co-operate, the mission although demanding seemed 

relatively straightforward. However, there were major differences between the Angolan 

parties over the nature and purpose of the UN presence.

For most of 1991 and the beginning of 1992, limited implementation of the Accords 

continued, amid signs that the political confrontation would be bitter with little room for 

compromise. In exchange for UNITA’s recognition of the Angolan state and institutions 

up to the elections, the Government was obliged to deal with the rebel movement before 

it was disarmed and demobilised as if it were a political party, free to move and operate 

over the entire country.^ Savimbi availed of this opportunity to send out different 

signals. In April 1991, he told an audience in London that he wanted to ensure that under 

a future constitution, no single party would have a monopoly on power. This appeared to 

support the belief of many commentators that the election results would produce a

“  Ibid.
“  PieiTt Pienon-M«thy. ‘TTk Prospects for Consolidating Peace in Angola”, The Couner, No. 153, (SeptcmberyOctober 1995k 54
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coalition. However, when subsequently addressing political meetings in Angola, he 

accused MPLA of massacring the Ovimbundu, of violations of the peace accord, of 

selling Angola to foreign interests, and of plotting to kill him."

By the beginning of 1992, the security situation was deteriorating. Demobilised 

Government soldiers were not being paid or fed and many took their weapons and 

deserted. UNITA was refusing to allow Government administrators access to its territory 

and the UN had difficulty monitoring UNITA areas. UNITA obstructed efforts to 

organise an electoral commission and refused to involve itself in a multiparty conference 

on the preparations for the election. The major problems were however, the pace of 

demobilisation and the formation of the new army. By September 1992, only 1,500 of 

the projected new army had been sworn in and only 8,000 more were being trained. O f 

particular concern was the fact that only 45% of the Government troops and 24% of 

UNITA troops had been demobilised.”  UNITA failed to hand over Stinger surface to air 

missiles (which would later be turned on UN planes) or American-supplied grenade 

launchers. The weapons assembled from both sides were of very poor quality and 

UNAVEM observers felt that the good equipment was withheld for use at a later date.

Predictably, when preliminary results indicated that the MPLA had obtained a majority of 

seats in the new national assembly, Savimbi accused the government of electoral fraud. 

These accusations were investigated and the SRSG reported that she considered the 

elections to have been “generally free and fair”.̂ * As neither presidential candidate 

received more than 50 percent, a second vote would be required for the presidency.”  

However, rather than face the likely outcome of a second presidential election and 

ignoring the legitimacy of the vote, UNITA reverted to military means in an attempt to 

take power. Taking advantage of the fact that its personnel had not disarmed or

“  Soitimerville, “Angola - Groping Towartb Peace or Slipping Back to War”, in Teirorism and Political Violence. (Winter 1996V 27- 
28
”  Ibid.

"  MPLA gained 53.74 of the vote and UNHTA 34.10. President Dos Santos beat Savimbi by 49.57 percent to 40.07 percent Knka, 
“Peacekeeping in Angola (UNAVEM I and II)", in Intemational Peacekeeping. (Spring 1997). 89
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demobilised before the election, UNITA troops surrounded and occupied key towns and 

ports. By the start of 1993, the rebels were estimated to control 75 percent o f the 
country.”’

From January 1993, UNITA battled to capture Huambo by shelling, despite the fact that 

the city, home base of the Ovimbundu, had voted for UNITA. Casualties were estimated 

by the UN at ! 5,000. Even before Huambo's fall, the Secretary General reported that to 

all intents and purposes, Angola had returned to civil war and “was probably in an even 

worse situation than that which prevailed before the Peace Accords were signed in
1991-01

The outbreak of violence and the collapse of the joint monitoring mechanism caused the 

original UNAVEM II to have less and less relevance. Because of the dangerous situation, 

45 of UNAVEM IPs 67 locations had to be evacuated. As a result, the Secretary General 

decided temporarily to reduce the strength of the mission to 50 military and 18 police 

observers. While UNAVEM II was now effectively redundant, the Secretary General 

stated that it would be unthinkable for the UN to abandon Angola and recommended an 

interim extension of UNAVEM II on a reduced basis and in a manner which would 

respond to the evaluation of the military and political situation. Its ‘mission’ would be to 

provide good offices and mediation with the goal of restoring the ceasefire and reinstating 

the peace process along the lines of the Peace Accords.^^ Its position was however 

extremely weak. By February 1993, hostility towards UNAVEM became more common

place. Demonstrations took place outside the UN building in Luanda with people hurling 

insults at the UN for having led the country back to war.”

The UN continued its efforts to mediate. A meeting was arranged for Addis Ababa in 

1993 but Savimbi failed to turn up. Talks between the parties held in the Ivory Coast in 

April-May 1993 also failed to produce a ceasefire or any agreement. UNITA was

“  Andrew Meldnim. “AngoU; Two Steps Back”, in Africa Report. Mareh/April 1993,45 
”  Krslt», "Peacekeeping in AngoU UNAVEM I and II”, in International Peacekeeping, (Spring 1997) 90
”  Sommerville. "Angola Groping Towards Peace or Slipping Back to War”, in Terrorism and Political Violence. (W inter 1996V .M) 
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generally winning the war and unwilling to negotiate seriously. However, the 

government s control of major oil deposits and its apparent willingness to negotiate 

gained it significant support. The US, which had remained hostile to President Dos 

Santos eventually announced recognition of the MPLA government and became 

increasingly critical of Savimbi.^ The UNITA leader’s intransigence also led the 

Security Council to impose a ftiel and arms embargo against the rebels.

At the same time, the lifting of an arms embargo against the Angolan Government and 

increasing sympathy for Dos Santos enabled its forces to launch offensives against 

UNITA-held areas. These achieved a measure of success and eventually the recapture of 

the symbolic city of Huambo. Exploratory talks begun in Lusaka in October 1993 and as 

negotiations dragged on, the government offensive gained pace. With its back to the wall 

militarily, UNITA agreed (in Lusaka) in October 1994 to set a date for a ceasefire and to 

initiate a political accord allowing for UNITA participation in government (4 ministerial 

portfolios) and for the appointment of political governors. The Lusaka Protocol was 

signed on 20 November by representatives on both sides.”

There was however, little optimism about the agreement. UNITA had signed under 

duress: there were also indications that the government had been willing to see delays in 

the signing to allow it capture more territory, and that even after the cease-fire it would 

use every opportunity to extend its area of control. The positive point of the new 

agreement was that the UN committed itself to sending peacekeeping troops including a 

logistical support unit from Britain to assist in the lifting of the mines sown around the 

contested towns and the rich areas of most provinces.’*

9.1.4. UNAVEM III

UNAVEM III authorised by S.C. Resolution 976 initially involved the deployment of

“  Somrncrville. “Angol. Gropmg Towmnb Pe**  or Slipping B « k  to W«r”. in T em » rism jn £ .^ tic« l V i o l ^  (Winter 19% ) 3 1 
”  Ibid.. 32
** The numben o f mine* were eitimatcd at bewwen lO-l 5 million. 80,000 Angolans had been maimed by land minet. Ibid., 32
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7,000 military persomiel, 350 military observers and 200 police observers. Personnel 

were drawn from Uruguay, Portugal, Brazil, Bangladesh and India with logistical support 

from Britain.”  It was hoped that South Africa might play a minor role in the UN 

operation but the Mandela government declined to do so after the Angolan government, 

not surprisingly, indicated its concern about South African forces returning to Angola 

under UN auspices.”  Its mandate was based on the implementation o f the Peace 

Accords, the Lusaka Protocol and relevant Security Council resolutions. Essentially, it 

was a reiteration of UNAVEM H’s tasks with the additional one of mine clearance. As 

with UNAVEM II, the intransigence of Savimbi continued to frustrate UN efTorts, 

particularly in relation to cantonment of his troops.

Delays in deployment of the peacekeepers meant that there had been only limited 

monitoring of repeated clashes and little could be done about accusations by the 

government and UNITA that their opponents had launched armed attacks upon them. But 

from the outset, UNAVEM III faced a complicated situation in part because o f the loss of 

credibility and the reputation of UNAVEM II. As Krska noted: “it is easy to lose 

confidence while to win it is very difficult and to recapture it is, in most cases, almost 

impossible”.”  UNAVEM had long ago lost the confidence of the parties and UNAVEM 

III was, like UNAVEM II, destined to failure.*”

"  Somerville, “Angol* -  Groping Towards Pc«cc or Slipping Back Towards War?", in Terrorism and Political Violence. (Winter 
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9.2. POLITICAL BASE FOR OPERATION

9.2.1. Prior Involvement of Great Powers

A striking feature of developments in Angola from the 1960’s to the late 1980’s was not 

only involvement of so many ‘players’, but the extent to which proxies were employed by 

the superpowers.

The Soviet Union had been an unambiguous supplier of arms to African liberation 

movements and by the 1970’s, was the major purveyor of heavy arms. But the intense 

level o f Sino-Soviet hostility had also introduced the Chinese factor as a significant 

element in Soviet political relationships in Africa, with the USSR particularly concerned 

at Chinese involvement in the region. The Soviets however had had their fingers burned 

in the Sudan where their presumed involvement in an abortive Communist coup in 1971 

had brought a sharp curtailment of Sudanese relations with that superpower. They 

were happy, therefore, to have Cuba to represent their interests. There is no evidence of a 

Soviet role in deciding on the commitment of the Cubans but once the Cubans were 

involved, the Soviet leadership ensured that they and the MPLA had the arms they 

needed to repel the invading South African columns. By the late 1980’s, Angola had 

taken delivery of MIG-23 aircraft (numbers unknown) and the latest Soviet tanks with 

Soviet technicians building a sophisticated air defence system in the south.^^

The US had, during the 1%0’s, been dependent upon Portugal for substantial naval and 

air facilities in the Azores and had avoided putting pressure on the Portuguese to grant 

independence to its colony. However, the sudden collapse of Portuguese-African rule in 

1975 left the US to face the long-term consequences of its strategic choice. Having failed 

to assist the nationalist movements or even to become acquainted with their leaders, it 

was pooriy placed to influence their actions. The US was prevented from giving any

^  Crtwford Youna. Ideology «n<i Develonmenl in A fn o . (New Haven, Yale University, 1982), 290 - 291
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assistance to gtx>ups in Angola unless specifically approved by Congress;^^ in order to 

protect its interests, it was obliged to act indirectly through the 2^rean and more 

especially the South African regimes.^

In 1975, South Africa’s attempt to establish a security zone and economic market far to 

the north of its borders had been progressing slowly. Angola alone threatened the 

strategic web of dialogue partners stretching to the Equator and South Africa felt 

compelled to forestall accession to power of the MPLA. It, therefore, concluded a secret 

agreement with the most southerly of the Angolan political parties, UNITA/* Ronald 

Reagan’s election in 1980 b rou^ t to power a group of people who shared South Afiica’s 

obsession with Soviet imperialism and dislike and contempt for the UN with its Third 

World majority. In the course of the following years, a number o f Council resolutions 

were unanimously adopted condemning South African attacks on Angola from Namibia 

bases and demanding South African withdrawal. But whenever measures under Chapter 

VII were either included or threatened, the US and Britain were quick to cast vetoes with 

France abstaining.^

The denouement came with the ending of the Cold War. The Soviets had no doubt that 

they could outmatch £uid outlast South Africa in the provision of equipment: what they 

asked themselves was whether, in our era of glasnost, perestroika and Soviet fmancial 

difficulties, it was worth the financial and political cost. Their conclusion was that it was 

not.*’

9.2.2. Initial Position of Great Powers

The Bicesse Peace Accords were hailed as a triumph of superpower co-operation in the 

wake of the Gulf crisis. However, as Parsons notes, the accords were in reality, a victory

** Afwtee. Orphan of the CoM W«r, 9
“  William Felt* and Henry S. Bienn. Artm and the Afhcaiw. (London. Yale University Press, 1985), 15 
”  Birmingham and Martin. Hmory of CenHal Aftka. 358-359
*  Parsons. From Cold War to Hot Peace. 118
”  Helmoed-Rohmer, Heitman, War in Angola. (Gibralter, Ashanti Publishing, 1990), 338
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for Savimbi. Having been amply supplied with arms by the US, the UNITA leader had 

become accepted, not so much as a rebel making terms with the govermnent, but as an 

equal o f the government. This impression was enhanced by the fact that whereas UNITA 

had in efiect been recognised by the US, the government had not.^ In these 

circumstances, Savimbi could with justification regard both himself and his movement as 

entitled not just to a share of government, but overall control of the country. But it 

seemed that neither the US nor Russia had given much thought to the situation in Angola. 

Parsons suggests that perhaps they felt that the civil war, having been perpetuated by their 

own past involvement, peace would automatically follow from their withdrawal of 

support for the combatants. Perhaps, the Cold War over, they were no longer concerned 

about what happened in a remote comer of Afnca.^’

There was also a feeling of optimism about Angola. The Namibian Independence 

Process had worked smoothly in South Africa. Nelson Mandela had been released and 

constitutional negotiations were under way to draw up a democratic and non-racial 

political framework.’® This failure on the part of the Security Council to take the 

Angolan problem seriously is indicated by: (a) the provision of just 450 unarmed 

observers for an area the size of Genmany, France and Spain put together, and (b) the lack 

of contingency planning for rejection of the election results. No one within the Council 

appeared to have given any thought to the near-certainty that the losers would be 

unwilling to accept the role o f a loyal opposition.

9.2.3. Mandates

Criticism of the UN’s role in Angola centred almost entirely on the UNAVEM II mission. 

That mission’s failure to prevent or contain the outbreak of hostilities in the wake o f the 

1992 general election is attributed to its limited mandate and lack of contingency

** Potchw. From Co>d Wir to Hot Petct. 142
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planning. However, criticism of the UN’s minimalist approach has to be considered 

against the fact that (a) the same minimalist approach had worked for the successful 

UNAVEM 1 and (b) the UN’s peripheral approach was dictated by the conditions o f the 

Bicesse Accords.

UNAVEM I’s mandate - verification of the withdrawal of Cuban troops - had posed no 

problems for the UN personnel since it involved no concession or undertaking on the part 

of UNITA. The Cubans were totally co-operative and troops and equipment were ready 

for departure long before the appointed date.*'

In contrast, the confused nature of UN involvement in the implementation o f the Bicesse 

Accords, although essentially peripheral, became one of the fraught issues that bade fair 

to prevent agreement being reached at all.“  UNITA, on account of its deep mistrust o f 

the Government, had wanted the UN to be entrusted with a major role o f direct 

supervision o f all aspects o f the process, supported by adequate resources including 

contingents of armed UN personnel (blue helmets). The Government on the other hand, 

despite its request to the Secretary General, was reluctant to see the UN playing any part 

at all Mid insisted that its role be minimal on the grounds that a major UN presence with 

mandated supervisory powers would trespass on Angolan sovereignty.^^ The 

Government, in Anstee’s opinion, wanted it both ways - a minimal UN presence with 

maximum responsibility, thus making it a toothless but handy scapegoat.*^

However, the Angolan President was prepared to do a remarkable volte-face when the 

situation deteriorated in late 1992. He wanted a more active mandate, suggesting that the 

UN take on not only the task of verification, but also those of mediation, establishing 

conditions of security and defending legality. These would have involved a sizeable 

contingent o f blue helmets. But UN Headquarters, while responding sympathetically.

”  CoJ. ArvHj Oemilf, Nonwfiwi Ob*emr. UNAVEM I. itrtwview by »uth«, May 1995, Oslo. 
”  M ir^ret Amice, Orphan of the Cold W»r, (London, Miciwllin Press Ltd., 19%), 13 
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pointed to financial constraints arising from many other operations.**

S.C. Resolution 696 of 30 May 1991 stressed the importance o f the Bicesse Peace 

Agreement and the need for the parties to fulfil the obligations contained therein. 

Significantly, it made no reference to any perceived threat to international peace and 

security. The Accords had specified that overall political supervision of the ceasefire 

process would be the responsibility of the Angolan parties and that verification would be 

the only responsibility of the international monitoring groups alone. The CCPM (the 

Portuguese acronym for the Joint Political Military Commission) was to be the apex o f a 

network of joint monitoring mechanisms and the only full members were to be the 

Government and UNITA.“  However, the CCPM was quickly considering a list o f tasks 

for UNAVEM II to perfonm which were not considered in its original mandate. Thus, the 

observer body became involved in ‘mission creep’ as it gradually undertook tasks for 

which it did not have the resources and had only questionable authority.

The Bicesse Accords had set forth a straightforward proposition. Within 60 days, the 

armies of the Govemment and UNFTA were to be confined to 50 assembly areas dotted in 

remote areas all over Angola, together with their weapons and materials. Demobilisation 

could then start. However, both parties were slow in establishing joint monitoring groups 

deploying their troops in assembly areas and granting UNAVEM II authority to conduct 

reconnaissance in those areas. The SRSG, conscious of the time limit, sought to push the 

process ahead. UNAVEM planes and helicopters were made available to transport 

surrendered weapons to regional bases and to permit joint reconnaissance. These tasks 

were essential to the peace process but in performing them, UNAVEM was, as the SRSG 

accepted, “going far beyond our mandate".”

UNAVEM IPs role in relation to the election was to be one of advisor and catalyst. But

”  Ibid., 303 
“  Ibid , 12

”  Ibid., 55
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again, a high profile involvement by UNAVEM carried distinct risks. If the Government 

lost, it could claim that UNAVEM’s verification was faulty. If it won, UNAVEM was 

open to accusations that its intervention had helped Dos Santos. Predictably, when 

UNITA lost, it declared that irregularities in the election had occurred with the 

knowledge and connivance of the SRSG.“

The SRSG, for her part, was sceptical about the merits of holding an election, noting the 

alarming tendency in Western international policies after the Cold War to broach 

universal remedies in terms of black and white. On the economic side, the road to liberty 

and prosperity lay in reliance on market forces: on the political side, it lay in embracing 

democracy and carrying out as quickly as possible free and fair elections. This was to 

assume that democracy could be equated with the holding o f elections. But, democracy

could not be created overnight in a place with a long history of authoritarian rule or civil 

war. The Government had, since indq>endence, been involved in the monolithic Marxist 

tradition while democracy did not figure large in the UNITA organisation.”  UNITA was 

a guerrilla/peasant movement which failed to adapt to the rigors of democratic politics. It 

ignored ideological coherence and above all suffered from being controlled by a leader 

who was incapable o f playing by the mles of the democratic game.*® Moreover, there 

was substantial evidence that Savimbi was determined to reject any electoral outcome 

that did not bring him power.*' Anstee’s remark in relation to “westem international 

policies" was also to be given special irony by the refusal of the US to accept the election 

resuh.

When fighting broke out in late 1992, both sides showed total disregard for UN’s 

authority and personnel. In an incident in the north, a grenade was thrown into the 

UNAVEM II compound killing a Brazilian observer. In the southern city o f Lubango, 

Government forces entered the UNAVEM compound and seized three UNIT A men who

”  Ibid., 248 
”  Ibid., 127
*  Metdnim. “Two SlejM Back", Africa Repoit. (Mwch/April 1993) 50 , w
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were members of the joint monitoring mechanism. One was shot on the spot in front o f 

the protesting UN observers, the other two were led away to certain death despite the 

efibrts and appeals of the Regional Commander."

The resumption of hostilities in 1992 highlighted UNAVEM IPs dilemma and the sense 

of frustration among personnel. UN observers were frequently accosted in public places 

and berated for UN’s failure to ‘do something about the war’. But pointing out that 

responsibility for ending hostilities rested with the Angolans themselves was both 

pointless and dangerous.”

With the original mandate now irrelevant but the UN unwilling to withdraw, it became 

necessary to find some task to justify the observers presence. In an attempt to salvage 

something from the operation. Security Council Resolution 811 o f 12 March 1993 

encouraged the SRSG to co-ordinate the provision of humanitarian assistance to the 

population in need. That vast numbers were in need of assistance was certain, but this 

attempt to change UNAVEM II from an observer to a humanitarian mission was highly 

problematic. The UN in Luanda had no policy for humanitarian operations and there was 

little or no institutional discussion on an overall agency response to the crisis. The 

Government and UNITA were persuaded to agree to safe road and air corridors on agreed 

days, but UNITA cited difficulties in reaching some destinations because of logistic and 

security constraints. Three of the cities that could not be reached, Kuito, Malange and 

Menongue harboured the worst humanitarian situations.*^

Anstee also interpreted the Resolution as authority for ordering UNAVEM observers to 

accompany all relief flights. However, the relief agencies did not want UNAVEM 

observers aboard. W.F.P. who planned programmes weeks in advance, were also 

dissatisfied with UNAVEM’s inability to get clearance to land from the warring factions

"  Major Asbok Shwim . Inditn Otaervw. interview by tudwr, 24 March 1993, Luban^Angola.
“  Interview* by the author with UNAVEM II o b « r « n  in Lubtmgo and Luawla, June 1993.
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other than on a day-to-day basis. Some humanitarian workers preferred to ‘go it alone’ for 

other reasons. (One M.S.F. doctor spoke of the great excitement o f flying into troubled 

areas without UN clearance). Equally, UNAVEM persoimel found working with the 

relief agencies extremely fhistrating - on two separate occasions in April 1993, two large 

aircraft were made available to transport relief supplies in the southern region. On the 

appointed dates, the agency workers could not trace the supplies and the aircraft flew 

round trips of over 1,200 miles to deliver 1,500 plastic buckets. “

Tensions arising from UNAVEM’s ‘humanitarian’ role came to a head when on 26 April 

1993 a UN relief plane was brought down in a minefield by a Stinger missile fired from 

UNIT A lines. Two o f the crew were badly wounded by the mines and without any 

medical back-up, one bled to death. UNAVEM’s failure to mount a rescue operation was 

criticised over BBC radio by a senior representative of W.F.P. UNAVEM pilots were 

also angry that their request to be allowed attempt to ‘lift out’ the wounded without 

clearance was rejected by the SRSG. Tensions created by UNAVEM’s ‘new’ mandate 

were exacerbated by involvement of observers in incidents in which they were humiliated 

by undisciplined soldiers and by lawless elements."

It is difficult to regard UNAVEM II’s humanitarian mandate as other than a face-saving 

device and an excuse to extend the mandate while the peace talks in the Ivory Coast 

continued. Were the UN seriously committed to a humanitarian operation, it would 

arguably have provided greater resources in terms of material and persormel. (The UN 

appealed for 226 million dollars in assistance to the war victims but received only 60 

million because most international attention had been focused on the high profile crises in 

Bosnia and Somalia).*’’ Its lack of commitment was further underlined by its renewal of 

mandates (in 1993) by weeks rather than months.**

“  Interview* by the author with obterven, Mareh-June 1993, Lubango.
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These extensions of mandate were accompanied by a succession of Security Council 

Resolutions, one of which, S.C. Resolution 811 (March 1993) indicated the readiness of 

the Council to expand the UN presence in the event of significant progress in the peace 

process. Anstee described these resolutions as having “no more effect on UNIT A than 

water off a duck’s back" ”  S.C. Resolution 834 of I June 1993 inferred to UNAVEM’s 

function of providing ‘mediation’. This new mediatory role was problematic however, 

given that the resolution praised the disposition of the government in relation to peaceful 

settlement, while effectively condemning UNITA for its actions.

In alluding to the perceived mediation role, the Council could only be seen as referring 

solely to the efforts of the SRSG to bring about a peaceful settlement. There was nothing 

that UNAVEM military or police personnel could do to improve relations since all 

remaining UNAVEM posts were in government-held territory. Apart from its extremely 

limited ‘humanitarian’ role, UNAVEM as represented by its observers had no useful 

function.

9.2.4. Political Manoeuvres of Great Powers

In 1992, the US and Russia had many concerns of apparently greater importance than 

Angola, but old allegiances died hard and both powers continued to have an influence on 

developments. When, directly following the 1992 elections Savimbi alleged fraud, the 

US (which had earlier expressed confidence in the UN verification) tried to excuse the 

UNITA leader’s outburst by suggesting rather strangely that his remarks were “aimed at 

calming down the situation”.’” (Savimbi had meanwhile told U.S. Assistant Secretary o f 

State, Herman Cohen, to “go to hell” for urging him to respect the conditions o f the Peace 

Accord).”  When Clinton on 20 May 1993 announced his government’s recognition of 

the Dos Santos regime, he explained that he had tried to use the possibility o f recognition

”  Mel«]nim. "AngQla: Two Stepf Back", m Africa Report, (Mtreh/Apfil 1993) 46
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as a means o f influence’ to promote the end of the civil war.”  But given American 

acceptance of the UN verification, this explanation sounded hollow.

The change in US attitude could be attributed to American concern for its commercial 

interests in Angola. When in early 1993 UNITA operations in northmi Angola 

threatened Cabinda which produced two-thirds of Angola’s oil (US diplomats spoke of 

Cabinda as another Persian GulO,”  the Americans warned of the gravest implications o f a 

raid on the US-owned Chevron complex. It threatened not only to close UNITA’s office 

in Washington, but to provide the Angolan Government with military information 

including satellite technology conceming UNITA bases and movements on the ground.’*

But the Russians were not entirely blameless for the ongoing destruction. The lifting of 

the arms embargo against the Angolan Government in 1993 resulted in the immediate 

importation of arms from Russia which had, from the outset, opposed an arms embargo.” 

Right up to June 1993, aircraft flew in weekly from Russia bringing spares for the many 

Mig jet-fighters based in Lubango. The availability of these jets to the government and 

the absence of South African air support for UNITA troops was to be a major reason for 

UNITA’s failure to achieve outright military success in 1993.̂ ®

The Security Council’s decision to impose sanctions on UNITA in September 1993 was 

too little too late. By that time, UNITA had control of 70% - 80% of a country with 

porous frontiers. The tide then turned against Savimbi and a resumption of peace talks 

became possible, not because of any positive action by the Council, but for other reasons. 

By late 1993, the lifting of the arms embargo against the Government and a successful 

conscription campaign had led to greater military success. UNITA having lost the 

support of the US was further weakened by the election of the ANC government in South

Jomat de Angola, (Lutmia), 20 May, 1993 
”  MeWnim, "Angola: Two Swp« Back, in Afnca Itepoft. (March/April 1993) 46
’̂ Jomalde Angola, I June, 1993. , ,  i v tn  »i • » • .. .
”  Joanna Lewii, “Angola 1995 TTw Road to Peace", in Inlematicmal Relations. Vol. Xlll, No 1, Apnl 1996,87
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Africa (1994).”

A crucial factor in the perpetuation of the conflict had been the use o f the country’s 

natural resource potential to acquire arms. Angola’s wealth in relation to commodities 

valued by the industrial powers enabled both sides to purchase large amounts of 

weaponry from international arms*dealers. The government cashed in on its oil reserves. 

UNITA benefited from access to diamond reserves. In 1993, diamonds valued at an 

estimated 250 million U.S. dollars went to Zaire and on to illegal markets. In 1992, De 

Beers admitted paying 500 million dollars for diamonds, a good proportion coming from 

areas controlled by UNITA."

The Security Council’s failure to take a more positive role in Angola following the 

resumption of hostilities in 1992 might be defended on the basis that it had done all that it 

was originally required to do and had stuck rigidly to the letter o f the UN Charter. 

Angolans had been given an opportxmity to decide who should rule through free and fair 

elections; What more responsibility had the Council in Angola’s internal affairs? 

However, it could equally be argued that in accepting the tasks of monitoring and 

verifying, the UN had accepted the role of ultimate arbitrator.

The failure of the Security Council to show greater concern had to be seen within the 

expanded role which the UN assumed in the post-Cold War international environment. 

The new interventionism, as Malaguias notes, induced severe budgetary strains which 

resulted in prioritisation of UN missions. The UN could be mobilised to act decisively 

and forcefully in the Gulf to defend Western interests. Equally, a major operation could 

be mounted in Yugoslavia because of the location of the conflict.”  Television cameras 

had prompted action in Somalia. But efforts by the SRSG to promote greater CourKil 

interest in Angola raised no meaningful response. Parsons describes the Council as

”  Sonwnetvilk, "Angola Oropini Towird* Peace or Slip(mi| B»ck to Wir?*. TerroriOT i i ^  Poijtical Violcwx, V<  ̂8, No. 4, 
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adopting what he calls the “Arab/Israeli posture” namely pumping out forlorn resolutions 

of which the ofTending party takes no notice."

9.3. OPERATIONAL BASE 

9.3.1. Secretary General

Boutros Ghali’s choice of Special Representative in Angola said much about the 

Secretary General’s view of the UNAVEM mission. His predecessor had dealt directly 

with the UNAVEM I parties: Ghali chose to appoint as his representative: (a) a woman. 

Margaret Anstce, (February 1991 to June 1993) and (b) an African, Blondin Beye o f Mali 

(July 1993 -), who spoke no Portuguese or English. The ability or commitment o f either 

of these persons was not an issue, but their suitability for this particular role certainly 

was. The appointment of these Special Representatives raised questions about the 

Secretary General’s judgement and his attitude to the operation. Was Angola just a 

footnote on the international agenda and UNAVEM II a mission in which it was safe to 

experiment with ‘new’ SRSGs? (Anstee was the first female S.R.S.G.)*'

According to Anstee, Ghali’s predecessor, Perez deCueller, had been advised by an 

ambassador from a Western country that no woman could ever occupy such a post 

because it involved dealing with the military.*^ The problem with Anstee’s appointment 

however was not just her acceptability to the military, but to Africans. Whether a male 

SRSG would have succeeded where Anstee failed would remain uncertain but many, 

including personnel serving on the mission, believed that neither the Angolan 

Government nor Savimbi was prepared to take seriously a female Special Representative.

** Pinont, From CoM W t r  to Hot Pc»ce. 144
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Beyc s appointment, particularly given the problems which Anstee had encountered in 

dealing with both sides in Angola, was also remarkable. Anstee states that she “nearly 

fell on the sofa” when told by the Secretary General that her successor spoke only French. 

“Not speaking either of the two languages that would permit direct understanding of what 

was being said ... was one thing, but having no English would add a further complication 

when communicating with Headquarters”.*’ Nor was the Angolan President happy with 

Beye’s appointment. The Government would have preferred the Special Rq>rescntative 

to come from a continent other than Africa, whose countries they felt were too deeply 

involved with the conflict in one way or another.”

It is clear from Anstec’s writings that the Secretary General, preoccupied with the major 

missions in Yugoslavia and Cambodia, was not disposed to giving much attention or 

resources to UNAVEM. In reply to a request from Anstee for an increase in resources, 

Ghali, whom she describes as “opinionated and argumentative”,** responded sharply that 

problems were the same in all missions whether it was Yugoslavia or Cambodia. This 

ignored the fact that the budget for Angola was only 118 thousand US dollars for the 

year, compared to an initial bill of 2 million dollars for Cambodia.** Anstee was 

instructed to discourage the Angolan Government about the degree of logistic support 

that it could expect from the donor community and attempts by the SRSG to plead a case 

for assistance in organising the election went largely unheeded because the Secretary 

General was reputedly ‘too busy’.*’ But despite a less than harmonious relationship 

between the Secretary General and his Representative, Ghali responded quickly to verbal 

attacks on Anstee from the Angolan parties and after one such attack in October 1992, 

indicated his impatience with the Angolans. Angolans must first help themselves if they 

wanted the continuing involvement of the international community, he reminded them. 

Responding to Government suggestions that ‘blue helmets’ be sent to the country, he 

replied that given the acute fatigue among contributing countries, such an idea was

"  Ibid., 501 
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fanciful. If there was no visible progress he warned, the UN would quickly transfer its 

attention and resources to other situations, and Angola would be in danger o f becoming 

another Lebanon." Ghaii’s attitude is particularly interesting given his criticism o f the 

Security Council for its failure to give the same attention to African states as was given to 

Yugoslavia (Sec Case Study C). But perhaps he had come to recognise the reality of 

international preferences when it came to provision of assistance.

Despite numerous indications to Anstee of his intention to visit the mission, the Secretary 

General failed to arrive. When fighting broke out in the wake of the 1992 elections, it 

was left to the SRSG to work relentlessly to get the peace process back on track, but her 

efforts were hampered by several factors, not least being, according to Toby Lanzer (then 

stationed in Luanda), that UN Headquarters “did not know what to do”.”  Anstee was, in 

her own words, “running a one-woman show”.’®

9.3.1.1. SRSG

Margaret Anstee (a Briton) had, before taking up her appointment in Angola, served for 

almost 40 years with the UN in a variety of appointments ranging from working with 

UNDP to dealing with burning oil wells in Kuwait.”  She was, therefore, experienced and 

enthusiastic. Frustrated by anodyne statements and sibylline reports emanating from the 

Security Council, she enthusiastically pursued a policy of pushing mandates to the limit 

and beyond with the limited resources at her disposal. She accepted that neither the 

Bicesse Accortis nor UNAVEM IPs mandate afforded any means of direct intervention.”  

And in contemplating measures which exceeded the mandate, she was between a rock 

and a hard place. Once involved, the UN was certain to be blamed for all that went 

wrong. She accepts that the perceived failure of the mission was seen by some as a

"  Ibid.. 249
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consequence of sending a woman into a “particularly macho-dominated area o f black 

Afnca ’ and sexual slur became a weapon in the armoury of both parties when 

discontented.

In December 1992, the Jomal de Angola (published in Luanda and expressing the 

Government line), alleged that the purpose of Anstee’s visit to New York was not to brief 

the Security Council, but to have an abortion, the progenitor o f the baby, allegedly 

Savimbi.** Radio Vorgan, the mouthpiece of UNITA, broadcast a similar type message 

in May 1993.** However, the major problems of the SRSG did not arise directly from the 

gender o f the office holder, but rather from the inadequacy of support from New York 

and the intransigence of the Angolans. Promised (in resolutions) assistance only when 

the situation settled or improved, the SRSG was required to become both leader and 

motivator. In his dealings with the Angolans, Beye, who favoured an approach based low 

on rhetoric and high on discretion was to find, like Anstee, that whichever side was 

militarily weaker would wish to negotiate, while the other would wish to fight for 

maximum advantage on the ground.

9.3.2. Force Commander (CMO)

The Chief Military Observer (CMO) under the authority of the SRSG was empowered 

with the responsibility of the military/police component of UNAVEM II. In the 

execution of his responsibilities, he was assisted by a deputy and he delegated his 

authority to the Regional Commanders. The CMO had full and exclusive authority with 

respect to the assignment of military and police members of the Headquarters Staff and in 

the deployment of both military and police observers of UNAVEM. The manner of 

deployment and the unsympathetic attitude of the CMO (General Edward Unimna of 

Nigeria, October 1991-December 1992) was to create major problems for personnel and 

was to have lasting effects on the efficiency and morale of UNAVEM II.

”  Ibid., 530
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The 70 military observers of UNAVEM I had been located in coastal cities. Location 

was not a problem. However, deployment of the 350 military and 126 police observers 

who formed UNAVEM II, was a major problem. Scattered over 84 locations, most 

UNAVEM personnel were required to live in what the SRSG described as “harsh 

conditions” and what the Secretary General acknowledged were: “in some respects the 

most difficult that have ever been faced by UN peacekeeping personnel” (See Appendix 

T).“*

Observers were exposed to many diseases, most especially malaria, and had no proper 

medical backup. There was also a serious threat to life from venomous snakes and wild 

animals. In one week in Muccuio, an observer killed three cobras which entered the 

compound.”  A further problem for those in the outstations was that created by the wide 

variety o f languages: in some cases, members of the groups were unable to converse with 

each other. All o f these problems and the acute sense of isolation had a devastating effect 

on morale throughout the force since even those in the better stations empathised with 

their compatriots/colleagues in the bush.”  However, rather than seeking to alleviate the 

situation or to show understanding, the CMO adopted a totally unsympathetic and hard

line attitude. Personnel were refused permission to leave their posts for even a short 

break until they had completed a three months stint in the post. Even then they could not 

be assured of release. Those in the HQ who questioned this policy were threatened with 

banishment to the bush. The office holders of the appointment o f Chief Military 

Personnel Officer (CMPO) was changed four times in six months, a quite extraordinary 

turnover for such a key appointment. Regional Commanders who attempted to make a 

case for better treatment of their subordinates were accused of disloyalty.”

The CMO looked upon malaria in the same light as a bad cold and one CMPO received 

instructions to regard those going down with the disease as malingerers. One

*  At«»tec. Otphw of the Cold W «r, 18
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Zimbabwean officCT died of malaria; a Hungarian officer suffering from the sickness 

survived only after being airlifted to South Africa.'®” The behaviour and attitude of the 

Nigerian CMO had several senous consequences. It depressed already low morale even 

further, personnel became interested purely in survival and devoted less attention to the 

task in hand; it created racial and cultural divisions within the mission. Since it was only 

the white contingents which dared to challenge the CMO’s decisions, the mission split 

largely along ‘African’ and ‘other’ lines. Inevitably, contingents pursued, as far as 

possible, their own agenda. An Indian Chief of Staff (Colonel Jamwal) who attempted to 

organise UNAVEM Headquarters along conventional lines failed because o f the 

resistance of the large African element on the HQ staff.'®' He, in turn, reacted by dealing 

almost exclusively with the Indian officers in the various outposts. Conventional military 

procedures were thus largely ignored causing considerable frustration to those 

particularly the European officers accustomed to a proper chain of command.

Anstee notes that upon the outbreak of violence in Luanda in early November, during 

which time she was forced to remain in the British Embassy, General Uninma “simply 

disappeared off the radio waves and never answered any o f my repeated calls’’.'”  He 

later reappeared without explanation for his inaccessibility during the fighting and 

relinquished his post in December. Anstee discreetly describes Unimna’s departure as 

providing “relief all round”.'® What is revealing however, is her apparent failure to do 

anything to have the CMO removed. She does note that Unimna’s departure “had to be 

handled with delicacy because Nigeria was an important African member state and a very 

sensitive one at that’’.'®* Had he not “disappeared” for a period, it is almost certain that he 

would have been allowed to serve out his term, which in the case o f a CMO, could have 

been a lengthy one.
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The case o f Gen. Unimna highlighted one of UN peacekeeping’s greatest weaknesses, 

namely official unwillingness to risk offending a member state, even when it is clear that 

the morale and efficiency of the mission is jeopardised by the behaviour and attitude of 

one individual.

9.3.3. Tactical Capabilities

9.3.3.1. Contingents

UNAVEM II was described by Joseph Perkins, (U.S. Permanent Representative to the 

UN), as “a mission done on the cheap, a totally false economy on the part o f the 

international community”.'®* When Anstee on a visit to New York in early 1992, 

suggested comparison between UNAVEM II’s strength (432 military and police 

observers, 200 civilian staff) with UNTAG where 1,758 UN electoral and 1,035 UN 

police observers operated in a country with a population one-eight that o f Angola, she 

was told that UNTAG was a totally different and unique operation.'**

UNAVEM II was impressive only in terms of representation, being composed o f 

observers from Europe (Ireland, Sweden, Norway, Spain, Hungary, Netherlands, 

Yugoslavia), North America (Canada), South America (Brazil, Argentina), Asia (India, 

Malaysia), Africa (Egypt, Morocco, Guinea, Congo, Algeria, Guinea-Bissau, Zimbabwe, 

Nigeria), and also New Zealand and Jordan.'*” It was plagued from the start by problems 

arising from difierences in culture and military training. Arguably, the only thing 

members shared was a susceptibility to sickness. Whatever their country o f origin, large 

numbers quickly succumbed to malaria, amoebic dysentery and a variety o f sicknesses 

caused by lack of proper food, clean water and general hygiene. Even in the best 

equipped posts, numbers were seriously depleted through personnel being laid low for 

lengthy periods.
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The depletion of numbers exacerbated tensions created by the ill-conceived policy of 

lumping together individuals from vastly different cultures. The obvious lack of hygiene 

among certain contingents offended the Europeans, making communal cooking 

unacceptable in certain situations."* The ritual killing of a goat (although this was often 

the only form of fresh meat), caused considerable distress to many unused to Islamic 

practices. Some African observers obviously accustomed to harsh methods o f discipline 

were wont to inflict extreme violence upon locals caught scavenging around the camps. 

This treatment of what were in many cases starving Angolans, greatly offended other 

observers. Expressions of disapproval created friction but did nothing to change such 

behaviour.

Racial tension was fuelled by the perception among European observers that the mission 

was controlled by a so-called ‘Afncan Mafia’. The suggestion that particular contingents, 

for example the Swedes in the Congo, the Irish in Lebanon, enjoyed special favour 

because the Force Commander was a compatriot, was and is a feature o f most UN 

operations. What made UNAVEM II different was that it was not a contingent but a 

group firom a particular continent that was perceived to be ‘nmning the show’.

Criticism of the perceived ‘African Mafia’ related to perceptions that individuals who 

were incapable o f performing their duties or who were insubordinate were lef  ̂untouched 

purely because they were Afncan. This perception was given substance when one 

African officer was grossly insubordinate to a senior ofTicer from the Netherlands. The 

Afncan officer was reported to higher authority but rather than being admonished, he was 

posted to a senior appointment at the Ivory Coast Peace Talks.

A major social and disciplinary problem arose fh)m the over-close relationship of many 

observers with the local, particularly female, population. This was highly problematic

' •  Col. Howwd. (Im h  Contingent), interview by author, 26 M iy 1995, Dublin.
L t Col Lene Noonlsij (NeAeriandsX interview by author. 8 April 1993, Lubango, Angola
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because, (a) observers were known to carry what were, by local standards, very large 

amounts o f money making them liable to attack, (b) the ability of observers to ‘buy’ local 

women created resentment and sometimes open hostility to UNAVEM, and (c) 60% of 

the population was believed to be infected with HIV. In a force with such a wide range of 

cultures and values, establishing a line between what was in the best interests o f the 

mission, the force and the individual was extremely difficult.”®

Some of the professional shortcomings of UNAVEM II personnel are referred to in an 

official UN report which in suitably diplomatic language observed ... “while UNAVEM 

had a generally high standard of military observers, there were lapses. Some countries 

sent observers with no military background or field experience and thus unsuitable for the 

task. A large number had poor driving skills, no exposure to staff work or computers, 

and little knowledge of English”. '”

Lack of language skills was a major problem. Fluency in the local language was an 

obvious advantage when dealing with the local population but few of the Portuguese or 

Spanish-speaking observers had any knowledge of English, effectively the lingua f i^ c a  

of the operation. One-third of the 15 - 20 observers on the staff of the Southern Region in 

1993 spoke only Portuguese and daily conferences required the services o f an interpreter. 

Obtaining an accurate picture of the situation was consequently extremely difficult."* 

(One officer from Guinea Bissau had only four words of English - “yes”, “no”, “very” 

and “problem". Calm situations were “very no problem”, a killing or explosion was 

described as “very very problem”). Brazilian observers were generally highly 

professional, had no shortage of field experience and a number had undergone courses in 

the US. However, remarkably few were fluent in English. This was particularly 

unfortunate since the Brazilians formed the Force’s largest contingent.

"* Repom of peiceived rnisbelaviour wtre sulnequenily the subject of investigation and disciplinary action m the Nethertand*. and 
publicity by the media m Norway. . . .
Wanint O n f c e r  B e n  OrtKn (Netherlands) and Major AlfGervin (Norway) interviews by author m Holland (October 19»*)and 
Norway (August 1996)

UN Dept o f Public Infnmntion. UNAVEM Experience. Lessons Leamgl. 2 
The author w«s at thi* time Regional Commander.
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Observers with poor or in some cases negligible driving skills were a double liability 

because (a) their unavailability for reconnaissance work threw an extra burden on the 

other members of the generally small team, (b) because of climate and poor medical 

backup any accident involving injury was potentially fatal, and (c) accidents involving 

locals created unwelcome tensions and great hostility in many cases. One of the essential 

weaknesses of UN peacekeeping is revealed in the UN Report which suggested that a 

more stringent condition on selection procedures be put in place by DPKO (Department 

of Peacekeeping Operations). The Report observed that some staff officers ... “had no 

clue as to what was required on the intended appointment”. This was a problem that 

the UN had, for reasons of ‘political correctness’ failed to address on previous operations. 

UNAVEM revealed that despite hopes for more efficient operations post-Cold War, 

nothing had changed.

9.3.3.2. CommunicaUons

Within UNAVEM 1, communications, whether between points or individuals, was a 

minor problem. Posts were in the readily accessible cities and towns on the coast; the 

UN body was small and the party with whom it was dealing was co-operative. 

UNAVEM U however, was for a large part of its life, distributed over an area twice the 

size of Texas, and it was dealing with two parties, neither of which was particularly 

willing to trade information with it. Within the mission, there were major differences 

created by cultural and linguistic factors.

Communication by land was at the best of times unsatisfactory. The three main railway 

lines ran east-west and were not interlinking; of the 75,000 kilometres of roads, 85% 

were little better than dirt tracks and bridges, because of flash flooding, needed constant 

maintenance. By 1990, the destruction caused by bombing and the dangers created by

^ U N  Dcp»- of Public 1nfommt.on.ljN^  Expcncn«,.| ^ g!liLsg!i^- ^
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mines meant that few roads could be travelled in safety."^ Plane or helicopter was the 

only cflective or secure means of travel. The telephone system was totally unpredictable, 

being subject to damage caused by a variety of elements.

UNAVEM II’s communication problems thus arose in some measure fix)m the 

inadequacies o f equipment and the difficulties of terrain. However, the major problems 

were created by the chasm in communication between those in the headquarters in 

Luanda and those in the field, and in paiticular by the reluctance o f  the Angolans to 

establish a working relationship with the UNAVEM II teams.

Problems for many observers were evident within days of their arrival. O f the observers 

who arrived in July 1991, 120 were detained in Luanda for two weeks without being 

briefed as to the exact nature of their task. They were then dropped by plane or helicopter 

across the country at ‘posts’ or cities, towns or simple clearings in the jungle, and left to 

fend for themselves. Their only communication with headquarters for at least three 

months was by way of radio. Aircraft delivered mail and occasionally supplies, at 

intervals between a week and a fortnight."*

There was no telephone communication between most posts and the ‘outside world’, and 

radio contact was largely with Regional Headquarters only. No two observers fix>m the 

same state were permitted in any one observer team and since a team could be composed 

of individuals who spoke no language but their own, communication in some instances 

was confined to that made by means of sign."® In 1993, Dutch personnel were provided 

with INMARSAT equipment by their government enabling them to communicate with 

their compatriots in other posts and with The Hague. However, their good fortune merely 

created resentment and increased the sense of isolation amongst other nationals."’

"* CoJ MkHmI Morrwty. "A Ouiltenge for f tta T  m An Co«impir. Dublin, Insh Defence Force*, 86 
Col liowwd. (In*h CooimientX interview »iy «Hhor. 26 M«y. 1995, Dublin.

"* Col. Dunne, (Iruh Contingent) mtervtew by withar, Oclober 1994, Cork.
M*)or Adwk Sharma (lndi«K interview by autfior, April 1993. Lubwigo.
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Efibrts by UN observers to keep abreast of developments (in 1993) through contacting 

Government forces or authorities were largely ineffective. On the few occasions on which 

the military Commander of the Lubango region (General Kuanda) made himself 

available to the UN Regional Commander (the author), the former provided little 

information and what was provided was generally found to be inaccurate. Reliable 

information had to be gathered from Irish missionaries (Frs. Courtney and Mullen) who 

were nightly called to attended wounded soldiers or civilians, or from humanitarian 

workers who gathered information from locals.

The UN Commander Southern Region UNAVEM II, arranged several meetings with the 

local Governor but on each occasion, the latter failed to appear. The Angolan authorities 

would however communicate with UNAVEM when needs required. For instance, when a 

train was attacked on 28 May 1993 by UNITA forces some 60 kilometres from Lubango 

resulting in the death of over 225 passengers, the Governor sought the use o f the two 

locally based UNAVEM helicopters. Clearly afraid that the government helicopters 

might be attacked, he requested that UNAVEM airlift the wounded and over two days, 65 

badly wounded casualties were evacuated by UN craft. But apart from a ‘thank you’ note 

(See Appendix U), the (jovemor continued to ignore UNAVEM.

In the absence of reliable information from Government sources, senior officers of 

UNAVEM II were regularly faced with the problem of deciding upon whether to risk the 

lives of observers on questionable humanitarian operations in potentially dangerous areas 

and situations. The temptation, often succumbed to, was to err on the side of caution."*

9.3.3.3. Equipment

Within UNAVEM, logistics were important to different people for different reasons. To 

Anstee, logistics were a ‘political factor’. Without aircraft and communications, the

Major Alf Ciervin, (Nonwy). interviow by ■uthor. M iy 1993. Luamta.
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elections could, she maintained, never have been free and fair."’ To the Regional 

Commander Southern Region in 1992, an improvement in the logistics system meant 

more regular supply flin ts  with food and fuel and a somewhat less acute sense of 

isolation.’*  The 120 observers who arrived in July 1991 in a foretaste o f things to come 

found themselves billeted in hotels in Luanda where no food was available and the supply 

of water erratic. Once in the outposts, the food supply system varied from the very bad to 

adequate. With no stocks provided by mission H.Q., observers were required to purchase 

what they could, where they could. Between July and September 1991, observers were 

reporting weight losses of between 20 and 30 lbs. Water, where available, had to be 

treated with extreme caution. (A commonly displayed sign read: The water in Angola 

unless well-diluted with whiskey is very dangerous -  NO WHISKEY).'^'

The station-wagon type vehicles used by observers were in adequate supply but o f limited 

value in a country whose roads were impassable because of mines. The mission was as a 

result utterly dependent upon aircraft of all kinds. UNAVEM II was equipped with one 

small fixed-wing aircraft and this provided a lifeline between Luanda and the remoter 

outstations. But it could never meet the demands put upon it. The arrival in September 

of 17 Russian and Bulgarian helicopters provided a means of resupply to the more 

inaccessible outstations. However, these craft were frequently operating to the limit of 

their range and could not operate after dark (4.30 p.m.) They provided a very useful 

service but their value was limited. Aircraft were critical to plans for medical evacuation 

(MEDEVAC). Personnel requiring urgent treatment for malaria or other serious 

complaints could avail on occasion of local medical treatment. But even in situations 

where a local hospital was available, treatment was uncertain and the possibility o f 

contracting HIV from contaminated needles was considered high.‘“  UNAVEM was a 

totally disorganised and for those who served on it, a highly unsatisfactory operation.

Anstee, O fphw oftheC oM W y. 191 
'“ Col Dunne m «n mttrvKW with tt>e wnter in Cock. October, IW4 

Ibid
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9.4. ANALYSIS

9.4.1. Mandate Performance

UNAVEM I clearly fulfilled its mandate. Whether UNAVEM II succeeded or failed can 

not positively be stated since the operation’s primary task was purely to monitor activities 

over which it had no control. UNAVEM 1 and II highlighted the ‘aspirational’ nature of 

UN mandates. UNAVEM I worked because the parties concerned were co-operative. 

UNAVEM II failed or was perceived to do so because co-operation was not forthcoming. 

But when the mandates were being fhimed, the UN could not have known what the 

reactions o f the parties would be. By the time the parties demonstrated their 

unwillingness to settle their difTerences amicably, there was arguably little the UN could 

do.

In examining UNAVEM's performance, it has to be recognised that the sheer size o f 

Angola and the destruction of much of the country's infhistructure presented a huge 

challenge to the implementation of any UN mandate. How could the UN be involved in 

disarmament, for example fmding armed caches and ensuring that soldiers returned to 

civilian life when it lacked intelligence, numbers and the co-operation of the parties in 

dispute. There was the ‘human’ problem in relation to demobilisation. Angola had, 

between the opposing forces, the largest standing army in Afnca. For generations, many 

Angolan men knew only army service as their relatively lucrative means of survival and 

had known only soldiers for comrades and the feel of a rifle or other weapon to reinforce 

their personal status. Any path to peace would, therefore, require an element that could 

make them want a life away from the battlefield. The Lusaka Agreement paid significant 

attention to the process o f integrating UNITA troops into the ‘national’ army, but this 

development would require the building of trust between the military leaders, a process 

which af^er years of fighting was bound to take a considerable time. Also, the UNITA 

troops who had invested so much of their lives in the struggle, were never likely to

IM
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meekly accept defeat.'"

9.4.2. Facilitating Conflict Resolution

UNAVEM 1 appeared to have brought an end to conflict and in relation to the external 

parties, it had succeeded. However, the reopening of hostilities showed how illusory 

‘success’ in general terms could be.

To have had any influence on the Angolan parties, UNAVEM II would have required to 

start from a position of strength in terms of numbers and mandate. It would also have 

needed the respect o f the parties. It had neither. Its personnel were forced to shelter 

within government-controlled territory and were, therefore, powerless to influence 

UNITA or to negotiate cease-fires. Even at Force Command level, it could not persuade 

Savimbi to attend peace talks in Addis Ababa in 1992.

9.4.3. Conflict Containment

The departure o f the Cubans and South Afncans effectively reduced what had been a 

regional conflict to one within Angola’s borders. But while UNAVEM I had been 

involved in this process, its role had been peripheral and had come after the process o f de- 

escalation had run its course. UNAVEM II was powerless to control developments but 

the war-weariness in adjoining states which had led to the ending of regional conflict 

ensured that from 1992 onwards, the threat of overspill into adjoining states was 

effectively nil.

9.4.4. Assessment

A lesson of Angola, according to Anstee, is that the UN should be prepared to say “No"

Joanna Lewt*, ’‘A n ^ ta  IWS 11* Ro»d »  Pe«ce", m lmem»tioo«l April 1996, 92
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when it is being assigned an inadequate mandate and inadequate re so u rc e s .H e r  remark 

highlighted the general confusion surrounding the organisation, its nature and its role. It 

invites the questions; who is to give ‘the UN’ adequate mandate and resources; whom 

precisely is ‘the UN’?

The ready answer to the first question is ‘The Security Council’ and its performance had 

not been beyond criticism. But the failure of the Council to show greater concern had to 

be seen within the expanded role which the UN assumed in the post Cold War 

environment. The new interventionism induced severe budgetary strains which resulted 

in prioritisation of missions. The UN could be mobilised to act decisively and forcefully 

in the Gulf to defend Western interests. Equally, a major operation could be mounted in 

Yugoslavia because o f the location of the conflict, while efforts by the SRSG to promote 

greater Council interest in Angola raised no meaningful response. But was not the 

Security Council a convenient scapegoat for ‘the UN’s’ failure to do more in Angola? 

Would ‘the UN’s’ member states have been willing to provide the resources for a more 

significant presence and would the ‘non-interventionists, for example China, have been 

willing to see the organisation take more decisive action to end the civil war? Could ‘the 

UN’ have done more?

Noting the difTerence between the resources allocated to UNAVEM and UNTAC (16,000 

men including engineers, military police and logistical units). Parsons advances the 

theory that Cambodia was favoured because of a deeper sense of guilt about the 

destruction wrought by the Viemam war and about global indifference to Pol Pot’s 

massacres.'" But was this guilt real or perceived? How many member states felt guilty 

about what had happened in Cambodia? And if the international community was 

genuinely concerned about large scale loss of life, why was there so little response to the 

subsequent massacres in Rwanda? Perhaps those with influence within the UN and

'* • An«ee. -Angol. The fotfotten A T «t C«ie for UN Peacekeeping”, in Intcnwtional Rel.tions, Vol. H , No. 6.
December 1993.497 

P«r»on». From Cold Ww to Hot Pe«ce. 166
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members generally regarded Africa as a hopeless case. Certainly, this view is supported 

by the report o f Kofi Annan that when in 2000 he sought aid for the famine arising from 

the war between Eritrea and Ethiopia, potential donors responded: “How do you expect 

us to pul up money when they are using their money for war’7 '“

Describing Angola as “a tragedy not to be forgotten”, Anstee maintains that (a) the UN 

should never become involved in any peace accord where it has not taken part in the 

negotiations and (b) placing the onus of responsibility for implementing a complex peace 

agreement exclusively on the parties to the conflict is to court disaster. She also speaks 

of the policy o f relying on the spirit of “boy scout” honour among the parties and the 

need for “a strong referee”.'”

In the light o f what happened in Angola, her remarks are understandable but they also 

raise obvious questions. Could the organisation refuse to become involved in the 

implementation of any peace accords where it would not be allowed to ‘call the shots’? If 

it had refused the request of the Angolan government, would it not have been blamed for 

the re-commencement of hostilities? Given the resistance of states on respect for 

sovereignty, who is to decide that ‘boy scout honour’ should not prevail and on what 

criteria should judgement be based? If a referee is to be given strong powers, is it not 

likely that one or both parties will refuse to accept him? She further argues that the 

indifTerence shown by the international community to UNAVEM II contributed to the 

failure to demilitarise. She accepts however that demilitarisation is a highly complex 

operation, requiring a commitment to peace by both sides and that the psychological 

barriers to creating the commitment are significant.'^*

It was this lack of commitment to peace by both sides which made the task o f UNAVEM 

II impossible. ( In  contrast to the Angolans, Cambodians desperately wanted UNTAC to

Kofi Amwn. "UN O ik if F«ulii Rclucttncc o f  US ID H«>p in A ftjc^ . 1 i  7
A n « « .. “AnffH. A Tnntrfy n o t»  K oryncn-. m m  W oridT ody. Vol. 52, No, 7, July 19% , 2

'" ib H j
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amvc).'”  As in the Congo and Cyprus, the parties had been willing to avail of the UN 

presence but only insofar as it suited their purposes. Once they refused to demilitarise 

and UNITA rejected the outcome of the elections, there was nothing that UNAVEM 

could do to restore peace. The failure to introduce peace through the medium of 

Westem-style democracy indicated the need for a re-examination of the appropriate 

nature o f politics in a decolonised country. But who would initiate the search for such a 

solution and how acceptable would it be? UNAVEM II and UNAVEM III once again 

demonstrated the limitations of the United Nations in the area of civil conflict while the 

pathetic efforts to salvage ‘something’ through UNAVEM II’s ‘humanitarian’ role did 

nothing to enhance the organisation’s image. Perhaps the outstanding lesson for 

UNAVEM had been that once initial efforts at assistance have been rejected, the UN 

should withdraw.

lUtner, The New UN Poctfceeping. 167
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSION

Expectations and Reality

Reacting to the dis^pointing performance of Post-Cold War operations, Kofi Annan 

in 1996 acknowledged that the UN faced challenges that did not fit into a neat 

peacekeeping package: the so-called grey-area operations. Meeting new challenges 

would require first, the development of a serious capacity for the lawful gathering of 

intelligence “so that we can understand the crisis in which we are about to intervene, 

and are able to anticipate how it is likely to develop”. Second, UN operations would 

require appropriate capabilities upon deployment and the right force structure to be 

able to carry out the mandate and to be able to protect the operations. If the UN failed 

to do so, as was the case in Bosnia and Somalia, credibility would be further eroded 

and it would be increasingly diflicult to find troop contributors.'

His words were significant in that they identified the problems which had long 

plagued UN operations. UN had ventured into the Congo without any clear 

understanding of what it was trying to do, and therefore of how to do it. It had 

stumbled into conflict with an enemy that theoretically did not exist and in the 

absence of a proper plan of action, the tenuous command and control system had 

broken down. ‘Peacekeepers’ had died in a military action for which they were not 

prepared. Ignoring the lessons of that venture, UN had intervened in Somalia and 

engaged in armed confrontation with a party whose resistance to UN designs and 

whom military capability had been totally underestimated. Again, at a critical 

moment, the operation’s command and control system had been found wanting. 

UNFlCYP’s mandate restoration of normal conditions -  assumed the compliance of 

the parties in a return to what was a manifestly unsatisfactory situation. UN had 

employed inadequate resources, and the parties, when in pursuit o f their objectives, 

had shovkrn scant regard for the peacekeepers. Post-Cold War UN had failed to make 

a proper estimate of the situation in Angola and through this neglect had, just as in

' Kof. Aim«». of the New f>»cek«ping“. in l»e»ceimkms «nd Pea(»ke<yini in New Cct ed. Otunnu and
Doyle. 172
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Cyprus, allowed the parties to dictate developments. In both the Congo and Somalia, 

the UN force was composed of contingoits, many of whom were inadequately 

equipped and hence operationally inefficient. The fact that something needed to be 

done to improve operations had been recognised by the creation of the various new 
bodies within the Secretariat. (See 2.3.1.).

However, in August 2000, the ‘Lessons Report’ revealed that despite Annan’s 

assessment and proposals, nothing had really changed by way of planning or 

availability of resources. The Report proposed among other things, that mandates 

should be clear, realistic and practicable;^ planning for an operation should begin 

with the collection of all information about the country and region of deployment:* 

co-ordination between the Security Council and troop-contributing countries should 

be strengthened.^ It noted that intelligence could greatly assist operations and 

recommended that individual contingents respond consistently to the directions of the 

Force Commander and not to national imperatives and agendas.^ But all of the 

lessons had been clear to see as far back as ONUC. It also noted that CI VPOL should 

be trained in human rights monitoring, and be aware of internationally approved 

norms and guidelines on crime-prevention and criminal justice.® This effectively 

recognised the ongoing great disparity in values and attitudes between member states. 

UN HQ’s own shortcomings were recognised in the Report’s statement that 

equipment at the logistics base in Brindisi to which Annan had referred so 

optimistically in 19% (See 2.3.1.), “should be in a serviceable condition before being 

dispatched to missions”.’

This Report was quickly followed by the Comprehensive Review of United Nations 

Peacekeeping Operations whose recommendations, Annan described as “far-reaching, 

sensible, and practical”.* Implementation of the recommendations were, he declared, 

essential if tfie UN were to be credible. However, the Review, while presenting more 

detailed recommendations, largely covered by now well-trodden ground. It

* Multid«icip)in«ry l»tic«kee|«n*; Le*»on* ftom Recent Experience. UNDPICO, 9 August. 2000,2 

*RMd.4

•|b id .T

• ii>v»pw of the Whok O uatioa of PWKcfcecptng Operjoqo* in til ilyif A y y t i, UNDPKO. >
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recommended that brigade-size forces be made available:^ that field intelligence be 

afforded:'® and that member states make available a pool o f civilian police." It also 
spoke of a doctrinal shift in the use of civilian police. However, it began by 

acknowledging that over the last decade, the UN had failed to meet its original 

challenge of saving succeeding generations from the scourge of war and accepted that 
it “could do no better today”.'*

The ‘Compreherjsive Review’ reflected a feeling of frustration at the failure of 

operations and went through the problems and dilemmas encountered in the tortuous 

search for an effective and acceptable response to the problem of conflict. It accepu^d 

that the UN did not wage war but entrusted that task to coalitions of willing member
I )states. The UN’s problem, the Review recognised, was in finding a form of activity 

that adhered to the principles of peacekeeping, but ‘not quite’. The ‘not quite’ arose 

in the area of impartiality.

The ‘Comprehensive Review’ accepted that consent, impartiality and use o f force in 

self-defence should remain the bedrock principles of peacekeeping, but also declared 

that in a situation where one party to a peace agreement clearly and uncontrovertibly 

violated its terms, continued equal treatment of all parties by the UN could “at best 

result in ineffectiveness, and at worst amount to complicity with evil”.'^ The 

implication that UN should now contemplate action against the ‘bad guy’ appeared 

consistent with Annan’s proposal in 1996 that “operations possess both the mandate 

and capacity to conduct, if necessary, offensive operations against recalcitrants”.'*

However, having identified UN’s dilemma, the ‘Comprehensive Review’ skirted 

around a solution, referring only to the need for UN forces to be able to protect 

themselves. It declared, quite understandably, that peacekeepers, once deployed, 

must be able to carry out their mandate professionally and successfully. This meant 

that UN military units must be capable of defending themselves, other mission

* Ibtd.. xii

" IbMi. 20
“  Ibwl., VWI 
'* n»Hi. 10
w tn
•* Amim. *r»»llen*s» «»f the New UN ft»c«keepinf", m l*wceinikim ind Pe«wta<p«n» m the New Cwitury. ed Oihmm tMl 
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components, and the mission’s mandate. Rules o f engagement should be sufficiently 

robust and not force UN contingents to cede the initiative to their attackers. This 

meant that mandates should specify an operation’s authority to use force. This, in 

turn, would involve bigger forces, better equipped and able to provide an effective 

deterrent. In particular, UN forces for complex operations should have field 

intelligence and the capabilities needed to mount an effective defence against violent 

c h a l l e n g e s . T h e s e  were all very sound and reasonable recommendations, 

particularly in the light o f the UNPROFOR and UNAMSIL experiences, but there 

remained a number o f unanswered questions. Was it proposing that further action 

against perceived ‘bad guys’ be taken in the guise o f  self-defence? I f  so, would it be 

possible to frame a mandate that specified when, and how much force would be 

employed to deal with ‘evil’, particularly when as in Sierra Leone, there was more 

than one ‘evil’ party? What would be the limits o f action taken in self-defence?

The ‘Comprehensive Review’ expressed the belief that until the Secretary General 

was able to obtain solid commitments from member states for the forces believed 

necessary to carry out the operation, it should not go forward at all. This made 

considerable sense when and where large-scale opposition could be expected, but 

what o f  situations such as Rwanda where even a small well-armed force might prove 

effective?*’ The Review also recommended that the Security Council should also 

leave its authorising resolution in draft form until tfie Secretary General had 

confinned that he had received necessary troops and other contingents fh)m member 

states, sufficient to meet their requirements.** But would potential troop-contributors 

be willing to volunteer forces without knowing the risks involved? The Review noted 

the reluctance o f  member states to accept the risk o f casualties since the difficult 

missions o f  the mid-1990’s. To gain the support o f member states, the Security 

Council and Secretariat would have to be able to win the confidence o f  troop- 

contributors that the strategy and concept o f operations for a new mission were sound 

and that they would be sending troops or police to serve under a competent mission

** “The ComDrehcwivc Rqwn", x
»»Amum q u ^  the C o m n w ^  of the UN force m Rwmd. « iw m g thtt •  force quickly tvtulaUe oo«M have
saved hundradt of thousands of hve» Aiman. t lW k n c e s  of the New Peacekeeping", in PtacemriM^ and PeaorkfrpwK w the 
NcwCcmuff. «d Otumiu and I>Byle, 174 
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with effective leadership.”  This move, however sensible, would take a lot of time 
and effort.

A further recommendation was that the Secretary General send a team “to confirm the 

readiness of each potential troop-contributor to meet the requisite UN training and 

equipment required for peacekeeping operations. “Units that did not meet 

requirements must not be deployed”.^  This raised the questions -  what training? 

What equipment? Such questions merely highlighted once again the confusion and 

general ‘wooliness’ sourrounding perceptions of peacekeeping.

With regard to training, was this to be geared towards traditional-type peacekeeping 

or some other still to be clarified form of activity? For many years, some members 

notably the Nordic States and Ireland, had, introduced their troops to certain 

traditional peacekeeping practices and techniques, including crowd-control, manning 

of road-blocks, and mediation of local disputes. However, this training, while 

extremely useful, was of limited value only in the kind of conflicts with which 

peacekeepers of the 1990’s found themselves involved. The experience of 

UNPROFOR and UNAMSIL demonstrated, and the context of the Review’s 

proposals implied, that modem day peacekeepers needed training for direct 

confrontation with large, well-armed forces. To be ‘properly’ trained, peacekeq>ers 

would require ‘proper’ equipment.

In an era when aircrafl, tanks and sophisticated infantry weapons were common 

features of peacekeeping operations, the capacity or willingness of governments to 

provide their peacekeepers now constituted a major problem. The armies of many 

‘regular’ troop-contributing states clearly lacked current combat-type equipment, 

either because the states in question were too poor or, as in the case of Ireland, 

because a combat role was never seriously contemplated. Such troops would, 

thCTcfore, be unable to train for such a role. Moreover, any proposal to overcome this 

problem by using bonrowed equipment would be effectively meaningless since 

contingents would still be expected to arrive on missions fully equipped.

’’ Ibid. 910
*tb*d.w
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The question of training and the problems created by lack of uniformity, assumed a 

particular importance when linked to proposed greater involvement o f CIVPOL. In 

Cyprus, well-tramed CIVPOL from Ireland and the Antipodes had for many years 

provided a useful liaison service between the island’s factions. Employed as election 

monitors and observers in Namibia and Angola, many CIVPOL contingents also 

performed well in a brief and limited role. (See 2.1.2.1.) It was the role in ‘peace

building* which raised greatest doubts about greater CIVPOL employment.

The new multifunctional peacekeeping operations required the UN to acquire a range 

o f civilian personnel to assist in ftilfilling the much-expanded peacekeeping mandate. 

To restore and nurture confidence and well-being among people in divided 

communities, UN needed trained, responsible, and committed personnel. However, 

despite the existence o f a clear precedent in the Namibia operation, UN, in the case of 

Cambodia, failed to attract an efTicient, knowledgeable body o f police. Many 

contributing states lacked any tradition of police respect for citizens and did not send 

their best. Some, including an entire group from Bulgaria, were corrupt, even 

criminal in their behaviour.^' The Japanese police contingent was viewed as 

extremely ineffective in the performance of its duties and excessively concerned 

about the domestic impact of sustaining casualties.^^ A majority o f complaints from 

Cambodians stemmed from bad behaviour by CIVPOL members, including 

harassment and rudeness and their behaviour tarnished UN’s image.

A major problem is that amongst member states, a significant number possess police 

forces which bolster and maintain in power repressive and arbitrary regimes. In the 

context o f peacekeeping, regimes o f this kind may be among those to which a 

CIVPOL contingent may be deployed or be contingent contributors. Overall, it had to 

be recognised that severe disparities in the skill levels o f personnel, coupled with 

disparities in policing styles and values, made the delivery of a good service by an 

international police force an illusionary goal. A greater reliance on CIVPOL would 

therefore not solve the UN’s problems.

’• Rawer. Tlic New UN ^actfcecpini. il 'l 
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In ils anempts to ‘get it right’ during the 1990’s, the UN had employed a variety of 

military options. At one extreme, it had entrusted the problem of Sierra Leone to a 

regional organisation. But this solution was a failure with UN having eventually to 

take over, only to endure subsequent humiliation. In the ‘middle’, it had, in Somalia, 

tried a mixture o f traditional peacekeeping, the use o f the US ‘big-stick’ and 

invocation of Chapter VII, but with disastrous results. At the other extreme, it had 

availed of NATO’s power to assist its eflbrts in former Yugoslavia but even this 

solution proved less than satisfactory. This ‘solution’ not only exposed the 

Organisation’s military weakness, but left it open to claims that it was becoming 

‘marginalised’.^

However, if UN’s performance in the I990’s was generally regarded as disappointing, 

it was relevant to ask: upon what basis had expectations been raised and by whom? 

Did states and peoples the world over really want the UN to undertake a more 

assertive role in international affairs or was this something which only ‘UN watchers’, 

academics and the media believed could and should happen. Were expectations 

pitched too h i ^  relative to past performance?

Given that from its inception, the UN had, in political conflicts, been paralysed by 

East/West confrontations, it was understandable that when this situation changed, 

there would be hope in some quarters that the Organisation might become a truly 

global security institution. These hopes were however always misplaced. The 

ideological confrontation of the past had only hidden more subtle and enduring 

divisions within the general body. One factor which had led to UN’s paralysis was 

differing definitions o f national sovereignty. Many European states had become 

accustomed to pooling their actions; for them, sovereignty was not a matter o f major 

importance. However, sovereignty remained sacred to African and Asian states. 

There were still serious divisions within the Security Council. So long as China 

remained under control o f a hard-line Communist party, a global order which 

respected human rights would continue to be a dream. And while Russia had 

formally accepted democracy, its politicians would show little enthusiasm for human 

rights reform. In theory, weak states might desire a strong UN, but many developing
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countries would remain fearful that a more powerful and effective UN might at some 

stage seek to intervene in their essentially private wars.^^ There was ^so  the question 

o f what form UN action was expected to take.

In the early 1990’s, the academic and scholarly literature was, as Diehl observes, 

brimming with suggestions for new kinds of peacekeeping.^* But Cold War 

strategists and battlefield analysts who had for years maintained at best contemptuous 

disregard for the UN in general, and the concept of peacekeeping in particular, were 

poorly qualified to master its complexities. As a result, their attention focussed on the 

effects o f changes on the military element without understanding the ‘UN element’ 

that had become such an essential factor. Like the Cold War strategists, the UN 

experts and the peace-studies institutions were poorly qualified to react to the 

approaching doctrinal void. Although the ‘UN experts' had developed a valuable 

understanding of the political and institutional components of the UN, many were 

ignorant o f the prevailing military requirements and techniques.^* Much o f the 

academic literature on the UN af\er the Cold War had been the product o f aspiration 

focussing largely on what was theoretically desirable rather than on what was 

politically or practicably feasible.^’ The token Cold War era peacekeepers could, 

many believed, cope in internal conflicts. But this was to ignore the vast difference 

between the relatively straightforward task of maintaining a buffer-zone and engaging 

large armed forces engaged in bitter internal disputes. There were also significant 

changes in circumstances surrounding operations.

The ending o f the Cold War had encouraged the view that future developments in the 

principle and practices o f peacekeeping would allow the UN to serve as an effective 

instrument to reduce violent conflict within the international system.^ But the change 

in circumstances also impacted on operational effectiveness. A driving force behind 

peacekeeping during the Cold War was the superpowers’ mutual intermit in bringing 

an end to proxy wars before these powers were dragged into direct confrontation. 

Hence, the superpowers were in a position to dramatically reduce military and 

economic assistance to their allies and induce them to consent to a peacekeeping
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operation and to co-operate with it.^  This important ‘prop’ to peacekeeping efforts 

was now rCTnoved. TTiere was also the issue of ‘consent’. The UN now found itself 

dealing with insurgent forces that were distinctly different from those of the past. In 

the earlier UN operations, consent and co-operation could be pledged with a degree of 

assurance by leaders involved in negotiation who could, if  they were disposed to 

doing so, also control the violence. However, in states such as Somalia or Cambodia, 

there were no government structures and insurgent leaders had no concept o f 

statesmanship or the law.^

A major source of raised expectations had been Ghali’s ‘An Agenda for Peacc’ which 

energised the search for a new concept but lacked essential conceptual detail. Ghali's 

reference to peace-enforcement encouraged expectations o f robust action to introduce, 

if  not impose, international values and norms. Pressure for action was further boosted 

by the omergence of a concerned global community which, while relatively small in 

numbers, was motivated by sentiments of empathy and moral obligation to respond to 

human suffering wherever it occurred. But the simplistic solution to a problem as 

perceived by well-intentioned observers might, as shown in Somalia, prove 

unacceptable to those whom the UN was attempting to help. Also implicit in the use 

-of-forcc approach, was the naTve belief that UN forces could deliver just the precise 

amount o f force required to ‘take-out’ the ‘evil’ party. However, the clean clinical 

strike which observers m i^ t  see as desirable, was something which a UN force was 

because o f its nature, totally incapable of delivering. Ultimately, there were the 

simple realities of peacekeeping operations.

Whatever the academic assessment of the prospects for improved peacekeeping post- 

Cold War, each new operation would, for those involved ‘on the ground’, be a totally 

new and uncertain venture into the unknown. Each operation would, just as during 

the Cold War, involve entirely different circumstances and different ‘players*. There 

would be the same lack of clear objectives and direction. There would be the same 

problems of communication and resources, and the same problems o f command and 

control. Forces would, as before, be w>mposed of disparate elements, each ultimately
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responsive to the concerns and dictates of their home governments. The soldier at the 

check'point or facing an angry mob would draw little comfort or support from the 

knowledge that the Security Council which had given him his mandate, was now 

perceived to be functioning more harmoniously than in earlier decades. Those 

engaged in or threatening violence would likely know or care little about the contents 

of Chapter VII of the UN Charter. Operations would still tend towards a freezing of 

what one or more of the parties regarded as an unsatisfactory status quo.

Expectations that post-1989 UN peacekeeping operations could be adapted to the 

changed international circumstances were totally unrealistic. To entertain such 

expectations was to ignore the nature and experience of Cold War operations. At all 

times, 'doing something* by way of military intervention presented UN with a choice 

between peacekeeping and going to war. Choosing the former meant adhercncc to the 

three principles and the engagement of the parties in a common effort to achieve 

peace. Choosing the latter meant commitment of the necessary political will and 

military and financial resources to achieve victory. During the Cold War, 

peacekeeping had been the UN’s method of ‘doing something’ and the co-operation 

of the parties had been crucial to the work of all peacekeepers prior to and including 

1989. Peacekeepers by defmition and experience could not impose their will on those 

who did not wish to keep the peace. However, in the heady days post-Cold War, this 

obvious truth tended to be overlooked.^' The media and opinion leaders clamouring 

for UN intervention wanted action that involved peacekeepers being more assertive 

and confrontational with recalcitrants: it was now not so much a matter of ‘doing 

something’ but ‘doing something more’. But ‘doing something more’ implied less 

reliance on consent, ‘less’ impartiality and less restraint in the use of force. However, 

any such attempted modification of the rules of peacekeeping was destined to lead to 

confusion as to objectives and the method of intervention. It could only lead to hybrid 

and ultimately disastrous operations as demonstrated most notably in UNOSOM.

Hopes for a new invigorated, more effective UN had all but evaporated by early 2000. 

The Security Council practice of delegating Chapter VII operations to regional 

organisations and coalitions-of-the-willing plus the delegation of the operation in East
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Timor to an Australian-led force in September 1999 indicated a trend that was likely 

to continue.^^ The ‘delegation’ process confirmed not only UN’s limitations, but the 

divisions which had always prevented a common jqjproach to conflict resolution.

Af\er Somalia, Western powers with the capacity to intervene proved reluctant to 

support complex operations in Afnca. The reluctance of Western permanent 

members of the Security Council to lead or support operations outside their spheres of 

influence was perceived to have weakened UN legitimacy in the Third World, 

Afirican elites feeling that Western powers were applying double stand^mls by 

supporting strong measures in formw Yugoslavia while refusing to do so in Afnca. 

However, this pcrceived unequal treatment was a reminder of stark realities. Africa 

did not have at its disposal an equivalent to NATO in terms o f power and Sierra 

Leone had shown that a largely African force could not restore peace when faced by 

formidable opposition. But then, even a strong Western-dominated force, assuming 

such was available and acceptable, might be no more successful than UNOSOM in 

addressing Africa’s problems.

The chaotic situation in the Congo in 2000 and the failure in Sierra Leone appeared to 

confirm UN’s impotence as an instrument for introducing peace. Conventional 

wisdom would suggest that the Organisation do less peacekeeping either by not 

getting involved at all, or by working only on the margins. But such a course of 

action is. as Annan argued in 1996, an illusionary option. Inaction in the face of 

massive violence is, he argues, morally indefensible. Equally “doing nothing to 

respond to violent upheavels invites those affected in whatever way to take matters 

into their own hands’’.^

The record o f peacekeeping operations as detailed in the case studies and the sense of 

helplessness evident in Annai’s comments and in the 'Lessons Report’ and 

‘Comprehensive Review’, serve as a reminder of the extraordinary character o f  the 

UN. It is not a security company competing with other organisations for ‘business’ 

and concerned about its performance and image. Neither is it a govenuncnt elected
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by and answerable to, constituents. It caiuiot compel its members to engage in 

peacekeeping operations and even those who do, may opt out at any stage. It cannot 

be held to account for its actions or omissions. There is no responsible body required 

to implement recommendations or to respond to criticism. Critics of the UN, 

particularly those in the media, may expect or demand more from the larger powerful 

members, but those members may argue that if they exercise their ‘musclc’ they risk 

being accused by ‘the UN’ of the smaller states of neo-imperialism or of imposing 

alien values. ‘The UN’ of the powerful states may well perceive ‘the UN’ of the 

weaker states with its insistence on respect for sovereignty, as the creator of its own 
problems.

Inaction during the 1994 massacres in Rwanda might be widely regarded as the UN’s 

greatest failure, but who really was to blame? Was it the Secretary General?; the 

Security Council?; the West?; or the many African and other states who could have, 

but failed to provide contingents? And who then was entitled to level accusations or 

apportion blame?

The reason for UN’s perceived ineffectiveness in maintaining peace is, Ciechaski 

notes, that “the doctrine of collective security embodies in the Charter is based on 

assumptions which are invalid in a world where states are not prepared to defend the 

existing order in situations where their national interests are not directly affected”.̂ *

However, if the record of peacekeeping in the 1990’s presents a dqiressing picture, 

one recently launched operation provides some measure of hope in the 21“ Century. 

UN’s efforts to nation-build in East Timor represent an enormous challenge in which 

the credibility of the Organisation is at stake. However, if its succeeds, it could 

become a model for future ventures and help restore faith in the Organisation. In East 

Timor, UN faces the problem that its operation is in effect an exercise in benevolent 

colonialism^ in an age when colonialism is no longer acceptable. Unlike other 

operations such as ONUC, UN is not just helping the government, it is the 

government.^’ A major task has been that of mounting a Timorese legal system and
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helping devise a body of laws for this embryonic country.’* UNTAET (UN 

Transitional Administration for East Timor) could not pay its Timorese employees 

until it devised a banking law and settled on a currency. It could not punish law

breakers without a body of criminal law; the alternative would be to rule by decree 

but this would violate the spirit of the mission and UN’s larger goals of fostering 

democratic values. As a result, the first statute that the UN Transitional 

Administration passed was one that delineated its own authority and stipulated that 

Indonesian law (Indonesia having been the previous ruling power) would remain, 

unless it conflictcd with UN human rights standards or with the UNTAET mandate.^ 

The second new law set up a National Consultative Council to give the Timorese a 

say in the legislation process. However, a major stumbling block to effective 

implementation of law and the creation of a normal society is the marked absence of 

qualified personnel. Thanks to a twenty-five year d ia ^ ra ,  there are Timorese 

doctors and academics in Portugal and Australia but it will be a long time before a 

sufficient number of these are persuaded to return.^

UN efforts have been commendable insofar as it provided a high-class team of 

international techrKKrats and 8400 well-armed and trained soldiers.^' However, a 

year into the operation, thae are expressions of dissatisfaction and discontent Part o f 

the problem is that the only people with jobs are those working with the UN. Also, 

Ramos Hortha (the Nobel Prize wiimer) complained about the incompetence of the 

UN police: "Our people are supposed to be assisting some policmien from Gambia -  

we have some very senior people and the idea that they should be assisting the 

CIVPOL is stupid and insulting". Asked if he could think of anything good that 

UNTAET had done, he replied: “In terms of anything visible so far? Nothing”/*

An international response to the problems of East Timor had been long overdue. 

However, when it came it was not only one of the swiftest in the history of UN 

operations but was tlK first time post-Rwanda that the Security Council met a crisis 

head on.^  ̂ The UN force has rebuilt bridges and repaired roads and spent time
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reassuring the Timorese. Apart from harassing refugees at the border, the two 

Indonesian militaries have posed little threat. The UN commitment appears broad and 

serious and while the goal might appear almost utopiw. the venture provides ^ u n d s  

for optimism about UN intent in the new century.

Options for Future Operations

Given that prevention is better than cure, one possible option for UN would be to 

engage in the kind of preventive deployment that appeared to have worked in 

Macedonia. Deployment of peacekeepers in 'unstable areas* would appear to provide 

the possibility of helping to provide an environment in which problems couid be 

nipped in the bud. or at least controlled. However, this option faces several probkms.

There would be the problem of deciding upon which situations to address. Also, it 

would be h i^ ly  demanding upon resources given the likely open-ended nature of 

conunitment. Furthennore. as Diehl notes, even given accurate early warning, there is 

the presumption of Uk  international political will to act. Moreover, states may be 

offended by being named as sites for potential anned conflict, particularly intense 

conflict and recourse to this option would raise serious sovereignty issues.*”

A second option is the creation of a pomanent force as an organ of UN. It would act 

as an integrated force specially trained in the requirement o f peacekeeping operations 

and serve as the nucleus around which a larger force could be built. Such a force 

would, in theory, otperience less ownmand problems than the normal *UN force’, and 

would provide the Secretary General with a rapid response capability for emergencies. 

However, the concept of such a force encounters major problems. There is the 

question of the precise lole of such a force, particularly with regard to the 

circumstances in which it would be employed. Moreover, it would be extremely 

costly, has little hacking firom the Permanent Five and the Security Council, and is
• * 4 5strongly opposed by the developing countries.
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A ihird option is the proposed stand-by force composed of national contingents which 

would be constituted for UN duties and available for deployment at the Secretary 

General’s request. This would require states to commit themselves to providing a 

known number of troops in a known formation, to a known equipment scaling, and 

with a known timetable. This should, in theory, be acceptable to member states since 

it would leave forces under national command when not on duty. But this proposal, 

endorsed by the Security Council in 1992, has encountered problons. At a time of 

rapidly declining defence budgets, commitments have proved difficult to elicit. The 

US has been reluctant to provide binding assurances and the British Govenunent 

made it clear that it did not favour making specific commitments in advance: 

likewise, India, a potentially significant contributor of personnel.** The idea is seen to 

suffer from the disadvantage that it would require a specific decision each time by 

participating states as to whether the unit it had pledged would, in fact, participate in 

the proposed operation. States might be willing to engage in traditional peacekeeping 

operations, but would they be prepared to risk their personnel in operations o f an 

uncertain nature?

A fourth option is that of Kayser and Rathjens who present the idea of a standing UN 

force composed entirely of volunteers from member states -  in effect an international 

Foreign Legion. A force of this kind, approximately 15,000 in number and backed up 

by larger forces remaining under national control, would, they argue, dramatically 

improve the world community's rapid response capability when faced with 

humanitarian crises and civil unrest.*’ They suggest that had such forces been 

employed in the Congo and Sonudia. a more rapid solution would have been 

probable.** But would it? As shown in Case Study A, the UN forces which arrived 

within a couple of days were prevented by the UN Secretariat from disarming the 

ANC whose activities triggered the disorder. Equally, it is far from certain that the 

Somali clans would have coH>perMed with such a force.

At a practical level, the Foreign Legion concept would encounter m ^or problems. At 

the outset, it would be difTicult to create a force with the r i ^ t  racial/inteniational mix
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required to avoid fnction with the force and make it acceptable to any potential h«tt 

state. Supplementing standing forces with ‘casuals’ fix>m member stales would create 

perceptions of ‘prof^ionals’ and ‘others’, first and second claM elements, resulting 

inevitably in friction and disharmony. This disharmony would be exacerbated by the 

‘Legion’ personnel being responsible only to New York, while the others would, as 

before, incline towards national government instructions. Who would command such 

a two-element force? There would also be the problem of numbers. If the mission 

required commitment of all 15,000 ‘Legionaires’, absence of rcplacemcnt/reservcs 

would make rotation of personnel impossible. And what would happen in the event 

of further crises?

A standing force would do nothing to facilitate determination o f objectives or manner 

of engagement. However ready such a force, a mandate would still be required and 

the consent of the host state a prerequisite. Framing a mandate for restoration o f order 

would be as difficult as ever. Even the task of providing a buffer-zone in ail but the 

smallest states, would be immensely difficult. Were a small ‘standing force’ body to 

attempt to interpose whil^ awaiting reinforconent by ‘casuals’, the risk o f 

confirontauon with one or both parties would be extremely high.

Kayser and Ralhjens advance the theory that had a volunteer body been available for 

employment in former Yugoslavia, there would have beoi less sensitivity about 

casualties and it might have been possible to introduce the force earlier with salutary 

effect, particularly if it had a mandate to engage in some enforcemoit actions.*’ But 

this is pure speculation and appears to seriously underestimate the strength of 

potential opposition. The reference to casualties does however raise a fundamental 

point in the debate about whether the UN should establish such a force.

Such a force would very likely be regarded as a mercenary body willing to, and 

capable of, performing any kind of military task. Since no member state would bear 

direct political responsibility for it, everyone would opt out of obligations and 

frivolously call for its deployment in any small conflict around the world. Far from
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being the answer to global concerns, a UN Foreign Legion would be another excuse 
for member states to do nothing.

Proposals

What is the future for UN peacekeeping and in what form? First, the basic distinction 

between peacekeeping and enforcement must be upheld. Second, while the UN must 

eschew peace-enforcement other than in the form employed in Korea and Kuwait, it 

must be willing to muster and display overwhelming military m i^ t, what Annan calls 

‘credible coercive capacity’*®, both as an indication of its authority and as earnest o f 

Its intent. While the operation in Somalia highli^ted the dangers of trying to 

combine peacekeeping with enforcement, UNITAF demonstrated the value of 

employing numbers and firepower to overawe and impress. TTiis represented a 
dramatic change in UN peacekeeping operations. From UNEF I to UNAMSIL, the 

numerical strength and equipment inadequacies of UN peacekeepers have been 

recognised and exploited by assorted elements in various disputes. Time and again, 

UN forces have been brushed aside and humiliated. The lesson of both UNTTAF and 

Srebenica was that to carry conviction, the UN has to *go in in strength'. It is upon 

this premise that proposals for fiJture peacekeeping are based.

New peacekeeping forces, it is proposed, should be large, well-equipped and serve for 

a period not to exceed two years. In terms of numbers, forces would be not less than 

20,000 strong. This would demonstrate UN intent, create confidence amongst the 

parties and permit the force, if required, to establish an effective buffer. Size would 

also encourage potential contributors since as was shown in Somalia, states believe in 

‘safety in numbers’. Contingents would also come equipped with heavy weapons, 

tanks, APCs and helicopters; possession of such ‘muscle’ would generate confidence 

within the force and eliminate Ac problems arising fit>m the presence of weak, 

dependent contingents. Each contingent would be capable of independent action 

while msdcing a full contribution to the overall effort. Desirably, such a force would 

be spearheaded by a major power, one capable of providing a significant ttwsp 

contribution and of inspiring confidence among a wide spectrum of states. Since the
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u s , Russia or China (assuming it agreed to participate) would be seen to cany 

excessive 'political baggage’, candidates for the task of the *i^}earheading’ role could 

be Britain. France, Canada, Australia, India, Brazil or the Scandinavian countries. A 

force constructed on these lines would arguably provide the desired rapid response 

capability since participating states would be better aware of the conditimis and terms 

of their involvement. Consultation between peacelceqxrs and home governments 

would inevitably continue but since operations would likely be more edicient, there 

would be less need for such links. There would therefore be less problems of military 

command. With a poweriiit. efTicient force in place, the Secretary General could 

concentrate efforts on the complementary diplomatic/political effort.

The requirement for weil-vmcd and independent contingents would obviously mean 

the exclusion of many Third World states and regular contributors such as Ireland. 

There would inevitably be cries of ‘elitism*. However, the ultimate choice for UN 

would be between offending smaller states or risking more Srebenicas, Rwandas, and 

Sierra Leones; between operations which enhanced the UN’s image and fuither 
humiliating debacles.

But it is the proposal to limit the operations strictly to two years which would 

represent the greatest challenge to the UN and the international community. For too 

long, problems of intra-state conflict have been passed to and left with the 

peacekeepers. Sending in international forces may help address the immediate crises 

but even the largest and best equipped forces can not solve underlying problems. This 

is a task requiring the full attention and efforts of the UN and international community 

and, most of all, the parties to the conflict. The history of pe^ekeeping however, has 

been one of hoping that the problems will somehow go away. In many cases, the 

crisis has gone from the heiKiiines, but the problems still remain.

Two years would provide adequate time for a strong peacekeeping force to establish 

itself, create a ‘cooling-off period, and provide an opportunity for the parties to 

consider their options. It would also provide an opportunity for all those professing 

concern to exert pressure by diplomatic or other peaceful means. It would allow the
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UN time to consider and propose solutions, including elections. In situatioiu where 

such was required, it would allow for the provision of adequate humanitarian 

assistance, for the return of refiigees, for the reconstruction of infrastrvcture, for the 

retraining of security forces and where necessary for the commencement at least of a 

programme of mine-lifting. It would provide an opportunity for ensuring that 

everyone understood the purpose of the operation, why the peacekeepers were there, 

and what they were legally entitled to do. It would, therefore, reduce if not totally 

remove concerns about breaching sovereignty. Most of all, it would concentrate the 
minds of all concerned.

It has to be accepted that one or more of the parties m i^ t avail o f the two years to 

regroup for further hostilities. Equally, as demonstrated in Angola, the losers in any 

election may choose to ignore the democratic will. These are possibilities which the 

UN must be prepared to accept.

The cases o f Cyprus, Angola, Somalia and the Congo show that there are problems 

which are to all intents and purposes insoluble. The UN, therefore, must be prepared 

to withdraw or i^ ta in  from intervening in conflicts where peacekeeping does not 

reinforce a broader political process for the resolution of conflict To persist with 

open-ended operations will only reinforce the perception in the public mind of UN 

impotence and essential irrelevance. ‘The UN of the Secretariat’ may have examined 

in the ‘Lessons Report*, its system of planning and managing field operations. 

However, the question is whether the ‘UN of the members’, a body riven by racial 

and ideological differences, can engage in the necessary critical self-analysis and then 

agree on action. Only when there is evidence that the many positive proposals 

contained in the ‘Comprehaisive Review’ are being taken to heart by the members 

can we h < ^  for future well-organised and effective operations.
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APPEMDIX A: fro* the President and Prlae Minister of
the Congo to the Secretary General.

75 II. I . a .b .

B. O P£R .\nO N  DES n a t io n s  UNIES AU CONGO (ONUC: 1960-1964)

EST\BLlSHMESTOF  THE FORCE

Tdeynim  dated 12 and 13 iuiy I960 from (he President and the Prune Minister of the RefMibiic 
of the Coofo to the Secmarv-General 
«UN Doc. & 43«; of 13 Jttlv 1960)

The Govenunent of the Republic of Uie G>n(o 
■«qiiesu urgent iispMch by rhe United Nations of 
r.;iiur» usim nce. This request is justified bv the 
dofjuch :o the Con(o of metropolitan Beigun iiroops 
ifl ■*K>lation of die rm tv  of fnendshtp stgn^ between 
3<ifnim and the Republic of :he Congo on 29 June 
I960. Under the te rm  of :h «  treaty, Btigian troops 
m y  only imenrene on the express request of the 
Congolete Govem roent. No such request was e w  
aade by the Gowemment of the R ^ U ic  of the Congo 
ud we therefore regard the -.insoiiated Belgian action 
u  an act of aggressKm against vnir country.

The real cause ot ;no« of the disttirbances can be 
ioond in cokmialistt machinations. We accuse the Belgian 
GovftnmeK of having carefullv prepared the secession 
of Katanga irtth a wew to maintaining a hold on our 
tountry. TT>e Govtmment. supported W the Congolese 
pw-ple! rehues to accept a fan aecompii resulting from 
i i ".%pirwef between Be%»an Imperialists and a small 
roup Katanga leaders. The overwhelming maprit}* 
of th* Katanga population is opposri to secession. 
*tiich -neant the disguiied perpetuation of the colo* 
siiliit regime. The essential purpose of tlw requested 
oaJtSary aid is to pro«!ct the nationaJ territory of the 
Congo* against the present e:«temal aggression which 
i* * hreat to international peace. \Ve strongly s tm s  
’•iie fxtremely urgent need for the dispatch of United 
•'‘uioij* trcop* »  the Congo

Joseph KAS,^vi*t»‘ 
P»ertdeni jf  ilu Refnblk <)f the Camgo Md 
Suprtm t C>/Mmander of tk t Xatiarud Arm y

Patnce Lcmcmsa 
P'^mf Mtmutcr imi Minutir ni .Volwiw/ Deimte

In connexion with militan' assistance retpested if 
the United Nations by :he ReouoJK «  Ae Congo, d x  
Chief of State and Jie ?njne Min:«er ot the Congo 
make the following clantkation (1 the p«rpo*e <4 
the aid requested is not to restore the memai utuatton 
in Congo but rather to protect the naticnaJ •errtory 
agvnst acts of aggression committed by Befgun metro
politan troops. (2) The rt^uest lor assistance re'aies 
only to a United N'auons force consisting rf mi!itarr 
personnel from neutral countres and wx from the 
United Sutes as reported bv .rmain *adio «at«o». 
(3) If the assistance requested ;s not -»«i»ed *r«hout 
delay the Republic of the Congo will be obliged to 
a p p ^  to the Bandung Tnrary Powers The aid 
has been requested by the Republic of the Conto in 
the exercise of it* sovereign nghts and noc n agree
ment with Belgium as reported.

Joiipph K asa x̂ **;
Prerident j f  tk f  R fpuH u of  i * #  f

Patrice Lcmitmiw 
Primt MimteT v td  Mmutcr of Saiutmi Deifnct



APPENDIX S,C. Resolution 143

b) Security Council resolution 143(1960) of 14 July 1960

The Security Council,
Considtriitg the re-orl of th« Sccreur>--General on 

I fiquest for United Nation! action in relation to the 
Rtpublic of the Coo|o,

Considering the request for military assistance addressed 
to the S«cretary*Cea<ral by the President and the Prime 
Minister of the Republic of the Congo.

1. Calls upon the Govera.xent of Belgium to with
draw its troops from the territory of the Republic of 
'h#> Tonto:

2. Decides to authorize the Secrcury-Geoeral to 
take the necesiary steps, in consulution »nth the Govern
ment o f the Republic of the Congo, to provide the 
Government with stich military asitsuoce as may be 
necessary until, through the eforts of the Congolese 
Government uith the technical tsslstaace of the United 
Nations, the national security forces nuy be aMe. in 
the opituon of the Governroent. to meet fully their 
tasks;

3. Requests the SecretaryOeneral to report to the 
Security Council as appropriate.



APPENDIl C: Secretary G eneral's Report of 14 July 1960

II. 1. c. '  76

c) report of the Secretiry-Genml on the impiementition of Security Cottadl m oltttion 143
( l% 0 )o f  U July I960 (UN Doc. S/4389 o f 18 July I960)

Tkt manjatt
3. The reiotmion of the Security Council w»s

initial statement to the 
Coitoal |87 jra  meeting, paras. 18-29J. Therefore, that 
n te n e n t m y  be regard^ as a basic document on the 
interpretation of the mandate. In the statement I made 
clear my *iew of the maiti purpose of the introduction 
of a United Nations Force in the G)ngo as well as of 
the relationship between this action and a witMrawiI 
of Betfiw Uoopt. I also stated in general terms what 
Icfal principles in my view should apply to the 
operatMQ.

4. However, e*en with these explanations of my 
iatentioQS and of my interpretation of the situations, 
important points were left opw for an interpreution 
in practice. In submitting this first progress report, 
I want not only to bring to the knowledge of the Coun- 
dl what so far has been achieved, but also what lines 
I have fdlowcd concerning the imptemenution of the 
authorixation.

?! f
5. I indicated as a "sound and lastine solution” to 

the diffintities which had arisen in the Congo the re
establishment of the instruments of the Government 
(or the maintenance of order. It «-as implied in my 
prcMnution that it was the breakdown of those instru
ments which had created a situation which through its 
consequences represented a threat to peace and security 
iustifyin| United Nations intervention on the basis of 
the explicit request of the Covemmen: of the Republic 
of the Cooga Thus the two main elements, from the 
kfal point of view, were on the one hand this request 
and. on the other hand. Ww Implied ftlldW flM l the 
ciram w u R W tu' irtiltJi 1 hitf mfgrrw u 'wg luth as 
to justify United Nationsiction-Tnder the Charter. 
Whethet^or i»ot~it'was also neid thai the United Nations 
faced a conflict between two parties was. under these

,; circumstanccs. in my view, leplly net essential for the 
justification of the action. Howe^-er. I pointed out that, 
on the basis of the interpretation I had given, it would 
be understood that, were the United Nations to act as 
I proposed, the Belgian Government “would see its way 
to a withdrawal**, and the Council itielf called upon the 
Be%ian Government to withdraw its troops.

6. In order to assist the Govemmerit of the Republk 
of the Congo to re-establish its administration, spea* 
Acally in the field of security, ceniin decisions had 
a lre i^  been taken by me irr response to  a general 
appeal from the Government. Ho»e%er. they could 
yiekl results only after a ceruin time and in the mean
while there was a need for a ttop-pp arrangement, 
esublished by the United Nations in consultation with 
the Government, no preferable altemariye arrangcntents 
being available for tive intermediate period which might 
have to pass omil. in the words of the resolution, "the 
national security forces may be able, in the gpnion of 
the Government, to ineet fully their tasks . Thus, the 
Fofce introduced is to be regarded as a temporary 
security foret, present in the Republic of the Congo vnth 
the consent of the Government for the time and the 
purpose indicated.

7. Although the United Nations Force under the 
reaohMion ia (dispatched to the Congo at the request of

the Government and win be present in the Congo with 
iu  consent, and although it may be considered as 
serving as an arm of the GovertMwent for the main
tenance of order and protection of life—tasks which 
naturally belong to the national audiorities and which 
win pass to SUM authorities as soon as, in the view of 
the Government, t ^  are sufftcsently firmly estab
lished—the Force is necessarily under die exclusive 
command of the United Nations, vested in the Secnt- 
taqr-General under the oooctol of the Security Couacil. 
T hu is in accordance with the prindplea generally 
applied by the Organtzatioa. The Force is thtu not 
uiraer the orders m  the Government nor can it. as 
I pointed out in my statement to the Council, be per
mitted to become a part^ to any internal coollia. A 
depam re from this prinaple w orn seriously endanger 
the impartiality of the United Nations and of the 
operation.

8. Another principle which I consider a* generally 
applicable and. therefore, as buic aiao to the present 
operation, is that, while, on its side, the hoat Covem- 
ment. when exerdstnf iu  5 w » t i e i y n  right m di regard 
to-ihe presence Fnm* tVM.M bv good
faith in theimerpretation of the purpose of the Force, 
the United Nations, on its side, s h o ^  be understood 
to be determined by similar good faith in die inter
pretation of the purpose when it considers the question 
of the maintenance of the Force in the host country. 
This principle is reflected in the final phrase of the 
relevant paragraph of the resolution authorizing the 
Secretary-General to provide the Government of the 
Republic of the Congo with United Nations military 
assistarKe.

9. From this basic underfunding regarding the 
presence of a United Nations Force m the country it 
follows that the United Nations activity ihouM have 
freedom of movement within its area of operations and 
all sudi facilities r ^ r d in g  access to that area and cons- 
munications as are necessar>- for a successful accom- 
plishmenl of the task. A further elaboration of this rule 
obviously requires an agreement with the Government 
Le. specifying what is to be considered the area of 
operations.

10. Regarding the composition of the Force, there 
is another genenU principle which, in the light of 
previous experience. I find it necessary to apply. In the 
report to which I referred in my statement to the 
S ^ r i t y  Council, it is stated that "while the United 
Nations must reserve for itself the authority to dedde 
on the composition of such [military] elements, it is 
obvious that the host countiV, in giving itj  consent, 
cannot be indifferent to the oomposttion of those 
elements”. The r ^ r t  continues: "In order to limit 
the scope of possible differences of opinion. ^  United 
Nations in recent operations has folkfwed two prin
ciples: not to include units Crom any of the permanent 
members of the Security Council; and not to ktchsde 
uniu from an^ country which, because of its feo- 
graphical poMtion or for other reasons, might be con
sidered as poswbly having a spectal interest in the 
situation which has called for tlw operation, . .  U wovld 
x o n  desirable to accept the formula . . .  to the effect 
that, while it is for the United Nations aik>ne to 4- t4 t 
on the compoution of miUtar}- ekm enu sent to a com- 
tty. the United Nations shouki. in decidinf m  
position, take fully into acowat the view of dw ho*



Government as ooe of the mo«t lerious factors whkh 
thoold fuide the rtcnittment of the personnel. Usually, 
this i« likely to mew tiut lerioui objectxms by the host 
country afainst nitkiM tion by a specific contributing 
country in the united Nations operation will determine 
the action ol the Orfanization. However, were the 
United Nabons for reasons to find that course 
inadvisable, it wouW remain free to pursue its own 
line, and any resuhinf conflict wouM have to be resolved 
on a political rather than on a kgal b a s i s I  recom- 
mended, in the re p ^  quoted, that this principle siwuki 
be considered apf>licablie to all United Nations opera
tions of the present kind. The problem is in this 
ptrticular case covered by the request for consulutions 
with the Caofo Govenunent. In my sutentent to the 
Council I pointed ottt that, while I consider that the 
aforementioacd prindpie excludes military units in the 
Foret from an^ of the permanent members of the 
Security GMinoL. I. in fact, had the “intention to get, 
in the hrit place, assistance from African nations".

11. Amonf other principles which I consider essen
tial to this operation. I may mention the following.

12. The authority granted to the United Nations 
Force canitot be exerased within the Congo either in 
competitioo with represenutives of the h ^  Govern
ment or in co-<iperation with them in any joint 
operatiofi. This naturalljr applies a fortitm to r^esen - 
tatives and mibtary units of other Govemmenu than 
the host Govenunent. Thus, the United Nations 
operatioa must be separate and distinct from activities 
by any national authorities.

13. Likewise, it follows from the rule that the 
Uniiad Nations units must not become parties in 
internal conflicts, that they cannot be used to enforce 
any n e d te  political solution of pending problems or 
to tnflueiKe the poliiical balance decisive to such a 
•ohitioo. Apan from the general reasons for this 
principk, there is the specific one. that it ii only on 
this basis that the United Katkms can expect *o be 
»ble to draw on Member countries for contributions 
in men and materM.

14. To all United Nationi personnel used in the 
pftsem operation the basic rules of the United Narions 
®̂r international ieTvke should be considered as 

*ppiia i^  oarticularly as rotardi full knalt}* to the
of the Organitation ana abstention tnm  actions 

«  reladon to their coontr)- of o ^ n  which might 
*̂ *prr»f the operatioa of its international character and 
"eate a situation of dual toyalty.

. IS. In my initiai statement I realled the rule applied 
previous United Nations operations to the eifect that 

military units would be entitled to act only in self- 
defence. In amplification of this statement I would l^e 
*0 quote the folkiwing passage fr<M the report to which 
I referrtd: men engafcd in the operation may
'wver take the initiative in the u»e erf armed force, but 

entitled to r«^ond with force to an anack w i^ 
vnts. including attempts to force to c ^ e  them 
'"'ithdraw from positions which they occjpy under 
orilers from the Commander", acting aader tl» 
‘uthority of the Security Council and with the scope 
^  its resolution. "The basic element involved is cltatrly 
the prohibition against any imitieth't in the use w 
*̂ n>ed force."
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Tfu eom^titiom of tht Font
16. Before reporting on the steps taken for the 

buikiing up of the Force and on die agreemenu readied 
with a number of Governments regarding contributioas 
to the Force. I wish to make some general cAaervttions.

17. As stated to the Security Cooacil on 13 July 
1960. the ultimate solution to the problem that has 
arisen in the Con|ro has to be foimd by the Republic 
of the Congo itself, with the assistance of the U nit^  
Nations. In the same spirit I believe that, to the extent 
that the RepuUic of the Coom needs international 
assistance, such assistance shouki within the framework 
of the United Nations, in the first instance be given 
by its sister African nations, as an act of African 
solidarity. However, this natural reliance on regional 
solidarity for the solution of a problem of this kind 
shouki be qualified by an donent of universality 
natural—and indeed essential—to any United Nations 
operation. Therefore, while the Force, in my vkw. 
shouki be built around a hard core of military units 
from African Stttes, it shouki also, to the extent which 
might be found practical, inchide units from other 
areas which meet the general conditions for tihe com- 
positkm of a United Nations Force to which I have 
referred abov«.

18. Thus, in my view, present operation is. in 
the first place, a manifestation of the willingrtess and 
ability of the .\frican Stttes to help within the frame
work of the United Nations, of which I have found 
the most convincing evidence in the course of this 
effort. Elements from other regions, included in the 
For«, may be considered as assistance given, in-the 
spirit of the 0>arter. to the African community of 
nations by nations of those other regions. With "this 
approach, the present operation should serve lo 
strengthen the African community of nations and to 
strengthen also their ties, within the United Nations, 
mth the «^Hd communiti.’. It «tMikl be wholly un
justified to interpret the United Nations action m the 
sense that nadons from outside the region step into the 
Congo situation, using the United Nations as their 
instrumenulity, because of the incapability of the Congo 
and of the African States themsel\-es to make the 
contribution to the sc^ution of the problem.

19. My efforts to build up the Force have been 
guided this interpretation of the United Nations 
operation, to r  that reason *1 have, m the tirst place, 
appealed to African Sutes for troops, addresstng my- 
sdf in a second stage to other nations meeting ti* 
conditions which are generally applicable, and con
tinuing my efforts to activate further African uruts to 
the extent neceiiary. While the requests for troops so 
far presented by me, or offers of troops accepted by me 
foltow the pattern just stated, I have already in the 
first stage addressed a series <rf appeals for support in 
(uch fields as logistics, rignals, material, a i r c ^  and 
isedatized personnel to those OMintries which arc most 
gitelT to provide them at very short notice, irrespective 
of their geographical position.

20. Apart from beii^ influenced by the factors which 
I have pplained above. I luve. naturally, been guided 
by considerations oi availability of troopa, ln^uage and 
geograptucal dinribution within the regioa.



APPENDIX D; S.C. Resolution 161 A

h) Security CouncU m olution 161A (I96 l>  o f  21 February 1961

Tht Staitity Council,
Haring cvaidtrtd  the tituation in the Congo.
H atutf Itamt *ith dttp rtgrtt of the announcement 

o f the killing of the Congoleve leaders. Mr. Patricc 
Lumumba. Mr. Maunce Mpolo and Mr. Joseph Okito,

D ttp iy  eottetrntd at the grave repercussions of these 
crimes and ibe daoget .of.widespread civil war and 
bloodshed io the Congo and the threat to interoadonal 

.  peace and security,
'So tb tg  the report of the Secreury-Generars Special 

Represenutive. dated 12 February 1961, bringing to 
light the development of a serious civil viar situation 
and preparations therefor.

i .  U r fa  that the United Nations u k e  immediately 
all appropriate measures to prevent the occurrence of 
ctvO war in the Congo, including arrangemenu for 
cease-fires, the halting of all miliury operations, the 
prevention of clashes, aod (be use of force, if necessary, 
in the last resort; —

2. L'rgts that measures be ukea  for the immediaie 
withdrawal and evacuation from the Congo o f all Bel* 
gian and other foreign military and paramilitfrv per
sonnel and political advisers not under the United 
Nations Command, and mercenaries;

). Calls upon alt Sutes to take imnMdiate aod energe* 
tic measures to  pre^-ent the departure of such personnel 
h>r the Congo from their territories, aod for the dental 
o f  transit and other facilities to Uiem;

4. Deddts that an immediate and impartial io'^esti- 
gation be held in order to  ascenaia the ctrcumsuttces 
o f (he death o f  Mr. Lumumba and hit colleagues and 
that the perpetrators of these cnmes be puotshed,

5. Reaffirms Security Couactl resolutions U J (I9M) 
o f 14 July 1960, 143 (i960) o f 22 July 1960 aod 146 
(19M) of 9 August 19M and Ceaeral Assembly resolu
tion 1474 (ES-IV') of 20 September I960 and ren^iads 
all States of their obtigations under these resolutioas



APPOIDIX E: S.C. Eesolutlon 169

II  I. L 82

0  Security Councfl resolution 169 (1961) of 24 Nowmber 1%I

Tht Stcurity Covteil,
fUeallint «*» wolwionj I4J (I960) of 14 July 1960, 

143 (I960) of 22 July I960. 146 0960) of 9 Auau« 1960 
and 161 (1961) of 21 Februuy 1961,

JUealling fi^ther Ceoeral Assembly resolutions 1474 
(ES-IV), 1592 (XV). 1599 (XV). 1600 (XV) and 1601 (XV).

Rtajfirmutf Ibe polickt and purposes of the United 
Nations with tespcci to the Congo (Leopoklvilk) as 
set out ia the afottsaid resolutions, nan>ely:

(a) To maintain the territorial integrity and the 
political independence of the Republic of the Congo,

(W To assitf the Central Government of the Congo 
in the restoration and maintenance of law and order,

(e) To prevent the occurrence of civil war in the Congo.

(d) To secure the imnKdiate withdrawal and evacua- 
tioo from the Congo of all foreign military, paramiliury 
and advisory personnel not under the United Nations 
Cotnmand. and all aiercettanes,

(#) To render (echoical asststaoce,
Wekombtg the restoration of the nadonal Pariiament 

of the Cbago ia accordance with the Loi fondanvitalt 
and the consequent formation of a Central Govemment 
on 2 August 1961.

D tfhrittg  ail amed action in opposition to the author
ity of the Gowrameflt of the Republic of the Congo, 
spedfically secessionist activities and armed action now 
beiog carried oa by the proviocial administration of 
Kataaga with ^  aid of external resources and foreign 
meroenanes, aad tompUitly the claim that
Kataaga b " a  sovereign iodependem nation*.

ffoting with dttp rtgrtt the recent and past actions 
of v io le t  agaiast Uitited Nations persoanel.

lUcopUxing the Govenunent of the Republic of the 
Congo as exclusively respoosible for the conduct of 
the exteroal alEiin of the Coago,

B w m g  In miitd the imperative aecestity for speedy 
aad effective actktn to implement fully the polities and 
purpows of the Uttited Nations in the Congo to ead 
the uafortuaatt plight of the Coafolese people, necessary 
io the interests both of world peace and international 
co<^p(rattott aad of the stability and progress of Africa 
as a whole,

1. Sirotgty dtfftcatts the secessionist activities ille
gally carrkd out by the provincial admiaistration of 
Katanga with the aid of external resources aad ntaooed 
by foreiga metccaaries:

2. Fwthtr dtprtctttts the amed action agaiM Uaited 
Natioas forces aad personnel ia the pursuit of toch 
activities;

3. baisu that such activkks siiaO oease focthwitli, 
and eotfr vp<m all coecenicd to desitt thetefro a ;

4. Auihoriza the Secrecai>>Geiieral to take viforoos 
action, including the use of the requisite measure of 
force, if accessary, for the immediM appreheasioa, 
detention peading kfal actioo a i^ o r  deportatioe of 
all foreign military and panmulittry persoood aod 
political advisers not under the Uatted Natioas Cxo* 
nuad, and oterceaaries, as laid down ia pangraph 2 
of Security Couodl resolutioe 161 A (1961) of 21 Febru
ary 1961;

5. Further rtqittsis the Secretary-Geaersl to ttke all 
necessary measures to prevent the entry or retura of 
su ^  eiemenu under whatever guise, and also of anas, 
equipment or other material in su {^ rt of such activ
ities;

6. Rtqutsu all Sutes to refrain frocn the supply 
of arms, equipment or other material which could b« 
used for warlike purposes, aad to take the necessary 
measures to prevent their nationals from dotag the 
same, aod also to deny traasporutioo aad trmasit factl- 
ities for such supplies across their territories, except 
ia accordance with the decisions, policies aod purposes 
of the Uaited Nations;

7. Calls upon <U1 Member Sutes to refrain from 
promoting, condoning, or giving support by acts of 
omission or commission, directly or indirectly, to activ
ities against the United Nations often m ulting in armed 
hostilities against the United Nations forces and per
sonnel;

8. Declares that all secessionist activities again« the 
Republic of the Congo are contrary to the Lot fonda- 
nunialt and Security Council dectsioiu and specifically 
demands that such activities which are now ukiag piacc 
in Katanga shall cease forthwith;

9. Declarts fuU and firm support for the Central 
Govemment of the Congo and the determinatioa to 
assist that Government, in accordance with the decisraas 
of the Uaited Nations, to nuintain law aod order aad 
national integrity, to provide technical aasistaacc and 
to implement those decisions;

10. Urfts all Member States to lend their support, 
according to their national procedures, to the Ceatral 
Govemmeat of the Republic of the C o a^ , in coafom* 
ity with the Charter and the dectsioss of the Umtcd 
Natioas;

11. Revests all Member Stales to rtf run from aay 
action which oiay directly or indirectly impede the 
policies and purposes of the United Natioas ia the 
Coago and is contrary to its deciskun aad tlM from ! 
purposes of Uk Chaner.



APPENDIX F: Article 2(7) of the UM Charter

ARTICLE 2
The Organization and its Members, in pursuit of the Purposes 
stated in Article 1, shall act in accordance with the following 
Principles.

1. The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign 
equality of all its Members.

2. All Members, in order to ensure to all o f them the rights 
and benefits resulting from membership, shall fulfil in good 
faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the 
present Charter.

3. All Members shall settle their international disputes by 
peaceful means in such a manner that international peace and 
security, and justice, are not endangered.

4. All Members shall refrain in their international relations 
from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity 
or political independence of any state, or in any other manner 
inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.

5. All Members shall give the United Nations every assistance 
in any action it takes in accordance with the present Charter, 
and shall refrain from giving assistance to any state against 
which the United Nations is taking preventive or enforcement 
action.

6. The Organization shall ensure that states which are not 
Members of the United Nations act in accordance with these 
Principles so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of 
international peace and security.

7. Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize 
the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially 
within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the 
Members to submit such matters to setdement under the present 
Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice the application of 
enforcement measures under Chapter VII.



7/iv />r«̂ t «j/ ihv I rvJty of C<u.iranrvc‘ (which camc iiifo force on I ft
'lujmisf I w hi/c hrtvt, j r e  «>f «iich cvntral intportitncc to  the w hole prtihlefn 

♦»l ( »priis iha i rhcj .in* n-pnhJiiccU here in lull.

No. 54*<. IKI A n  OI t . l  AHANTIH.SK.NUJAI NK.t>MA,ON I6AUOUS1 IV60
I he KcpuNk: ot t.ypru» nl ihe «jne pa«, J itj  Orc«vr, I urkr> 4imJ the United Kin|edufn 

o l ( >rrJi Hriijin jiid  .Vofthern Ireland o i the uther pan.
I. CuOMdering ih ji the re«.u|tniiiun jmJ nuinietuiKc u< the independetKt, lerriiunal 

mtci{nt> and acvuniv ol the KepuMit; o f Cyprut, as cMabinthed and rctulaied by the Ratic 
ArtKlev of ii> ( .<m%fituiM>n, j r r  m ihetr ciimmon m ierm ,

II DcMririK to  lo etm irr tt-%pei.i fur the >t4ie of affam  created by that 
1 <>n%iiiuiion.

f l j \ e  ai^eed js  toiiamv

A r tx k  I
I he RepubfK «»f C.yprm undertaken lo enw rr the maintcnancc of ii» independence, 

terriiunal integnt> attd lecunty, a» well a» respect for its Conttitution.
It undertakes nut lu pariKipate, in whole or in port, in any political or economic union 

with any Stale whatMM'^et. It accordmcly dcciares prohibited any activity likely to 
promote, directly or indirectly, cither um m  with any other ^o te  or pantiMM of the Island.

A ttn k  II
LtUxxf, Turkey and the United Kinadom. taking note of the undertakings of the 

KcrubfK of Cyprus %et tnit in ArtK'ie I of the present Treaty, recognise and guarantee ihe 
mdvpenderce, terniurial integnty and tcvunty of the Re|wbl>c of Cyprus, and also the 
Mate of affairs established b> the BasK AnK'ks of i»  Constitution.

Greece. Turkey and the United Kingdom likewise undertake to prohibit, to  far as 
concerns them, any activity aimed at prumoting, directly or indirecily, either union of 
( vprus w ith jny other S u ie o r pdriitionof the Isbnd.

Arittle III
I he KrpublK ot Cyprus, Greece arnl 1 urkcy undenakc to respect the integrity of the 

arras retained under United Kingdom sovereignty at the time of the ntabluhment of the 
RepuhiK of Cyprus, and guarantee ihe use and enjoyment by the United Kin^iom of ihe 
rights to be secured lo it by the Republic of Cyprus in accordance with the Treaty 
concerning the E.siablishmeni of the Republic of Cyprus signed at Nicosia on to-day't 
date.

Artule IV
In the eveni of a breach of ihe provistom o f the present Treaty. Greece, Turkey and ihe 

UriiinJ Kingdom urtdi'rukc i«» consult togiihcr with rcspcct to the rcprcseniaiiom or 
m casurn neceuary to cmure observanceof those provisions.

In su far as common or concerted aaion may not prove possible, each of the three 
guaranieeitHl Pcmefs rrscrvo the right lo take aciion with the K>le aim of re establishing 
ihe >i4te of affairs created hs the present Treaty.

An$tlr V
> Hr p m em  1 rratv shall enter into force on the dale of signature. The original texts of 

•b»- prir«cnt TrvjFts shall K- deposiinJ a> Nk>»»m .
1 He (. ting r^rties shall proceed as soon as p«»ss*ble to the registration of the

p n sw t Trcaty i*rth ths Secretarial of the United Naimfts. in accordance with Article 102 
of the ( hjfivt ul the Uniirtl NaiMms.

Iv «itM %s « it) Ki i n . fht undrrsiKneii hjvc siKncd the present Treatv

l> O N ^  AC N i c o s i a  tht% % i» fc c n ih  i l a y  o f  in  a m i
being equally  au ihu riia iive .

fo r the Republic of Cyprus; 
tO K M IIH »  MAKAPIOS KKovOk

ForGrccce:
G. CHRItTOPOUUH

For Turkey:
V ecdiTO tit

For the United Kingdom of Great Briuin and Northern Ireland:
Hugh Foot

U«2 U N T S  4.)

The crisis with which the UN was to be concerned, though its seeds were sown 
m the constitutional arrangements made for independent Cyprus—and these 
refleaed the history of internal strife—was occasioned by proposals that 
Makarios made on 30 November 1963 for thineen constitunonal amendments. 
Again, we turn to the Mediator’s report:
. .  • (On} 30 November 1963, some three yeari after the Constitution came into force,. . .  
the President of the Republic publidy set forth thirteen points on which he considered 
that the Constitution should be amended. The Presideni did so on the grounds that in in 
existing form the Constitution created nuny difficulnes in the smooth functioning of the 
State and the development and progreu of the country; that in  many ttti genens 
provisions confliaed with iniemanonally accepted democratK pniKiples and created 
sources of friction between Greek and Turkish Cypriots; and that it* defects were causing 
the two communities to draw further apart raihCT than ckxer together.

40. Several of the most imponant amendments proposed by the PresidCTt reflected 
deadlocks which had actually occurred m the funaioning of the Constitution. For 
example, in proposing that the n ^ t  of veto of the President and the Vice-President shouM 
be abdished, he referred to the fact that the laner had vetoed a maionty decision of the 
CouiKil of M inuten that the organiianonal structure of the Cyprus Army iHouM be 
based on mixed units comprising both Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypnots, since tlie 
Vice-President had favoured separate units.

4 1. Again, in proposing that tfie constminonal proviskira requinng separate maiooties 
for ihe enactment of cenain laws by the House of Representanves shouM be ab o lish ^  
the President cited the failure of the House to etuct an income tax law. Similarly, he 
proposed that unified mumapalitie* should be esublished, on the grounds that the 
constitutional provision for separate communal muiMcipaliites in the five mam
proved unworkable, one reavm being the failure of the Presideni and the Vioe*Pres»denf 
lo reach agreement on ihe determination of the boundaries.

42. Difficulties in the funciioning of the mixed Public Service C.<immm^, where 
certain decisions require a minimum number of Creek a n d  Turkish votes d e p e n d in ^ p ^  
whether a Greek Cypriot or a Turkish Cypnot m concerned, led to t ^  T !  
President that all drosam s of the Clommission, without exception, should be taken by 
simple mafonty vote. He proposed also tfut rt>e raiKnof Greek and Turkish « p f tu n o t i^  
in the Public Service (70 and 30 per cent), the security forces (70 and 30
Army (60 and 40 per <xnt) should be modified over a period of t i i^  to bring tlienMnto 
line with the raini of Greeks to Turks in the pupulaiKin as a whole (then expreswd as 
»f 14 and IH H6 per cents



APPENDIX H: Treaty of Alliance
No. 5712. TREATY OF ALLIANCE BETVttl^! THE KINGDOM OF CREHCK. IK! 
REPUBLIC OF TURKEY AND THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS. SIGNED AT NICOSIA. 
ON 16 AUGUST 1960 

The Kingdom of Greecc, the  RcpuWH- ofTorkc)* and the Republic of C rprut.
I. In their common desire co uphold peace and lo pcnenv cKc security of each of them.
II. Considering that their efforts for the prcter%-acioa of peace and securiq- arc in 

conformity with the purposes and principles of the Untied Nations Chaner,
Have agreed as foiloMf;

Arude I
The H i ^  Contracting Parties undertake to co*opcrate tor their oommun delencc j«d  i«» 

consult together on the problems raised by that defenoc.

ArttcU It
The High Contracting Parties underuke to resist a«* attack or aggression, d trca  <k 

indirect, directed against the indq>endcnce or the territanai incq^rity of the RepubiM. uf 
C)*prus. *

A n k le  III
For the purpose o f this alliance, and in order to  achic^Y the obfea metitioned abuvc, a 

Tripartite Headquancrs shall be established (M chc tcrrwory of the Rcp«4>lic of Cyprus.

Arttde IV
(•nxce attd TurLc> dull m chc Tnpamtc tacfCjMoiieil «nth

iIk- m iliurt' cunimgcnn bad tii««kn in .Vddmnnjil iVoti<ni Mo. I a tm ritd  m  die |«ncwai 
I'lVJU.

1 he u h J  cuniingcnri Uijtl pnnidc kK tratntni; >•! rite arm^ o( ifcc Rc|nM k 
C ypnn.

ArtKle K
1lic ConuTuml ot ihc Tnpjrtitc Hcjtk|ujrim thail be mmmmiJ «  rotaaon. for * penmi 

ui une year each, by a Creek. Turktth and Cyprm Cenerjl Oftoer, tiul! be 
jppotntcti mpcctiv'd)' by the Coxcmmcnrs uf Creeor iihI Twrief and by the f*f<n*Arn« 
jmd »he Vicr-IVcsident of the RepubiK' of Cyprus.

Article VI
The prcscr.i Trraty thdll enter into fcxce on the date ot sijfutore.
The High Cwntracting Partiet UuU conclude addutocut ay eettvenw if the apptKatncai of 

the present Treaty retnlen them necessary.
The High Contracting Parties shall proceed as soon as possible with the registration of 

the present Trcat>- uith the Secretanat of the Umted N’anom, m con(orrmry with Attici^
102 of the United Natiom Charter.

In «-iTKtSS whcri OF the undersigitcd. being duly auihorued theteto, ha%-e Signed thn 
Treaty.

D ose  at Nicosia on 16 August i960 m three copies ui the Frctich language, of whnh 
unc shall be deposited w«h each of the High Contracting Paraes.

For the Kingdom of Greece;
[Signed) C. CHaiSToroutos 

For the Repubiic of Turkey;
(S ig n ^  V. Tuaci.

For the Republic of Cyprus
(S ig n ^  M *k.»tK>S. Archbishop of C>prv»

F

ADDITIONAL I'ROTO CO L No I
I Thf C'#ek and Turkish contmgrn:* which are :o participare in the Trips- 

Hi Jtl^usnrr» shaH cwmprise respecmdy ^50 Greek oiikc.'s, non<omn«iss«oncd ts 
!ik! nii-n, 3.-J 6S0 Turlnh ofScets. non co.iifr.issiooed orjtrs and men

II Th%- P 'fw ien t an»l \ ’ice Pu*»Kk-nf t>: RcpuW;; c  C vpnn. aciMg n »gj, .
;ii.u ;lta- CrivL Jivj TufVi»h Cu'cni.T.cmt so or reduce tHi: C '.i
1 itrk iih  cu* '.iiigenis

Ml ltisatrced«h.»Mh» M««fsM<<he\:n»«»*-nncnnfo; ihf Creek and TuriitHcontr 
(• iriKip.ttiR^ m the Hr.nJqtt4rteti>. (hjir n»rKi*»3l<»«is. faciittieii
lii •iih ih  jml I J'vvv •*' •!r.i I (oimuj- jml pri»i}c|;v:

>)<’ iiui% iiH .uHoti U Ih’ a f <«»>C«««»rt «•
«*,)< I,«V| l; >t IIHI itiJKiltH 1 «t 

I ;.liH.U*HU |t.iiji|;i jnii) 
l \  ll .•);it,,| ih i l  ilh  lii('i-..-,, he Nc« «i|̂

■ It VI l|t>ll«‘. * .tilO  lit, ,,M«t|>ktMHI »l liH ItM til iIh ,Ni<«t\ICunmil\UUH -
( ■iiiM iliilii'. i«Hi >h.iH..,niM«l,<ii )< }H 4 i c  i«r«ln«M»t«ri«il< ‘t.. ,
nitii iIk itjiiiogMf lilt »*" W»p«Wk <•;< TheCw.^ <>..• 3
,<«il«i|;i I'.itiiHttlnMHtI il**»‘.v «iH «« i » ( W M S » * n < « f  MtnitMti t d i l u  < '■> '■>

«•! '\llt>iH«-



APPENDIX I: A rticle  2(A) o f the UN Charter

ARTICLE 2
The Organization and its Members, in pursuit of the Purposes 
stated in Article 1, shall act in accordance with the following 
Principles.

1. The Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign 
equality of all its Members.

2. All Members, in order to ensure to all of them the rights 
and benefits resulting from membership, shall fulfil in good 
faith the obligations assumed by them in accordance with the 
present Charter.

3. All Members shall settle their international dbputes by 
p>eaceful means in such a manner that international peace and 
security, and justice, are not endangered.

4. All Members shall refrain in their international relations 
from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity 
or political indep>endence of any state, or in any other manner 
inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.

5. All Members shall give the United Nations every assistance 
in any aaion it takes in accordance with the present Charter, 
and shall refrain from giving assistance to any state against 
which the United Nations is taking preventive or enforcement 
action.

6. The Organization shall ensure that states which are not 
Members of the United Nations act in accordance with these 
Principles so far as may be necessary for the maintenance of 
international peace and security.

7. Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize 
the United Nations to intervene in matters which are essentially 
within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or shall require the 
Members to submit such matters to settlement under the present 
Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice the application of 
enforcement measures under Chapter VII.
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ARTICLE 103

In the cvcni of a conflici between the obligations of the Members 
of the United Nations under the present Charter and their 
obligations under any other international agreement, their 
obligations under the present Charter shall prevail.
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RESOLUTION 186 (1964)

Adopted by the Security Council on 4 March 1964

The Security Council,

Noting that the present situation with regard to Cyprus is likely to 
threaten international peace and security and may further deteriorate 
unless additional measures are promptly taken to maintain peace and to 
seek out a durable solution.

Considering the positions taken by the parties in relation to the Trea
ties signcu at Nicosia on 16 August I960.

Having in mind the relevant provisions of the Charter of the United 
Nations and its Article 2, paragraph 4, which reads: “ All Members shall 
refrain in their international relations from the threat or use o f  force 
against the territorial integrity or political indep>endcnce of any State, or 
in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Na
tions".

1. Caiis upon all Member States, in conformity with their obligations 
under the Charter of the United Nations, to refrain from any action or 
threat of action to worsen the situation in the sovereign Republic of 
Cyprus, or to endanger international peace;

2. Asks the Government of Cyprus, which has the responsibility for 
the maintenance and restoration of law and order, to take all additional 
measures neccssary to stop violence and bloodshed in Cyprus;

3. Calls upon the communities in Cyprus and their leaders to act with 
the utmost restraint;

4. Recommmends the creation, with the consent of the Government 
o f  Cyprus, of a United Nations Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus. The 
composition and size o f  the Force shall be established by the Secretary- 
General, in consultation with the Governments of Cyprus, Greece, T ur
key and the United Kingdom. The commander of the Force shall be 
appointed by the Secretary-General and report to him. The Secretary- 
General, who shall keep the Governments providing the Force fully 
informed, shall report periodically to the Security Council on its opera
tion;

5. Recommends that the function of the Force should be in the interest 
o f  preserving international peace and security, to use its best efforts to 
prevent a recurrence o f  fighting and. as necessary, to contribute to the 
maintenance and restoration of law and order and a return to normal



6. Calla upon all Stales to respect the sovereignty, independence, 
territorial integrity and non-alignment of the Republic o f Cyprus;

7. Cal4s upon all States not to recognize any Cypriot state other than 
the Republic of Cyprus;

8. Calls upon all States and the two communities in Cyprus to refrain 
from any action which might exacerbate the situation:

9. Requests the Secretary-General to keep the Security Council fully 
informed.

Adopted at the 2500th meeting by 13 votes to / affainst (Pakistan) with I 
abstention (Jordan).



RESOLUTION 353 (1974)

Adopted by the Security Council on 20 July 1974

The Security Council,

Having considered the report of the Secretary-General at its 1779th 
meeting about the recent developments in Cyprus,

Having heard the statement made by the President o f the Republic of 
Cyprus and the statements by the representatives of Cyprus. Turkey, 
Greece and other Member States,

Having considered at its present meeting further developments in the 
island.

Deeply deploring the outbreak of violence and continuing bloodshed.

Gravely concerned about the situation which led to a serious threat to 
international peace and security, and which created a most explosive 
situation in the whole Eastern Mediterranean area.

Equally concerned about the necessity to restore the constitutional 
structure of the Republic of Cyprus, established and guaranteed by in
ternational agreement.

Recalling its resolution 186(1964) of 4 March 1964 and its subsequent 
resolutions on this matter.

Conscious of this primary responsibility for the maintenance of inter
national peace and security in accordance with Article 24 of the Charter 
of the United Nations.

1. Calis upon all States to respect the sovereignty, independence and 
territorial integrity of Cyprus;

2. Calls upon all parties to the present fighting as a first step to cease 
all tiring and requests all States to exercise the utmost restraint and to 
refrain from any action which might further aggravate the situation;

Demands an immediate end to foreign military intervention in the 
Republic of Cyprus that is in contravention of paragraph I above;

■1. Requests the withdrawal without delay from the Republic of Cy
prus of foreign military personnel present otherwise than under the 
authority of international agreements, including those whose withdra
wal was requested by the President of the Republic o f Cyprus. Archbi
shop Makarios. in his letter of 2 July 1974;
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5. Qalls upon Grcccc, Turkey and the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland to enter into negotiation without delay for 
the restoration of peace in the area and constitutional government in 
Cyprus and to keep the Secretary-General informed;

6. Calis upon all parties to cooperate fully with the United Nations 
Peace-Keeping Force in Cypurs to enable it to carry out its mandate;

7. Decides to keep the situation under constant review and asks the 
Secretary-General to report as appropriate with a view to adopting 
further measures in order to ensure that peaceful conditions are restored 
as soon as possible.

Adopted unanimously at 1781st meeting.



RESOLUTION 541 (1983)

Adopted by the Security Council on 18 November 1983

The Security Council,

Having heard the statem ent of the Foreign Minister o f the Govern
ment of the Republic o f  Cyprus.

Concerned at the declaration by the Turkish Cypriot authorities 
issued on 15 November 1983 which purports to create an independent 
state in northern Cyprus,

Considering that this declaration is incompatible with the 1960 Treaty 
concerning the establishment o f the Republic of Cyprus and the 1960 
Treaty of Guarantee.

Considering therefore that the attempt to create a “ Turkish Republic 
of Northern Cyprus” is invalid, and will contribute to a worsening o f the 
situation in Cyprus,

Reaffirming its resolutions 365(1974) and 367(1975),

Aware o f the need for a solution of the Cyprus problem, based on the 
mission of good offices undertaken by the Secretary-General.

Affirming its continuing support for the United Nations Peace- 
Keeping Force in Cyprus.

Taking note of the Secretary-General’s statement o f 17 November 
1983.

1. Deplores the declaration of the Turkish Cypriot authorities of the 
purported secession o f part of the Republic of Cyprus:

2. Considers the declaration referred to above as legally invalid and 
calls for its withdrawal:

Calls for the urgent and effective implementation of its resolutions 
365(1974) and 367(1975):

4 Requests the S<fcrct,iry-General to pursue his mission of good 
ofilces m order to achicve the earliest possible progress towards a just 
and lasting settlement in Cyprus;

5 Calls upon the parties to cooperate fully with the Secretary-General 
in his mission of good v>ffices:
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6. Calh upon «ill Stales to respcct the sovereignty, independence, 
territorial integrity and non-alignment of the Republic of Cyprus:

7. Calls upon all States not to recognize any Cypriot state other than 
the Republic of Cyprus;

8. Calls upon all States and the two communities in Cyprus to refrain 
from any action which might exacerbate the situation:

9. Requests the Secretary-General to keep the Security Council fully 
informed.

Adopted at the 2500th meeting by 13 votes to I against (Pakistan) with I 
abstention (Jordan).
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Somalia

R E S O L U T I O N  751 (1 9 9 2 )

195

A D O PT E D  B-Y T H E  S E C U R IT Y  C O U N C IL  A T  ITS  3069T H  
M E E T IN G , ON  24 A PR IL  1992

The Security Council,
Considering the request by Somalia for the Security Council to consider the 

siniation in Somalia (S/23445),

Reaffirming its resolutions 733 (1992) of 23 January 1992 and 746 (1992) of 
17 March 1992,

Having considered the report of the Secretary-General on the situation in Som
alia (S/23829 and Add. 1 and Add. 2),

Taking note of the signing of the cease-fire agreements in Mogadishu on 3 
March 1992, including agreements for the implementation of measures aimed 
at stabilizing the cease-fire through a United Nations monitoring mission.

Taking nou also of the signing of letters of agreement in Mogadishu, Hargeisa 
and Kismayu on the mechanism for monitoring the cease-fire and arrangements 
for the equitable and effective distribution of humanitarian assistance in and 
around Mogadishu,

Deeply disturbed by the magnitude of the human suffering caused by the con
flict and concerned that the continuation of the situation in Somalia constitutes 
a threat to international peace and security.

Cognizant of the imponance of cooperation between the United Nations and 
regional organizations in the context of Chapter V m  of the Charter of the 
United Nations,

CndeHining the imponance which it attaches to the international, regional and 
non-govemmental organizadons, including the International Committee of the 
Red Cross, continuing to provide humanitarian and other relief assistance to 

people of Somalia under difficult circumstances.

Expressing its appreciation to the regional organizations, including the Organ- 
^tion of African Unitv’, the LeJigue of Arab States and the Organization of the 
l̂amic Conference, for their cooperation with the United Nations in the eflfort 

^ resolve the Somali problem,

1. Takes note tuith appreciation of the repon of the Secretarv’-General of 21 
P̂ril 1992 (S/23829 and Add. 1 and Add. 2);

2. Decides to establish under its authority*, and in suppon of the Secretary- 
^neral m accordance with paragraph 7 below, a United Nations Operation in 
^^^ilia (UNOSOM);
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R E S O L U T I O N  794 (1992)

a d o p t e d  b y  t h e  s e c u r i t y  c o u n c i l  a t  i t s  3 1 4 5 T H  
M E E T I N G ,  O N  3 D E C E M B E R  1992

The Security Council,
Reaffirming its resolutions 733 (1992) of 23 January 1992, 746 (1992) of 17 

March 1992, 751 (1992) of 24 April 1992, 767 (1992) of 27 July 1992 and 
775 (1992) of 28 August 1992,

Recognizing the unique character of the present situation in Somalia and 
mindful of its deteriorating, complex and extraordinary nature, requiring an 
immediate and exceptional response,

Determining that the magnitude of the human tragedy caused by the conHkt 
in Somalia, further exacerbated by the obstacles being created to the disaibutkm 
of humanitarian assistance, constitutes a threat to international peace and 
security,

Gravely alarmed by the deterioration of the humanitarian situation in Somaiu 
and underlining the urgent need for the quick delivery of humanitarian assistance 
in the whole country,

Noting the effons of the League of Arab States, the Organization of African 
Unify, and in particular the proposal made by its Chairman at the forty-seventh 
regular session of the General Assembly for the organization of an international 
conference in Somalia, and the Organization of Islamic Conference and other 
regional agencies and arrangements to promote reconciliation and political 
settlement in Somalia and to address the humanitarian needs of the people of 
that country,

Commending the ongoing efforts of the United Nations, its specialized agenc
ies and humanitarian organizations and of non-govemmental organizations and 
of States to ensure delivery of humanitarian assistance in Somalia,

Responding to the urgent calls from Somalia for the international community 
to take measures to ensure the delivery of humanitarian assistance in Somalia,

Expremng grave alarm at continuing reports of widespread violations of inter
national humanitarian law occurring in Somalia, including reports of violence 
and threats of violence against personnel participating lawfully in impartial 
humanitarian relief activities; deliberate anacks on non-combatants, relief con
signments and vehicles, and medical and relief facilities; and impeding the deliv
ery of food and medical supplies essential for the survival of the cinlia*' 
population,

Dismayed by the continuation of conditions that impede the deliver)* 
humanitarian supplies to destinations within Somalia, and in particular rep<Jf^



of looimg of relief supplies destined for starving people, attacks on aircraft and 
ships bnnging in humanitarian relief supplies, and attacks on the Pakistani 
LTN'OSOM contingent in Mogadishu,

Taking nou with appreciation of the letters of the Secretary-General of 24 
Kovember 1992 (8/24859) and of 29 November 1992 (S/24868),

Sharing the Secretary-General’s assessment that the situation in Somalia is 
intolerable and that it has become necessary to review the basic premises and 
principles of the United Nations effort in Somalia, and that UNOSOM ’s exist
ing course would not in present circumstances be an adequate response to the 
tragedy in Somalia,

Diiermined to establish as soon as possible the necessary conditions for the 
delivery of humanitarian assistance wherever needed in Somalia, in conformity 
with resolutions 751 (1992) and 767 (1992),

Xoting the offer by Member States aimed at establishing a secure environment 
for humanitarian relief operations in Somalia as soon as possible,

Determined further to restore peace, stability and law and order with a view to 
facilitating the process of a political settlement under the auspices of the United 
N'ations, aimed at national reconciliation in Somalia, and encouraging the Sec
retary-General and his Special Representative to continue and intensify their 
work at the national and regional levels to promote these objectives,

Recognizing that the people of Somalia bear ultimate responsibility for national 
reconciliation and the reconstruction of their own country,

1. Reaffirms its demand that all parties, movements and factions in Somalia 
immediately cease hostilities, maintain a cease-fire throughout the country, and 
cooperate with the Special Representative of the Secretary-General as well as 
With th e  military forces to be established pursuant to the authorization given 
•n paragraph 10 below in order to promote the process of relief distribution, 
rcconciliarion and political settlement in Somalia;

2. Demands that all parlies, movements and factions in Somalia take all meas
ures necessary to facilitate the efforts of the United Nations, its specialized 
agencies and humanitanan organizations to provide urgent humanitarian assist-

to the affected population in Somalia;

3. Also demands that all panics, movements and factions in Somalia take all 
Measures necessary* to ensure the safety of United Nations and all other person-

engaged in the delivery of humanitarian assistance, including the militar> 
forccs to be established pursuant to the authorization given in paragraph 10 
^bw;



4, Further danands that all parties, movements and factions in SomwSa 
immediately cease and desist frotn all breaches of international humanitarian 
law including fr®"' actions such as those described above;

5 Strongly co^m m  all violaaons of inKmadonal humanitarian law occumi* 
m &mal.a, .ncludmg m paracular deliberate impeding of the 
fo ^  and ' “PP'*”  " “ ““al for the suuvival of the civilian populati,^
wd a t to s  It«t *ose who commit or order the commission of s u ^  
be held individually responsible m respect of such acts;

6. that * e  opentiom an d ^ ^  deployment of the 3.500 penoo-
nel of the Un«ed i ations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM) authorized br 
paragraph 3 of 775 ( 992) should proceed a. the d isc^ d o lT ^ tS
Secrctarv-Gencral m the l i^ t  of his a^ccmonr «#■ v  .- A u.r« r> assessment of condmons on the ground;
Md requests him to keep the Council informed and to make such r e c o ^ e ^  
daaons as may be appropnate for the fulfUment of its mandate where condinom 
permit;

7. the Secretary-General m his letter of 29
Novern^r 199- <^248M) that acQon under Chapter VII of the Charter of the
United Nations should be taken m orri^p uniicu .^auon to establish a secure environment for
humamtanan relief operanons m Somalia as soon as possible;

8. lTVto«« the offer by a Member State described in the Secretarv-General-, 
letter to the C o |m c .l o (s/24868) concerning the establish
ment of an operation to create such a secure environment;

9. Wd^mes aUo offers by other Member States to participate in that 
operation;

10. Acting under Chapter VH of the Chaner of the United Nations, authorixa 
the S e c r e t a r j - G e n e r a l  ^ d  Member States cooperating to implement the offer 
referred to in paragraph 8 above to use all necessary means to establish as soon 
as possible a se cu re  environment for humanitarian relief operations in Somalia;

U.CalU on all Member States which are in a position to do so to provide 
miliary forces and to make additional contributions, in cash or in kind, in 
accordance with paragraph 10 above and requests the Secretary-General to 
establish a fund through which die contributions, where appropriate, could be 
channelled to th e  States or operaoons concerned;

12. the Secretar>*-Gcneral and the Member States concerned to
make the ncccssary amngements for the unified command and control of the 
forces invoh*ed, which will reflect the offer refenred to in paragraph 8 above;

13. th e  Secretao--Ge^^^^ * e  Member States acting under para
graph 10 above mechanisms for coordination bet%veen
the United Xat**^*’ their military forces;



oomaiu

14. Decides to appoint an ad hoc conunission composed of members of the 
Security Council to repon to the Council on the implementation of this 
resolution;

15. Invites the Secretary-General to attach a small UNOSOM liaison staff to 
the Field Headquarters of the unified command;

16. Acting under Chapters VII and VIII of the Charter, calls upon States, 
nationaily or through regional agencies or arrangements, to use such measures 
as may be necessary to ensure strict implementation of paragraph 5 of the resol
ution 733 (1992);

17. Requests all States, in particular those in the region, to provide appropriate 
support for the actions undertaken by States, nationally or through regional 
agencies or arrangements, pursuant to this and other relevant resolutions;

18. Requests the Secretary-General and, as appropriate, the States concerned
report to the Council on a regular basis, the first such report to be made no

later than fifteen days after the adoption of this resolution, on the implemen
tation of this resolution and the anairmient.of the objective of establishing a 
secure environment so as to enable the Council to make the necessary decision 
for a prompt transition to continued peace-keeping operations;

19. Requests the Secretary-General to submit a plan to the Council initially 
within fifteen days after the adoption of this resolution to ensure that UNOSOM 
will be able to fiilfil its mandate upon the withdrawal of the unified command;

20. Invites the Searetary-General and his Special Representative to continue 
their efforts to achieve a political settlement in Somalia;

21. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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R E S O L U T IO N  814 (1 9 9 3 )

A D O PT E D  BY T H E  S E C U R IT Y  C O U N C IL  AT IT S  31 8 8 T H  
M E E T IN G , ON 26 M A RC H  1993

The Security Council,
Reaffirming its resolutions 733 (1992) of 23 January 1992, 746 (1992) of 17 

March 1992, 751 (1992) of 24 April 1992, 767 (1992) of 27 July 1992, 775 
(1992) of 28 August 1992 and 794 (1992) of 3 December 1992,

Bearing in mind General Assembly resolution AT 1161 of 18 December 1992,

Commending the efforts of Member States acting p iquan t to resolution 794 
(1992) to establish a secure environment for humanitarian relief operations in 
Somalia,

Acknowledging the need for a prompt, smooth and phased transition from the 
Unified Task Force (UNITAF) to the expanded United Nations Operation in 
Somalia (UNOSOM ID,

Regretting the continuing incidents of violence in Somalia and the threat they 
pose to the reconciliation process,

Deploring the acts of violence against persons engaging in humanitarian efforts 
on behalf of the United Nations, States, and non-governmental organizations,

Noting vaith deep regret and concern the continuing reports of widespread viol
ations of international humanitarian law and the general absence of the rule of 
law in Somalia,

Recognizing that the people of Somalia bear the ultimate responsibility for 
national reconciliation and reconstruction of their own country.

Acknowledging the fundamental imponance of a comprehensive and effective 
programme for disarming Somali parties, including movements and factions,

Noting the need for continued humanitarian relief assistance and for the 
rehabilitation of Somalia’s political institutions and economy.

Concerned that the crippling famine and drought in Somalia, compounded by 
the civil strife, have caused massive destruction to the means of production and 
the natural and human resources of that country,

Exprasmg its appreciation to the Organization of African Unity, the League 
of Arab States, the Organization of the Islamic Conference and the N on -A lig n ed  
Movement for their cooperation with, and support of, the effons of the United 
Nations in Somalia,



Further expressing its appreciation to all Member States which have made con
tributions to the Fund established pursuant to paragraph 11 of resolution 794 
(1992) and to all those who have provided humanitarian assistance to Somalia,

Commending the efforts, in difficult circumstances, o f the initial United 
Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM ) established pursuant to resolution 
751 (1992),

Expressing its appreciation for the invaluable assistance the neighbouring 
countries have been providing to the international community in its efiforts to 
restore peace and security in Somalia and to host large numbers of refugees 
displaced by the conflict and taldng note of the difficulties caused to them due 
to the presence of refugees in their territories.

Convinced that the restoration of law and order throughout Somalia would 
contribute to humanitarian relief operations, reconciliation and political settle
ment, as well as to the rehabilitation of Somalia’s political institutions and 
cconomy,

Convinced also of the need for broad-based consultations and deliberations to 
achieve recondliadon, agreement on the setting up of transitional government 
institutions and consensus on basic principles and steps leading to the establish
ment of representative democratic institutions,

Recognizing that the re-establishment of local and regional administrative 
instirutions is essential to the restoration of domestic tranquillity.

Encouraging the Secretary-General and his Special Representative to continue 
and intensify their work at the national, regional and local levels, including and 
encouraging broad participation by all sectors of Somali society, to promote Ae 
process o f political settlement and national reconciliation and to assist the 
people of Somalia in rehabilitating their political institutions and economy.

Expressing its readiness to assist the people of Somalia, as appropriate, on a 
local, regional or national level, to participate in free and fair elections, with a 
view towards achieving and implementing a political settlement,

Vl̂ clcoming the progress made at the United Nations-sponsored Informal Pre
paratory Meeting on Somali Political Reconciliation in Addis Ababa from 4 to 
15 January 1993, in particular the conclusion at that meeting of three agree
ments by the Somali parties, including movements and factions, and welcoming 
also any progress made at the Conference on National Reconciliation which 
^cgan in Addis Ababa on 15 March 1993,

Bmphasising the need for tlie Somali people, including movements and fac- 
^ons, to show the political will to achieve security, reconciliation and peace,

Noting the repons of States concerned of 17 December 1992 (S/24976) and
January 1993 (S/25126) and of the Secretar>’-General of 19 December 1992



.-vppcnuix

(S/24992) and 26 January 1993 (S/25168) on the itnpkmentadon of resolution 
794 (1992),

Having examined the report of the Secretary-General of 3 March 1993 (S/ 
25354 and Add. 1 and Add. 2),

Welcoming the intendon of the Secretary-General to seek maximum economy 
and efficiency and to keep the size of the United Nations presence, both military 
and civilian, to the minimum necessary to fulfil its mandate,

Determining that the situation in Somalia continues to threaten peace and 
sectmty in the region,

A
1. Approves the report of the Secretary-General of 3 March 1993;

2. Expresses its appreciation to the Secretary-General for convening the Con
ference on National Reconciliation for Somalia in accordance with the agree
ments reached during the Informal Preparatory Meeting on Somali Political 
Reconciliation in Addis Ababa in January 1993 and for the progress achieved 
towards political reconciliation in Somalia, and also for his efforts to ensure 
that, as appropriate, Somalis, including movements, factions, community lead
ers, women, professionals, intellectuals, elders and other representative groups 
are suitably represented at such conferences;

3. Welcomes the convening of the Third United Nations Coordination Meet
ing for Humanitarian Assistance for Somalia in Addis Ababa from 11 to 13 
March 1993 and the willingness expressed by Governments through this process 
to contribute to relief and rehabilitation efTons in Somalia, where and when 
possible;

4. Requests the Secretary-General, through his Special Representative, and 
with assistance, as appropriate, from all relevant United Nations entities, offices 
and specialized agencies, to provide humanitarian and other assistance to the 
people of Somalia in rehabilitating their political institutions and economy and 
promoting political settlement and national reconciliation, in accordance with 
the recommendations contained in his report of 3 March 1993, including in 
particular:

(a) To assist in the provision of relief and in the economic rehabjlitation of 
Somalia, based on an assessment of clear, prioritized needs, and taking into 
account, as appropriate, the 1993 Relief and Rehabilitation Programme for 
Somalia prepared by the United Nations Department of Humanitarian AlTairs:

(b) To assist in the repatriation of refugees and displaced persons vnthin 
Somalia;

(c) To assist the people of Somalia to promote and advance political reconali- 
ation, through broad panicipation by all sectors of Somali society, and the rc-
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establishment of national and regional institutions and civil administration in 
the entire country;

(d) To assist in the re-establishment of Somali police, as appropriate at the 
local, regional or national level, to assist in the restoration and maintenance of 
peace, stability and law and order, including in the investigation and facilitating 
the prosecution of serious violations of intemadonal humanitarian law;

(e) To assist the people of Somalia in the development of a coherent and 
integrated programme for the removal of mines throughout Somalia;

(0 To develop appropriate public information acrivities in suppon of the 
United Nadons acrivities in Somalia;

(g) To create conditions under which Somali civil society may have a role, 
at every level, in the process of political reconciliation and in the formulation 
.nd realization of rehabilitation and reconstruction programmes;

B
Acting under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations,

5. Decides to expand the size of the UNOSOM force and its mandate in 
accordance with the recommendations contained in paragraphs 56-88 of the 
rcpon of the Secretary-General of 3 March 1992, and the provisions of this 
resolution;

6. Authorises the mandate for the expanded UNOSOM (UNOSOM II) For 
an initial period through 31 October 1993, unless previously renewed by the 
Security Council;

7. Emphasises the crucial imponance of disarmament and the urgent need to 
JuiJd on the effons of UNITAF in accordance with paragraphs 56-69 of the 
report of the Secretary-General of 3 March 1993;

8. Demands that all Somali parties, including movements and factions, comply 
fully with the commitments they have undertaken in the agreements they con
cluded at the Informal Pjeparatory Meeting on Somali Political Reconciliation 
in Addis Ababa, and in particular with their Agreement on Implementing the 
Cease-fire and on Modalities of Disarmament (S/25168, annex III);

9. Further demands that all Somali parties, including movements'and factions, 
take ail measures to ensure the safery of the personnel of the United Nations 
and its agencies as well as the staff of the International Committee ot the Red 
Cross (ICRC), intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental organiz
ations engaged in providing humanitarian and other assistance to the people of 
Somalia in rehabilitating their political institutions and economy and promoting 
political settlement and national reconciliation,
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R E SO L U T IO N  837 (1993)

ADOPTED BY T H E  SEC U R ITY  C O U N C IL  AT ITS 3229T H  
M E E T IN G , ON 6 JUNE 1993

The Security Council,
Reaffirming its resolutions 733 (1992) of 23 January 1992, 746 (1992) of 17 

March 1992, 751 (1992) of 24 April 1992, 767 (1992) of 27 July 1992, 775 
(1992) of 28 August 1992, 794 (1992) of 3 December 1992 and 814 (1993) 
of 26 March 1993,

Bearing in mind General Assembly resolution 47/167 of 18 December 1992,

Gravely alarmed at the premeditated armed attacks launched by forces appar* 
endy belonging to the United Somali Congress (USOSNA) against the person
nel of the United Nations Operation in Somalia (UNOSOMII) on 5 June 1993,

Savngiy condemning such actions, which direcdy undermine international 
eflforts aimed at the restoration of peace and normalcy in Somalia,

Exprtismg outrage at the loss of life as a result of these criminal attacks,

Reaffirming its commitment to assist the people of Somalia in re-establishmg 
conditions of normal life,

Stressing that the international community is involved in Somalia in order to 
help the people of Somalia who have sufifered untold miseries due to years of 
civU strife in that country,

Acknotiledging the ftindamental imponance of completing the comprehensive 
and eflfective programme for disarming all Somah parties, including movements 
and factions,

Convinced that the restoration of law and order throughout Somalia would 
contribute to humanitarian relief operations, reconciliation and political settle
ment, as well as to the rehabilitation of Somalia’s political institutions and 
economy,

m

Condemning strongly the use of radio broadcasts, in particular by the USC 
SNA, to incite attacks against United Nations personnel,

Recalling the statement made by its President on 31 March 1993 (& 254^3) 
concerning the safety of United Nations forces and personnel deployed in con
ditions of strife and committed to consider promptly measures appropriate to 
the particular circumstances to ensure that persons responsible for attacks and 
other acts of violence against United Nations forces and personnel arc held to 
account for their actions,
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Taking note of the information provided to the Council by the Secretary- 
General on 6 June 1993,

Deurmining that the situation in Somalia continues to threaten peace and 
security in the region,

Acting under Chapter VII of the Chaner of the United Nations,

1. Smtngfy condemns the unprovoked armed attacks against the personnel of 
UNOSOM II on 5 June 1993, which appear to have been part of a calculated 
and premeditated series of cease-fire violations to prevent by intimidation 
UNOSOM II from carrying out its mandate as provided for in resolution 814 
(1993);

2. Expresses its condolences to the Government and people of Pakistan and 
the families of the UNOSOM II personnel who have lost their lives;

3. Re-emphashes the crucial importance of the early implementation of the 
disarmament of all Somali parties, including movements and factions, in accord
ance with paragraphs 56-69 of the report of the Secretary-General of 3 March 
1993, and of neutralizing radio broadcasting systems that contribute to the viol
ence and attacks directed against UNOSOM II;

4. Demands once again that all Somali parties, including movements and fac
tions, comply fiilly with the commitments they have undertaken in the agree
ments they concluded at the informal Preparatory Meeting on Somali Political 
Reconciliation in Addis Ababa, and in particular with their Agreement on 
Implementing the Cease-Fire and on Modalities of Disarmament (S/25168, 
.Annex III);

5. Reaffimts that the Secretary-General is authorized under resolution 814 
(1993) to take ail necessary measures against all those responsible for the armed 
attacks referred to in paragraph I above, including against those responsible for 
publicly inciting such attacks, to establish the effective authority of UNOSOM 
II throughout Somalia, including to secure the investigation of their actions and 
iheir arrest and detention for prosecution, trial and punishment;

6. Requests the Secretary-Ckneral urgendy to enquire into the incident, with 
particular emphasis on the role of those factional leaders involved;

7. Encourages the rapid and accelcrated deployment of all UNOSOM II con
tingents to meet the full requirements of 28,000 men, all ranks, as well as equip
ment, as indicated in the Secrelary-General’s report of 3 March 1993 (S  
25354);

8. Urges Member States to contribute, on an emergency basis, militaiy sup
port and transponation, including armoured personnel carriers, tanks and attack 
helicopters, to provide UNOSOM II the capability appropriately to confront



and deter armed attacks directed against it in the accomplishment of its 
mandate;

9. Further requests the Secretary-General to submit a report to the Council on 
the implemenution of the present resolution, if possible within seven days from 
the date of its adoption;

10. Decides to remain actively seized of the matter.
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APPENDIX S; S.C. Resolution 747

RESOLUTION 7 4 7  f 1 9 9 a )
^14 March 1 99%_________________________

)
Adophd by unanimous vote.

Pfpored in thB course of the Council's consuhoHons.

Ihe Security Council

Recaiing its resolufion 696  (1991) of 30 hAiy 1991 

which decided to enlrusi a new mandate to the United 
Notions Angola Verification AAission (UNAVEM li) as 

proposed by the SecretaryOeneral In line with the 
*Acofdos de Paz para Angola',

Wekoming the continuing efforts of the SecietaryOefV 

efol to Implement fully the mandate entrusted to UN
AVEM II,

NoHng with satishcfion the efforts made so far by tt>e 
Govef nmeni of the Peopb's Republic of Angola and the 
IMatiooal Union foe the Total lndepender>ce of Angola 
to mointain the ceasefire and •xpressing coocam over 
tf>e delays and gaps in the completion of some mojof 
tasks arising from the 'Acofdos de Poz',

Str^ung again the importOfKe it aHacKes ’o  the fulfil

ment by the parlies in good faith of all obligations 

coniQined in the 'Acordos de Pqz',

Wekoming- the oppoinlment by the Secret:^/<^nefo! 
of a Special Represenlolive fcx Angola wtid w ill De in 
charge of all current ond prc-ecled ocS(»-ries of the 

United Notions in connection w i  the 'Aco- cos de Paz* 

or>d *v»ll also be ’he Chief of t ‘4AVEM 11,



any party which refuses to lake part in ^ h  a dialogue, 
thereby jeopprdiziiig the wt,ii5process., . .

The Security Gxiocll strongly condemns the ottocb and 
baseless accusations made by Vorgan rodio of UNITA 
against the Special Representative of the SecretaryGen- 
eral and the United Nations Angola Verification Mis
sion (UNAVEM 11). it calls for the immediate cessation 
of these attacb and accusations, and reiterates its full 
support for the Special Representative and for Uh4-
AVEMII.

The Security Council reiterates its readiness to act 
without deby on the basis of recommendations that the 
SecretafyGenerol might make concerning the contribu
tion of the United Nations to ihe completion of the 
electoral process.
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APPEMDIX U; Letter fro* Governor Lubango Region

Htl'j
IN.490 Page I UTC Time: 93-05-31 19:40:38 •

t

BT CSAT 493138130- FOIB X 31-MAY-1993 18:19:50 302906

TO : COS
INFO : CDR SOUTHERN REGION C/0 HOUSE NO 8
FROM : HQ SOUTHERN REGION
DATE : 31 MAY 93.
SUBJECT.- CAS EVAC FROM QUIPANGO
1. TODAY THE GOVERNOR CALLED ON UNAVEM TO THANK UNAVEM FOR THE 
ASSISTANCE PROVIDED TO THE ADMINISTRATION FOR THE EVACUATION OF CAS 
FROM QUIPANGO. THE TRANSLATION OF THE LETTER HANDED OVER BY HIM IS AS 
FOLLOWS :-

THE QUICK RESPONSE DEMONSTRATED BY UNAVEM AFTER THE APPEAL OF 
LOCAL ADMINISTRATION,AND CONSIDERING THE NOBLE AND VALIANT GESTURE 
SHOWN,IN THE EVACUATION AND OTHER HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE GIVEN AFTER 
THE BLOODY ATTACK BY UNITA, AGAINST THE PASSENGERS IN WHICH THE 
PEACEFUL CITIZENS WERE TRAVELLING TO MATALA, THE GOVERNMENT OF THE 
PROVINCE, THROUGH THIS LETTER WOULD LIKETO EXPRESS THEIR APPRECIATION 
Ai'n) OFFERTHEIR DEEPEST THANKS.
2. THE ABOVE IS FOR YOUR INFORMATIN PLEASE.
3. BEST REGARDS.
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TABLE ♦; Coapositlon of OHUC

Appendices 436

Contzibutors
Argentina

Austria

Braal

Duntion
Jta Iseo^Feb 1963 

14 Dec i960-Aua 1963

Jul 1960-Jun. 1964

Burma (now Myanmar) Aug 1960-Jun. 1964 
Canada luL 1960-Jun. 1964

Ceylon (now Sn 
Lanka)
Denmark

Dhiopia

Ghana

Cumea
India

indmtesia
Iran

Ireland
Italy

Ubena

Malaya
FMeranon of Mali 
(now Mali and 
Senegal)
Moroco}
Netherlands
NKjerta

Norway

Pakistan

Philippines

Sierra Leone
Sudan
Siweden

Aug 1960-Apr 1962 
Aug 1960-jun 1964

13 Jul. 1960-16 lun 1964

13 Jul 1960-25 SepL 1963

23 )ul l960-|an 1961 
Jul. 1960-jun. 1964

4 Oct. 1960-Apr 1964 
Dec 1962-JuL 1963

28 Jul. 1960-U May 1964 
Oct 1960-jun. 1964

23 Jul. 1960-May 1963 

30 Oct. 1960-Apr 1963

1 Aug 1960-Nov I960 
IS Jul. 1960-31 Jan 1961 
Aug 1960-Oct 1963 
10 Nw. 1960-30 Jun 1964

Jul I960-Mar 1964

31 Aug. 1960-May 1964

Feb 1963-Iun. 1963

Jan l962'Mat 1963 
Aug 1960-Apr-Dec 1961 
20 Jul. 1960-lS May 1964

Tuniaia 15 Jul. 1960-May 1963
United Arab Republic 20 Aug 1960-1 Petb 1961
Yugoslavia Jul- 1960-Dec. I960

Contzibution
Aircraft personnel (an and 
ground)
Aircr^ personnel (air and 
ground). &eld hospital and 
personnel. »aff personnel 
Aircraft personnel (air and 
ground) staiT personnel 
Staff personnel 
Aircraft personnel (air and 
ground), staff personnel signals

Staff personnel 
A irci^ personnel (air and 
ground), staff personnel, work
shop control, transport company 
Infantry aircraft personnel (air and 
grounc^. staff personnel 
Infantry. 2 medical umis. staff 
personnel, polioe companies 
Infantry
Infantry, aircraft personnel (air and 
grouncO. field ho^ta l ukI 
persoruiel. staff personnel supply 
unu. signal company, air disp«ich 
team, postal unit 
Infantry
Aircraft and air and ground 
personnel
Infantty, aaff personnel 
Aircraft personnel (air and 
ground), field hospital, 
personnel
Infantry, movement control, staff 
personnel
Infantry, staff personnel

Infantry
Infantry, parachute company 
Hygiene teama  ̂ staff personnel 
Infantry, pcdice unit, staf 
personnel
Aircraft personnel (iur and 
ground), staff personnel workstfxjp 
control
OrdnaiK» and transport umts, staff 
personnel
Aircraft personnet (ait and 
ground), staff personn«l 
Infantty 
Infantry
Infantry, aircraft personnel (air aad 
ground), movement conti^  
engineering personnel nwrterisop 
umt. signal detachmerit. starff 
personnel 
Infantry
M an ^ . parac^ai bottaiioa 
Aircraft persoiuiel {a« m i 
grouod)

From February 1963 to the end of the United Natans OperatKW in the Conga a b«ttSioti at a»
Congokm Nat»nal Army was incorporated in ONUC



2. ,

TABLE Coaposition of UMITAF

Table 6.1 Intematioiia] Troop Commitments for Somalia (Estimates)

Country No. of Troops

Australia 900
Belgium 570
Botswana 300
(Danada 900
Egypt 250
France 2.500
India 3,000
Italy 3,800
Kuwait 230
Morocco 1,250
New Zealand 60
Nigeria 550
Norway 80
Pakistan 4,000
Saudi Arabia 700
Sweden 130
Tunisia 130
Turkey 300
UK 90
USA 24,000
Zimbabwe 400

Source: Adapted from UN Africa Recovery Briefing Paper, No. 7, 15 January 1993, p. 3.
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UNITED NATIONS PEACE-KEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS (UNFICYP)
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MAP A

FIRST UNITED NATIONS EMERGENCY FORCE (UNEF I)
Otpioymeni u  of August ^57
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MAP 5

SECOND UNITED NATIONS EMERGENCY FORCE (UNEF lit
Dtpteyment as of Jutv 1979
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NAP 6

^  UNITED NATIONS DISENGAGEMENT OBSERVER FORCE (UNOOF)
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